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Preface 

M ultimedia Applications and Systems are an increasingly common part of our 
everyday lives--emerging mobile terminals which can display pictures and 

video data, DVD players in the home, downloadable games, streaming in the Internet, 
radio stations on the World Wide Web-are just a few examples. These applications 
and systems are becoming an integral part of our heterogeneous computing and 
communication environment. Over the last decade, we have experienced an explosive 
growth of multimedia computing, communication, and applications (World Wide Web, 
conferencing, digital entertainment, etc.) which provide not just text and images but 
also video, audio, and other continuous media. In the future, all computers and 
networks will contain multimedia devices. They will also require appropriate 
processing and communication support to provide seamless and ubiquitous services and 
protocols for the relevant multimedia applications. 

This book is one of three closely related volumes which aim to cover the whole 
area of multimedia technology and its applications: The first volume (Ralf Steinmetz, 
Klara Nahrstedt, "Multimedia Fundamentals Volume 1: Media Coding and Content 
Processing ", Prentice-Hall, 2002) deals mainly with the fundamentals of media per se, 
and covers media-specific considerations such as individual media characteristics, 
media processing, and optical storage, content analysis, and processing. It includes 
coding, compression, and a detailed discussion of optical storage. The third volume 
(Ralf Steinmetz, Klara Nahrstedt, "Multimedia Applications ", Springer-Verlag 2004) 
discusses multimedia database and document issues, programming of multimedia 
applications, multimedia security, human-computer interfaces, multimedia learning, 

v 



vi Preface 

design and different types of applications. Taken together, our three books are intended 
to be the standard reference books on "multimedia fundamentals". 

Do the individual volumes contain sufficient information which readers might 
need to make the most out of reading this book? 

The present volume can be read (and understood) without detailed knowledge of 
media coding and content processing. However, a basic grasp of the notion of 
compression would certainly be very useful. Furthermore, it is of crucial importance 
that the readers have an introductory background in the areas of operating systems and 
networking systems. 

In this book, we emphasize multimedia systems and networking to provide 
fundamental understanding what are the underlying concepts, mechanisms and frame
works that multimedia applications stand on. Chapter 2 on quality of service provides 
the basic definitions and concepts (1) to explain quality differentiation and quality
aware resource management, and (2) to present one of the most fundamental building 
blocks of multimedia systems. Chapter 3 on multimedia operating systems touches 
upon fundamentals in processor soft-real-time scheduling, based on earliest deadline 
first and rate-monotonic scheduling policies, as well as in memory and device 
management. Chapter 4 continues the discussion of multimedia operating systems and 
presents media servers, one of the most researched domains in multimedia operating 
systems. Topics range from multimedia file structure, file placement, overall storage 
organization, to disk management, disk scheduling, and caching policies. Chapter 5 
describes basic concepts for multimedia transmission at the physical and Medium 
Access Control layers, presenting past and existing networking technologies (e.g., 
Gigabit Ethernet, ATM) that embed appropriate algorithms, protocols and services for 
multimedia communication. Chapter 6 on multimedia communication is the core 
chapter for multimedia-enabled protocols executing at the network IP and transport 
layers. The readers will find discussion on existing protocols, that have been modified 
to assist in multimedia communication such as the TCP protocol, as well as on new 
protocols such as IPv6 and RTP protocols. Chapter 7 continues the discussion of 
multimedia-enabling concepts in the protocol stack and presents group communication 
services and protocols at the session layer. Chapter 8 is the glue of the whole book 
because it describes the synchronization concepts and mechanisms across the whole 
multimedia system architecture. It ties together synchronization mechanisms at the 
operating system and network levels with synchronization mechanisms at the 
application and user levels to deliver the overall goal of a multimedia system-the best 
perceptual quality of multimedia data to the user. 

Overall, the book covers a wide scope of multimedia system and networking 
concepts, due to its intended purpose of serving as a reference, or as an introductory 
book in an undergraduate multimedia systems class. It evolved from the third edition of 
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our book on multimedia technology, published in German in 2000 [SteOO]. (Figures 
from this book have been reused with the permission of Springer-Verlag). However, 
several sections of the English text depart from the corresponding material in the 
German edition. The present volume can be used by computer professionals who are 
interested in multimedia systems, or by instructors as a textbook for introductory 
multimedia courses in computer science and related disciplines. 

To help instructors use this book, additional material is available on our Web site: 
http://www.kom.tu-darmstadt.de/mm-book/ . Please enter mm_book and mm_docs for 
user name and password, respectively. 

Many people have helped us to prepare this book: R. Ackermann, M. Brauer, 
D. Dimitriu, J. Dittmann, A. E1 Saddik, M. Farber, S. Fischer, J. GeiBler, N. Georganas, 
C. Griwodz, T. HoHmer, T. Kamps, T. Kunkelmann, J. Liang, A. Mauthe, A. Meissner, 
K. Reichenberger, J. Schmitt, K. Schork-Jakobi, C. Seeberg, A. Steinacker, N. Streitz, 
P. Tandler, H. Thimm, D. Tietze, M. Wessner, L. Wolf. Thank you! 

However, we would especially like to thank Ivica Rimac for his outstanding 
dedication to this project. 

Last but not least, we would like to thank our families for their support, love, and 
patience. 

Ralf Steinmetz 
Darmstadt, Germany 
www.kom.tu-darmstadt.de 

Klara Nahrstedt 
Urbana, IL, USA 
cairo.cs. uiuc.edu 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

M ultimedia is probably one of the most overused terms of the 90s (for example, 
see [Sch97]). The field is at the crossroads of several major industries: comput

ing, telecommunications, publishing, consumer audio-video electronics, and television! 
movie/broadcasting. Multimedia not only brings new industrial players to the game, but 
adds a new dimension to the potential market. For example, while computer networking 
was essentially targeting a professional market, multimedia embraces both the commer
cial and the consumer segments. Thus, the telecommunications market involved is not 
only that of professional or industrial networks-such as medium- or high-speed leased 
circuits or corporate data networks-but also includes standard telephony or low-speed 
ISDN. Similarly, not only the segment of professional audio-video is concerned, but 
also the consumer audio-video market, and the associated TV, movie, and broadcasting 
sectors. 

As a result, it is no surprise when discussing and establishing multimedia as a dis
cipline to find difficulties in avoiding fuzziness in scope, multiplicity of definitions, and 
non-stabilized terminology. When most people refer to multimedia, they generally 
mean the combination of two or more continuous media, that is, media that have to be 
played during some well-defined time interval, usually with some user interaction. In 
practice, the two media are normally audio and video, that is, sound plus moving 
pictures. 

One of the first and best known institutes that studied multimedia was the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Media Lab in Boston, Massachusetts. MIT has 
been conducting research work in a wide variety of innovative applications, including 
personalized newspapers, life-sized holograms, or telephones that chat with callers 
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[Bra87]. Today, many universities, large-scale research institutes, and industrial 
organizations work on multimedia projects. 

From the user's perspective, "multimedia" means that information can be repre
sented in the form of audio signals or moving pictures. For example, movement 
sequences in sports events [Per97] or an omithologicallexicon can be illustrated much 
better with multimedia compared to text and still images only, because it can represent 
the topics in a more natural way. 

Integrating all of these media in a computer allows the use of existing computing 
power to represent information interactively. Then this data can be transmitted over 
computer networks. The results have implications in the areas of information distribu
tion and cooperative work. Multimedia enables a wide range of new applications, many 
of which are still in the experimental phase. Think for a moment that the World Wide 
Web (WWW) took its current form only at the beginning of the 90s. On the other hand, 
social implications inherent in global communication should not be overlooked. When 
analyzing such a broad field as multimedia from a scientific angle, it is difficult to avoid 
reflections on the effects of these new technologies on society as a whole. However, the 
sociological implications of multimedia are not the subject of this book. We are essen
tially interested in the technical aspects of multimedia. 

1.1 Interdisciplinary Aspects of Multimedia 

If we look at applications and technologies, there is a strong interest in existing multi
media systems and their constant enhancement. The process of change that takes place 
in the background in various industrial sectors should not be underestimated: 

• The telecommunications industry used to be interested primarily in telephony. 
Today, telephone networks evolve increasingly into digital networks that are very 
similar to computer networks. Switching systems used to be made up of 
mechanical rotary switches. Today, they are computers. Conventional telephones 
have been evolving into computers, or they even exist as pure software in the form 
of "IP telephony." 

• The consumer electronics industry-with its "brown ware"-contributed consid
erably to bringing down the price of video technology that is used in computers. 
Optical storage technology, for example, emerged from the success of CD players. 
Today, many manufacturers produce CD drives for computers and hi-fi equipment 
or television sets and computer screens. 

• The TV and radio broadcasting sector has been a pioneer in professional audio
video technology. Professional systems for digital cutting of TV movies are 
commercially available today. Some of these systems are simple standard 
computers equipped with special add-on boards. Broadcasters now transmit their 
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information over cables so it is only natural that they will continue to become 
information vendors over computer networks in the future. 

• Most publishing companies offer publications in electronic form. In addition, 
many are closely related to movie companies. These two industries have become 
increasingly active as vendors of multimedia information. 

This short list shows that various industries merge to form interdisciplinary vendors of 
multimedia information. 

Many hardware and software components in computers have to be properly 
modified, expanded, or replaced to support multimedia applications. Considering that 
the performance of processors increases constantly, storage media have sufficient 
capacities, and communication systems offer increasingly better quality, the overall 
functionality shifts more and more from hardware to software. From a technical view
point, the time restrictions in data processing imposed on all components represent one 
of the most important challenges. Real-time systems are expected to work within well
defined time limits to form fault-tolerant systems, while conventional data processing 
attempts to do its job as fast as possible. 

For multimedia applications, fault tolerance and speed are the most critical 
aspects because they use both conventional media and audio-video media. The 
conventional data (e.g., control information, metadata) must be delivered in a reliable 
fashion in order to assist audio-video data. The data of both media classes needs to get 
from the source to the destination as fast as possible, i.e., within a well-defined time 
limit. However, in contrast to real-time systems and conventional data processing, the 
elements of a multimedia application are not independent from one another. In other 
words, they must be integrated and synchronized. This means that in addition to being 
an integrated system, composed of various components from both data types, there has 
to be some form of synchronization between these media. 

Our goal is to present the multimedia application and systems from an integrated 
and global perspective. However, as outlined above, multimedia applications and 
systems include many areas, hence we have decided to split the content about multi
media system fundamentals into three books. The first book deals with media coding 
and content processing (Ralf Steinmetz, Klara Nahrstedt, "Media Coding and Content 
Processing ", Prentice Hall 2002). The second book describes media processing and 
communication (Ralf Steinmetz, Klara Nahrstedt, "Multimedia Systems ", Springer 
Verlag 2004). The third book presents topics such as multimedia documents, security, 
and various applications (Ralf Steinmetz, Klara Nahrstedt, "Multimedia Applications 
and Security", Springer Verlag 2004). 
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1.2 Contents of This Book 

This book is on Multimedia Systems, dealing with media processing and 
communication, and presenting fundamentals in multimedia operating systems and 
networking. The primary objective is to provide a comprehensive panorama of multi
media processing and communication technologies, and their integration. Understand
ing of the close relationship among the wide range of disciplines and components that 
make up a multimedia system is a key design principle towards successful building of a 
multimedia system and their applications. 

The book is structured as a reference book, so that it allows fast familiarization 
with all issues concerned. However, it can be also used in educational process as an 
introductory book for an undergraduate multimedia systems class in computer science 
and related disciplines. It is important to stress that the readers will enjoy the book more 
and it will be helpful to them if they would have solid introductory background on 
concepts in media coding as well as in general purpose operating systems and 
networking. 

1.3 Organization of This Book 

As mentioned above, this book as an integral part of a comprehensive overview and 
practical view on multimedia technologies. Figure 1-1 shows the global view of the 
most important multimedia fields spanning across the three volumes. The overall 
organization attempts to explain the largest dependencies between the components 
involved in tenus of space and time. We distinguish between: 

• Basics: One of the most important aspects is a media-specific consideration, in 
addition to the computer architecture for multimedia systems. 

• Systems: This group of multimedia fields relates system areas such as processing, 
storage, and communication, and their relevant interfaces. 

• Services: The multimedia fields such as content analysis, document handling, 
security and others represent important multimedia functions that rely and are 
implemented on the basis of system components. 

• Applications: The group of multimedia fields such as design, learning and user 
interfaces studies the type and design of applications and the interface between 
users and multimedia applications and systems. 

In this book, we present the basics of multimedia processing and communication in the 
system and services multimedia fields (see Figure 1-1), concentrating on quality of 
service, soft-real-time scheduling, media servers, multimedia-enabling network 
technologies and communication protocols, and their overall integration through 
appropriate synchronization mechanisms. 
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Figure 1-1 Global presentation of most important fields, as discussed in this book. 

The book covers four major areas: (1) basic concepts in quality of service which 
present fundamentals for further investigation of system and service components in 
operating system and networks, (2) algorithms, policies and frameworks in multimedia 
operating systems to schedule and store multimedia data, (3) services and protocols in 
multimedia networks and communication to transmit multimedia streams, and (4) 
synchronization of media streams and various system and service components to 
achieve the best end-to-end perceptual quality for the user. 

1.3.1 Quality of Service 

The information on quality of service will cover basic concepts and definitions of 
qualities in different layers of multimedia systems, and various operations to 
manipulate quality parameters such as negotiation of quality parameters, routing of 
information according to quality requirements, and quality translation and 
transformation operations. Once quality of service concept is introduced, it allows us to 
talk about service differentiation in multimedia systems and networks via a quality
aware resource management. We will describe resource management concepts such as 
admission control., resource reservation, rate control and resource adaptation to prepare 
the reader for further multimedia operating system and networking concepts. 
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1.3.2 Multimedia Operating Systems 

Multimedia support in operating systems is one of the crucial prerequisites for a 
successful multimedia system. At the processor level, this book investigates soft-real
time scheduling concepts and algorithms, including earliest deadline scheduling, 
processor-level reservation, task admission control, and various experimental 
scheduling systems. The multimedia support in OS is also examined with respect to 
memory and buffer management approaches, caching policies and device management. 
Extensive discussion is dedicated to media servers ranging from multimedia file 
structure and file management to disk scheduling, data placement, and overall storage 
management. 

1.3.3 Multimedia Networking and Communication 

Discussion on multimedia networking covers the protocol stack starting with 
multimedia-enabling concepts at the physical and MAC layers, continuing with 
fundamental services and protocols at the network and transport layer, and closing with 
extensive analysis of group communication at the session layer. 

The multimedia-enabling concepts at the lower networking layers are presented 
via past or existing networking technologies. For example, analysis of the token 
concept in Token Ring and FDDI network technologies allows us to discuss the end-to
end delay control. On the other hand, the ATM technology allows us to present network 
level QoS parameters, service class concept, and connection-oriented networks with 
differentiated support of end-to-end QoS. 

This book analyzes existing Internet network and transport protocols for their 
multimedia suitability and presents new services and protocols for multimedia 
transmission support. Examples of improved protocols are multimedia-enabled 
versions of the TCP protocol and rate-control/error control augmented versions of the 
UDP protocol. Examples of new protocols include IPv6 and RTP (Real-Time Transport 
Protocol). 

The group communication at the session layer introduces important concepts such 
as conference control, session management, session control, and experimental systems 
that provide group communications such as MBone. 

1.3.4 Synchronization 
The synchronization area represents the glue of multimedia systems, integrating all 
system components in a meaningful and successful framework. We revisit various low 
level per-medium synchronization mechanisms that exist at the operating system and 
network level such as scheduling, and traffic shaping to stress their importance in the 
overall synchronization scheme. However, the main emphasize is on higher level 
synchronization mechanisms among different media, clear specification of user level 
synchronization requirements such as lip synchronization, and pointer synchronization. 
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Major part of our discussion also includes synchronization specification and important 
case studies to illustrate the importance and integrating aspect of synchronization. 

1.4 Further Reading About Multimedia 
Several fields discussed in this book are covered by specialized books, conference 
papers and journals. There are several edited books, that present a collection of multi
media processing and communication papers (e.g., [PCOO], [JZ02]), and multimedia 
networking books with narrower scope (e.g., [RT98a]). 

There is an extensive literature on all aspects of multimedia systems. Some 
journals frequently publish multimedia systems and networking research results such as 
IEEE Multimedia, IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, ACMISpringer Multimedia 
Systems Journal, and Kluwer Multimedia Tools and Applications Journal. Many other 
journals have special issues on this subject such as the IEEE Journal on Selected Areas 
on Communication, Elsevier Computer Communication Journal, and others. 

In addition to a large number of system and networking national and international 
conferences and workshops, that have special tracks or sessions on multimedia system 
research, there are several international conference focussed on multimedia systems 
only, in particular: ACM Multimedia Conference (the first conference took place in 
Anaheim, California, August 1993), IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and 
Expo (the first conference was held in May 1994), SPIE Multimedia Computing and 
Networking (MMCN), ACM Network and Operating System Support for Digital Audio 
and Video (NOSSDAV), IEEEIIFIP International Workshop on Quality of Service 
(IWQoS), and European Workshop on Interactive Distributed Multimedia Systems and 
Telecommunication Services (IDMS). 



CHAPTER 2 

Quality of Service 

Q uality of Service and Resource Management are basic concepts and central focus 
in multimedia systems. Data of continuous media needs real-time processing, 
communication and presentation to delivery their desired media quality to the 

user. Hence, the overall system, i.e., each computing and communication service com
ponent in the end-to-end path must respond to the real-time requirements, and support 
certain service quality. To provide a corresponding service quality, the system needs 
necessary system resources, e.g., storage, network bandwidth, and processing band
width, to allocate and manage. Today, there exist two major approaches which can be 
applied either separately or simultaneously: 

• The most flexible and simple adjustment of multimedia streams onto a given com
puting and communication environment can be achieved by Scaling and Adapta
tion of media quality. In this case, the resources interact with the data stream to 
adapt the resource allocation. 

• The second approach considers individual service components and their corre
sponding resources, needed for multimedia processing and communication, and it 
reserves the required resources before the processing and communication of mul
timedia streams starts. This concept, called Resource Reservation, includes all 
resources along the end-to-end multimedia stream path. This concept can be also 
applied to parts of an application, which processes continuous media. 

In this chapter we will consider concepts related to Quality of Service and correspond
ing system resource management to satisfy the heterogeneity of requirements coming 
from different distributed multimedia applications. These concepts are mapped and 
executed by operating systems, communication systems, compression methods, and 

9 
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many other components. In the subsequent sections we point out which concepts and in 
which form they are being used. 

2.1 Requirements and Constraint 
To achieve an acceptance of multimedia systems, these systems must satisfy very heter
ogeneous requirements under different conditions and constraints of their run-time 
computing and communication environment. An important requirement is the real-time 
processing. In this section we will discuss the notion of real-time, as well as real-time 
requirements and constraints, which influence a successful data stream within its 
networked multimedia system. 

The meaning and the notion of real-time was developed independently of multi
media systems, hence we will first discuss the general concepts around real-time, and 
then its relevance to multimedia data. 

2.1.1 The Notion of "Real-Time" 
The German National Institute for Standardization, DIN, similar to the American 
ANSI, defines a real-time process in a computer system as follows: 

A real-time process is a process which delivers the results of the processing 
in a given time-span. 

A real-time system must satisfy the required timing conditions, and real-time programs 
for the deadline-driven processing of data must be available during the entire run-time 
of the system. The data may require deadline-driven processing at an a priori known 
point in time, or it may be demanded without any previous knowledge [Ger85]. The 
system must enforce externally-defined time constraints. Internal dependencies and 
their related time limits (deadlines) are implicitly considered. External events OCCUf

depending on the application-deterministically (at a predetermined instant) or 
stochastically (randomly). The real-time system has the permanent task of receiving 
information from the environment, occurring spontaneously or in periodic time 
intervals, and/or delivering it to the environment given certain time constraints. 

The main characteristic of real-time systems is the correctness of the computa
tion. This correctness does not only apply to errorless computation, but also it depends 
on the time in which the result is presented [SR89]. Hence, a real-time system can fail 
not only if massive hardware or software failures occur, but also if the system is unable 
to execute its critical workload in time [KL91]. Deterministic behavior of the system 
refers to the adherence of time spans defined in advance for the manipulation of data, 
i.e., meeting a guaranteed response time. Speed and efficiency are not-as is often 
mistakenly assumed-the main characteristics of a real-time system. In a petrochemical 
plant, for example, the result is not only unacceptable when the engine of a vent 
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responds too quickly, but also when it responds with a large delay. Another example is 
the playback of a video sequence in a multimedia system. The result is only acceptable 
when the video is presented neither too quickly nor too slowly. Timing and logical 
dependencies among different related tasks, processed at the same time, also must be 
considered. These dependencies refer to both internal and external restrictions. In the 
context of multimedia data streams, this refers to the processing of synchronized audio 
and video data where the relation between the two media must be considered. 

2.1.2 Deadlines 

A deadline represents the latest acceptable time limit for the presentation of a process
ing or communication result. It marks the border between normal (correct) and 
anomalous (failing) behavior. A real-time system has both hard and soft deadlines. 

The term Soft Deadline is often used for a deadline which cannot be exactly deter
mined and which failing does not produce an unacceptable result. We understand a soft 
deadline as a deadline which in some cases is missed and may yet be tolerated (i.e., 
does not cause a disastrous behavior) as long as (1) not too many deadlines are missed 
and/or (2) the deadlines are not missed by much. Such soft deadlines are only reference 
points with a certain acceptable tolerance. For example, the start and arrival times of 
planes or trains, where deadlines can vary by about ten minutes, can be considered as 
soft deadlines. 

Whereas soft deadlines may be violated in a controlled manner, hard deadlines 
should never be violated. A hard deadline violation is a system failure. Hard deadlines 
are determined by the physical characteristics of real-time processes. Failing such a 
deadline results in costs that can be measured in terms of money (e.g., inefficient use of 
raw materials in a process control system), or human and environmental terms (e.g., 
accidents due to untimely control in a nuclear power plant or fty-by-wire avionics 
systems) [Jef90]. 

2.1.3 Characteristics of Real-Ti me Systems 

The necessity of deterministic and predictable behavior of real-time systems requires 
processing guarantees for time-critical tasks. Such guarantees cannot be assured for 
events that occur at random intervals with unknown arrival times, processing require
ments or deadlines. Further, all guarantees are valid only under the premise that no 
processing machine collapses during the run-time of real-time processes. A real-time 
system is distinguished by the following features (c.f. [SR89]): 

• Predictably fast response to time-critical events and accurate timing informa
tion. For example, in the control system of a nuclear power plant, the response to a 
malfunction must occur within a well-defined period to avoid a potential disaster. 
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• A high degree of schedulability. Schedulability refers to the degree of resource 
utilization at which, or below which, the deadline of each time-critical task can be 
taken into account. 

• Stability under transient overload. Under system overload, the processing of 
critical tasks must be ensured. These critical tasks are vital to the basic 
functionality provided by the system. 

Furthermore, real-time systems need to show the following properties to ensure timing 
guarantees: 

• Multi-tasking: A real-time application consists of various individual tasks. An 
appropriate partitioning of these tasks requires an appropriate CPU allocation, 
which then ensures that the tasks are not blocked due to other system events. 

• Short Interrupt Delays: Interrupt delay is the time interval between the genera
tion of an electric signal (which shows the wish of a device to preempt the proces
sors) and the execution of the first instruction with the help of the software 
interrupt handler. 

• Fast Context Switching: The context switch represents the time interval between 
the time, when the OS recognizes that a new process/thread (mostly a waiting pro
cess/thread in the process queue) needs to run, and the start time of the execution 
of this new process/thread. This switching activity then includes the correct pre
emption of the current process/thread (Le., storing all registers with relevant pro
cess information such as program counter of the old process) and starting the new 
process (i.e., loading all registers with the relevant information of the new 
process). 

• Control of Memory Management: A virtual memory operating system, which 
aims to support real-time programming, must provide a way for the task to lock its 
code and data into real memory, so that it can guarantee predictable responses to 
an interrupt. 

• Proper Scheduling: To ensure that tasks run as the real-time application devel
oper expects, the OS must provide a facility to schedule properly time-constrained 
tasks. 

• Fine Granularity of Timer Services: We need timers with fine granularity 
resolution in the range of millisecond and microseconds. 

• Rich Set of InterTask Communication Mechanisms: We need a support of 
time-sensitive IPC mechanisms such as message queues, shared memory, 
semaphores and event flags. 

Management of manufacturing processes and the control of military systems are the 
main application areas for real-time systems. Such process control systems are respon
sible for real-time monitoring and control. Real-time systems are also used as command 
and control systems in fly-by-wire aircraft, automobile anti-lock braking systems and 
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the control of nuclear power plants. New application areas for real-time systems include 
computer conferencing and multimedia in general, the topic of our work. 

2.1.4 Real-time Requirements on Multimedia Systems 

Audio and video data streams consist of single, periodically changing values of contin
uous media data, e.g., audio samples or video frames. Each Logical Data Unit (LDU) 
must be represented by a well-determined deadline. Jitter is only allowed before the 
final presentation to the user. A piece of music, for example, must be played back at a 
constant speed. To fulfill the timing requirements of continuous media, the operating 
system must use real-time scheduling techniques. These techniques must be applied to 
all system resources involved in the continuous media data processing, i.e., the entire 
end-to-end data path is involved. The CPU is just one of these resources-all 
components must be considered including main memory, storage, 110 devices and 
networks. 

The real-time requirements of traditional real-time scheduling techniques (used 
for command and control systems in application areas such as factory automation or 
aircraft piloting) have also a high demand for security and fault-tolerance. However, the 
requirements derived from these demands somehow counteract real-time scheduling 
efforts applied to continuous media. Multimedia systems, which are not used in tradi
tional real-time scenarios, have different (in fact more favorable) real-time 
requirements: 

• The fault tolerance requirements of multimedia systems are usually less strict 
than those of traditional real-time systems. A short time failure of a continuous 
media system will not directly lead to a destruction of technical equipment or con
stitute a threat to human life. Note that this is a general statement which can have 
exceptions and does not always apply. For example, if a multimedia system assists 
in remote surgery, then the video and audio delivered to the remote surgeon for 
decision making have stringent delay and correctness requirements. 

• For many multimedia system applications, missing a deadline is not a severe fail
ure, although it should be avoided. An occasional error may even go unnoticed. 
For example, if an uncompressed video frame (or parts of it) is not available on 
time, then it can simply be omitted. The viewer will hardly notice this omission, 
assuming it does not happen for a contiguous sequence of frames. Audio require
ments are more stringent than video requirements because the human ear is more 
sensitive to audio gabs than the human eye is to presentation jitters of video 
media. 

• A sequence of digital continuous media data is the result of periodically sam
pling a sound or image signal. Hence, in processing the data units of such a data 
sequence, all time-critical operations are periodic. Schedulability considerations 
for periodic tasks are much easier than for sporadic ones [Mok84]. 
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• The bandwidth demand of continuous media is not always that stringent; it must 
not be a priori fixed, but it may be eventually lowered. As some compression algo
rithms are capable of using different compression ratios-leading to different 
qualities-the required bandwidth can be negotiated. If not enough bandwidth is 
available for full quality, the application may also accept reduced quality (instead 
of no service at all). The quality may also be adjusted dynamically to the available 
bandwidth, for example, by changing encoding parameters. This is known as 
scalable video. 

In a traditional real-time system, timing requirements result from the physical charac
teristics of the technical process to be controlled, i.e., they are provided externally. 
Some multimedia applications must meet external requirements too. For example, let us 
consider a distributed music rehearsal as a futuristic example: music played by one 
musician on an instrument connected to hislher workstation must be made available to 
all other members of the orchestra within a few milliseconds, otherwise the underlying 
knowledge of a global unique time is disturbed. On the other hand, if human users are 
involved just at the input or only at the output of continuous media streams, the delay 
bounds are more flexible. For example, let us consider the playback of a video from a 
remote disk (Video on Demand). The actual transmission delay of a single video frame 
to be transferred from the disk to the monitor is not important. What is important is the 
interarrival time of the video frames at the playback side. It means the frames must 
arrive in a regular fashion. The user will then notice only a difference in a start-up delay 
when the first video frame arrives (i.e., for the first video frame to be displayed). 

2.1.5 Service and Protocol Requirements 

The user/applications, utilizing Networked Multimedia Systems (NMS)l, put various 
requirements on their services and protocols. The requirements span from (1) time
sensitive requests, (2) high data throughput, (3) service guarantees, (4) high or partial 
reliability requests with timing constraints, to (5) cost-based fairness decisions: 

• Time-sensitive requirements are important because the audio/video communica
tion needs to be bounded by deadlines or even defined within a time interval. This 
requirement then implies that end-to-end jitter must be bounded, synchronization 
skews among dependent streams must be bounded, or end-to-end delay for 
conversational applications must be bounded. 

• High data throughput requirements come from the video representation of 
images and its stream-like behavior. This behavior can represent a long-lived 
requirement in case of applications such as video on demand or video 

1 When referring to Networked Multimedia Systems, we include requirements for both OS and networks. 
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conferencing. Even in compressed form, audio-visual streams demand high 
throughput from a workstation or a network. 

• Service guarantees requirements mean that processing and communication ser
vices must provide guarantees during the whole time the audio-visual media are 
processed and communicated within applications. This means that the time-sensi
tive requirements and the high-throughput might be provided and sustained over a 
long period of time which is very different from previous data applications. Fur
thermore, difficulties are caused by different shapes of the network traffic pro
duced by heterogeneous multimedia applications. The applications require that 
the NMS accommodates the bursty shape of the audio-visual streams and provides 
in addition to CBR (constant bit rate) traffic guarantees, also VBR (variable bit 
rate) traffic service provision. 

• High or partial reliability requirements with timing constraints represent an 
important request on the multimedia system because traditional systems until now 
supported either unreliable or highly reliable processing and communication with
out any timing constraints. However, various multimedia applications require 
mostly at least a partial reliability to provide a good service quality and some 
high-quality video applications require high reliability with timing constraints. 

• Cost-based fairness requirements are triggered by the request for quality and 
resources allocated to provide timing and throughput service guarantees. The 
applications may request that if they pay the corresponding resource cost for its 
requested quality, then the quality of the audio-visual streams should be delivered 
to the applications. This means that the fairness principle to let every application 
process and communicate through FIFO queues will not apply here because in 
this case the timing requirements of the audio-visual streams could be violated. 
However, some fairness should be enforced during the sharing of resources 
between time-sensitive and time-insensitive applications, so that the processing 
and communication of discrete data does not starve. 

2.1.6 Processing and Communication Constraints 

Due to the layered communication architectures, processing and communication ser
vices and protocols have also several constraints. These constraints need to be carefully 
considered when we want to match user/application requirements onto the system and 
communication platforms. The constraints include (1) limitations to data movement, (2) 
segmentation and reassembly of Protocol Data Units (PDU)s, (3) error-recovery 
mechanisms, and others. 

The data movement constraint relates to protocols which move a lot of data 
through the layered communication architecture. However, this movement involves 
copying which is very expensive and has become a bottleneck. Therefore, new 
mechanisms for buffer management must be found. 
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The layered communication architecture considers different PDU sizes at differ
ent layers, therefore segmentation and reassembly operations on PDUs must occur. 
These operations must be done fast and efficiently. 

Some parts of protocols may use error-recovery mechanisms via retransmission 
which imposes constraints on the buffer space for queues at the expense of larger end
to-end delays. These constraints must be considered when requesting the granularity of 
end-to-end timing guarantees. 

2.2 Quality of Service Concepts 

The user/application requirements on multimedia systems need to be mapped into ser
vices which then make the effort to satisfy the requirements. Due to the heterogeneity 
of requirements, services in multimedia systems must be parameterized. Parameteriza
tion of requirements as well as underlying services allows for flexibility and customiza
tion of services. The result is the "quality-controllable services" which then allow to 
classify and differentiate system and communication services. The parameterization of 
services and classification of services according to quality requirements also easy the 
application development efforts because each application does not result in 
implementing of a new set of services for each quality requirement. 

Parameterization of services was defined first in ISO (International Standard orga
nization) standards through the notion of Quality of Service (QoS). The ISO standard 
defined QoS as a concept for specifying how "good" the offered networking services 
are. Hereby, we will agree on the following understanding of the QoS notion: 

Quality of Service indicates the defined and controlling behavior of a service 
expressed through quantitative measurable parameter( s) [SchOl]. 

The QoS concept was further developed, and several new QoS considerations 
emerged such as layering of QoS, QoS specification languages and programming, QoS 
management, relation between QoS and resource management, and others as discussed 
in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

2.2.1 Quality Layering 

Traditional QoS (ISO standard) was defined for the network layer of the communica
tion system. Further enhancement of the QoS concept was achieved through inducing 
QoS into transport services. For networked multimedia systems the QoS concept must 
be further extended because many services besides network and transport services con
tribute to end-to-end quality behavior. Therefore, we assume throughout this section 
that a networked multimedia system and QoS models comply with a layered 
architecture, for example, as shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1 Example of a OoS layered model for networked multimedia systems. 
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The QoS Model differentiates among users, application, system (including communica
tion and operating system services), and individual device components. Note that indi
vidual layers can have sublayers and with them connected QoS parameters if necessary. 
However, as the requirements and constraints analysis above suggests, too many layers 
in a communication architecture may impose a large performance overhead, hence low 
end-to-end quality and violation of user/application requirements on multimedia 
processing and communication. In case of a human user it is important to consider 
specification of perceptual QoS [ZKSS03] as it is also discussed in the Chapter on 
Synchronization. 

2.2.2 Service Objects 

Services are performed on different objects, for example, media sources, connections 
and Virtual Circuits (VC). Hence, the QoS parameterization reflects these service 
objects. 

In ISO standards, the QoS description is meant to be for services processing 
transport and network connections (e.g., connection setup delay bound). In Tenet 
protocol suite, representing real-time protocols for multimedia delivery [FV90], trans
port and network services operate over real-time channels of a packet switched net
work, and the quality parameters describe allowed packet jitter over a real-time channel 
or end-to-end delay of a packet, sent over a real-time channel. In Lancaster's Multime
dia Enhanced Transport System (METS), a QoS parameter specification is given for a 
media call, transport connection, and VC objects []. In Resource Reservation Protocol 
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(RSVP), part of the Internet Integrated Services, aflow specification is given for param
eterization and control of the packet scheduling mechanism in routers and hosts 
[ZDE+93] . At higher layers in communication systems, the service objects such as 
media [NS95] or streams [SE93] may be labeled with quality of service parameters. 

In operating systems, which are an integral part in provision of the end-to-end 
quality guarantees, the service objects are tasks [LRM96, CN97b] or memory chunks 
[KN97a] and they are characterized with quality parameters such as deadline, process
ing time, memory size, access pattern, to control the CPU bandwidth allocation and 
pinned memory bandwidth availability. 

In middleware systems, service objects such as distributed objects, invocation 
methods, CORBA objects, software components [ZLSB98], [BZS97], WNGXOl] are 
being labeled by quality parameters to control distributed services in timely fashion 
during their configuration, distribution, mapping and processing phases. 

2.2.3 QoS Specification 

The set of chosen parameters for the particular service determines what will be 
measured as the QoS. Most of the current QoS parameters differ from the parameters 
described in ISO because of the heterogeneity of applications, media types, networks 
and end-systems. The traditional ISO network layer QoS parameters included QoS 
parameters such as the throughput, delay, error rate, secrecy and cost. Figure 2-2 shows 
the relationship among the QoS parameters throughput, delay and error rate. 

Delay 

Throughput 

Figure 2-2 Relationship among QoS parameters. 

The transport layer QoS parameters included connection establishment delay, 
connection establishment failure, throughput, transit delay, residual error rate, transfer 
failure probability, connection release delay, connection release failure probability, 
protection, priority, and resilience. These parameters were further expanded according 
to the layered model and led to many different quality specifications and algorithms to 
distinguish multimedia quality [dACDP03]. We give here one possible set of QoS 
parameters for each layer. 
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The perceptual QoS parameters need to allow for description of two major 
requirements: (1) description of perceptive qualities such as media quality (e.g., 
excellent, good, or bad quality), windows size (e.g., big, small), response time (e.g., 
interactive, batch), security (e.g., high, low), and (2) description of pricing choices, i.e., 
users should be able to specify the range of price they are willing to pay for the desired 
service [JNOl] Interesting examples of user-level perceptual QoS specifications can be 
found in the INDEX project [AV98], and QoSTaik project [GuOO]. 

Application QoS parameters describe requirements for application services in 
terms of (1) media quality, including media characteristics (e.g., frame rate, frame 
resolution), and their transmission characteristics (e.g., end-to-end delay, jitter); (2) 
media relations, specifying relations among media (e.g., media transformation, inter 
and intra frame synchronization skews); and (3) adaptation rules (e.g., actions if 
network bandwidth is scare) [NS95] [KN97b]. 

Application-level QoS specifications take different approaches to be represented. 
Possible approaches are: (a) script-based approach, where QoS is added to script 
languages such as Tcl (e.g., QoS scripts written in SafeTcl [RBOO]), (b) parameter
based approach, where QoS parameters are represented via data structures, i.e., applica
tion developers define data structures to express and declare qualitative and quantitative 
parameters (e.g., OMEGA QoS Broker from University of Pennsylvania [Nah95] and 
QoS-A from Lancaster [Cam96]), (c) process-oriented approach, where communicat
ing end-ports, represented by processes, are associated with QoS (e.g., QuAL from 
Columbia [Fl096]), (d) control-based logic approach, where QoS specification 
describes adaptive policies and flow control to specify QoS changes (e.g., Agilos sys
tem from UIUC [LN99]), (e) aspect-based approach, where QoS specification is part of 
the aspect-oriented programming paradigm, i.e., QoS-related tasks are examples of so
called aspects (e.g., QuO framework from BBN [SZK+98]), and (f) object-oriented 
approach, where QoS specification is attached to an object (e.g., QML from HP Labs 
[FK98]). 

System QoS parameters describe requirements, placed on communication and 
computing services, derived from application QoS. They may be specified in terms of 
quantitative and qualitative criteria. Quantitative criteria represent concrete measures 
such as bit per second, number of errors, task processing time, task period. The QoS 
parameters include then throughput, delay, response time, data rate, data corruption at 
the system level, task and buffer specifications [NS96] KN97b]. Qualitative criteria 
specify the expected functions needed for provision of QoS such as interstream syn
chronization, ordered data delivery, error-recovery mechanisms, scheduling mecha
nisms and others. The expected functions are then associated with specific parameters. 
For example, the interstream synchronization function is associated with an acceptable 
synchronization skew within the particular data stream [SE93]. Qualitative criteria can 
be used by the coordination control to invoke proper services for particular 
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applications. Examples of system-level QoS specifications can be found in RSL 
(Resource Specification Language) from Globus project [KF98] , SPDF (Simple 
Prerequisite Description Format) from VIVC [KonOO], and parameter-based 
description of QoS in the DSRT system [Chu99]. 

Network QoS parameters describe requirements, placed on low level network 
services. They may be specified in terms of (1) network load, describing the ongoing 
network traffic and characterized through average/minimal interarrival time on the 
network connection, burstiness, packet/cell size and service time in the node for a 
connection's packet/cell [FV90] and (2) network performance, describing network ser
vice guarantees. Performance might be expressed through a source to destination delay 
bound for a packet, or packet loss rate, or others [FV90]. Generally, network perfor
mance QoS parameters such as latency, bandwidth, or delay jitter are bounded, and the 
network QoS specification, represented through the traffic envelope, will carry the 
bounds as the contract parameters for network services. For example, network services, 
depending on a traffic model (arrival of connections), need to perform within the traffic 
envelope with parameters such as average and peak data rate or burst length. Hence, 
calculated traffic parameters are dependent on network QoS and specified in the traffic 
envelope as a traffic contract [BerOI] [ArmOO]. 

Device QoS parameters typically specify timing and throughput demands for 
media data units given by audio/video devices such as audio speakers or video capture 
boards. 

As a concrete and simple example of a layered QoS model, we will discuss 
application and system QoS parameters for MPEG compressed video streams [KN97b] 
as shown in Table 2-1. Note that the application QoS is quite complex to express the 
source coding and to capture the compression algorithm behavior. In Table 2-1 we pro
vide also the symbol description of QoS parameters because later on we will use this 
example to illustrate QoS translation and other relations in the overall QoS 
management. 
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QoSType Requirement Class QoS Parameters Symbol 

Application-QoS Processing Requirements Sample Size MA 

Sample Size for I,P,B Frame MAl, MAP, MAB 

Sample Rate RA 

Number of Frames per GOP G 

Compression Pattern GI , Gp. GB 

Original Size of GOP MG 

Processing Size of GOP M'G 

Communication End-to-end Delay EA 
Requirements Synchronization Skew SyncA 

System-QoS CPU Requirements Processing Time C 

Period Time P 

CPU Utilization U 

Memory Requirements Memory Space Memreq 

Communication Packet Size MN 
Requirements 

Packet Rate RN 

Bandwidth B 

End-to-end Delay EN 

Table 2-1 Application and system QoS parameters for MPEG video streams. 

Note that the classification of the QoS specification as described above happens due to 
our layered QoS model (see Figure 2-1). However, there is also another angle which 
needs to be considered when specifying QoS parameters: Individual quality parameters 
at each level need to be classified into input QoS (QoSin) and output QoS (Qosout) 
parameters. This classification is crucial because the resulting output quality of service 
very much depends on the input quality of data into the service. It means that if the 
input data quality is poor, then even if the service has plenty of resources available for 
its processing and communication the output quality of the service may be poor. For 
example, if a display service receives only 10 frames per second from the video digi
tizer as the input QoS of the video stream, we can not display 30 different frames per 
second as the output QoS frame rate (we could display 30 frames per second if the 
display service has enough CPU resource, but only every 3rd frame would be different). 
The relation between the input QoS and output QoS might be defined through a service 
curve [Cru97] or a reward profile [LNH+97]. This relation then allows for decisions 
how to reach output quality starting from the input quality. 
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2.2.4 QoS Parameter Values and Service Classes 

The specification of QoS parameter values determines the type of service, called 
service class. There are at least three service classes: guaranteed, predictive and best 
effort services. This service class classification determines at least two important 
factors: (1) reliability of the offered QoS, and (2) utilization of resources. Figure 2-3 
shows the reliability and utilization of resources for guaranteed and best effort classes. 

Application Requirements 

required QoS with acceptable quality , 
best effort 
e1as with po ible 
conflicts 

guaranteed 
cia 

de ired QoS with high quality , ----. 
increasing 
QoS 

Figure 2-3 Reliability and utilization of resources for guaranteed and best effort 
classes. 

Guaranteed services provide QoS guarantees, as specified through QoS parameter 
values (bounds) either in deterministic or statistical representation. The deterministic 
QoS parameters can be represented by positive real numbers at certain time, which 
means that 

QoS;T -? R 

where T is a time domain representing the lifetime of a service during which QoS 
should hold and R is the domain of positive real numbers representing the QoS 
parameter value. The overall QoS deterministic bounds can be specified by 

• a single value (e.g., average value, contractual value, threshold value, target 
value); 

• a pair of values [QoSmin' QoSmaxl (e.g., minimum and average values, lowest and 
target values) which can represent an interval of values with lower bound as the 
minimum value and upper bound as the maximum value. 

QoS . ~ QoS(t) ~ QoS mln max 

For example, ATM network allows to specify a pair of values of bandwidth 
requirement (B) for the VBR service class as shown below. 

B . ~ B(t) ~ B mzn max 
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The pair value specification also divides the QoS range into acceptable quality 
regions [QoSmin' QoSmax]' and unacceptable quality regions QoS(t) < QoSmin as 
shown in Figure 2-4. 

• a triple of values can be also used to specify the overall QoS. For example, we can 
use best value QoSmax' average value QoSave' and worst value QoSmin' 
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Figure 2-4 Range representation of OoS parameters (example for video data). 

Guaranteed services may also deal with statistical bounds of QoS parameters [FV90], 
such as statistical bound on packet error rate, bandwidth or others. For example, the 
requirement for bandwidth parameter value may be represented as probability P( B > 
Bmin) = P (i.e., probability that bandwidth B will be larger than the low bound Bmin is p, 
where p is close to 1. 

A predictable service (historical service) is based on past network behavior, 
hence the QoS parameter bounds are estimates of the past behavior which the service 
tries to match [CSZ92]. For example, if predicted network bandwidth f3P was calculated 
as an average of the bandwidth which the service provided in the past, i.e., 

BP = !X~B. 
n £.J l 

i 

where i=l, ... n, Bi is a past history value, then the predictable service class could 
promise to provide bandwidth B up to BP. In this example, the history values taken into 
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account are from the start of the communication. One could also predict QoS parameter 
values based on a recent history. For example, if L is the length of the sliding bandwidth 
history window, then 

n 

B P = ix L B. 
l 

i = n-L 

Best effort services are services based on either no guarantees or partial guarantees. 
There is either no specification of QoS parameters required or a non-binding bound in 
deterministic or statistical forms is given. Most of the current computing and 
communication services are best effort services. 

Multimedia services require guaranteed service class or at least a predictive 
service class, hence in our further discussion about QoS guarantees we will concentrate 
on these classes of service. 

Note that various systems may provide different service classification: 

• IETF standard committee introduced Internet integrated service model [BCS94] 
which supports in addition to the traditional best effort Internet service also real
time services (guaranteed service class) and controlled load link sharing service. 

• ATM Forum standard committee considers four service classes: Constant Bit Rate 
(CBR), Variable Bit Rate (VBR), Available Bit Rate (ABR), and Unspecified Bit 
Rate (UBR) service classes. The VBR class is further refined supporting real-time 
VBR traffic class and non-real-time VBR traffic class. 

2.2.5 Quality-Aware Service Model 

Based on the above discussion of QoS parameterization, we can now refine the service 
model which is aware of its QoS and aims to deliver QoS guarantees. We will first 
define a single autonomous service and then a composite service which aims to deliver 
end-to-end QoS guarantees[GN02]. 

An autonomous single service consists of a set of functions and it accepts input 
data with a QoS level QoSin and it generates output data with a QoS level QoSout, both 
of which are vectors of QoS parameter values QoSin = [q/n, q2in, ... , qnin}, and QoSout = 
[q/ut, ... , qnout}. In order for the autonomous service to process input data of quality 
QoSin and generate output data of quality QoSout, a specific amount of resources R is 
required, where R is a vector of different resource requirements R = [r]. r2' ... ' r m} (e.g., 
CPU, memory, bandwidth). 

Multimedia services consist of a set of services. Hence, a distributed multimedia 
service represents a composite service which is constructed through a sequence of 
autonomous services performing independent operations, such as transformations, 
synchronization, filtering, on the data stream passing through them. Services can be 
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connected into a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which is called the service graph. The 
quality-aware composite service is correct if the inter-service "satisfaction" relation is 
valid. It means that if an autonomous service K is connected to an autonomous service 
M, then the output QoS of K (Qosout K) must "match" the input QoS requirement of 
service M (QoSinM). More formally, QosoutK "satisfies" QoSinM if and only if 

out in in . 
qKj = qMi ,qMi smglevalue 

out in in 
q Kj ~ q Mi ,q Mi rangevalue 

where Dim( QoS K) represents the dimension of the vector QoS K. The single value QoS 
parameters include deterministic value such as frame resolution, or end-to-end delay 
bound. QoS parameters with range values are given through a pair of values as 
discussed above and can represent, for example a range of frame rates a video can be 
played at. 

2.3 Resources 

When discussing provision of QoS, one must consider resources because the resource 
availability determines the actual output QoS which the network, OS or application 
services deliver. 

A resource is a system entity required by tasks for manipulating data. Each 
resource has a set of distinguished characteristics and they can be classified as follows: 

• We differentiate between active and passive resources. An active resource is a 
resource which provides a service. Examples of active resources are the processor 
unit or the network adapter for protocol processing. A passive resource brings 
space required by active resources. Examples of passive resources are main mem
ory, frequency range or file system. 

• A resource can be used by a process at a certain time point exclusively, or several 
processes can share a resource. Active resources can be mostly used exclusively, 
where passive resources are usually shared. 

• A resource which exists as a single entity in the computer system is called a single 
resource. If we have multiple entities of a resource in the computer system, we 
refer to the resource as a multiple resource. An example of a single resource is a 
video card in a Pc. An example of a multiple resource is a parallel processor 
machine with multiple processors at work. 
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Each resource needs a certain capacity for accomplishment of a task. This capacity can 
be a processor bandwidth, a network bandwidth, or a memory space. For real-time 
processes, major interest is on the timely division of a resource capacity, i.e., not only 
how much resource a process can get but also when a process can get the requested 
resource. 

Figure 2-5 shows the most important resources of two end-systems communicat
ing with each other over a router. The process management falls into the category of an 
exclusive, active, single resource; the file system over an optical storage with CD
ROMIXA format is a passive, shared resource. 

LocaJ Resources 

Network Resources 

Figure 2-5 Interaction among resources. 

2.3.1 Resource Management 
Multimedia systems with their intergrated audio and video processes reach often their 
capacity limits despite the usage of data compression and utilization of newest 
computing and communication technologies. Current multimedia systems require 
therefore their own resource management; here the availability of resource reservation 
may provide an advantage for quality provision in these systems. The development 
phases with respect to available capacity and upcoming requirements are shown in 
Figure 2-6 [ATW+90). 
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With the help of CD-DA-Quality (Compact Disc Digital Audio-see chapter on optical 
storage), the highest requirements on audio quality can be satisfied. In the area of video 
technology, the requirement on the network bandwidth will strongly increase with the 
deployment of the digital TV. Therefore, a redundancy of resource capacity is not 
expected in the near future. 

In a multimedia system, to achieve end-to-end timing QoS guarantees for multi
media data delivery, all hardware and software system components along the data path 
should adhere to time guarantees, although the actual requirements will depend on the 
type of media and the nature of the application supported [SM92a]. For example, a 
video image should not be presented late because the communication system has been 
busy with a transaction from a database management system. It means that in any real
istic scenario we will encounter several multimedia applications which make a use of 
shared resources, hence we need to put in place algorithms to allow us to deal with 
these scenarios in a high quality manner. It is important to stress that a slight modifica
tion of traditional applications will not solve the integration problem of delivering QoS 
for shared multiple applications. 

To solve the problem of delivering QoS for an integrated distributed multimedia 
system, where several applications compete for system resources, we need to consider a 
careful resource allocation and a system resource management that employes adequate 
scheduling algorithms. 

Resource management in distributed multimedia systems covers several comput
ers, including their connecting communication networks. It has to allocate resources to 
the data transfer process between sources and sinks. For instance, a CD-ROMIXA 
device must be allocated exclusively, each CPU on the data path must provide 20% of 
its capacity, the network must allocate a certain amount of its bandwidth and the 
graphic processor must be reserved up to 50% for such a process. The required 
throughput and a certain delay need to be guaranteed. 
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The resource management performs operations during two major phases of a dis
tributed multimedia system: (1) establishment phase and (2) runtime phase. During the 
establishment phase, the resource management ensures that a new "multimedia connec
tion" will have sufficient resources allocated and it does not violate performance guar
antees, already provided to existing connections. During the runtime phase, the 
resource management ensures appropriate scheduling of resources as well as adaptation 
in resource allocation in case some conflicts arise. 

In the following subsections we discuss general requirements on resource man
agement, as well as provide a generic resource model and relationship between 
resources and QoS. 

2.3.2 Requirements on Resource Management 

Requirements of multimedia applications and data streams must be served by service 
components of a multimedia system. The resource management maps these require
ments onto the respective capacity. Hence, transmission and processing requirements of 
local and distributed multimedia applications can be specified according to the 
following characteristics: 

• Throughput can be determined from the needed data rate and the data unit size, 
transmitted over a connection. 

• Delay needs to be distinguished between the local and the global end-to-end 
delay: 

• Local delay at a resource represents the time interval from the time a process 
is ready for processing until the time a process finished its processing. The 
local delay must be less than the period of processing because after that a 
new data unit arrives and is ready for processing. 

• End-to-end delay is measured as the total delay for a data unit to be transmit
ted from the source to its destination. For example, in a video telephony 
application it is important to keep the end-to-end delay below 200 ms 
between the camera source and the video window screen as a destination. 

• Jitter determines the maximum allowed variance in the arrival of data at the desti
nation. 

• Reliability maps to the error handling algorithms. The error handling may consist 
of error detection only if data losses can be accepted, or it can also include error 
correction algorithms. However, error correction may include retransmission 
methods which can cause delays in time-sensitive data delivery. In case of this 
type of data delivery, the error handling should deploy forward error correction or 
other pro-active error correction algorithms. 
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2.3.3 Model for Continuous Streams 

To present more precisely QoS parameters and the multimedia stream characteristics at 
the system level, often a continuous media model is considered. Here we present the 
model of Linear Bounded Arrival Processes (LBAP) as described in [And93]. In this 
model a distributed system is decomposed into a chain of resources traversed by the 
message on their end-to-end path. Examples of such resources are single active devices 
such as CPU or multiple resources such as network cards on routers along the path. 

The data stream consists ofLDUs. In this context, we call them messages, and use 
an abbreviation in equations as 'Msg'. We assume that the data stream itself is 
characterized as strictly periodic, irregular with a definite maximum message size. 
Various data streams are independent of each other. If a possible variance in the 
message rate exists, then we need to also define the maximum rate. The variance of the 
data rate results in an accumulation of messages, called burst, where the maximum 
range is defined by the maximum allowed number of messages. In the LBAP model, a 
burst of messages consists of messages that arrive ahead of schedule. 

In summary, LBAP model is a message arrival process at a resource defined by 
three parameters: (1) Maximum message size M, measured in bytes per message (bytes/ 
Msg), (2) Maximum message rate R, measured in messages per second (Msg/s), and (3) 
Maximum burstiness B measured in messages (Msg). 

2.3.3.1 Example 

The LBAP model and the corresponding three parameters are discussed in terms of a 
specific example. Let us consider two workstations, interconnected via LAN. A CD 
player is attached to one workstation and a single channel audio data are transferred 
from the CD player over the network to the other workstation's speaker. The audio sig
nal is sampled with the frequency of 44.1 KHz and each sample is coded with 16 bits. 
This characteristics yields then the resulting data rate of: 

16 bit 
Rb t = 44100 Hz x 8 b· /b = 88200 byte/s y e It yte 

The samples on a CD are assembled into frames (these are the blocks of a CD disk). 
These frames are the audio messages to be transmitted, and 75 messages per second can 
be transmitted according to the CD format standard. Therefore, we encounter a 
maximum message size of: 

M = 88200 byte/s = (1176b t )/(M ) 
(75Msg)/ s y e sg 

Up to 12000 bytes are assembled into one packet and transmitted over LAN. In a packet 
size of 12000 bytes we will never encounter more messages than: 
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12000 byte > 10 Ms = B 
1176 byte/Msg - g 

It obviously follows that: 
M = 1176 byteslMsg 
R= 75 Msg/s 
B = lOMsg 

2.3.3.2 Burst 
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In the following calculation we assume that because of lower adjacent data rate, a burst 
never exceeds the maximum data rate. Hence, bursts do not succeed one another. 
During the time interval of length t, the maximum number of messages arriving at a 
resource must not exceed: 

M = B+Rxt 

For example, if we assume t = I s, then 

M = 10 Msg + 75 Msg/ s xis = 85 Msg 

The introduction of burstiness B allows for short time violations of the rate constraint. 
This way, programs and devices that generate bursts of messages can be modeled. 
Bursts are generated, e.g., when data is transferred from disks in a bulk transfer mode, 
or when messages are assembled into larger packets. 

2.3.3.3 Maximum Average Data Rate 

The maximum average data rate of the LBAP can be calculated as follows: 
R = MxR 

For example: 
R = 1176 byte/Msg X 75 Msg/s = 88200 byte/s 

2.3.3.4 Maximum ButTer Size 

Messages are processed according to their rate. Messages which arrive "ahead of sched
ule" must be queued. Under the assumption that the waiting and processing times of a 
message are smaller than the period of the data stream, we can calculate the maximal 
buffer space S as follows: 

S = M x (B + I Msg) 

For example: 
S = 1176 byte/Msg X 11 Msg = 12936 byte 
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2.3.3.5 Logical Backlog 

The function b(m) represents the logical backlog of messages. This is the number of 
messages which have already arrived "ahead of schedule" at the arrival of message m. 
Let ai be the actual arrival time of message mi: 

O~ i~n 

Then b(m) is defined as follows: 
b(mo) = OMsg 
b(mi) = max (0 Msg, b(mi_l) - (~ - ~_l)R + I Msg) 

For example: 
Let ai-I = 1.00 s, ai = 1.013 s, b(mi_I) = 4 Msg, then 
b(mi) = max (0, 4Msg - (LOBs - 1.00s) x 75 Msg/s + IMsg) = 4Msg 

2.3.3.6 Logical Arrival Time 

The logical arrival time defines the earliest time a message mi can arrive at a resource 
when all messages arrive according to their rate. The logical arrival time of a message 
can then be defined as 

b(mi ) 
l(m.) = a(m.) +--

I I R 

For example, 
l(mi) = 1.013 s + 4 Msgl75Msg/s = 1.06 s 

Alternatively, we can calculate the logical arrive time as follows: 

For example, let l(m i _ 1) = 1.053 s 

( - - 1 Msg) -
l(m i)= max 1.013 s, 1.053 s + 75 Msg/(s) = 1.06 s 

2.3.3.7 Guaranteed Logical Delay 

The guaranteed logical delay of a message m denotes the maximum time between the 
logical arrival time of a "schedule" and its latest valid completion time. It results from 
the processing time of the messages and the competition for resources among different 
sessions, i.e., the waiting time of the message. If a message arrives "ahead of schedule", 
the actual delay is the sum of the logical delay and the time by which it arrives too 
early. It is then larger than the guaranteed logical delay. It can also be smaller than the 
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logical delay when it is completed "ahead of schedule". The deadline d(m) is derived 
from the delay for the processing of a message m at a resource. The deadline is the sum 
of the logical arrival time and its logical delay. 

2.3.3.8 Workahead Messages 

If a message arrives "ahead of schedule" and the resource is in an idle state, the mes
sage can be processed immediately. The message is then called the workahead message 
and the process is called the workahead process. A maximum workahead time A can be 
specified (e.g., from the application) for each process. This results in a maximum wor
kahead limit W: 

W = AxR 

For example: if A = 0.04 s , then 

W = 0.04 s x 75 Msg/ s = 3 Msg 

If a message is processed "ahead of schedule", the logical backlog is greater than the 
actual backlog. A message is critical if its logical arrival time has passed. Throughout 
the rest of the chapter, as well as throughout the chapters on operating systems and net
works, we assume LBAP model and apply it to the arrival processes at each resource. 
The resource ensures that the arrival process at the output interface obeys the LBAP 
parameters (maximum message size, maximum rate and maximum burst). 

Relationship between QoS and Resources 

The requested output QoS parameters are dependent on the input quality, the 
resource capacity allocated to services (processes) as discussed above, and on the 
scheduling algorithms managing the shared resources for the distributed multimedia 
system. 

According to the requested output QoS parameters, we can determine how much 
resources are required to achieve it. For example, the requested end-to-end delay 
parameter determines the behavior of transmission services along the path between 
media source and sink with respect to packet scheduling (bandwidth allocation), 
queueing (buffer allocation) and task scheduling (CPU allocation). 

The above described relation between QoS and resources can be expressed in the 
form of different mappings, service curves, and profiles. The relation between QoS and 
resources is established in two phases: 

1. Establishment Phase (Setup) and 

2. Runtime Phase (Enforcement) 
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Figure 2-7 Establishment phase. 

Establishment Phase As shown in Figure 2-7, resources are reserved (planned) and 
allocated during the connection setup according to the QoS specification. This means 
that during the establishment, an application client requests a resource allocation by 
specifying its requirements through an application QoS specification. This QoS specifi
cation is then translated2 by a QoS translator entity (e.g., QoS compiler, QoS broker 
[Nah95] [WNGXOl]) into the system QoS specification and their required 
resources.The required resources represent then the reservation request to the resource 
management. The resource management checks the resource utilization and decides if 
the reservation request can be served. If the reservation can be granted along the end-to
end path, a QoS contract is provided to the application/user. If reservation cannot be 
granted, the request is rejected. 

Phase 2: .. - ....... Adaptation 

) 

Figure 2-8 Runtime phase. 

Runtime Phase As shown in Figure 2-8, resources must be provided according to 
QoS specifications during the lifetime of an application. This means, that once the 
resource reservation and allocation are performed during the establishment phase, the 
QoS enforcement must occur during the runtime phase. The resource allocation must be 
enforced through mechanisms such as traffic shaping and appropriate scheduling mech
anisms. If any changes in resource allocation occur, an adaptation needs to be in place 
to adjust the data transfer if necessary. 

2 Note that the translation step includes various algorithms and protocols as the process is distributed. This step may 
include services such as service discovery, service component loading, negotiation among services, consistency 
checking of QoS parameters between two consecutive services in the service graph, admission control, etc. We will 
discuss some of the services in the next section in more detail. 
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2.4 Establishment Phase 

Before any data transfer with QoS guarantees can occur, several preparation steps need 
to be taken. We need to deploy several QoS management and resource management ser
vices during the establishment phase of a multimedia connection. 

1. The application or the user define required application or perceptual QoS 
parameters. 

2. QoS parameters must be distributed within the same peer level and negotiated 
among service components, representing a composite service according to the ser
vice graph. Note that this step may also include service discovery and service 
deployment before any QoS negotiation can occur [XuOI] [XNW02]. 

3. QoS parameters and corresponding services must be translated and negotiated 
between different layers if their semantics or representation are different. 

4. Requested QoS parameters of individual services must be mapped to requested 
underlying resources. 

5. Requested resources must be admitted, reserved, allocated and coordinated along 
the path between the source(s) and destination(s) [HSS02a] [SHKS02] [HSS02b]. 

6. QoS network services are typically not free. During or prior to the establishment 
phase prices and tariffs have to be exchanged [HDKSOl] and accounting has to be 
initiated [BDH+03]. 

In the following subsections we will discuss individual services needed during the 
establishment phase. 

2.4.1 QoS Negotiation 

If we assume that a user of a multimedia application service specifies its perceptual or 
application QoS requirements, then these parameters must be distributed to individual 
peer services as well as to corresponding service components of the resource manage
ment. The distribution of QoS parameters requires (a) negotiation of QoS parameters 
among single peer services if the requested multimedia service is a composite service 
and the location of single services is known, (b) discovery (routing) of single services if 
they are required for the composite service, but the location is not known, (c) consis
tency checking of QoS parameters between peer services to match QoS, (d) translation 
of QoS parameters if different representations of QoS occur among different peer ser
vices or different layer services, and (e) negotiation among services at different layers. 
In this subsection we will discuss the negotiation process which includes the steps (a), 
(c) and (d) of the distribution process. We assume that the location of single services is 
known to the negotiation process as well as the negotiated QoS parameters are semanti
cally consistent, i.e., the output QoS parameters of one service are semantically the 
same as the input QoS parameters of the consecutive service (e.g., if the service K has 
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output parameters frame rate and error rate, then the consecutive service M, following 
service K, has the input parameters frame rate and error rate as well). 

To characterize an actual negotiation, we need to specify parties who participate 
in the negotiation and protocols how the parties negotiate. There are at least two parties 
to any QoS negotiation. We will consider two negotiation relations: (1) peer-to-peer 
negotiation and (2) layer-to-layer negotiation. Peer-to-peer negotiation happens 
between two or more peer services of a composite service, for example as an applica
tion-to-application negotiation. Layer-to-layer negotiation happens between two or 
more services which reside in different layers. An example of a layer-to-layer negotia
tion can be application-to-system negotiation or user-to-application negotiation. Figure 
2-9 shows the two different negotiation relations. 

The purpose of negotiation is to establish common QoS parameter values among 
services users (peers) and between service users and service providers (underlying 
layers), so that consistency is established and the output QoS of one service satisfies the 
input QoS of the consecutive service as discussed in Chapter 2.2.5. We present negotia
tion of QoS parameters where the QoS parameter values are specified with single or 
pair of deterministic bounds (minimum value QoSmin and average value QoSave)' 
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Figure 2-9 Negotiation concept: involved parties and relations. 
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Note that in some systems when user cannot specify QoS parameters immediately, 
negotiation protocols may apply probing service [NHK96a] to learn what kind of 
bounds the system can provide at all, and then they use the learned QoS values to start 
real negotiation. Probing service allows to send a probe message, which does not have 
any QoS specification, through the measured system. The probe gets processed by the 
system, and the monitoring service captures its resource requirements which may be 
translated back to QoS requirements. The probe returns to the sender with suggested 
(estimated) QoS requirements which can be used in the negotiation and reservation 
process. 
There are several negotiation protocols among peers and the service provider(s): 

1. Bilateral Peer-to-Peer Negotiation: This type of negotiation takes place between 
two peers, and the service provider is not allowed to modify the QoS value, 
proposed by the service user. Only the receiving service user (callee) can modify 
the requested QoS value (QoSav/eq) and suggest a lower bound 
(QoSave confirm < QoSav/eq), which should be in the acceptable range of the 
application as shown in Figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10 Bilateral peer-to-peer negotiation. 

2. Bilateral Layer-to-Layer Negotiation: This type of negotiation takes place only 
between the service user and provider. This negotiation covers two possible com
munications (1) negotiation between local service users and providers (e.g., nego
tiation between application and OS services), and (2) negotiation between host 
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sender and the network (e.g., negotiation between host sender and the network 
provider when the sender wants to broadcast multimedia streams). 

3. Unilateral Negotiation: In this negotiation the service provider as well as the 
called service users are not allowed to change QoS parameters proposed by the 
calling user. This negotiation is reduced to "take it or leave it" approach 
[DBB+93]. Further, this negotiation allows the case in which the receiver may 
take the proposed QoS and, although it may not have the capacity to accommo
date the QoS parameters, it can modify the host receiver and participate with 
lower quality in the communication. A similar case occurs in TV broadcasting. 
The color TV broadcasts the signal uniformly to every user, but users with black 
and white TV s can still watch the TV program, i.e., the control and adjustment of 
quality is done at the receiver device. 

4. Hybrid Negotiation: In the case of broadcast or multicast communication, every 
participating host-receiver may have different capabilities from the host-sender, 
but it still wants to participate in the communication (e.g., conference). Hence, 
between the host -sender and network, the QoS parameter values can be negotiated 
using bilateral layer-to-Iayer negotiation and between the network and host
receiver, unilateral negotiation occurs as described above. 

5. Triangular Negotiation for Information Exchange: In this type of negotiation, 
the calling user requests the average value of a QoS parameter value (QoSav/eq). 
This value can be changed by the service provider (QoSav/P) or the callee 
(QoSav/a) along the path through an indication and response primitive before 
presenting the final value (QoSav/onjirm) in the confirm primitive to the caller. The 
changed values should satisfied the following relation 

confirm ca sp req 
QoSave < QoSave < QoSave < QoSave . 

At the end of the negotiation, all parties have the same QoS value. 
6. Triangular Negotiation for a Bounded Target: This is the same type of negotia

tion as the previous one, only the values of a QoS parameter are represented 
through two bounds (a) target bound (QoStarget) and (b) lowest acceptable quality 
(QoSmin). The goal is to negotiate target value 

Q S - Q S confirm> Q S 
o target - 0 ave - 0 min . 

QoStarget, i.e., the service provider is not allowed to change the value of the 
QoSmin (if the service provider cannot provide at least the minimal quality, then 
the negotiation request should be rejected). However, the service provider is free 
to modify the target value satisfying relation 
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The callee will make the final decision about QoStarget satisfying relation 

Q S < (Q S - Q S confirm) < Q S sp o min - 0 targ et - 0 ave - 0 ave 

The selected value will be returned to the caller by the confinn primitive, 
7. Triangular Negotiation for Contractual Value: In this case, the QoS parameters 

are specified through a minimum requested value QoSmi/eq and a bound of 
strengthening (QoSbound > QoSmi/eq). The goal of this negotiation is to agree on 
one contractual value QoScontract' which satisfies relation below. 

req < _ confirm < 
QoSmin - (QoScontract - QoSmin ) - QoSbound 

The service provider can modify QoSmi/eq towards the value QoSbound. The 
callee makes the final decision and reports the final QoS contract with the 
response and confinn primitive to the caller. The contractual value can be also 
applied to the maximum QoS parameter value or other threshold values which the 
service user wants to achieve as a contract value [DBB+93]. Figure 2-11 shows 
the behavior. 
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QoS Contract 

Connect 
Confirm '" 
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Connect 
Request tl 
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Connect t 
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Figure 2-11 Triangular negotiation with contractual value. 

In all of the negotiations, we need to invoke consistency checking to check for satisfac
tion relation (see Chapter 2.2.5) between the output QoS of one service and input QoS 
of consecutive service. For example, in the bilateral peer-to-peer negotiation the consid-
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ered input QoSav/eq on the callee side is actually the output QoSav/eq at the caller side, 
it means 

req(out) req(in) 
QoS ave(caller) = QoS ave(callee) 

Note that inside the caller or callee or network service provider the QoS parameter 
values may change as the negotiation protocols show, but at the boundary between two 
services (two service peers or service provider and service user) the QoS parameters 
need to match. 

There exist already several multimedia call establishment protocols which have 
negotiations built in. The call establishment protocols include several levels of negotia
tion. The negotiation can be done at the network level, at the system level, at the appli
cation level or between the levels in a cross-layer design. We present some protocol 
examples which have the concept of negotiation in them. 

The ST-l/ protocol is a network protocol which provides end-to-end guaranteed 
services across the Internet network [WH94]. The parameters related to throughput are 
negotiated with a triangular negotiation for a bounded target. Delay-related parameters 
do not go through negotiation. The calling user specifies the maximum transit delay in 
the connect request. During the establishment of the connection, each ST agent, partici
pating in the stream, will have to estimate the average transit delay and the average vari
ance of this delay (delay jitter) that it will provide for this stream. The provider presents 
in the connect indication primitive the total estimated average delay and the average jit
ter. The called user decides if the (expected) average delay and jitter are sufficient 
before accepting the connection. The parameters related to error control are not 
negotiated. 

The ATM Signaling Protocol (UNI 3.0) includes the bilateral peer-to-peer negotia
tion for the CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic parameter peak cell rate (PCR) as well as 
the triangular negotiation for bounded target which is applied to the real-time VBR 
(Variable Bit Rate) traffic. In this ATM class, the minimum bandwidth, called sustain
able cell rate (SCR), is requested and the PCR is negotiable. CBR and VBR traffic 
allow also negotiation for delay guarantees such as the cell delay and its variation 
[Ken97]. 

Other network establishment protocols such RCAP (Real-time Channel Adminis
tration Protocol [BM91], RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) [ZDE+93] [GroOOb] 
[KSSOl] [RGKSOO] and others use triangular negotiation for different network QoS 
parameter values such as bandwidth or end-to-end delay [BerOl]. 

At the session and application level of the communication, various establishment 
protocols became part of the QoS management. Examples of negotiation protocols exist 
in the QoS broker entity that uses a bilateral peer-to-peer negotiation at the application 
level, and triangular negotiation with the underlying ATM transport subsystem [NS96]. 
Another example is the RTCP protocol which is a control and negotiation protocol to 
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the multimedia transport protocol, called RTP (for more details see the Chapter on 
Networking). 

2.4.2 QoS Translation 
It is widely accepted that different multimedia service components may require differ
ent QoS parameters. For example, the mean packet loss rate, known from the packet 
network, has no meaning as a QoS parameter to a video capture device. Likewise, video 
frame quality is of little use to a link layer service provider, but the frame quality in 
terms of number of pixels is an important QoS value to a video capture card to initialize 
its frame buffer. 

We distinguish between user, application, system and network layers with their 
different QoS parameters as it was discussed in Chapter 2.2.1. However, there exist 
other systems that may have even more or less "layers" or there may be a hierarchy of 
layers where some QoS values are inherited and others are specific to certain service 
components only. In general, it should be possible to derive required QoS parameter 
values and resources at lower system and network levels from user or application QoS 
requirements. This derivation, known as QoS translation, may require 'additional 
knowledge', stored together with the specific component. The additional knowledge 
might be a rule or a preference specified by the user or application if the translation 
mappings are ambiguous. Overall, translation is an additional service for peer-to-peer 
or layer-to-Iayer communication. In general, translations are known and used in layered 
systems for functions, such as naming, for long time. For example, in file systems the 
high-level user file name is translated into file identifier and block number, where the 
file physically starts. 

In our layered distributed multimedia systems, we will concentrate on translation 
between QoS requirements in individual layers. Note that peer-to-peer translation may 
be also necessary if output QoS of one service semantically does not match the input 
QoS of the following service, it means semantic consistency is violated. In this case 
transcoders and other transformers need to be inserted between two services to accom
plish semantic consistency. For example, if a source produces an MPEG stream, but the 
receiver can display only video in a bitmap format, then a transcoder from MPEG to 
bitmap format is needed to establish semantic consistency [GuOO]. 

Due to the layering, as shown in Figure 2-1, the split of parameters requires 
translation functions as follows: 

• User-Application QoS Translation: The service which may implement the trans
lation between a human user and application QoS parameters is called the tuning 
service. A tuning service provides a user with a graphical user interface (GUI) for 
input of perceptual QoS, and it delivers the requested application QoS. The tuning 
service presents video and/or audio clips, which will run at the requested percep
tual quality (HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW). The tuning services then internally maps 
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the perceptual quality to application QoS with its set of parameters such as frame 
rate, frame resolution and others. The tuning service can also use sliders, meters 
and other animated GUI elements to easy the input of perceptual QoS parameters. 
If the GUI shows both perceptual and application QoS, then it is important to 
guarantee corresponding translation between those parameters. For example, if a 
user views a video clip and its corresponding video frame rate, then it is important 
to show the correct frame rate value. In this case, the user can also use a slider to 
adjust the perceptual quality by changing the frame rate which will immediately 
show in the playback of the viewed video clip. Several current multimedia sys
tems offer perceptual QoS specification and their corresponding GUIs for 
translation [GuOO] [AV98]. 

• Application-System QoS Translation: This type of translation maps application 
QoS requirements into system QoS parameters. For example, this translation may 
lead to the mapping from "high quality" synchronization user requirement to a 
synchronization skew QoS parameters for interstream synchronization (in milli
seconds), or from video frame size, expressed in terms of frame height, width and 
pixel resolution, to transport packet size. It is important to stress that not all trans
lations can be analytically expressed. In many cases the mapping between appli
cation and system QoS parameters requires probing service, usage of benchmarks, 
off-line derived performance curves or profiles [CN99] [GuOO] [LN99]. We will 
present some examples of analytical translations between application QoS and 
communication, CPU and memory QoS parameters shown in Table 2-2. The 
semantics of the individual symbols is given in Table 2-1. The translation relations 
show examples of mappings between application protocol data units (APDU) 
sizes MA and their corresponding transport PDU (TPDU) sizes M N, their rates RA, 
RN and bandwidth dependencies B, as well as processing times CAE', CAG for 
MPEG video applications and their dependencies on scheduling decisions (frame
based versus group-based scheduling). Note that the translation from the commu
nication QoS to application QoS parameters after the negotiation response from 
the remote site can be ambiguous. It means that if the service provider changes the 
bandwidth allocation from B to B', then we can change either the frame rate RA ' 

or the frame size MA ' as the result of a bandwidth change. To solve the ambiguity, 
the translation service will need an additional information from the application or 
user to decide which translation to take.The following example illustrates some of 
the translation relations in Table 2-2. Let us assume the application frame size MA 

characteristics of 320x240 pixels and pixel resolution of 8 bits per pixel. Let us 
assume the application frame rate RA of 10 frames per second. If we assume that 
M N = 4 KBytes, then the requested bandwidth B is 622,592 bits per second and the 
requested packet rate RN = 19 packets per second. 
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The following example illustrates some of the translation relations in Table 2-2. 
Let us assume the application frame size MA characteristics of 320x240 pixels and 
pixel resolution of 8 bits per pixel. Let us assume the application frame rate RA of 
10 frames per second. If we assume that MN = 4 KBytes, then the requested 
bandwidth B is 622,592 bits per second and the requested packet rate RN = 19 
packets per second. 

Additional 
Relation Affects Affected By Notes 

i(MA)/(MN)l> 1 Fragment Size of MA, MN 
andCA 

R =f(M )/(M )lxR 
NAN A 

Traffic MA,RA 
Shaping 

B = RNxMN B RN,MN After computation 
ofRN 

(E-( C! + ~)) EN EA,CAS,CAR, 

EN = Af(MA)/(MNll r (M A)/(M N) 1 

R' = (B')/(M ) RN' B'<B After negotiation 
N N 

response 

M'A = L(R'N)/(R'A)JXMN MA B' RA is fixed 

R'A = (R'N)/f(MA)/(MNll RA' B' MAis fixed 

C(MA) und MA Results from frame-
F CAF for I-,P-,B-Frames based schedule max(C)A 

I p B = max(C(M A ), C(M A ), C(M A » 

G 
C(MG) Results from GOP-

C = C(MG) CAG 
= G]XC(M/) 

based schedule 
A 

p 
+G xC(M ) 

P G 

B 
+ GBXC(MG ) 

Mem = kXMA Memory 

Table 2-2 Translation between application and system QoS. 
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• System - Network QoS Translation: This translation maps the system QoS (e.g., 
transport packet end-to-end delay) into the underlying network QoS parameters 
(e.g., in ATM the end-to-end delay of cells) and vice versa. The translations 
between system and network QoS are similar to the translation between APDV 
and TPDV messages as shown in Table 2-2. 

An important property of the translation service is that is be bidirectional translation 
[NS95]. This can cause problems as we have already discussed during the application
system QoS translation because an ambiguity in translation can occur. Additional 
knowledge in form of rules may help. For example, if bandwidth must be relaxed, then 
it can influence the spatial quality of image or the temporal resolution of video. Rules, 
such as (I) reduce frame size until we encounter 112 pixels in the horizontal direction, 
(2) reduce the frame rate until we have only 5 frames per second, or (3) ensure that no 
further reduction is possible and close the connection, will allow to resolve the 
ambiguity. 

The reversed translation results in media scaling. In genera1, media scaling meth
ods perform different degrees of media quality degradation if resources are not avail
able. Dynamic QoS changes (translation, negotiation, renegotiation) are used in 
conjunction with scaling techniques [TTCM92]. We discuss scaling in more detail in 
the next section. 

This subsection discussed QoS translations, performed during the establishment 
phase, which are performed when a user or application enter their desired QoS parame
ters, and the multimedia session as well as corresponding connection setup needs to be 
executed. However, several of these QoS translations can be also performed during the 
application development time before the multimedia application is being used. Here, 
the QoS translations become part of the QoS compilation process [NWXOO] and can 
assist in preparation of multimedia applications with respect to their QoS awareness. 
Meta-level compilers such as the QoS compiler from VIVC [WNGX01] are able to pro
vide profiles and configuration templates for distributed multimedia applications which 
then allow to shorten the setup time, even optimize the resource utilization along the 
end-to-end path, and speed up the overall establishment process of an application. 

2.4.3 QoS Scaling 

Scaling means to subsample a data stream and only present a fraction of its original 
content. In general, scaling can be done either at the source or at the receiver. Scaling 
methods, used in multimedia systems, can be classified as follows [DHH+93]: 

• Transparent scaling methods can be applied independently from the upper pro
tocol and application layers. This means that the transport system scales the media 
down. Transparent scaling is usually achieved by dropping mechanisms where 
insignificant parts of the multimedia stream will be dropped. The insignificant 
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parts can be determined (1) by the multimedia processing and the resulting struc
ture (e.g., in MPEG video compression processing, the video ends up with three 
different types of frames of different significance) or (2) by the multimedia con
tent and its corresponding context information resulting in content-aware scaling 
[TeOl] and context-aware processing. The insignificant portions need to be iden
tifiable by the transport system. For example, in case of MPEG video, the com
pressed data stream consists of basic layer (I frames), and enhancement layers (P 
and B frames) which can be labeled with different priority bits. In case of shortage 
in resource availability, enhancement layers should be dropped first to scale down 
the resource utilization and resolve resource contention. This kind of property can 
be expressed with the degradation QoS parameter D (see Table 2-1). For example, 
in case of MPEG video frames [KN97b], which use GOP-based scheduling, we 
may have to scale the processing time for a GOP as follows: 

where D is the degradation ratio. 
• Non-transparent scaling methods require an interaction of the transport system 

with the upper layers. This kind of scaling implies a modification of the media 
stream before it is presented to the transport layer. Non-transparent scaling typi
cally requires modification of some parameters in the coding algorithms, or even 
recording of a stream that was previously encoded in a different format. For exam
ple, if a video stream will scale down to the change of its frame resolution, then 
this change must be done at the video encoding side and not in the transport sub
system level. The reason is that this level does not have any internal semantic 
information about the PDU payload nor services to process the internal payload 
information. 

In a multimedia system, scaling can be applied to both audio and video data: 

• Audio: Transparent scaling is difficult because presenting a fraction of the origi
nal data is easily noticed by the listener. Dropping a channel of a stereo stream is 
an example. Hence, non-transparent scaling should be used for audio streams. For 
example, a change of the sampling rate or sample bit resolution (audio sample 
quantization) at the audio encoding source achieves an audio scaling. 

• Video: The applicability of a specific scaling method depends strongly on the 
underlying compression technique. There are several domains to which scaling 
can be applied: 

a. Temporal scaling reduces the resolution of the video stream in the time 
domain. This means that the number of video frames transmitted within a 
time interval decreases. Temporal scaling is best suited for video streams in 
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which individual frames are self-contained and can be accessed indepen
dently. An example is the motion JPEG (MJPEG) encoded video where indi
vidual I frames are self-contained and can be accessed independently. 
Hence, we can drop different frames within the stream if the frame rate 
needs to be reduced. 

b. Spatial scaling reduces the number of pixels of each image in a video 
stream. For spatial scaling, hierarchical arrangement is ideal because it has 
the advantage that the compressed video is immediately available in various 
resolutions. Several MJPEG video compression cards provide this capability 
and allow the multimedia system to serve video clients with different resolu
tions. 

c. Frequency scaling reduces the number of DCT coefficients applied to the 
compression of an image. 

d. Amplitude scaling reduces the color depth for each image pixel. This can be 
achieved by introducing a coarser quantization of the DCT coefficients, 
hence requiring a control of the scaling algorithm over the compression pro
cedure. 

e. Color space scaling reduces the number of entries in the color space. One 
way to realize color space scaling is to switch from color to gray scale pre
sentation. 

A combination of these scaling methods is possible. In the case of non-transparent 
scaling, frequency, amplitude and color space scaling are applied at the source during 
the encoding of the video. Transparent scaling may use temporal scaling or spatial 
scaling. This type of scaling can be applied at the source or at the destination. 

2.4.4 QoS Routing 

The next generation of multimedia systems and networks will need to provide QoS 
routing capabilities during the establishment phase or during the runtime phase (for 
adaptation purposes) to discover a path (route) that meets QoS requirements, such as 
throughput, end-to-end delay, loss rate and others, between two or more users [CN98c]. 
At this point we discuss network path discovery (routing) along the end-to-end route, 
assuming each network node has corresponding routing services. The routing problems 
can be divided into two major classes: unicast routing and multicast routing. The two 
classes of routing problems are closely related. The multicast routing can be viewed as 
a generalization of the unicast routing in many cases. 

2.4.4.1 Unicast QoS Routing 

The unicast routing problem is defined as follows: given a source node s, a destination 
node t, a set of QoS constraints C and possibly an optimization goal, we aim to find the 
best feasible path from s to t, which satisfies C. 
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For some QoS metrics such as residual bandwidth and residual buffer space, the 
state of the path is determined by the state of the bottleneck link. For these QoS metrics, 
two basic routing problems can be defined. One is called the link-optimization routing 
problem, such as the bandwidth-optimization routing which aims to find a path that has 
the largest bandwidth on the bottleneck link. Such a path is called the widest path. 
Another problem is the link-constrained routing problem such as the bandwidth-con
strained routing, which aims to find a path whose bottleneck bandwidth is above a 
required value. These routing problems can be solved by a slightly modified Dijkstra's 
algorithm [Dij59] or Bellman-Ford algorithm [BeI57]. 

For other QoS metrics such as delay, jitter and cost (additive QoS metrics), the 
state of a path is determined by the combined state over all links. Two basic routing 
problems can be defined for this type of QoS metrics. One is called the path
optimization routing problem such as the least-cost routing, which aims to find a path 
whose total cost is minimized. The other problem is called the path-constrained routing 
problem such as the delay-constrained routing, which aims to find a path whose delay is 
bounded by a required value. Both problems can be directly solved by Dijkstra's or 
Bellman-Ford algorithms. 

Many composite routing problems can be derived from the above four basic prob
lems. For example, the bandwidth-constrained least delay routing problem belongs to 
the link-constrained path-optimization routing problem class. It is to find the least delay 
path that has the required bandwidth. This problem can be solved by a shortest path 
algorithm on the graph, where the links violating the bandwidth constraint have been 
removed. There are four other problem classes that are solvable in polynomial time by a 
modified shortest path algorithm: link-constrained link-optimization routing, multi-link
constrained routing, link-constrained path-constrained routing, and path-constrained 
link-optimization routing. 

There are two NP complete problem classes: path-constrained path-optimization 
routing (PCPO) and multi-path constrained routing (MPC). An example of PCPO is the 
delay-constrained least-cost routing, which aims to find the least-cost path with 
bounded delay. An example of MPC is the itter constrained routing, which wants to find 
a path with both bounded delay and bounded jitter. For the above problems to be NP
complete, there are two assumptions: (1) QoS metrics are independent, and (2) they are 
allowed to be real numbers or unbounded integer numbers. If all metrics except one 
take bounded integer values, then the problems are solvable in polynomial time by run
ning extended Dijkstra's or Bellman-Ford algorithms [CN98b]. If all metrics are depen
dent on a common metric, then the problems may also be solvable in polynomial time. 
For example, worst-case delay and jitter are functions of bandwidth in networks using 
Weighted Fair Queueing scheduling. 
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2.4.4.2 Multicast QoS Routing 

The multicast routing problem is defined as follows: given a source node s, a set R of 
destination nodes, a set of constraints C and possibly an optimization goal, we aim to 
find the best feasible tree covering s and all nodes in R, which satisfies C. 

The multicast routing algorithms can be similarly partitioned as discussed in uni
cast QoS routing, considering basic routing problems and composite routing problems. 
The difference is that an optimization or a constraint must be applied to the entire tree 
instead of a single path. For example, the bandwidth-optimization routing problem asks 
to maximize the bandwidth of the bottleneck link of the tree. The delay-constrained 
routing finds a tree in which the end-to-end delay from the sender to any destination is 
bounded by a given value. 

There are several well-known multicast routing problems. The Steiner tree prob
lem is to find the least-cost tree, where the tree is covering a group of destinations with 
the minimum total cost over all links. It is also called the least-cost multicast routing 
problem belonging to the tree-optimization routing problem class. The constrained 
Steiner tree problem is to find the least-cost tree with bounded delay, and it is called the 
delay-constrained least-cost routing problem, belonging to the tree-constrained tree
optimization routing problem class. Finding either a Steiner tree or a constrained 
Steiner tree is NP complete [SRV97b]. The delay-jitter-constrained multicast problem 
belongs to the multi-tree-constrained routing problem class. It is also NP-complete 
under the assumptions that (1) the metrics under the constraints are independent, and 
(2) they are allowed to take real numbers or unbounded integer numbers. However, this 
problem (or any other multi-tree-constrained routing problem) is solvable in polyno
mial time if all metrics except one take bounded integer values. If all metrics are depen
dent on a common metric, then the problem may also be solvable in polynomial time. 

2.4.4.3 Relation of QoS Routing and Other QoSlResource Management 
Services 

QoS Routing versus Best-effort Routing The QoS routing is different from the tra
ditional best-effort routing. The former is normally connection-oriented with resource 
reservation to provide the guaranteed services. The latter can be either connection-ori
ented or connectionless with a dynamic performance subject to the current availability 
of shared resources. Meeting the QoS requirement of each individual connection and 
reducing the call-blocking rate are important for the QoS routing service, while the fair
ness, overall throughput and average response time are the essential issues for the tradi
tional routing. 

QoS Routing and Resource Reservation QoS routing and resource reservation 
[ZDE+93] are two important, closely related components. In order to provide the guar
anteed services, the required resources (e.g., CPU time, buffer, bandwidth) must be 
reserved when a QoS connection is established. Hence, the data transmission of the 
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connection will not be affected by the traffic dynamics of other connections sharing the 
common links. Before the reservation can be done, a path with the best chance to satisfy 
the resource requirement must be selected. That is the job of routing. While routing is 
decoupled from resource reservation in most existing schemes, some solutions combine 
routing and resource reservation in a single mUlti-path message pass from the source to 
the destination [CS97]. 

QoS Routing and Admission Control The task of admission control is to determine 
whether a connection request should be accepted or rejected as discussed in the next 
section. Once a request is accepted, the required resources must be guaranteed. The 
admission control is often considered as a by-products of QoS routing and resource res
ervation. If the resource reservation is successfully done along the route(s) selected by 
the routing algorithm, the connection request is accepted; otherwise, the request is 
rejected. 

QoS Routing and QoS Negotiation A QoS routing algorithm may fail to find a fea
sible path for a new connection, either because there does not exist a feasible path, or 
because the searching space of a heuristic approach does not cover any existing feasible 
path. When this happens, the system can either reject the connection or negotiate with 
the application for a looser QoS constraint. The QoS routing can assist the negotiation 
by finding the best available path and returning the QoS bounds supported. If the nego
tiation is successful according to the provided bounds, the best available path can be 
used immediately. 

2.4.4.4 QoS Routing Strategies 

Routing involves two basic tasks: (1) collecting the state information and keeping it up
to-date, and (2) searching the state information for a feasible path. In order to find an 
optimal path which satisfies the constraints, the state information about the intermediate 
links between the source and destination(s) must be known. The search of feasible 
paths greatly depends on how the state information is collected and where the informa
tion is stored. There are three routing strategies, source routing, distributed routing and 
hierarchical routing. They are classified according to the way how the state information 
is maintained and how the search of feasible paths is carried out. 

In the source routing, each node maintains the complete global state, including 
the network topology and the state information of every link. Based on the global state, 
a feasible path is locally computed at the source node. A control message is then sent 
out along the selected path to inform the intermediate nodes of their precedent and suc
cessive nodes. A link state protocol is used to update the global state at every node. This 
strategy avoids the dealing with the distributed computing problems such as distributed 
state snapshot, deadlock detection and distributed termination problem. It guarantees 
loop-free routes. Many source routing algorithms are conceptually simple and easy to 
implement, evaluate, debug and upgrade. In addition, it is much easier to design central-
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ized heuristics for some NP-complete problems than to design distributed ones. On the 
other hand, this strategy has several problems: (1) the global state maintained at every 
node has to be updated frequently enough to cope with the dynamics of QoS parameters 
such bandwidth and delay, and it makes the communication overhead excessively high 
for large scale networks; (2) the link-state algorithm can only provide approximate glo
bal state due to the overhead concern and non-negligible propagation delay of state 
messages. As a consequence, the QoS routing may fail in finding an existing feasible 
path due to the impression in the global state used; (3) the computation overhead at the 
source is high. This is especially true in case of multicast routing or when multiple con
straints are involved. In summary, source QoS routing has scalability problems. There 
exist many source routing solutions to the above discussed unicast problems such as the 
bandwidth-delay-constrained path solution in [WC96], bandwidth-constrained routing 
solution, delay-constrained routing solution with imprecise network states in [G097], 
and solutions to multicast problems such as the constrained Steiner tree solution in 
[KPP93] and many others. 

In the distributed routing, the path is computed by a distributed computation. 
Control messages are exchanged among the nodes and the state information kept at 
each node is collectively used for the path search. Most distributed routing algorithms 
need a distance vector protocol to maintain a global state in form of distance vectors at 
every node. Based on the distance vectors, the routing is done on a hop-by-hop base. 
The advantage of this strategy is that the path computation is distributed among the 
intermediate nodes between the source and the destination. Hence, the routing response 
time can be made shorter and the algorithm is more scalable. Searching multiple paths 
in parallel for a feasible one is made possible, which increases the chance of success. 
Most existing distributed routing algorithms (e.g., [SRV97a]) require each node to 
maintain a global network state (distance vectors), based on which the routing decision 
is made. Some flooding-based algorithms do not require any global state to be main
tained. The routing decision and optimization is done entirely based on local states 
(e.g., [SC95], [CN98a]). The disadvantage of this strategy, especially when global state 
sharing is in place, is the same as in case of source routing. The distributed algorithms 
which do not need any global state tend to send more messages. It is also very difficult 
to design efficient distributed heuristics for the NP-complete routing problems, espe
cially in multicast case, because there is no detailed topology and link state information 
available. In addition, if the global states are inconsistent, loops may occur. A loop can 
be easily detected when the routing message is received by a node for the second time. 
However, loops generally make the routing fail, because the distance vectors do not 
provide sufficient information for an alternative path. 

In the hierarchical routing, nodes are clustered into groups, which are further 
clustered into higher-level groups recursively, creating a multi-level hierarchy. Each 
physical node maintains an aggregated global state. This state contains the detailed 
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state information about the nodes in the same group and the aggregated state informa
tion about the other groups. The source routing is used to find a feasible path on which 
some nodes are logical nodes representing groups. A control message is then sent along 
this path to establish the connection. When the border node of a group, represented by a 
logical node, receives the message, it uses the source routing to expend the path through 
the group. The advantage of this strategy is scalability. The hierarchical routing has 
been long used to cope with the scalability problem of source routing in large networks 
(e.g., [BA98]). For example, the PNNI (Private Network-Network Interface) standard 
[For96] for routing in ATM networks is also hierarchical. This strategy scales well 
because each node only maintains a partial global state where groups of nodes are 
aggregated into logical nodes. The size of such an aggregated state is logarithmic in the 
size of the complete global state. The well-studied source routing algorithms are 
directly used at each hierarchical level to find feasible paths based on the aggregated 
state [LNOO]. Hence, the hierarchical routing retains many advantages of the source 
routing. It has also some advantages of the distributed routing because the routing com
putation is shared by many nodes. The disadvantage of this strategy is that the network 
state, being aggregated, adds additional imprecision and this has a significant negative 
impact on QoS routing [G097]. 

2.4.5 Admission Control 

The next step, after every layer inquires or gets its own QoS specification through nego
tiation, translation and routing, is the resource admission control. The admission con
trol service is an important service at every shared resource such as network, CPU, and 
buffers along the path between sources and destinations. This service checks resources 
for availability. For example, in networks, admission control is a mechanism used to 
accept, modify or reject new connections. Note that if the QoS parameter value of a 
connection is modified during the admission control, then the admission service 
suggests a new lower value QoStarget with 

depending on which negotiation protocol is running. 
The admission control checks availability of shared resources using availability 

tests in the resource management. The resource availability tests are called admission 
tests. Based on the results of the admission tests, the corresponding protocol creates 
either a "reserve" message with admitted or modified QoS values, or "reject" message 
when QoSmin cannot be satisfied. The admitted QoS values may be lower than QoSreq, 
but they must be equal or above QoSmin value. 

There are at least three types of admission tests which admission control should 
perform: 
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1. Schedulability test: This test should be performed over shared resources such as 
CPU and network. We need CPU schedulability test, packet schedulability test at 
the entrance to the network and at each network node to delivery timing QoS 
guarantees. 

2. Spatial test: This test is needed to ensure a proper buffer allocation and therefore 
to provide delay and reliability guarantees. 

3. Link bandwidth test: This test ensures a proper bandwidth allocation and 
throughput guarantees. 

Table 2-3 shows some examples of admission tests for the CPU, buffer and network 
bandwidth availability [NS96] [KN97b]: 

Admitted Resources Admission Tests 

CPU n 

:L C/ Pi<{,l, 

i= 1 

where i is the number of tasks 

Memory k 

:LMem~ +Memr~Memg' 
j = 1 
where Memj is allocated memory, Memris the requested memory, 
and Memg is the overall available memory 

Bandwidth 

:LB/ + Br s:; Bg 
j 

where Bi a is the allocated bandwidth, Br is the requested bandwidth, 
and Bg is the overall available bandwidth 

Table 2-3 Examples of admission tests. 

The admission tests, as mentioned above, depend on the implementation of control 
(e.g., rate control) mechanisms in the multimedia processing and communication proto
cols. Specific admission tests will be also covered in individual chapters on operating 
systems, networking and communication. At this point, it is important to emphasize 
that any QoS parameter distribution with its negotiation and resource admission control 
must be closely related to a cost function, expressed in terms of pricing to differentiate 
between various service classes [VN97]. If no differentiation in terms of pricing exists, 
users will always request more resources than needed which will decrease the number 
of users using guaranteed services. 

For example, let us assume we have a video-on-demand service running within a 
community. We can save resources and provide a better response time if we allow a 
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movie to be moved to a server "nearby" respective clients. This can be done more easily 
if we have prior knowledge of the demand. Hence, a user who "orders" a movie for a 
certain future time may pay less than another user who chooses a movie and wants 
access immediately. If the client is not forced to pay, she will always demand the best 
available QoS. In this case, if immediate access is provided, some clients may end up 
with a reduction in quality or not use this service due to poor quality as a result of the 
QoS negotiation. Hence, with the introduction of appropriate pricing, QoS negotiation 
may well become a real negotiation. 

2.4.6 Reservation 
For the provision of guaranteed QoS in multimedia systems, reservation and proper 
allocation of resources is desired. Without resource reservation and management in 
end-systems and routers/switches, transmission of multimedia data leads to lost 
(dropped or delayed) packets. The reservation and allocation of resources is mostly 
simplex, it means the resources are reserved only in one direction along the end-to-end 
path. This also implies that senders are logically distinct from receivers. 

Reservation and allocation of resources can be performed in pessimistic or 
optimistic manner: 

• Pessimistic Approach: This approach avoids resource conflicts by making reser
vations for the worst case (e.g., reservation for a task entity with the worst case 
execution time or highest bandwidth). A MPEG compressed video application can 
illustrate this approach as follows: 

• Let us consider frame-based scheduling of I, P, and B with processing times 
C(Mi) > C(MAP) > C(MAB). The pessimistic reservation will allocate 
C(Mi) processing time for each MPEG task, independent of the frame type. 

• In case of bandwidth B, the pessimistic reservation requests: 

Bpessimistic _ M I R 
- A X A 

• This might be an over-reservation and leads to under-utilization of resources 
as there might be only need for: 

actuell r p B 
B = GrxMA +GpxMA +GBxMA 

• Optimistic Approach: This approach reserves resources according to an average 
workload. 

• In the case of the above mentioned example, CPU is only allocated for the 
average processing time per frame, i.e., 
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• This approach may overload resources when unpredictable behavior occurs. 
QoS parameters are met as far as possible. Resources are highly utilized, 
though an overload situation may result in failure. A monitoring function to 
detect overload should be implemented. This function may related to a func
tion which then preempts processes or other schedulable units according to 
their importance and deadlines if overrun and overload situations occur. 

Both approaches represent points in a continuum because a process requires a resource 
in a stochastic fashion. They aim either towards QoSmax or QoSave guarantees. Hybrid 
reservation approaches can aim towards any value between the average and peak values 

QoSave:::;; QoS:::;; QoSmax 

The closer the reservation value assignment is to the peak value, the lower the probabil
ity that the process will be denied the use of resources at a certain time. Hence the 
assignment represents a trade-off between the peak rate multiplexing (pessimistic 
approach) and the statistical multiplexing (optimistic approach). A method that 
captures this trade-off quantitatively is given in [PSS02]. 

Additional reservation mechanisms must be in place to detect and resolve 
resource conflicts. The resource managers may support data structures and functions for 
resource reservation as follows: 

• Resource Table: A resource table, co-located with a resource manager, contains 
information about the managed resources. The table may include static informa
tion like the total resource capacity available (e.g., CPl}'lvail = CPU1?lobal - CPl}'lI
tOC), maximum allowable resource capacity (e.g., cpugtobat, which equals to the 
global CPU bandwidth we want to use for reservations3), scheduling algorithm 
(e.g., Rate Monotonic Scheduling), dynamic information like pointers to 
connections currently using the resource, and total capacity currently reserved. 

• Reservation Table: This table provides information about the connections and/or 
tasks for which portions of the managed resources are currently reserved (e.g., 
CPl}'llloc). This information includes the contracted QoS guarantees, given to 
connections, tasks or other schedulable units. 

• Reservation Function: This function determines the reserved QoS parameter val
ues that can be given to a new connection or task (via admission control), and 
reserves the corresponding resource capacities via entries in resource and 
reservation tables. 

3 Note that not all resource bandwidth has to be available for reservation and guaranteed services. It is important to leave 
some resource bandwidth available for best-effort services to avoid starvation of this class of services. 
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Examples of such reservation structures and functions can be found in many systems, 
such as the HeiRAT [WH94], QualMan [KN97a] and others. 

The reservation and allocation of network resources along the end-to-end path 
depend on the reservation model, negotiation and reservation protocols, and on the set 
of resource management functions such as admission, allocation, monitoring and 
dea1location of individual resources. 

2.4.6.1 Reservation Model 

There are three types of reservation models for the communication architecture of a 
multimedia system: 

1. Single Sender and Single Receiver (e.g., RCAP protocol) 
2. Single Sender and Multiple Receivers (e.g., ST-II protocol) 
3. Multiple Senders and Multiple Receivers (e.g., RSVP protocol) 

The reservation model is also determined by its reservation direction and style 
[ZDE+93]. The reservation direction can be sender-oriented (e.g., ST-II, RCAP) , or 
receiver-oriented (e.g., RSVP). Sender-oriented reservation means that the sender 
transmits a QoS specification to the destinations. The intermediate routers and switches 
may adjust the QoS specification according to corresponding negotiation strategies and 
available resources. The reservation protocol carries the QoS parameters and reserves 
resource according to admitted QoS parameter values along the -end-to-end path from 
the sender to the destination. The resulting and confirmed QoS parameter values are 
then sent back and resources are changed from reserved to allocated along the path 
from the destination to the sender. Figure 2-12 shows the sender-initiated reservation 
protocol. 

Sender 
,-____ --, Admission 

Control 
Reservation 

I.Send Reservation 
Message 

Adnission 
Control 
Allocation 

Data Transmission Flow 

Figure 2-12 Sender-initiated reservation. 

Receiver 
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Receiver-oriented reservation direction means that the receiver describes its QoS 
and resource requirements, sends them to the sender in a reservation message 
[ZDE+93], and reserves resources in the direction from the destination to the sender. It 
is assumed that a sender has issued a path message before, providing information about 
itself and its outgoing data. On the way from the sender to the receiver the resources 
will be allocated. Figure 2-13 shows the receiver-initiated reservation protocol. 

Sender 

Admission 
Allocation 

5. Allocation 
Reservation 2. 

Admission 
Reservation 

Data Transmission Flow 

Figure 2·13 Receiver-initiated reservation. 

Receiver 

The reservation style represents a creation of a path reservation and time when senders 
and receivers perform QoS negotiation and resource reservation. The style for a sender
oriented reservation may be either a single reservation or a multicast reservation. 

The style for receiver-oriented reservation is classified according to filters. We 
will present filters as defined in the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) for Internet 
Integrated Services [ZDE+93]: 

• Wildcard Filter style: A receiver creates a single reservation or a resource pipe 
along each link and shares it among all senders for the given session. The sender 
flow is not filtered at all, i.e., all datagrams from any sender are forwarded to the 
receiver. 

• Fixed Filter style: Each receiver selects a particular sender whose data packets it 
wants to receive. Sender traffic is filtered according to a fixed filter for the dura
tion of receiver's reservation. 

• Dynamic Filter style: Each receiver creates N distinct reservations to carry flows 
from up to N different senders. A later dynamic filter reservation from the same 
receiver may specify the same value of N and the same common flow specifica
tion, but a different selection of particular senders without a new admission con
trol check. This is known as channel switching which is analogous to program 
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switching in television application. If a receiver, using the dynamic filter style, 
changes the number N of distinct reservations or the common flow specification, 
this is treated as a new reservation and it is subject to admission control. In 
dynamic filter reservation style, the receiver can change how a sender's traffic is 
filtered over time. 

Figure 2-14 shows all three filter styles as defined in RSVP specification. Filters have 
three important purposes [Par94a]: 

1. Filters provide support for heterogeneity. Receivers at the end of slow links can 
still participate in communication by using a filter which will restrict what portion 
of the flow is passed to it. 

2. Dynamic filtering allows receivers to modify flow properties. For example, if a 
receiver is alternately listening to multiple flows, then it can change filters and 
drop all packets from sender A if it wants to listen and accept all packets from 
sender B. 

3. Filters are used to reduce load and improve bandwidth management. 

Wildcard-Filter 

\ 
Fixed Filter , Dynamic Filter 

Figure 2-14 Filters in receiver-initiated reservation. 

The reservation style can be also divided with respect to time when actual resource allo
cation happens: (1) immediate reservation and (2) advanced reservation. Immediate 
reservation means that immediately after a reservation was approved, allocation of 
resources occurs and immediate usage of resources is expected. Advanced reservation 
means that reservation is performed for a future time when the resources will be allo
cated and used [FKL +99]. Advanced reservation service is essential in multi-party mul
timedia applications. There are two possible approaches to advanced reservation: a 
centralized approach where an advanced reservation server exists to coordinate all 
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future reservations, and a distributed approach where each node along the reserved path 
"remembers" future reservations. 

For an example implementation of RSVP the reader is referred to 
[KSS01] [RGKSOOD 

2.4.6.2 Reservation Protocols 

A reservation protocol performs no reservation or allocation of required resource itself, 
it is only a vehicle to transfer QoS and resource requirements and assist in negotiation 
of QoS values. Reservation protocols are control protocols embedded in a multimedia 
call establishment protocol. This protocol implies that every node has QoS and resource 
management entities which are responsible for sending and receiving control messages, 
as well as invoking corresponding management functions, such as admission control, 
QoS translation, QoS routing, and others, needed for establishment of a multimedia 
session between senders and receivers [XuO 1]. 
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Figure 2-15 Reservation protocol with "accept" response. 

User 

In general, reservation protocols work as follows: (a) the initiator of the connection 
(e.g., sender) sends QoS specification in a reservation message (connect request) 
towards the initiatee. (b) At each router or switch along the path, the reservation proto
col passes a new reservation request to the resource manager which may consist of sev
eral components (e.g., in RSVP this manager is called the "traffic controller" and it 
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consists of admission control function, packet scheduler and packet classifier). (c) After 
admission decision the resource manager reserves resources via entry in the reservation 
table and updates particular service information for QoS provision. (d) On the way back 
from the initiatee to the initiator an allocation message (connect confirm) enforces the 
change of the reservation state to allocation state for individual resrouces. Figure 2-15 
shows the sender-initiated reservation protocol with the 'accept' confirm message. 

After the transmission of media ends, resources must be de-allocated. It means 
CPU, network bandwidth and buffer space must be freed. The deallocation of resources 
depends on what types of connections were established. 

• Hard Connections: If a hard connection was established, i.e., each node along 
the path carries hard state about the connection (e.g., ATM virtual circuits are hard 
connections), then the tear down process sends a deallocation message, and the 
deallocation must be done without a disruption of other flows in the network. This 
tear-down process can be requested by the sender(s) or by the receiver(s). Freeing 
of resources means that upon receiving the deallocation message resource 
management updates any resource and reservation tables that carry information 
about resource allocation for the closed connection. 

• Soft Connections: If a soft connection was established, i.e., each node along the 
path carries soft state about a flow and this state expires after certain time-out 
interval on its own (e.g., RSVP creates soft connections), then the de-allocation of 
resources happens automatically and no separate tear-down process is necessary. 
However, it is important to stress that if a connection wants to use resources 
longer than its soft reservation lasts, then it needs to refresh the reservation state 
along the path by using refresh messages. 

2.5 Run-time Phase of Multimedia Call 

QoS guarantees must be met in application, system and network levels (see Figure 2-1) 
to get the acceptance of multimedia systems users. There are several requirements on 
multimedia systems which must be enforced to provide guarantees during multimedia 
transmission and processing: 

1. time requirements such as delays; 
2. space requirements such as systems buffers; 
3. device requirements such as frame grabber allocation; 
4. bandwidth requirements such as network bandwidth, CPU bandwidth for data 

transmission 
5. reliability requirement. 

These requirements can be met if proper QoS and resource management are available at 
the end-points and networks. However, these five requirements are related to each other 
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in such a way that one parameter may imply choosing another. For example, scheduling 
delay of a video frame implies bandwidth allocation. We will concentrate in the 
following section on concepts of QoS enforcement. We will show the concepts on QoS 
enforcement services for network services and discuss traffic shaping mechanisms, rate 
control scheduling services for delay, jitter and throughput provision, as well as error 
control for reliability guarantees. Similar enforcement services apply to computing 
resources and we discuss them in detail in Chapters on Operating Systems, and Media 
Servers. Also more information about network-related QoS enforcement services and 
protocols will be presented in the Chapters on Networking and Communication. 

We assume at this point that proper resource reservation and allocation have 
occurred as described in previous sections of this Chapter. 

2.5.1 Traffic Shaping 

One of important components of QoS enforcement is traffic shaping. In a packet net
work, that allows resource sharing, admission control and scheduling schemes are not 
sufficient to provide QoS guarantees. This is due to the fact that users may, inadvert
ently or otherwise, attempt to exceed rates specified and negotiated during the estab
lishment phase. Therefore, one aims to achieve a rate, which is possibly close to a 
constant rate as shown in Figure 2-16. 

CJ 
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Max. Packet Rate 
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Figure 2-16 Shaped traffic rate. 

f2ZZLl 
Shaped stream 

We need traffic shaping at the entry of the network and/or within the network. Traffic 
shaping provides a set of rules that comply to the flows traffic characteristics. The pur
pose of traffic shaping is as follows: The resource reservation algorithm needs to ana
lyze QoS specification, associated with all connections, utilizing the shared resource in 
order to determine the service quality that can be offered to individual connections. 
Since the number of connections, sharing the common network resource, can be very 
large, it is important that the QoS specification per connection be simple for easy man
agement. Unfortunately, traffic generated in multimedia systems is very bursty due to 
compressed multimedia streams, and often difficult to model and specify. To alleviate 
the problem, traffic generated by multimedia sources is passed through a traffic shapero 
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Traffic shaping should allow: 

1. a simply way for a connection to describe its traffic so that the network knows 
what kind of traffic to expect. One way to capture a wide range of traffic charac
teristics is to use traffic envelope that includes traffic-related QoS specification; 

2. the network to perform an admission control; and 
3. the network to monitor connection traffic and to policelconfirm that the connec-

tion is behaving as it promised [Par94a]. 

We will examine various shaping schemes which fit different types of traffic. The sim
plest traffic shaping schemes try to shape all traffic into isochronous flows, with regular 
amounts of data being emitted at regular time intervals between samples as they are 
sent into the network. We will discuss two such shaping schemes: 

• Leaky Bucket [Tur86]: In this scheme, each connection has its own leaky bucket. 
When data is to be sent, the sending host places the connection's packets into a 
bucket. Packets drain out of the bottom of the bucket and are sent into the network 
at the rate RN. The rate is enforces by a regulator at the bottom of the bucket. The 
bucket size, ~, limits how much data may build up waiting for the network. If the 
connection presents more data than the size of bucket allows, the excess data is 
discarded. In this scheme, the shaped data characteristics measures up to equally 
spaced packets, each packet being emitted lIRN units of time after the last one. 
The effect of the bucket size ~ is both to bound the amount of delay a packet can 
incur before getting into the network and to limit the maximum burst size the 
sender can try to send. Figure 2-17 shows the simple leaky bucket behavior. 
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Figure 2-17 Simple leaky bucket. 

• (r,T) - Smooth Algorithm [GoI90]: In an (r,T) - smooth traffic system, a connec
tion is permitted to inject no more than r data into the network in any T bit times, 
where T is a fixed constant through the network.'r' varies on a per-connection 
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basis. If the next packet to be sent would cause the connection to use more than r 
bits in the current frame, then the connection must hold the packet until the next 
frame starts. If we compare the (r, T) - smooth algorithm with the leaky bucket 
scheme, then this algorithm, rather than sending one packet of size MN every lIRN 
time units, allows the connection to send TxMtlRN bits of data every T bit times. 
This shaping algorithm is part of the scheduling service discipline, called stop
and-go, described in the next subsection. Limitation of this approach is that one 
cannot send a packet larger than r bits long. Therefore, unless T is very long, the 
maximum packet size may be very small. 

In summary, isochronous shaping schemes are easy to implement, however, the range 
of behaviors they describe is limited to fixed rate data flows. 

Another class of shaping algorithms consists of schemes which integrate isochro
nous schemes with priority schemes. The basic idea is that every packet is tagged with a 
bit pattern that tells the network how important the packet is to the connection's appli
cation. If the network finds itself congested at some point, it discards some or all of the 
traffic that are marked as less important. For example, ATM network supports a two
priority scheme using the CLP bit [Ken97]. This class of shaping schemes has two main 
problems: (1) the amount of traffic that can be guaranteed is rather low, typically no 
more than 50% of the total bandwidth of a link [Par94a]; and (2) discarding selective 
packets, when communication devices use FIFO queues, is difficult. The issue is that 
when the device is overloaded and it needs to discard some low priority packets, it is 
unable to look inside its FIFO queues. The implication is that such a device employes 
then a policy to discard the low priority packets as they arrive at the input queue (e.g., 
CISCO ATM or IP switches use so called early discard policy). 

In order to support a richer range of traffic characteristics, a class of shaping algo
rithms was developed which supports bursty traffic patterns. We will describe two such 
algorithms: 

• Token Bucket: In a token bucket system, RN is the rate at which tokens are placed 
in the token bucket. The bucket has the occupancy ~. If the bucket fills up, newly 
arriving tokens are discarded. When a packet is sent, it is placed in a separate data 
buffer queue. To transmit the packet, the regulator must remove a number of 
tokens equal to the packet size from the bucket. Token bucket permits burstiness 
but bounds it. This scheme guarantees that the burstiness is bounded so that the 
connection never sends more than ~+tRN tokens worth of data in an interval 't and 
that the long term transmission rate will not exceed RN- Limitation of this traffic 
shaping scheme is that it is difficult to police. At any time the flow is allowed to 
exceed rate by a number of tokens, hence we need a better policing. Figure 2-18 
shows the behavior of the Token Bucket algorithm. 
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Figure 2-18 Token bucket traffic shaping scheme. 

• Token Bucket with Leaky Bucket Rate Control: This scheme has a token 
bucket of size ~, and data buffer queue sending the data with regulator rate of RN. 

When the regulator lets data through, the data is then placed in a simple leaky 
bucket (also of size ~) from which the data is drained at rate C > RN This scheme 
permits bursty traffic but regulates it so that the maximum transmission rate at any 
time is C and the long-term average has an upper bound of RN 

This class of shaping schemes has more complexity in terms of policing or implementa
tion. Token bucket algorithm has a policing problem when the connection is allowed to 
exceed the rate RN by ~ tokens because the network tries to police connections by sim
ply measuring their traffic over time interval 't, hence a connection can cheat4 by send
ing ~+'tRN tokens of data in every interval 'to The token bucket with leaky bucket 
requires more complex implementation than token bucket and complex policing. 

2.5.2 Rate Control 

If we assume a multimedia system to be tightly coupled system which as a central pro
cess managing all system components, then this central instance can impose a synchro
nous data handling over all resources; in effect we encounter a fixed imposed data rate. 
However, a multimedia system usually comprises loosely coupled end-systems and 
proxies which communicate over networks. In such a setup, rates must be imposed. 
Here, we make use of all available strategies in the communication environment. 

High-speed networking provides opportunities for multimedia applications to 
have stringent performance requirements in terms of throughput, delay, jitter and loss 

4 Over the interval of 2t, the connection would send data equal to 2~+2tRN tokens. However, it is supposed to send at 
most ~+2tRN. 
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rate. Conventional packet switching data networks with window-based flow control and 
FCFS cannot provide services with strict performance guarantees. Hence, for 
multimedia systems, new rate-based flow control and rate based scheduling service 
disciplines are needed [LHJea02]. These control mechanisms are connected with a 
connection-oriented network architecture which supports resource allocation and 
admission control policies. 

A rate-based service discipline is one that provides a client with a minimum 
service rate independent of the traffic characteristics of other clients. Such a discipline, 
operating at a switch, manages the following resources: bandwidth, service time (prior
ity), and buffer space. Together with proper admission policies, such disciplines 
provide throughput, delay, jitter and loss rate guarantees. Several rate-based scheduling 
disciplines have been developed [ZK91]: 

• Fair Queueing: If N channels share an output trunk, then each one should get 
1/ N th of the bandwidth. If any channel uses less bandwidth than its share, then 
this portion is shared among the rest equally. This mechanism can be achieved by 
the Bit-by-Bit Round Robin (BR) service among the channels. The BR discipline 
serves N queues in the round robin service, sending one bit from each queue that 
has a packet in it. Clearly, this scheme is not efficient, hence fair queueing 
emulates BR as follows: each packet is given afinish number, which is the round 
number at which the packet would have received service if the server had been 
doing BR. The packets are served in the order of the finish number. Channels can 
be given different fractions of the bandwidth by assigning them weights, where a 
weight corresponds to the number of bits of service the channel receives per round 
of BR service. 

• Virtual Clock: This discipline emulates the Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). 
A virtual transmission time is allocated to each packet. It is the time at which the 
packet would have been transmitted if the server would actually be doing TDM. 

• Delay Earliest-Due-Date (Delay EDD): Delay EDD [FV90] is an extension of 
EDF scheduling (Earliest Deadline First), discussed in the Chapter on Operating 
Systems, where the server negotiates a service contract with each source. The 
contract states that if a source obeys a peak and average sending rate, then the 
server provides bounded delay. The key then lies in the assignment of deadlines of 
packets. The server sets a packet's deadline to the time at which it should be sent, 
if it had been received according to the contract. This is actually the expected 
arrival time added to the delay bound at the server. By reserving bandwidth at the 
peak rate (Blllm) , delay EDD can assure each channel of a guaranteed delay 
bound. 

• Jitter Earliest-Due-Date (Jitter EDD): Jitter EDD extends the Delay EDD to 
provide jitter bounds. After a packet has been served at each server, it is stamped 
with the difference between its deadline and its actual finishing time. A regulator 
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at the entrance of the next switch holds the packet for this period before it is made 
eligible to be scheduled. This provides the minimum and maximum delay 
guarantees. 

• Stop-and-Go: This discipline preserves the "smoothness" property of the traffic 
as it traverses through the network. The main idea is to treat all traffic as frames of 
fixed length T bits, it means the time is divided into frames. At each frame time, 
only packets that have arrived at the server in the previous frame time are sent. It 
can be shown that the delay and jitter are bounded, although the jitter bound does 
not come for free. The reason is that under Stop-and-Go rules, packets arriving at 
the start of an incoming frame must be held by full time T before being forwarded. 
Hence, all packets that would arrive early are instead being delayed. Further, since 
the delay and jitter bounds are linked to the length of the frame time, improvement 
of Stop-and-Go can be achieved using multiple frame sizes, which means it may 
operate with various frame sizes. 

• Hierarchical Round Robin (HRR): A HRR server has several service levels 
where each level provides round robin service to a fixed number of slots. Some 
number of slots at a selected level are allocated to a channel and the server cycles 
through the slots at each level. The time a server takes to service all slots at each 
level is called the frame time at the level. The key of HRR is that it gives each 
level a constant share of the bandwidth. "Higher" levels get more bandwidth than 
"lower" levels, so the frame time at a higher level is smaller than the frame time at 
a lower level. Since a server always completes one round through its slots once 
every frame time, it can provide a maximum delay bound to the channels allocated 
to that level. 

Some other disciplines, suitable for providing guaranteed services, are augmented 
schemes of fair queueing such as the Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [CSZ92]. In 
WFQ, each packet is stamped with a time stamp as it arrives and it is transmitted in an 
increasing order of the time stamp. The amount of data to be transmitted is determined 
by the weight. 

Rate-based disciplines are divided depending on the policy they adopt: 

• Work-conserving policy serves packets at the higher rate as long as it does not 
affect the performance guarantees of other channels. It means a server is never 
idle when there is a packet to be sent. Examples of work-conserving disciplines 
are Delay EDD, Virtual Clock, Fair Queueing. 

• Non-work-conserving policy does not serve packets at a higher rate under any 
circumstances, which means that each packet is assigned an eligibility time, 
explicitly or implicitly. Even when the server is idle, if no packets are eligible, 
none will be transmitted. Examples of non-work-conserving disciplines are Stop
and-Go, HRR and Jitter EDD. 
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Rate-based service disciplines need to allocate resources per client, hence clients need 
to specify their traffic using QoS parameters. The traffic specification for Virtual Clock, 
HRR and Stop-and-Go provides the transmission rate RN averaged over an interval. 
Delay EDD and Jitter EDD have three parameters, minimum packet inter-arrival time, 
average packet inter-arrival time and interval over which the average packet inter
arrival time was computed. Fair queueing was described for datagram networks, hence 
no traffic specification was proposed. 

The buffer space requirements for the tree non-work-conserving disciplines are 
almost constant for each node, traversed by the channel [ZK91]. The buffer space 
requirement for work-conserving Delay EDD increases linearly for each node along the 
path. Throughput guarantees are provided by all rate-based services. Delay guarantees 
are provided only by Delay EDD and all non-conserving services (also by WFQ). Jitter 
guarantees are provided by Stop-and-Go and Jitter EDD disciplines. 

2.5.3 Error Control 

Multimedia extensions to existing operating systems provide a fast and efficient data 
transport between sources and destinations located at the same computer. Glitches on 
video streams may (but should not) occur. Audio should be always conveyed in a 
reliable way. The solution becomes different if we take into account networks. In the 
past, several multimedia communication systems have been proposed which usually 
offer unreliable transport. For example, the UDPIIP protocol was used for experiments 
to transmit digital audio over the Internet. Other examples were the Tenet protocols 
such as RMTP (Real-time Message Transport Protocol) and CMTP (Continuous Media 
Transport Protocols, as well as the current Internet protocol RTP (Real-Time Transport 
Protocol) which provide unreliable but timely delivery for multimedia communication. 

A substantial degree of reliability in multimedia systems is necessary because 
errors may have negative impact in the following areas: 

• Human Perception: Loss of digital audio, for example, is detected by a human 
ear very quickly and results in lower acceptance of the multimedia system. Even 
in video media if the temporal resolution is too low, users reject the quality of 
video. Losses impact strongly the inter-stream synchronization and cause out of 
sync behavior. 

• Decompression Technology: Many audio and video compression schemes can
not tolerate loss, they are unable to resynchronize themselves after a packet loss or 
other errors are introduced. For example, the MPEG-l and many of the MPEG-2 
players must receive a full frame with no bit or byte losses if the video data should 
be decompressed and displayed. 

• Data Integrity: Data error within a stored material, which is often retrieved, is 
much more unacceptable than a one-time or non-reproduce-able data error. For 
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example, a color error during a live broadcast is more acceptable than an error 
within a movie material which is often retrieved and the error repeats itself. 

To ensure required reliability and error handling of multimedia systems, end-to-end 
error control consists of two steps: error detection and error correction. 

2.5.3.1 Error Detection 

Reliability should be enforced, although there is some error tolerance in multimedia 
systems. This works only if the application is able to isolate errors. For example, some 
wrong colors within a video frame may not matter because they are hardly visible to the 
human user as they appear for only a short fraction of a second. However, if the frame 
boundaries are destroyed, there is no way to recover from the error. This means that 
structural information within a data stream needs to be protected, but not always the 
content. This also implies that existing error detection mechanisms such as checksums 
and PDU sequencing must be extended towards conveying further information. These 
existing mechanisms allow detection of data corruption, loss, duplication and misorder 
at the lower levels (e.g., packets in transport layer), but at the application PDU level, 
where the decision should actually be made, if the packet is lost or not, error detection 
is left out. 

Another example for enforcing error detection at a higher layer is MPEG-2 
encoded video. This compression produces three types of frames in the video stream. 
The most important frame type is the I frame, which contains the structural information 
of the video stream for a certain time interval. The two other types of video frames (P 
frame and B frame) follow the I frame with supporting information. Hence, it is impor
tant for the multimedia communication system not to lose the I frame (strict reliability 
requirements on the sequence of I frames), but there is a certain tolerance towards 
losses of P frames or B frames. 

In the transport and lower layers, the error detection mechanisms must be 
extended too because of the "lateness" concept. It means that if a PDU arrives too late 
at the receiver, this information is useless for an application and should be detected as 
an error. To identify late data, it is necessary to determine the lifetime of packets and 
compare their actual arrival time with their latest expected arrival time. The latest 
expected arrival time can be derived from the traffic model (throughput and rate) associ
ated with a connection. This means that for continuous streams, the expiration time can 
be calculated from the PDU rate. Therefore, only the first PDU has to carry a time 
stamp. However, this is not an ideal solution because error detection is forced to start 
with the first PDU, and no interruption ofthe service is possible. Another approach it to 
time stamp each packet. With a time stamp in every PDU, the error detection can start at 
any point during the media transmission. This mechanism requires a synchronized 
system clock at the sender and receiver to allow for an accurate determination of the 
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end-to-end delay. A possible protocol for this kind of synchronization is the Mill's 
Network Time Protocol (NTP) [MiI93]. 

2.5.3.2 Error Correction 

The traditional mechanism for reliability provision is retransmission (e.g., TCP 
protocol uses this mechanism), which uses an acknowledgement principle after 
receiving data, or a window-based flow control. If the acknowledgement is negative, the 
data is resent by the sender. The traditional reliable transfer strategies are not suitable 
for multimedia communication because: 

1. with explicit acknowledgement the amount of data to be stored at the sender for 
potential retransmission can become very large (e.g., in case of video data); 

2. with the traditional window-based flow control, the sender may be forced to 
suspend transmission while a continuous flow is required; 

3. retransmitted data might be received "too late" to be consumed in real-time; 
4. traditional mechanisms also do not scale to multiple target communication, they 

are not designed for multicasting communication, only for a point-to-point 
communication, 

We will outline some appropriate error correction schemes for multimedia systems: 
• Go-back-N Retransmission: This method is the most rigid error correction 

scheme. The mechanism is as follows: if PDU i is lost, the sender will go back to i 
and restart transmission from i. The successive PDUs after i are dropped at the 
receiver. The lost PDU is recovered only if i S; n holds, where n is specified at the 
beginning of transmission. This means it is specified how far back the data should 
be retransmitted if a packet is lost. This is a simple protocol where no buffering or 
resequencing of the PDUs at the receiver is necessary. The receiver only sends a 
negative acknowledgement if PDU i is lost. The problem is that if after that ith 
PDU the packets were transmitted successfully, they are dropped too, which may 
lead to several implications such as gap introduction, and violation of throughput 
guarantees. The retransmission introduces gaps because the receiver has to wait at 
least 2xEA to get the proper PDU i. Also for a multimedia connection where 
throughput guarantees are provided through rate control, the retransmitted data 
must be sent either "on top" of the guaranteed throughput or the retransmitted 
PDU will fall under the rate control. This again leads to a gap in the stream pre
sentation which needs to be handled properly through a mechanism such as freez
ing the video or turning down the audio stream. 

• Selective Retransmission: This approach provides a better channel utilization. 
The receiver sends a negative acknowledgement to the sender if is; n PDU i is 
lost. The sender retransmits only those PDUs which have been reported missing, 
not the consecutive packets too. The disadvantage of this approach is its compli
cated implementation. At the receiver, every successfully received PDU must be 
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stored until all previous PDUs have been received correctly. It had been shown 
that this resequencing is worthwhile only if the receiver is able to store at least two 
times the data corresponding to the bandwidth-delay product. 

• Partially Reliable Streams: This approach introduces a weak: concept of reliabil
ity. This mechanism limits the number of packets to be retransmitted. Only the 
last n packets of the stream in a certain time interval will be retransmitted. The 
value n can be calculated from the timing constraint of the multimedia applica
tion, taking into account the reliability of the underlying network. The possible n 
can be negotiated during the call setup between the sender and receiver. 

• Forward Error Correction (FEC): In this mechanism, the sender adds addi
tional information to the original data such that the receiver can locate and correct 
bits or bit sequences. A given FEC mechanism can be specified by its code rate R 
(code efficiency), which can be computed as R = SI(S+N), where S represents the 
number of bits to be sent, N represents the number of added check bits. The redun
dancy, introduced by the mechanism, is (l-R) and it must be determined by the 
transport system. The transport system needs two pieces of information, the error 
probability of the network between the sender and receiver, and the reliability 
required from the application. FEC results in a low end-to-end delay and there is 
no need for exclusive buffering of data before play-out. It also does not require a 
control channel from the receiver to the sender. The disadvantage of FEC is that it 
works only for error detection and correction within a packet but not for the com
plete packet loss. It means FEC cannot guarantee that corrupted or lost packets 
can always be recovered. Further, FEC increases the demand on throughput sig
nificantly. The negative effects of added congestion on a network due to FEC 
overhead can more than offset the benefits of FEC recovery [Bie93]. FEC may 
require hardware support at end-systems to encode and decode the redundant 
information with sufficient speed. FEC is also used in transport protocols for 
mobile networks and for storing audio data at Compact Disk (CD) devices. There 
has been and still is an extensive research on multimedia protocols in wireline and 
wireless networks utilizing FEC (e.g., [WCK03]). 

• Priority Channel Coding: Priority channel coding refers to a class of approaches 
that separates medium into multiple data streams with different priorities. These 
priorities are then used to tag packets so that during periods of congestion the net
work is more likely to discard low priority packets which carry less important 
information for reconstructing the original media stream. This scheme enables 
multiple priority channels to maintain higher QoS over larger loss ranges than 
channels using a single priority for all packets. The use of different streams with 
different priorities requires synchronization at a per-packet granularity to recon
struct the media stream. Examples, where priority channel coding is applicable, 
are voice packet streams or MPEG-2 encoded video streams. In case of MPEG-2 
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video stream, I and P frames could be sent at higher priority and B frames could 
be sent at low priority. Network switches then drop lower priority packets or 
provide a service degradation during the period of congestion. 

• Slack Automatic Repeat ReQuest (S-ARQ): S-ARQ is an error control scheme 
based on retransmission of lost packets. The packets are subject to jitter, hence the 
receiver observes gaps which result in interruptions of continuous playback of a 
media stream. Jitter in packetized media transmission is commonly addressed 
through a control time at the receiver. S-ARQ suggests to artificially delay the first 
packet at the receiver for a period of the control time to buffer sufficient packets 
and to provide continuous playback in the presence of jitter timing errors5. The 
slack time of a packet is then defined as the difference between its arrival time at 
the receiver and its playback time, which is the point in time at which playback of 
the packet must begin at the receiver to achieve a zero-gap playback schedule for 
the talk spurt. Due to jitter, a packet may arrive before or after its playback time. 
In the former case, the packet is placed in a packet receiver queue until it is due 
for playback. In the latter case, a gap has occurred and the packet is played imme
diately. For example, in case of voice over LAN networks, the voice data consist 
of talk spurts and periods of silence. Since talks spurts are generally isolated from 
each other by relatively long silence periods, voice protocols typically impose the 
control time on the first packet of each talk spurt. The principle of S-ARQ is to 
extend the control time at the beginning of a talk spurt and to use it so that the 
slack time of arriving packets is lengthened [DLW93]. 

The above error correction schemes for multimedia systems can be partitioned into two 
classes: partial retransmission mechanisms such as Go-back-N, Selective Retransmis
sion, Partial Reliable Streams, S-ARQ, and preventive mechanisms such as FEe, Prior
ity Channel Coding. All partial retransmission schemes may introduce the possibility of 
a discontinuity if we apply them in WAN networks with large end-to-end delays. 
Hence, preventive scheme should be considered and deployed in multimedia systems. 

2.5_4 QoS and Resource Monitoring 

Resource monitoring is an important part of QoS enforcement in networks as well as at 
the end-points. Resource monitoring functionality is embedded in the resource manag
ers. For example, in case of network resources, network management needs to deploy 
monitoring capabilities, and MIBs (Management Information Bases) must be extended 
with QoS parameters. Further, network management may need new functions for QoS 
supervision and conflict resolution. 

5 Note that if a packet gets lost during the delay control time, it can be retransmitted and replaced in the media stream 
sequence as long as the retransmitted packet arrives before the packet playback deadline. 
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Monitoring in multimedia systems can add overhead during multimedia transmis
sion, therefore it needs to be done carefully not to cause violation of QoS guarantees. 
Monitoring should be flexible, i.e., most of the monitoring variables should be optional 
and be able to be turned on and off [WH94]. There are at least two possible modes to 
operate resource monitoring: on-demand mode and pro-active mode. The former mode 
means that a service user demands a status report about resources, the latter mode 
means that the system/network service provider reports regularly and pro-actively the 
resource status. 

Monitoring at end-systems includes a supervisor function to continuously observe 
that the processed QoS parameters do not exceed their negotiated values. For example, 
a compression component may allow delivery at a peak rate of 6 Mbps over a duration 
of at most three frame lengths. However, at some point in time the system starts to 
deliver a continuous bit rate of lOMbps. The monitoring function will detect this behav
ior by being called from an exception handler of the rate control component because a 
buffer overflow occurred at the sender (something which should never happen). The 
monitoring function should find out that the origin of the exceeded QoS parameter 
value is an erroneous compressing component. It should be stressed that the design and 
implementation of such a monitoring function is a non-trivial task and a clearly defined 
notion of the QoS is a pre-requisite. 

2.5.5 QoS Renegotiation and Adaptation 

In continuous media communication, it is important to support a framework capable of 
dynamically changing resource capacity during each session. Hence, it is important for 
multimedia systems to support dynamic change of QoS parameters so that they can be 
balanced to reach an optimal value for all sessions in a predictable manner. 

There are two important factors which must be provided to achieve this goal: 
notification of change, and adaptation/renegotiation of QoS parameters. It means that 
there must be in place a reporting protocol to signal changes in QoS parameter values, 
there must be available adaptation functions to change and adjust QoS parameter val
ues, and there must exist protocols to distributed and renegotiate the changed values 
along the end-to-end path between sources and destinations. 

There are several reasons why renegotiation and adaptation of QoS parameter 
values and associated resources occur during a multimedia transmission: (1) changes 
violating minimum negotiated bound QoSmin or modifying the negotiated range, (2) 
changes within the negotiated range [QOSmin' QoSmax}. 

If violation of bounds or modification of ranges occur, the renegotiation of QoS 
parameters must begin. If fluctuation of QoS parameters within the negotiated range 
occurs, QoS adaptation must be performed. 
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2.5.5.1 QoS Renegotiation 

QoS parameter renegotiation is a process of QoS negotiation during the multimedia 
transmission when a session is already setup. The renegotiation request can come either 
from the user, who wants to change the quality of service thresholds, from the host sys
tem due to overload of the workstation (multi-user, multi-process environment) or from 
the network due to overload and congestion. The renegotiation request is sent to the 
resource management. 

• User Request for Renegotiation: If the sender requires a change of QoS bounds, 
this implies change in reservation of multimedia sources, host system resources 
and network resources. The resource manager must check if local resources are 
available. Further, the resource reservation and renegotiation protocol must be 
invoked to check the availability of network resources in case the change of QoS 
requires a change in network resources. If resources are available, resource reser
vation and allocation are performed. If the receiver requires changes of QoS for 
the receiving media, first the resource manager checks the local resources and 
reserves it, then the sender is notified and the same admission procedure follows 
as in the case of a sender requiring change in QoS bounds. At the end, the receiver 
must be notified to change the local resource allocation of necessary. In a broad
cast or multicast communication structure, different QoS values may be applied 
for the same connection to different end-systems using filters. 

• Host System Request for Renegotiation: This request may come from a QoS
aware operating system [KN97a] in a multi-user environment. In this case, several 
users are admitted and some of the users are misbehaved users which violate their 
admitted application requirements. Then, a notification about the QoS degradation 
must be issued to the application client. The degradation of one's QoS perfor
mance may also result in degradation of performance for other users of the end 
system. The response is either a correction and dispatching misbehaved users and 
applications to the admitted level, or a renegotiation request for new QoS parame
ter bounds. If host QoS changes result in the renegotiation of new QoS parameter 
bounds, then the host resource manager will need to invoke the resource reserva
tion and renegotiation protocol to renegotiate QoS parameters in the network 
between the sender and receiver. 

• Network Request for Renegotiation: Overload of the network at some nodes 
can cause a renegotiation request for QoS change. This request comes as a notifi
cation from the resource renegotiation protocol to the host reporting that the reser
vation and allocation of host resources might change. There are two possibilities: 
the network can adapt to the overload or the network cannot adapt to the overload 
situation. In the former case, the network still needs to notify the host because 
some degradation may occur during the modification of resources (e.g., if the net
work tears down a connection and establishes a new connection). This actually 
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may interrupt the media flow, so the host must react to this change. In the latter 
case, the source and application must adapt [VFJF99]. 

2.5.5.2 QoS Adaptation 

We describe several mechanisms for QoS adaptation when fluctuation in resource avail
ability is monitored. The adaptation mechanisms implicitly offer partial solutions for 
cases when the adaptation request comes from the user or the host system. 

• Network Adaptation: The fixed routing and resource reservation for only lower 
QoS bounds (e.g., QoSmin), combined with load fluctuations in the range 
[QOSmin, QoSmax}' introduce possible problems of network unavailability for 
QoS > QoSmin- Thus, a proper balancing of the network load is desirable and nec
essary to (1) increase network availability, (2) allow network administrators to 
reclaim resources, and (3) reduce the impact of unscheduled run-time 
maintenance on clients with guaranteed services. Efficient routing and resource 
allocation decisions, made for previous clients, which made requests for QoS 
guarantees, reduce the probability that a new clients's request will be refused by 
the admission scheme. The more efficient the routing and resource allocation, the 
more guaranteed connection requests are accepted. One possibility for implement
ing a load balancing policy is to employ the following mechanisms: QoS routing, 
performance monitoring (detecting load changes), dynamic rerouting (changing 
the route) and load balancing control (making a decision to re-route a channel) 
[PZF92]. The QoS routing mechanism implements the routing algorithm, which 
selects a route in adherence to QoS requirements [MS97, CN97a], as discussed in 
Chapter 2.4.4. The performance monitoring mechanism monitors the appropriate 
network performance and reports it to the load balancing control. The dynamic 
rerouting mechanism is needed to establish the alternative route and to perform a 
transparent transition from the primary route to the alternative route. The load 
balancing control mechanism receives information from the performance 
monitoring mechanism and determines whether load balancing can be attempted 
using a load balancing algorithm defined by the policy. If load balancing can be 
attempted, the routing mechanism provides an alternative route and the transition 
from the primary route to the alternative route is accomplished using the dynamic 
re-routing mechanism. The adaptive resource scheme in this protocol is the 
dynamic rerouting mechanism. When channel i is to be rerouted, the source tries 
to establish a new channel that has the same traffic and performance parameters 
and shares the same source and destination as channel i, but takes a different 
route. The new channel is called the shadow channel of channel i. After the 
shadow channel has been established, the source can switch from channel i to the 
shadow channel and start sending packets on it. After waiting for the maximum 
end-to-end delay time of channel i, the source initiates a tear-down message for 
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channel i. If the shadow channel shares part of the route with the old channel, it is 
desirable to let the two channels share resources. This further implies that the 
establishment and tear-down procedures are aware of this situation, so that the 
establishment does not request the new resource and the tear-down procedure 
does not free the old resource. 

• Source and Application Adaptation: Another alternative reaction to changes in 
the network load is to adapt the source rate according to the currently available 
network resources. This approach requires feedback information from the network 
to the source which results in graceful degradation in the media quality during 
periods of congestion. For example, in [KMR93], the feedback control mecha
nism is based on predicting the evolution of the system state over time. The pre
dicted system state is used to compute the target sending rate for each frame of 
video data. The adaptation policy strives to keep the bottleneck queue size for 
each connection at a constant level. Each switch monitors the buffer occupancy 
and service rate per connection. The buffer occupancy information is a count of 
the number of queued packets for the connection at the instant when the feedback 
message is sent. The rate information is the number of packets transmitted for the 
connection in the time interval between two feedback messages. There are two 
possibilities to implement the feedback transmission mechanism: (1) per 
connection state information is periodically appended to a data packet for the 
corresponding connection. At the destination, this information is extracted and 
sent back to the source. A switch updates the information fields in a packet only if 
the local service rate is lower than that reported by a previous switch along the 
path. (2) a feedback message is sent in a separate control packet which is sent 
back along the path of the connection towards the source. 

There is a large body of work on end-system QoS adaptations to support multimedia 
streaming (e.g., [KR03] , [HOV02], [LLZ03]). Other source adaptation schemes (for 
video traffic) may control the overload as follows: 

• Rate Control using Network Feedback: In this approach, each source adapts to 
changes in network conditions caused by an increase or decrease in the number of 
connections or by sudden changes in the sending rates of existing connections. 
Changes in the traffic conditions are detected by explicit or implicit feedback from 
the network. Explicit feedback is in the form of information about the traffic loads 
or buffer occupancy levels. Implicit feedback information about packet losses and 
round robin delays is available from acknowledgements. 

• Traffic Shaping at Source: Another way to control congestion is to smooth out 
traffic at the source. Typically, most of the burstiness reduction can be obtained by 
smoothing over an interval of 1-4 frames. 
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• Hierarchical Coding: Hierarchical coding describes algorithms which produce 
two or more types of packets describing the same block of pixels with different 
degrees of detail. However, these coders are more complex and use a greater 
amount of bandwidth to transmit images than single layer coders. 

2.6 QoS Management Architectures 

QoS specification, distribution, enforcement and related resource admission, reserva
tion, allocation and provision services must be embedded in different components of 
the end-to-end multimedia computing and communication architecture. This means that 
proper services and protocols, discussed in this chapter, must be provided in the end-to
end architecture of a multimedia system. 

Some examples of architectural choices, where QoS and resource management 
are designed and implemented, include the following: 

• The OSI architecture provides QoS in the network layer and enhancements in the 
transport layer. The OSI 95 and later projects consider integrated QoS specifica
tion and negotiations in the transport protocols. 

• Lancaster's QoS architecture (QoS-A) [CCH93] [Cam96] offers a framework to 
specify and implement the required performance properties of multimedia appli
cations over high-performance networks such as ATM. QoS-A incorporates the 
notion of flows, service contract and flow management. The Management 
Enhanced Transport Service (METS) provides the functionality to contract QoS. 

• The Heidelberg Transport System (HeiTS) [WH94] together with HeiRAT OS 
support is based on the ST-II network protocol and provides continuous media 
exchange with QoS guarantees, upcall structures, resource management and real
time mechanisms. HeiTS transfers continuous media data streams from one origin 
to one or mUltiple targets via multicast. HeiTS nodes negotiate QoS parameter 
values by exchanging flow specification to determine the resources required for 
delay, jitter, throughput and reliability. 

• The UC Berkeley Tenet Protocol Suite with protocols such as RCAP, RTIP, RMTP, 
CMTP provides network QoS negotiation, reservation and resource administra
tions [BM91). 

• The Internet protocol stack, based on IPv6, provides soft QoS guarantees using 
soft resource reservations if the RSVP protocol is used [ZDE+93]. Besides Inte
grated Services framework for support of QoS, also Differentiated Service frame
work was developed by IETF to support class based QoS requirements. At the 
session and application level new set of Internet media protocols was developed 
such as RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) and its control protocol RTCP (Real
Time Control Protocol) [SCFJ96]. 
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• UPenn's OMEGA system [NS96] offers framework for QoS management at the 
application and transport level. The QoS management entity, QoS Broker, repre
sents the end-to-end control and management protocol and delivers QoS transla
tion between multimedia application and communication subsystems, as well as 
negotiation and distribution of QoS parameters. 

• The Native Mode ATM Protocol Stack [KS95], developed in the IDLInet (liT 
Delhi Low-cost Integrated Network) testbed, provides extensive network QoS 
guarantees. 

• UfUC QualMan System [KN97 a] provides QoS-aware resource management 
architecture at the end-hosts and in integration with ATM QoS provision it 
delivers application end-to-end QoS guarantees. 

• UfUC 2kQ+ system [WNGXOI] provides a unified QoS management in the mid
dleware level, and introduces an integrated approach of QoS translation, compila
tion, and reconfiguration of service components for distributed multimedia 
applications. 

• Lancaster GOPf system [CC98] [CBD+99] [CMOI] [CBM02a] is a middleware 
framework which aims at the development of generic, configurable and extensible 
middleware. GOPI offers a generic framework for QoS specification and manage
ment and supports high level multimedia oriented programming environment that 
is backward compatible with the OMG's CORBA. At its lower levels it supports 
QoS-aware resource management. 

• BBN's QuO Middleware framework [ZLSB98] [ZSL +01] provides QoS exten
sions for CORBA messaging services and allows QoS guarantees for message 
passing and object manipulation services. 

There exist many other QoS management frameworks in the networking, middleware/ 
system and application levels (e.g., [Cam97], [Abd99], [LiOO], [SKOO], [SDS02a], 
[LXN02a], [EGPE02]), and we have only enumerated few of them to show a historical 
perspective of the QoS architectures. It is important to note that QoS management and 
corresponding architectures started in the network level, and many early QoS architec
tural solutions were tied to QoS provision in ATM networks and QoS awareness in 
Internet (e.g., IntServ, IPv6). As the understanding about QoS problems grew, QoS 
management solutions and corresponding architectures moved towards inclusion of 
operating systems and applications. Currently, we see a lot of QoS management 
solutions and proposed QoS architectures in the middleware level, residing between 
as/communication subsystem and applications (e.g., [LXN02b], [Pla02], [EGea02], 
[SDS02b], [CBM02b]). We will discuss results from some of these QoS management 
frameworks in more detail in the following chapters on Operating Systems and 
Networks. 
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2.7 Closing Remarks 
Provision of end-to-end QoS guarantees is a challenging goal in multimedia systems. It 
is a challenge due to 

- user expectations of multimedia processing and communication in a digital 
distributed environment which are always compared with the TV quality and radio 
quality networks; 

-large heterogeneity of as services (e.g., Windows, UNIX, Linux, WindowsCE;) 
running on different platforms (e.g., SUN workstations, Pentium PCs, handheld 
devices; 

-large heterogeneity of network and transport protocols (e.g., RSVP, IPv6, RTP, 
RTSP, HTTP, UDP, TCP) running on different networks (e.g., Gigabit Ethernet, 
100 Mbps Ethernet, ATM, 802.11 wireless networks, Bluetooth); 

- increasing varieties in applications and their requirements; and 
- different administrative domains and federated systems with very different 

policies and security restrictions. 

To achieve this goal, above presented QoS and resource management must become an 
integral part of a distributed multimedia system. Furthermore, all discussed QoS mech
anisms in this chapter need to be strongly connected to algorithms which we will 
present in the Chapters on Operating Systems, Networks and Communication. 



CHAPTER 3 

Multimedia Operating 
Systems 

T he operating system is the shield of the computer hardware against all software 
components. It provides a comfortable environment for the execution of 

programs, and it ensures effective utilization of the computer hardware. The operating 
system offers various services related to the essential resources of a computer: CPU, 
main memory, storage and all input and output devices. 

For the processing of audio and video, multimedia application demands that 
humans perceive these media in a natural, error-free way. These continuous media data 
originate at sources like microphones, cameras and files. From these sources, the data 
are transferred to destinations like loudspeakers, video windows and files located at the 
same computer or at a remote station. On the way from source to sink, the digital data 
are processed by at least some type of move, copy or transmit operation. In this data 
manipulation process there are always many resources which are under the control of 
the operating system. The integration of discrete and continuous multimedia data 
demands additional services from many operating system components. 

The major aspect in this context is real-time processing of continuous media data. 
Process management must take into account the timing requirements imposed by the 
handling of multimedia data. Appropriate scheduling methods should be applied. In 
contrast to the traditional real-time operating systems, multimedia operating systems 
also have to consider tasks without hard timing restrictions under the aspect of fairness 
as discussed in [PGHAOO]. 

To obey timing requirements, single components are conceived as resources that 
are reserved prior to execution. This concept of resource reservation has to cover all 
resources on a data path, i.e., all resources that deal with continuous media. It also may 
affect parts of the application that process continuous media data. In distributed 
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systems, for example, resource management also comprises network capacity 
[HVWW94]. The necessary concepts on Quality of Service (QoS) and resource 
management are presented in the Section on QoS. 

The communication and synchronization between single processes must meet the 
restrictions of real-time requirements and timing relations among different media. The 
main memory is available as a shared resource to single processes. 

In multimedia systems, memory management and corresponding buffer manage
ment have to provide access to data with a guaranteed timing delay and efficient data 
manipulation functions. For instance, physical data copy operations must be avoided 
due to their negative impact on performance; buffer management operations (such as 
are known from communication systems) should be used. 

Database management is an important component in multimedia systems. How
ever, database management abstracts the details of storing data on secondary media 
storage. Therefore, database management should rely on file management services pro
vided by the multimedia operating system to access single files and file systems. For 
example, the incorporation of a CD-ROM XA file system as an integral part of a multi
media file system allows transparent and guaranteed continuous retrieval of audio and 
video data to any application using the file system; the database system is one of those 
applications. Various concepts of multimedia file systems are described in the Section 
on Media Servers. 

Since the operating system shields devices from applications programs, it must 
provide services for device management too. In multimedia systems, the important 
issue is the integration of audio and video devices in a similar way to any other input! 
output device. The addressing of a camera can be performed similar to the addressing 
of a keyboard in the same system, although most current systems do not apply this 
technique. 

An essential aspect of any multimedia operating system is the process manage
ment, hence we will mostly concentrate on multimedia scheduling problems. We will 
provide an overview of hard-real-time as well as soft-real-time scheduling algorithms 
and the overall scheduling framework for multimedia applications. Besides process 
management, we will present multimedia-related interprocess communication and syn
chronization concepts, buffer management for client/server multimedia systems, as well 
as design of device management. The chapter closes with the presentation of typical 
system multimedia architectures running on UNIX-like and Windows platforms. 

3.1 Process Management 

Process management deals with the resource 'main processor'. The capacity of this 
resource is specified as processor capacity. The process manager maps single processes 
onto resources according to a specified scheduling policy such that all processes meet 
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their requirements. In most systems, a process under control of the process manager can 
adopt one of the following states: 

• In the initial state, no process is assigned to the program. The process is in the idle 
state. 

• If a process is waiting for an event, i.e., the process lacks one of the necessary 
resources for processing. it is in the blocked state. 

• If all necessary resources are assigned to the process, it is ready to run. The 
process only needs the processor for the execution of the program.The process is 
in the ready state. 

• A process is running as long as the system processor is assigned to it. In this case, 
the process is in running state. 

The process manager is the scheduler. This entity transfers a process into the ready-to
run state by assigning it a position in the respective queue of the dispatcher, which is the 
essential part of the operating system kernel. The dispatcher manages the context 
switch and hence the transition from the ready-to-run to the run state. In most operating 
systems, the next process to run is chosen according to a priority policy. Between pro
cesses with the same priority, the one with the longest ready time is chosen. 

Current general-purpose existing operating systems must be considered for multi
media processing and be the basis of continuous media processing on workstations and 
personal computers. In the next years, there will certainly be no newly developed multi
media operating systems, which will be accepted in the market; therefore, existing mul
titasking systems must cope with multimedia data handling. The next paragraph 
provides a brief description of real-time support typically available in such systems. 

3.1.1 Real-Time Processing Requirements 

Continuous media data processing must occur in exactly predetermined-usually 
periodic-intervals. Operations on these data recur over and over and must be com
pleted at certain deadlines. The real-time process manager determines a schedule for 
the CPU resource CPU that allows it to make reservations and to give processing guar
antees. The problem is to find a feasible scheduler which schedules all time-critical 
continuous media tasks in a way that each of them can meet its deadlines. This must be 
guaranteed for all tasks in every period for the whole run-time of the system. In a multi
media system, continuous and discrete media data are processed concurrently. 

For scheduling of multimedia tasks, two conflicting goals must be considered: 

• An uncritical process should not suffer from starvation because time-critical 
processes are executed. Multimedia applications rely as much on text and graph
ics as on audio and video. Therefore, not all resources should be occupied by the 
time-critical processes and their management processes. 
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• On the other hand, a time-critical process must never be subject to priority inver
sion. The scheduler must ensure that any priority inversion (also between time
critical processes with different priorities) is avoided or reduced as much as 
possible. 

Apart from the overhead caused by the schedulability test and the connection establish
ment, the costs for the scheduling of every message must be minimized. They are more 
critical because they occur periodically with every message during the processing of 
real-time tasks. The overhead generated by the scheduling and operating system is part 
of the processing time and therefore must be added to the processing time of the real
time tasks. Thus, it is favorable to keep them low. It is particularly difficult to observe 
the timing behavior of the operating system and its influence on the scheduling and the 
processing of time-critical data. It can lead to time garbling of application programs. 
Therefore, operating systems in real-time systems cannot be viewed as detached from 
the application programs and vice versa. 

Real-time requirements of multimedia processes can be partitioned into two 
groups: (1) hard-real-time requirements and (2) soft-real-time requirements. Hard-real
time requirements mean that each deadline of a multimedia process must be guaranteed 
by the process management, and these guarantees are enforced by using concepts 
known from traditional real-time systems as discussed below. An example of a multi
media process with hard-real-time requirements is a video process within a telesurgery 
application where each pixel must be seen in precise timely fashion and with high reso
lution. Soft-real-time requirements mean that most of the deadlines of a multimedia 
process are guaranteed by the process management, but some deadlines can be violated 
over the duration of the task without any catastrophic consequences. These guarantees 
are enforced by using soft-real-time scheduling concepts as will be discussed below. An 
example of a multimedia process with soft-real-time requirements is a video process 
within a movie-on-demand application for entertainment purposes. 

3.1.2 Traditional Real-Time Scheduling 

The problem of real-time processing is widely known in computer science 
[HS89] [ea89] [SG90] [TK91]. Some real-time scheduling methods are employed in 
operations research. They differ from computer science real-time scheduling because 
they operate in a static environment, where no adaptation to changes of the workload is 
necessary [WC87]. 

The goal of traditional scheduling on time-sharing computers is optimal through
put, optimal resource utilization and fair queuing. In contrast, the main goal of real
time tasks is to provide a schedule that allows all, respectively, as many time-critical 
processes as possible, to be processed in time, according to their deadline. The schedul
ing algorithm must map tasks onto resources such that all tasks meet their time require-
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ments. Therefore, it must be possible to show, or to prove, that a scheduling algorithm 
applied to real-time systems fulfills the timing requirements of the task. 

There are several attempts to solve real-time scheduling problems. Many of them 
are just variations of basic algorithms. To find the best solutions for multimedia 
systems, two basic algorithms are analyzed, Earliest Deadline First Algorithm and Rate 
Monotonic Scheduling, and their advantages and disadvantages are elaborated. In the 
next section, a system model is introduced, and the relevant expressions are explained. 

3.1.3 Real-time Scheduling: System Model 

All scheduling algorithms to be introduced are based on the following system model for 
the scheduling of real-time tasks. Their essential components are the resources (as 
discussed previously), tasks and scheduling goals. 

A task is a schedulable entity of the system, and it corresponds to the notion of a 
thread in the previous description. In a hard real-time system, a task is characterized by 
its timing constraints, as well as by its resource requirements. In the considered case, 
only periodic tasks without precedence constraints are discussed, i.e., the processing of 
two tasks is mutually independent. For multimedia systems, this can be assumed 
without any major restriction. Synchronized data, for example, can be processed by a 
single process. 

The time constraints of the periodic task T are characterized by the following 
parameters (s, e, d, p) as described in [LM80]: 

• s: Starting point 

• e: Processing time of T 

• d: Deadline of T 

• p: Period of T 

• r: Rate of T(r = ~) 

whereby 0::; e::; d::; p (see Figure 3-1). The starting point s is the first time when the 
periodic task requires processing. Afterwards, it requires processing in every period 
with a processing time of e. At s + (k - 1) p, the task T is ready for k-processing. The 
processing of T in period k must be finished at s + (k - 1) p + d . For continuous media 
tasks, it is assumed that the deadline of the period (k - 1) is the ready time of period k. 
This is known as the congestion avoiding deadlines: the deadline for each message (d) 
coincides with the period of the respective periodic task (p). 
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Figure 3-1 Characterization of periodic tasks. 

Tasks can be preemptive or non-preemptive. A preemptive task can be interrupted by 
the request of any task with a higher priority. Processing is continued in the same state 
later on. A non-preemptive task cannot be interrupted until it voluntarily yields the pro
cessor. Any high-priority task must wait until the low-priority task is finished. The 
high-priority task is then subject to priority inversion. In the following, all tasks pro
cessed on the CPU are considered as preemptive unless otherwise stated. 

In a real-time system, the scheduling algorithm must determine a schedule for an 
exclusive, limited resource that is used by different processes concurrently such that all 
of them can be processed without violating any deadlines. This notion can be extended 
to a model with multiple resources (e.g., CPU) of the same type. It can also be extended 
to cover different resources such as memory and bandwidth for communication, i.e. , the 
function of a scheduling algorithm is to determine, for a given task set, whether or not a 
schedule for executing the tasks on an exclusive bounded resource exists, such that the 
timing and resource constraints of all tasks are satisfied (planning goal). Further, it must 
calculate a schedule if one exists. A scheduling algorithm is said to guarantee a newly 
arrived task if the algorithm can find a schedule where the new task and all previously 
guaranteed tasks can finish processing to their deadlines in every period over the whole 
run-time. If a scheduling algorithm guarantees a task, it ensures that the task finishes 
processing prior to its deadline [CSR88]. To guarantee tasks, it must be possible to 
check the schedulability of newly arrived tasks. 

A major performance metric for a real-time scheduling algorithm is the guarantee 
ratio. The guarantee ratio is the total number of guaranteed tasks versus the number of 
tasks which could be processed. 

Another performance metric is the processor utilization. This is the amount of 
processing time used by guaranteed tasks versus the total amount of processing time 
[LL73] : 
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3.1.4 Soft-Real-Time Scheduling Concepts 

Soft-real-time scheduling systems aim to satisfy soft-real-time requirements and their 
basic concepts of task modeling and scheduling are based on traditional real-time sys
tems and their models as discussed above. However, due to their softer deadline con
straints, there are several main differences between soft-real-time (SRT) systems and 
hard-real-time (HRT) systems such as (1) SRT systems are designed to run on general
purpose platforms to support multimedia applications, where HRT systems run on spe
cial-purpose platforms, (2) SRT systems must consider a richer set ofload, for example, 
coexisting with time-sharing tasks, where HRT systems run HRT tasks only. In sum
mary, the analysis of past existing operating systems shows that a multimedia-aware 
process management must solve the following problems: 

• allow dynamic co-existence and cooperation of multiple independently authored 
real-time applications with varying timing and resource requirements in order to 
share limited physical resources available to them, 

• allow for co-existence of real-time and non-real-time applications, 

• allow for scheduling of these different applications and 

• provide protections between various applications. 

To solve these problems, soft-real-time scheduling frameworks started to become inte
gral parts of process management in multimedia operating system solutions. The soft
real-time scheduling frameworks are currently moving in two basic directions to solve 
the above problems: (1) reservation-based systems, which provide timing guarantees 
even in overload situations, and (2) adaptation-based systems, which provide the best 
possible timing guarantees, but in case of scarce resources, achieve dynamic re-alloca
tion of resources and deliver graceful degradation for multimedia applications. We will 
discuss in detail various concepts of the reservation-based systems as well as the adap
tation-based systems in the next paragraphs. 

3.1.4.1 Reservation-based Soft-Real-Time Systems 

In order to achieve soft timing guarantees for multimedia applications in any load situa
tion, we need to consider two important functions in the process management: 

• Reservation of CPU bandwidth with its mechanisms and rules; 

• Scheduling of CPU bandwidth with its mechanisms and rules; 
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The CPU management needs, in order to implement these functions, the following 
important components: (1) a CPU broker entity, and (2) a SRT CPU scheduler/ 
dispatcher entity. 
The CPU broker provides the following services: 

• Schedulability Test, which provides the admission control for the CPU scheduling. 
The schedulability test depends on the scheduling policy which the CPU 
scheduler uses to choose the next task processing. 

• CPU Reservation Operation, which reserves CPU bandwidth according to given 
reservation policies. The granted reservation requests for CPU bandwidth are 
registered in a reservation table (dispatch-table). 

• Quality of Service Calculation, which computes and prepares scheduling and 
other performance parameters, needed for the CPU scheduler to satisfy new 
admitted requests. 

The SRT CPU scheduler performs the following services: 
• Scheduling Mechanisms, which are guided by the scheduling policies. 
• Up-Call Mechanisms for Overrun or Underrun Cases, which issue events to 

applications and the CPU broker to request adaptation of resource allocation and! 
or renegotiation of new timing guarantees. 

Next, we will present reservation concepts for the CPU bandwidth, as well as its 
mechanisms and policies. The scheduling mechanisms and policies will follow in the 
next subsection. 

The reservation concept is based on the processor capacity reserve abstraction 
[LRM96], which allows the application thread to specify its CPU requirement in terms 
of its timing guarantees. The application thread specifies to the CPU broker (via an 
Application Programming Interface (API» timing quality of service parameters such as 
the period (P) or its CPU utilization in percentage (U) within the period. For example, 
application threads can specify their timing behavior for periodic process in the form of 
(p=50ms, U=40%), which means that the task will require 20 ms of processing time 
within the period of 50 ms. In general, applications can provide their timing behavior in 
form of time graphs if such exist. 

Reservation Mechanisms Using the above API, the application threads send their 
timing requirements to the CPU broker. The broker performs first the admission con
trol, which is determined by the scheduling policy (see Subsections of Earliest Deadline 
First and Rate-Monotonic Scheduling Policies). Testing the schedulability determines if 
the thread can be admitted or not. If the thread is admitted, the process management 
guarantees its soft timing requirements. Furthermore, the admitted thread is inserted 
into the waiting queue of other admitted soft-real-time threads (this is done by setting 
the priority of the thread onto the level of "waiting" priorities). The CPU broker then 
computes the new schedule, based on the scheduling policy used by the CPU scheduler, 
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and writes it into the dispatch table. If the thread is not admitted, the thread has two 
options, either it exits and tries later to get admission into the set of soft-real-time pro
cessing, or it can execute as a best effort thread with no timing guarantees at allI . Note 
that the CPU bandwidth is partitioned into the bandwidth for soft-real-time threads and 
bandwidth for best effort threads in order to avoid starvation for the best effort threads. 
This means that some fixed bandwidth is set aside during the installation process for 
best effort tasks only. A possible rule of thumb is 70/30, which means 70% for soft-real
time tasks and 30% for best effort tasks. This partitioning is soft in the sense that if 
some of the CPU bandwidth in the soft-real-time partition is not used, it will be released 
for best-effort usage. 

The CPU broker process may be implemented as a background daemon process 
with superuser status privileges, running at the time sharing dynamic user priority level 
[CN99] or as a kernel process. It can be started during the system startup as any other 
system daemon for networks and file systems. The CPU broker wakes up if a new appli
cation admission request arrives. The broker must be a superuser process in order to be 
able to change priorities of admitted threads/processes from user-level priorities to real
time priority range. Note that the CPU broker is not a dispatcher, as it only puts the 
admitted threads into the "waiting" RT priority range. The reason is that because the 
CPU broker is responsible for admission control and handling incoming admission 
requests, the processing time of these requests can vary which would cause violation of 
deadlines for scheduled tasks. Also the admission control does not have to occur in real
time, therefore the CPU broker runs at a dynamic priority level. So the scheduling of 
any soft-real-time threads is done by the soft-real-time scheduler and its dispatcher, 
which are real-time processes. This split of responsibilities between the CPU broker 
and the CPU scheduler/dispatcher allows the application threads to start as user threads 
at time-sharing dynamic priority level, and if they are admitted, their priority changes to 
fixed real-time priority range. 

The reservation table (dispatch table) is an object in the shared memory which is 
filled by the CPU broker with the reserved CPU bandwidth values per thread in form of 
a schedule. The dispatcher reads the entries to find out which thread to dispatch next. 
The reservation table must be pinned to the memory in order to allow for efficient read
ing and writing. An example of a reservation table [KN98] for a rate-monotonic sched
uling policy is shown in Table 3-1. 

1 In best effort case, the multimedia thread may see large jitters resulting either in fast forward or slow motion 
behaviors. 
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Entry Number Time Process-PID 

0 0-10 ms 721 

1 10-20 ms 773774775 

2 20-30 ms 721 

3 30-40 ms free 

Table 3-1 Example of a reservation table. 

The table includes time entries, where each entry is associated with soft-real-time 
process IDs (PID), that are admitted and considered for soft-real-time scheduling in that 
time slice. Each time slice can have assigned either one soft-real-time or a group of 
cooperating processes. 

As the Table 3-1 shows, we consider four processes, being scheduled with the 
rate-monotonic scheduling policy, where the process PID 721 has the period of 20 ms 
and the processing time of 10 ms, and the cooperative processes PIDs 77317741775 
have all together the period of 40ms and processing time of 1 Oms. The common time 
period for all admitted soft-real-time processes is 40ms (GCD(T721,T773,774,775». 
This means that if we have a time slice of size 10 ms, we will have four time slices in 
this example, where the first three time slices are assigned, and the forth time slice is 
free. The free time slice can be used for the best effort time sharing threads/processes. 
Once the time slice expires, the best effort thread is preempted and soft-real-time thread 
with PID 721 is dispatched. The minimal number of free time slots is managed by the 
CPU broker, depending how big the best effort (time sharing) partition is. The reserva
tion table in Table 3-1 indicates that 25% (10 ms out of 40ms) is guaranteed for time 
sharing threads/processes. The system administrator can change the partition amount 
depending what load is anticipated. For example, if a system is planned to be heavily 
loaded with multimedia applications, the best effort partition can be very small, and 
vice versa. 

Real-time Probing and Real-time Profiling are important reservation mechanisms 
to assist multimedia applications in determining thread processing times. If we assume 
that the CPU scheduling uses its schedulability test, and the reservation allows to guar
antee the required processing time, then the application programmer has the problem to 
determine the processing time e, which is needed for the reservation and scheduling 
test. In hard-real-time systems, the system designers either do the worst case modeling 
of their processing times, or run extensive tests and determine by system testing the 
worst case processing time for each instruction or task. In soft-real-time systems, where 
multimedia tasks are written to be able to run independently of any platform, the 
processing time will change on different hardware platforms and over different 
operating systems. Therefore, it is difficult to hard-code the processing time informa-
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tion into the program. Furthermore, the multimedia tasks and their data content, such as 
MPEG compressed movies, will yield very different processing times per frame on a 
PC or workstation. Therefore, the soft-real-time scheduling framework may deploy a 
probing algorithm to allow the application to estimate an average processing time, 
needed for the reservation process [NHK96b]. The probing service runs the application 
thread few iterations of its task without any CPU reservation in a lightly loaded CPU 
system environment if possible, and the profiling service measures the processing times 
of the thread. The probing algorithm computes the average processing time from all the 
measured data points and stores the resulting value for that thread in its quality of ser
vice application profile, which is associated with the specific hardware platform. For 
example, a MpegDecoder.Profile application profile can have the following structure: 
(Platform = Ultra1, Resolution= 352x240,e = 40ms) and (Platform = SPARe 10, Reso
lution = 352x240, e = 80ms). Using the probed value, stored in the profile, an 
application can then compute required utilization as U = e/p, in order to request a 
reservation. 

Implementation of Reservation Mechanisms To enforce the reservation, negotiated 
by the CPU broker, there exist many possible implementations. Here we will provide 
one approach. At the end of discussion on process management we will present case 
studies of various reservation-based schedulers and there, other possible implementa
tions will be described. 

The implementation and enforcement of the reservation mechanism is based on 
priority mechanisms within the SRT CPU scheduler/dispatcher [KY096, CN99]. The 
SRT CPU scheduler process runs at the highest fixed priority (even higher than the 
FIFO CPU scheduler of the general purpose OS where the soft-real-time scheduling 
framework is implemented), so that it is able to preempt any other soft-real-time or non
real-time process/thread. The soft-real-time CPU scheduler wakes up periodically (e.g., 
every 10 ms) and checks the reservation table to decide which process needs to be 
scheduled and dispatched next. The dispatching function of the scheduler relies on a 
specific priority structure, to do the appropriate context switching and enforce 
reservation. 

Priority Process 

RT- reserved class highest Dispatcher 

second highest Running RT-Process 

.... Unused 

TS-class each Each TS-Process 

RT- waiting class lowest Waiting RT-Processes 

Table 3-2 Priority scheduling structure. 
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The priority structure for the soft-real-time scheduling framework is divided into three 
parts as shown in Table 3-2: (1) the real-time partition (RT reserved class) with the 
fixed real-time priorities, which is used by the soft-real-time CPU scheduler, and the 
currently running (reserved) process/thread, (2) the time-sharing partition (TS class) 
which is used by the best effort time sharing processes/threads, and (3) the waiting par
tition (RT waiting class with the lowest possible priority in the system) which is used by 
the waiting soft-real-time processes/threads2. 

The SRT CPU scheduler wakes up periodically and performs priority switching 
when a new reserved process is supposed to be dispatched and the reserved time of the 
currently running soft-real-time process is over. It means that the CPU scheduler 
changes the priority of the current running real-time process from the RT reserved class 
priority to the RT waiting class priority and the next process from the reservation table 
which should be running next will be switched from the RT waiting class to the RT run
ning class. If no process waits in the RT waiting class, the soft-real-time scheduler goes 
to sleep and the regular OS CPU scheduler (e.g., the UNIX scheduler) takes over to 
schedule the time sharing processes/threads. Again once the soft-real-time scheduler 
wakes up, it preempts the TS tasks and the OS CPU scheduler and checks for next 
reserved processes to run. 

The above implementation of the reservation mechanism has several advantages 
when compared to other implementations of the processor capacity reserve concept 
[MT94]: 

• Existing OS kernels do not have to be changed as this implementation can be 
provided in user space if the general purpose OS provides real-time extension 
capabilities. 

• The computational overhead is low. 

• This approach allows for implementation and portability flexibility as one can 
implement various scheduling policies in the soft-real-time scheduler and update 
the software anytime independent of new OS versions. 

The disadvantage of the above implementation is the time granularity at which a user
level SRT scheduler can operate. It is clear that a user-level SRT scheduler will operate 
at a coarser time granularity than a kernel-level SRT scheduler. For example, in a 
Solaris environment, a user-level SRT CPU scheduler may operate at the granularity of 
10 ms [CN99], hence if there is a need of a finer granularity scheduling and control of 
multimedia tasks, other solutions need to be deployed. 

2 Note that this is the priority level at which any new admitted thread waits. 
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Reservation Policies For management and distribution of resource reservations, we 
need to consider various aspects of reservation policies. There are several consider
ations that the reservation policy management needs to make [Ven98, KN98, MT94]: 

• Reservation Mode: There are two types of reservations, the immediate reserva
tion and the advanced reservation. In the case of immediate reservation scheme, 
when the reservation request arrives, it will be immediately served, and the thread 
will be immediately scheduled if admitted. In case of advanced reservation 
scheme, the CPU broker needs to keep information about current and future reser
vation and make the admission control for future scheduled requests. Here, the 
thread plans to run at some point in the future, and not immediately. This also 
means that the advanced reservation admission control requires modification 
when compared to the immediate reservation scheme. The thread needs to specify 
not only the period and utilization, but also the starting and finishing time point of 
the task processing to make accurate estimation how many threads can run 
simultaneously in the future. 

• Quality of Service (QoS) Range and Reservation: Many QoS parameters are 
defined within an acceptance range. It means that the QoS values can be specified 
as the pair of values (QoSmin' QoSmax) or the triple of values (QoSmin,QoSave' 
QoSmax)' For example, the CPU bandwidth for an MPEG video can have specified 
minimal processing time of 10ms and average processing time of 20ms. Because 
of the QoS range specification, it is necessary that the reservation policy deter
mines if the thread should be admitted based on its minimal value or its average 
value or its maximal value. It means that the system may have (1) minimal reser
vation policy, (2) average reservation policy, and (3) maximum reservation policy. 

• The minimal reservation policy yields the admission control based on mini
mal QoS values, which can lead to large violation of timing guarantees if the 
multimedia data exhibits large variations. This policy may be useful for mul
timedia threads where their data has almost constant data size (e.g., Motion 
JPEG). 

• The average reservation policy yields admission control based on average 
QoS values. This policy may cause some timing violations of the multimedia 
thread, but as we discuss soft-real-time scheduling frameworks, it is 
expected that some deadlines will not be met. This policy may be very useful 
for multimedia tasks with data causing occasional processing variations 
(e.g., MPEG data with large GOP sequence with most frames being P and B 
frames). 

• The maximum reservation policy yields admission control based on worst 
case QoS values. This policy will guarantee that all timing deadlines will be 
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met and represents the hard-real-time spectrum. This approach may be used 
if there are multimedia threads that need strong guarantees. 

• Reservation Ordering: Reservation policies can assist in determining the order
ing of serving reservation requests. There are two types of policies: (1) First
Come-First-Serve (FCFS) Ordering, where the reservation requests are served in 
the order of arrival, and (2) Priority-based Ordering, where each reservation 
request will be marked with a priority according to reservation importance and the 
CPU broker processes all request according to decreasing priority order. The pri
ority-based reservation allows to differentiate among the requests and partition the 
requests into general and important requests. However, the priority-based 
approach has the disadvantage that some general reservation requests may starve. 
One possibility to remedy this problem is to store the non-satisfied general reser
vation requests and raise the reservation priority after certain threshold time 
interval. 

• Reservation Holding Policies: An important deadlock problem arises in reserva
tion-based soft-real-time systems when multiple CPU resources, or multiple dif
ferent resources perform reservations. Especially in a distributed system, where 
one computing node (e.g., source) already reserved CPU and is holding that 
resource, and another node (destination) runs into problems, such as local dead
lock situation over trying to reserve multiple resources (CPU and disk) or other 
system/network problems, causing no response to the source and no usage of the 
already holding reservation at the source. In this case we need to have reservation 
holding policies, it means how long do we hold of reservation which is not used. 
There exist multiple possibilities: 

• Time-out Policy, where the CPU broker sets a timer and the reservation is 
valid only for a certain period of time. After the time expires, and the reser
vation is not used (this is in the case of immediate reservation), the reserva
tion expires and is removed from the reservation table. This approach 
requires that the CPU broker, which frees an existing reservation due to 
time-out, also informs other brokers along the end-to-end processing and 
communication path to free the overall end-to-end reservation. 

• Aging Policy, where the CPU broker decreases gradually the reservation as 
the time progresses and the reservation is not used. For example, the CPU 
broker could start with reserved maximum QoS value, and after certain time
out interval, the QoS value will be degraded to average QoS value, and so 
on. The last level would be then the degradation to the minimum QoS level 
before the reservation expires. 

• Priority-based Policy, where based on the importance of the reservation 
some reservations with low priority expire after the time-out interval. 
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Extensions of Reservation Concept Using the above reservation mechanisms and 
policies we can extend the notion of reservation to soft-real-time processes that support 
rich timing behaviors and partition the soft-real-time processes/threads into different 
service classes according to their timing behavior (similarly to the networks as they per
form their differentiation of services). At the beginning of the discussion about reserva
tion we have specified that each soft real-time process needs to provide parameters such 
as the period p and the processing time e to the CPU broker to request a reservation. If 
we take a closer look at the parameter space, we can partition the soft-real-time tasks 
into the following CPU Service Classes [CN99, YNKOl]: 

• PCPT Class: If we consider, besides the period p, the processing time parameter 
e as the peak processing time (PPT), then these types of processes/threads repre
sent the Periodic Constant Processing Time (PCPT) class of applications. In the 
PCPT class, the admission control is done with the PPT parameter, hence the sys
tem guarantees the worst case processing usage. However, systems that support 
only the PCPT class are insufficient to handle variable processing time class of 
applications such as MPEG decoding threads. 

• PVPT Class: If we consider, besides the period p, the processing time e as a pair 
of the Sustainable Processing Time (SPT) and Peak Processing Time (PPT), and a 
new parameter, called Burst (BT), then these types of applications represent the 
Periodic Variable Processing Time (PVPT) class. In this class, the admission con
trol is done with the SPT parameter, hence the soft-real-time scheduling guaran
tees only SPT processing usage. The parameters PPT and BT are used in a 
conformance test that checks if the process behaves according to its reservation 
contract. It means that as long the process/thread experiences SPT violation and 
the soft-real-time process runs at PPT level within the specified burst BT, the res
ervation is preserved and no adaptation is necessary. 

• ACPU Class: If we consider a class of applications that does not have a fixed 
period, but it requires guarantee on Peak Processing Utilization (PPU) of the pro
cessor time, then this type of applications represents the Aperiodic Constant Pro
cessing Utilization (ACPU) class. Given that ACPU class does not have a period 
specification, an ACPU process needs a relative deadline at the start of each itera
tion during its execution. 

• Event Class: If we consider specification of period p and processing time e as 
peak processing time that applies only for one period p, then this type of applica
tions represent the Event class. 

To implement the scheduling structure for supporting various CPU service classes, dif
ferent approaches have been taken [CN99, GGV96]. The case studies at the end of the 
discussion on process management describe some of the possible implementations. 
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3.1.4.2 Adaptation-based Soft-Real-Time Systems 

Adaptation-based soft-real-time systems usually need to adapt and deal with overrun 
situations in SRT systems to accommodate bursts and overloads. Overruns occur in 
soft-real-time systems if real-time processes indicate only their minimal or average 
requirements, however bursts and overload situations occur during their processing. 
Some SRT systems will aim to adjust and gracefully adapt all real-time processes, some 
may adjust only the process that experiences overruns and may cause overruns to other 
processes. However, most of the adaptation-based soft-real-time systems assume 
adaptive applications which can adjust themselves in overload situations. 

Adaptation-based systems can be partitioned into two groups: (1) adaptation 
systems where no reservation concept exists at all, and the adaptation relies mostly on 
adaptive applications, and (2) adaptation systems with reservation concept, but reserva
tion is based on minimum, or average QoS values, hence overruns and violations 
happen, and the reservation must be adapted and renegotiated. 

Adaptive systems with no reservation The first group relies on pnonty mecha
nisms where the soft-real-time applications are scheduled with higher priorities than 
non-real-time threads, and if overload happens, dynamic feedback exists to adaptive 
applications to allow them to adapt gracefully to the current load. In these systems, the 
applications also provide explicit time constraints in the form of deadline and process
ing time, and initial admission happens. However, all real-time tasks run in a RT class at 
the same time, and share the CPU within this class [NL97}. Hence, if there is an over
load situation, or other situation that causes resource fluctuation as new applications 
come and go, the system adapts by changing resource allocation for all real-time tasks 
in the RT class, as well as by providing feedback to applications for graceful adaptation. 
Furthermore, the policy here is that the system should not degrade the performance of a 
high priority application in the presence of a low priority application. At the end of the 
discussion on process management we will provide some case studies of such systems 
and present their specific implementation issues. 

Adaptive reservation systems The second group relies on changing reservations for 
soft-real-time threads when overruns and deadline violations happen3. As described 
above, overruns can happen if minimal or average reservation policies are applied. 
Also, if overruns repeat many times, it means that the reservation was wrongly esti
mated, then the reservation needs to be adjusted. The adaptation of reservation can be 
done either by the system (CPU broker) or by the application. 

3 In this adaptation approach, only the reservation of one real-time process, which experiences overruns, is adjusted. 
Hence, all other well-behaved applications are protected from the overload situation. 
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• System-initiated Adaptation [CN99] can automatically adjust the parameters in 
the reservation table for RT processes based on the monitored processor usage 
time. A soft-real-time application can choose from two adaptation strategies: 

• exponential average strategy, which is based on the following formula: 

X. = (I - ex) x X. 1 + ex x X. / /- / 

where X is the guaranteed processing time and 0 < ex < 1 represents the 
relative weight between the current Xi value and the previous Xi-l in 
determining the new Xi' 

• statistical strategy is based on two parameters: frequency of non-conforming 
overruns f and window size ws. It will adjust X to a level where no more than 
(f*ws) number of non-conforming overruns can occur within the ws number 
of interactions. For example, if if = 0.4, ws = 5) and a process has its most 
recent 5 processing usage history as (53ms, 50ms, 30ms, 40ms, 55ms), then 
the statistical adaptation will adjust X to 50 ms so that only 2 non
conforming overruns (>50ms) occur. 

The adaptation strategies can assist in supporting the various CPU service classes. 

• Application-initiated Adaptation relies on upcalls from the soft-real-time sched
uling system to applications threads, where then applications adapt according to 
their own semantics and issue a new reservation request to the CPU broker for 
their processing. 

Comparison between Reservation-based and Adaptation-based Soft-Real-time 
Scheduling Systems There are trade-offs between the two approaches. Even within 
the same approach, different properties can be optimized, hence creating different 
solutions for multimedia computing environments. 

The reservation-based systems provide better handling of timing guarantees of 
admitted schedulable units under any load conditions, especially if the reservation is 
based on worst case QoS values. However, the disadvantage such as lower resource 
utilization, inflexible allocation in case of changes in application behavior, and fairness 
violation need to be carefully weighted when considering these solutions. 

On the other hand, the adaptation-based solutions show high resource utilization 
and fairness. These solutions show timing guarantees in underload and normal load sit
uations. In case of overloads, it comes to adaptation choices such as dynamic feedback 
and application adaptation. Therefore, we must also consider seriously the disadvantage 
of this approach, such as the violation of deadlines in case of overloads and dependency 
on adaptive capabilities of running applications. 
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3.1.5 Scheduling Policies 

SRT systems utilize for multimedia task scheduling mostly the two following schedul
ing algorithms: the earliest deadline first algorithm and the rate-monotonic algorithm. 
In the following paragraphs we will discuss in detail their concepts, extensions and 
trade-offs. 

3.1.5.1 Earliest Deadline First Algorithm 

The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm is one of the best-known algorithms for 
real-time processing. At every new ready state, the scheduler selects the task with the 
earliest deadline among the tasks that are ready and not fully processed. The requested 
resource is assigned to the selected task. At any arrival of a new task (according to the 
LBAP model), EDF must be computed immediately leading to a new order, i.e., the 
running task is preempted and the new task is scheduled according to its deadline. The 
new task is processed immediately if its deadline is earlier than that of the interrupted 
task. The processing of the interrupted task is continued according to the EDF algo
rithm later on. EDF is not only an algorithm for periodic tasks, but also for tasks with 
arbitrary requests, deadlines and service execution times [Der74]. In this case, no guar
antee about the processing of any task can be given. 

EDF is an optimal, dynamic algorithm, i.e., it produces a valid schedule whenever 
one exists. A dynamic algorithm schedules every instance of each incoming task 
according to its specific demands. Tasks of periodic processes must be scheduled in 
each period again. With n tasks which have arbitrary ready-times and deadlines, the 
complexity is 8(n2). 

For a dynamic algorithm like EDF, the upper bound of the processor utilization is 
100%. Compared with any static priority assignment, EDF is optimal in the sense that if 
a set of tasks can be scheduled by any static priority assignment it also can be scheduled 
by EDE With a priority-driven system scheduler, each task is assigned a priority 
according to its deadline. The highest priority is assigned to the task with the earliest 
deadline; the lowest to the one with the furthest. With every arriving task, priorities 
might have to be adjusted. 

Applying EDF to the scheduling of continuous media data on a single processor 
machine with priority scheduling, process priorities are likely to be rearranged quite 
often. A priority is assigned to each task ready for processing according to its deadline. 
Common systems usually provide only a restricted number of priorities. If the com
puted priority of a new process is not available, the priorities of other processes must be 
rearranged until the required priority is free. In the worst case, the priorities of all pro
cesses must be rearranged. This may cause considerable overhead. The EDF scheduling 
algorithm itself makes no use of the previously known occurrence of periodic tasks. 

EDF is used by different models as a basic algorithm. An extension of EDF is the 
Time-Driven Scheduler (TDS). Tasks are scheduled according to their deadlines. 
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Further, the TDS is able to handle overload situations. If an overload situation occurs 
the scheduler aborts tasks which cannot meet their deadlines anymore. If there is still an 
overload situation, the scheduler removes tasks which have a low "value density". The 
value density corresponds to the importance of a task for the system. 

In [LLSY91] another priority-driven EDF scheduling algorithm is introduced. 
Here, every task is divided into a mandatory and an optional part. A task is terminated 
according to the deadline of the mandatory part, even if it is not completed at this time. 
Tasks are scheduled with respect to the deadline of the mandatory parts. A set of tasks 
is said to be schedulable if all tasks can meet the deadlines of their mandatory parts. 
The optional parts are processed if the resource capacity is not fully utilized. Applying 
this to continuous media data, the method can be used in combination with the encod
ing of data according to their importance. Take, for example, a single uncompressed 
picture in a bitmap format. Each pixel of this monochrome picture is coded with 16 
bits. The processing of the eight most significant bits is mandatory, whereas the pro
cessing of the least-significant bits can be considered optional. With this method, more 
processes can be scheduled. In an overload situation, the optional parts are aborted. 
This implementation leads to decreased quality by media scaling. During QoS require
ment specification, the tasks were accepted or informed that scaling may occur. In such 
a case, scaling QoS parameters can be introduced which reflect the respective imple
mentation. Therefore, this approach avoids errors and improves system performance at 
the expense of media quality. 

3.1.5.2 Rate Monotonic Algorithm 

The rate monotonic scheduling principle was introduced by Liu and Layland in 1973 
[LL73]. It is an optimal, static, priority-driven algorithm for preemptive, periodic jobs. 
Optimal in this context means that there is no other static algorithm that is able to 
schedule a task set which cannot be scheduled by the rate monotonic algorithm. A pro
cess is scheduled by a static algorithm at the beginning of the processing. Subsequently, 
each task is processed with the priority calculated at the beginning. No further schedul
ing is required. The following five assumptions are necessary prerequisites to apply the 
rate monotonic algorithm: 

1. The requests for all tasks with deadlines are periodic, i.e., have constant intervals 
between consecutive requests. 

2. The processing of a single task must be finished before the next task of the same 
data stream becomes ready for execution. Deadlines consist of runability 
constraints only, i.e., each task must be completed before the next request occurs. 

3. All tasks are independent. This means that the requests for a certain task do not 
depend on the initiation or completion of requests for any other task. 

4. Run-time for each request of a task is constant. Run-time denotes the maximum 
time which is required by a processor to execute the task without interruption. 
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5. Any non-periodic task in the system has no required deadline. Typically, they 
initiate periodic tasks or are tasks for failure recovery. They usually displace 
periodic tasks. 

Further work has shown that not all of these assumptions are mandatory to employ the 
rate monotonic algorithm [LSST91] [SKG9I]. Static priorities are assigned to tasks, 
once at the connection set-up phase, according to their request rates. The priority corre
sponds to the importance of a task relative to other tasks. Tasks with higher request 
rates will have higher priorities. The task with the shortest period gets the highest 
priority and the task with the longest period gets the lowest priority. 

The rate monotonic algorithm is a simple method to schedule time-critical, peri
odic tasks on the respective resource. A task will always meet its deadline, if this can be 
proven to be true for the longest response time. The response time is the time span 
between the request and the end of processing the task. This time span is maximal when 
all processes with a higher priority request to be processed at the same time. This case 
is known as the critical instant (see Figure 3-2). In this figure, the priority of a is, 
according to the rate monotonic algorithm, higher than b, and b is higher than c. The 
critical time zone is the time interval between the critical instant and the completion of 
a task. 

Figure 3-2 Example of critical instants. 

3.1.5.3 EDF and Rate Monotonic: Context switches 

Consider an audio and a video stream scheduled according to the rate monotonic algo
rithm. Let the audio stream have a rate of 1175 sis ample and the video stream a rate of 
1125 s/frame. The priority assigned to the audio stream is then higher than the priority 
assigned to the video stream. The arrival of messages from the audio stream will inter
rupt the processing of the video stream. If it is possible to complete the processing of a 
video message that requests processing at the critical instant before its deadline, the 
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processing of all video messages to their deadlines is ensured, thus a feasible schedule 
exists. 

If more than one stream is processed concurrently in a system, it is very likely that 
there might be more context switches with a scheduler using the rate monotonic 
algorithm than one using EDF. Figure 3-3 shows an example. 
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Figure 3-3 Rate monotonic versus EDF: context switches in preemptive systems. 

3.1.5.4 EDF and Rate Monotonic: Processor Utilizations 

The processor utilization of the rate monotonic algorithm is upper bounded. It depends 
on the number of tasks which are scheduled, their processing times and their periods. 
There are two issues to be considered: 

1. The upper bound of the processor utilization, which is determined by the critical 
instant. 

2. For each number n of independent tasks t(j), a constellation can be found, where 
the maximum possible processor utilization is minimal. The least upper bound of 
the processor utilization is the minimum of all processor utilizations over all sets 
of tasks t(j); j E (l, ... ,n) that fully utilize the CPU. A task set fully utilizes the 
CPU, when it is not possible to raise the processing time of one task without 
violating the schedule. 

Following this assumption, [LL73] gives an estimation of the maximal processor utili
zation, where the processing of each task to its deadline is guaranteed for any constella
tion. A set of m independent, periodic tasks with fixed priority will always meet its 
deadline if: 
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[ ~ 1 e 1 em U(m) = m x 2 -1 ~ - + ... +-
PI Pm 

According to [LS86] and [LL 73], for large m, the least upper bound of the processor 
utilization is U = In2. Hence, it is sufficient to check if the processor utilization is less 
than or equal to the given upper bound to find out if a task set is schedulable or not. 
Most existing systems check this by simply comparing the processor utilization with 
the value of ln2. 

With EDF, a processor utilization of 100% can be achieved because all tasks are 
scheduled dynamically according to their deadlines. Figure 3-4 shows an example 
where the CPU can be utilized to 100% with EDF, but where rate monotonic scheduling 
fails . 
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The problem of underutilizing the processor is aggregated by the fact that, in most 
cases, the average task execution time is considerably lower than the worst case execu
tion time. Therefore, scheduling algorithms should be able to handle transient processor 
overload. The rate monotonic algorithm on average ensures that all deadlines will be 
met even if the bottleneck utilization is well above 80%. With one deadline post
ponement, the deadlines on average are met when the utilization is over 90%. [SSL89] 
mentions an achieved utilization bound for the Nowy's Inertial Navigation System of 
88%. 

As described above, a static algorithm schedules a process once at the beginning 
of processing. Single tasks are not explicitly scheduled afterwards. A dynamic algo-
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rithm schedules every incoming task according to its specific demands. Since the rate 
monotonic algorithm is an optimal static algorithm, no other static algorithm can 
achieve a higher processor utilization. 

3.1.5.5 Extensions to Rate Monotonic Scheduling 

There are several extensions to this algorithm. One of them divides a task into a manda
tory and an optional part. The processing of the mandatory part delivers a result which 
can be accepted by the user. The optional part only refines the result. The mandatory 
part is scheduled according to the rate monotonic algorithm. For the scheduling of the 
optional part, other, different policies are suggested [CL88, CL89, LLN87]. 

In some systems there are aperiodic tasks next to periodic ones. To meet the 
requirements of periodic tasks and the response time requirements of aperiodic 
requests, it must be possible to schedule both aperiodic and periodic tasks. If the aperi
odic request is an aperiodic continuous stream (e.g., video images as part of a slide 
show), we have the possibility to transform it into a periodic stream. Every timed data 
item can be substituted by n items. The new items have the duration of the minimal life 
span. The number of streams is increased, but since the life span is decreased, the 
semantic remains unchanged. The stream is now periodical because every item has the 
same life span [Her90]. If the stream is not continuous, we can apply a sporadic server 
to respond to aperiodic requests. The server is provided with a computation budget. 
This budget is refreshed t units of time after it has been exhausted. Earlier refreshing is 
also possible. The budget represents the computation time reserved for aperiodic tasks. 
The server is only allowed to preempt the execution of periodic tasks as long as the 
computation budget is not exhausted. Afterwards, it can only continue the execution 
with a background priority. After refreshing the budget, the execution can resume at the 
server's assigned priority. The sporadic server is especially suitable for events that occur 
rarely, but must be handled quickly (e.g., a telepointer in a CSCW application) [SG90, 
Spr90, SSL89]. 

The rate monotonic algorithm is, for example, applied in real-time systems and 
real-time operating systems by NASA and the European Space Agency. It is particu
larly suitable for continuous media data processing because it makes optimal use of 
their periodicity. Since it is a static algorithm, there is nearly no rearrangement of prior
ities and hence - in contrast to EDF - no scheduling overhead to determine the next 
task with the highest priority. Problems emerge with data streams which have no con
stant processing time per message, as specified in MPEG-2 (e.g., a compressed video 
stream where one of five pictures is a full picture and all others are updates of a refer
ence picture). The simplest solution is to schedule these tasks according to their maxi
mum data rate. In this case, the processor utilization is decreasing. The idle time of the 
CPU can be used to process non-time-critical tasks. In multimedia systems, for exam
ple, this is the processing of discrete media. 
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3.1.5.6 Other Policies for In-Time Scheduling 

Apart from the two methods previously discussed, further scheduling algorithms have 
been evaluated regarding their suitability for the processing of continuous media data. 
In the following paragraphs, the most significant approaches are briefly described and 
the reasons for their non-suitability, compared to EDF and rate-monotonic, are 
enumerated. 

Least Laxity First (LLF). The task with the shortest remaining laxity is scheduled 
first [CW90, LS86]. The laxity is the time between the actual time t and the deadline 
minus the remaining processing time. The laxity in period k is: 

lk = (s+(k-l)p+d)-(t+e) 

LLF is an optimal, dynamic algorithm for exclusive resources. Furthermore, it is an 
optimal algorithm for multiple resources if the ready-times of the real-time tasks are the 
same. The laxity is a function of a deadline, the processing time and the current time. 
Thereby, the processing time cannot be exactly specified in advance. When calculating 
the laxity, the worst case is assumed. Therefore, the determination of the laxity is inex
act. The laxity of waiting processes dynamically changes over time. During the run
time of a task, another task may get a lower laxity. This task must then preempt the run
ning task. Consequently, tasks can preempt each other several times without dispatch
ing a new task. This may cause numerous context switches. At each scheduling point 
(when a process becomes ready-to-run or at the end of a time slice), the laxity of each 
task must be newly determined. This leads to an additional overhead compared with 
EDF. Since we have only a single resource to schedule, there is no advantage in the 
employment of LLF compared with EDF. Future multimedia systems might be multi
processor systems; here, LLF might be of advantage. 

Deadline Monotone Algorithm. If the deadlines of tasks are less than their period 
(di < Pi), the prerequisites of the rate monotonic algorithm are violated. In this case, a 
fixed priority assignment according to the deadlines of the tasks is optimal. A task Tj 

gets a higher priority than a task ~ if di < d j. No effective schedulability test for the 
deadline monotone algorithm exists. To determine the schedulability of a task set, each 
task must be checked if it meets its deadline in the worst case. In this case, all tasks 
require execution to their critical instant [LW82, LSST91]. Tasks with a deadline 
shorter than their period, for example, arise during the measurements of temperature or 
pressure in control systems. In multimedia systems, deadlines equal to period lengths 
can be assumed. 

Shortest Job First (SJF). The task with the shortest remaining computation time is 
chosen for execution [CW90, Fre82]. This algorithm guarantees that as many tasks as 
possible meet their deadlines under an overload situation if all of them have the same 
deadline. In multimedia systems where the resource management allows overload 
situations this might be a suitable algorithm. 
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Apart from the most important real-time scheduling methods discussed above, 
others might be employed for the processing of continuous media data (an on-line 
scheduler for tasks with unknown ready-times is introduced by [HL88]; in [HS89], a 
real-time monitoring system is presented where all necessary data to calculate an opti
mal schedule are available). In most multimedia systems with preemptive tasks, the rate 
monotonic algorithm in different variations is employed. So far, no other scheduling 
technique has been proven to be at least as suitable for multimedia data handling as the 
EDF and rate monotonic approaches. 

3.1.5.7 Preemptive versus Non-preemptive Task Scheduling 

Real-time tasks can be distinguished into preemptive and non-preemptive tasks. If a 
task is non-preemptive, it is processed and not interrupted until it is finished or requires 
further resources. The contrary of non-preemptive tasks are preemptive tasks. The pro
cessing of a preemptive task is interrupted immediately by a request of any higher-pri
ority task. In most cases where tasks are treated as non-preemptive, the arrival times, 
processing times and deadlines are arbitrary and unknown to the scheduler until the task 
actually arrives. The best algorithm is the one which maximizes the number of com
pleted tasks. In this case, it is not possible to provide any processing guarantees or to do 
resource management. 

To guarantee the processing of periodic processes and to get a feasible schedule 
for a periodic task set, tasks are usually treated as preemptive. One reason is that high 
preemptability minimizes priority inversion. Another reason is that for some non-pre
emptive task sets, no feasible schedule can be found; whereas for preemptive 
scheduling, it is possible. 
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Figure 3-5 shows an example where the scheduling of preemptive tasks is possible, but 
non-preemptive tasks cannot be scheduled. 

Liu and Layland [LL73] show that a task set of m periodic, preemptive tasks with 
processing times e i and request periods Pi ViE (1, ... ,m) is schedulable: 

e. 
• With fixed priority assignment if: ~ -.!:.. ~ In 2 £..J p . 

I 

e. 
• With deadline driven scheduling if: ~ -.!:.. ~ 1 £..J p . 

I 

Here, the preemptiveness of tasks is a necessary prerequisite to check their 
schedulability. 

The first schedulability test for the scheduling of non-preemptive tasks was intro
duced by Nagarajan and Vogt in [NV92]. Assume, without loss of generality, that task m 
has highest priority and task 1 the lowest. They prove that a set of m periodic streams 
with periods Pi, deadlines d j, processing times ej and dm "5,P i"v'iE (1, ... ,m) is 
schedulable with the non-preemptive fixed priority scheme if: 

d ~e +max(l <.< )e. m m _l_m I 

d.~e.+max(l<·< )e.+ ~~ . 1 e.F(d.-e.,p.) 
I I _] - m ] £..J] = 1+ ] I ] ] 

where F(x, y) = ceilG) + 1 

This means that the time between the logical arrival time and the deadline of a task tj 
has to be larger or equal to the sum of its processing time ej and the processing time of 
any higher-priority task that requires execution during that time interval, plus the long
est processing time of all lower- and higher-priority tasks max( 1 ~ j ~ m)e j that might 
be serviced at the arrival of task tj (Figure 3-6). 
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The schedulability test is an extension of Liu's and Layland's. Given m periodic tasks 
with periods Pi and the same processing time E per message, let di = Pi + E be the 
deadline for task ti. Then, the streams are schedulable: 

• With the non-preemptive rate monotonic scheme with: 

~ .l xE:::; In2 
L..J p . 

I 

• With deadline-based scheduling, the same holds with: 

Consequently, non-preemptive continuous media tasks can also be scheduled. However, 
the scheduling of non-preemptive tasks is less favorable because the number of 
schedulab1e task sets is smaller compared to preemptive tasks. 

3.1.6 Prototype Operating Systems: Case Studies 

Most multimedia operating systems apply one of the previously discussed methods. In 
some systems, the scheduler is replaced by a soft-real-time scheduler. Therefore, these 
systems can be viewed as new operating systems. They are usually not compatible with 
existing systems and applications. Other systems apply a meta-scheduler based on an 
existing process manager. Only these systems will have a commercial impact in the 
short and medium terms because they allow existing applications to run. 
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ARTS The Advanced Real Time Technology Operating System is a real-time operating 
system for a distributed environment with one real-time process manager. It was devel
oped on SUN3 workstations and connected with a real-time network based on the 
IEEE.802.5 Token Ring and Ethernet by the Computer Science department of Carnegie 
Mellon University. To solve the scheduling problems, the Time-Driven Scheduler (TDS) 
with a priority inheritance protocol was adopted. This priority inheritance protocol was 
used to prevent unbounded priority inversion among communication tasks. Tasks with 
hard deadlines are scheduled according to the rate monotonic algorithm. The system is 
also provided with other scheduling methods for experimental reasons [MT90). 

YARTOS Yet Another Real Time Operating System was developed at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill as an operating system kernel to support conferencing 
applications [JSP91). An optimal, preemptive algorithm to schedule tasks on a single 
processor was developed. The scheduling algorithm results from the integration of a 
synchronization scheme to access shared resources with the EDF algorithm. Here, a 
task has two notions of deadline, one for the initial acquisition of the processor, and one 
for the execution of operations on resources. To avoid priority inversion, tasks are pro
vided with separate deadlines for performing operations on shared resources. It is guar
anteed that no shared resource is accessed simultaneously by more than one task. 
Further, a shared resource is not occupied by a single task longer than absolutely 
necessary. 

Split-level Scheduling The split-level scheduler was developed within the DASH 
project at the University of California at Berkeley. Its main goal was to provide a better 
support for multimedia applications [And93). The applied scheduling policy is dead
line/work ahead scheduling. The LBAP-model is used to describe arrival processes. 
Critical processes have priority over all other processes and they are scheduled accord
ing to the EDF algorithm preemptively. Interactive processes have priority over work 
ahead processes as long as they do not become critical. The scheduling policy for work 
ahead processes is unspecified, but may be chosen to minimize context switching. For 
non-real-time processes, a scheduling strategy like UNIX time-slicing is chosen. 

Three Class Scheduler This scheduler was developed as part of a video-on-demand 
file service at DEC, Littleton. The design of the scheduler is based on a combination of 
weighted round-robin and rate monotonic scheduling [RVa+93). Three classes of 
schedulable tasks are supported. The isochronous class with the highest priority applies 
the rate monotonic algorithm, the real-time and the general-purpose classes use the 
weighted round-robin scheme. A general-purpose task is preemptive and runs with a 
low priority. The real-time class is suitable for tasks that require guaranteed throughput 
and bounded delay. The isochronous class supports real-time periodic tasks that require 
performance guarantees for throughput, bounded latency and low jitter. Real-time and 
isochronous tasks can only be preempted in "preemption windows". 
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The scheduler executes tasks from a ready queue in which all isochronous tasks 
are arranged according to their priority. At the arrival of a task, the scheduler deter
mines whether the currently running task must be preempted. General-purpose tasks are 
immediately preempted, real-time tasks are preempted in the next preemption window 
and isochronous tasks are preempted in the next preemption window if their priority is 
lower than the one of the new task. Whenever the queue is empty, the scheduler alter
nates between the real-time and general-purpose classes using a weighted round-robin 
scheme. 

Meta-scheduler To support real-time processing of continuous media, a meta-sched
uler for the operating systems AIXTM was developed at the European Networking Cen
ter of IBM in Heidelberg. Both were based on the LBAP model. According to the rate 
monotonic algorithm, rates were mapped onto system priorities. The implementation of 
this scheduler was used to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of a meta-sched
uler approach. Several experience showed the limits of this approach. For example, 
each process in the system was able to run with a priority initially intended for real-time 
tasks. These processes were not scheduled by the resource manager and therefore vio
lated the calculated schedule. A malicious process could block the whole system by 
simply running with the highest priority without giving up control. 

The management of scheduling algorithms requires exact time measurement. In 
OS/2, for example, it was not possible to measure the exact time a thread is using the 
CPU. Any measurement of the processing time includes interrupts. If a process is inter
rupted by another process, it also includes the time needed for the context switch. The 
granularity of the OS/2 system timers was insufficient for the processing of real-time 
tasks. Hence, the rate control was inaccurate because it was determined by the 
granularity of the system timer. 

To achieve full real-time capabilities, the above analysis showed that at least the 
native scheduler of the operating system must be extended. The operating system 
should be enhanced by a class of fast, non-preemptive threads and the ability to mask 
interrupts for a short period of time. Priorities in this thread class should only be 
assigned to threads that are already registered by the resource manager. This class 
should be reserved exclusively for selected threads and monitored by a system compo
nent with extensive control facilities. Performance enhancement of the scheduler itself, 
incorporating some mechanisms of real-time scheduling like EDF, would be another 
solution. The operating system should, in any case, provide a time measurement tool 
that allows the measurement of pure CPU time and a timer with a finer granularity. This 
may be achieved through a timer chip. 

Hierarchical CPU Scheduler The hierarchical CPU scheduler [GGV96] is a soft
real-time adaptation-based scheduling framework which supports multimedia applica
tion classes with different timing requirements. Goyal, Guo and Yin [GGV96] parti
tioned the CPU bandwidth into hierarchical classes and organized them into a tree-like 
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structure. The leaves of the tree support different types of scheduling policies such as 
EDF (earliest deadline first), RM (rate-monotonic) and FIFO (first in first out) to sched
ule different types of applications. All these schedulers are coordinated and protected 
from each other by the Start-time Fair Queueing (SFQ) scheduler which represents an 
augmented Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) algorithm. SFQ is a resource allocation 
algorithm that can be used for achieving fair CPU partitioning. SFQ's goals are fair 
allocation of the CPU regardless of variation of server capacity, no a priori knowledge 
about the length of the quantum per thread, and bounded maximum delay and minimum 
throughput. The disadvantage of this approach is that the implementation is embedded 
inside of the UNIX kernel, and required a modification of the Sun Solaris Kernel sched
uler, hence portability to other systems as well as to new versions of Solaris means an 
extensive effort. For some applications the fair CPU allocation may also mean a prob
lem in their delivery of timing guarantees. Especially, this problem can arise when the 
scheduling overhead increases proportionally with the increase of the hierarchical tree 
depth. 

Processor Capacity Reserve_based Scheduler Mercer, Savage and Tokuda 
[MT94] implemented the abstraction of the processor capacity reservation for real-time 
threads within the Real-time Mach operating system. A follow-up version of this work 
[LRM96] supports rules for a dynamic quality adjustment. A new thread must provide 
first its CPU QoS values in the form of period and CPU utilization in percentage during 
the reservation phase. Once the thread is accepted, it is associated with a "reserve bud
get" information, including the guaranteed CPU processing time. During the thread 
processing, the CPU time is charged against the reserve budget. When a new period 
starts, the reserve budget is replenished. This concept works similar to the token bucket 
concept in networks. The exact calculation of the system service time is an excellent, 
but also a very costly feature. It requires non-trivial modifications and computational 
overhead inside of UNIX kernels in order to support this abstraction. 

Resource Kernels Rajkumar and his colleagues [RJM002] developed a resource 
management framework, called the Resource Kernel (RK), for supporting concurrent 
activities with different timing constraints. This framework belongs to the reservation
based systems. A resource kernel is a system entity that provides timely, guaranteed and 
protected access to a system resource. The goals of a resource kernel are to allow an 
application to specify its timing constraints, to enforce maximum resource usage by 
applications, to support high utilization of system resources, and to allow an application 
simultaneous access to different system resources. The RK system consists of a set of 
resource kernels, where each of them is based on reservation. The reservation approach 
is based on the processor capacity reserve abstraction. Similarly to the previous sched
ulers, this resource management system is implemented in the Linux kernel hence 
carries the trade-offs as discussed above. 
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Adaptive Rate-Controlled Scheduler Yau and Lam [YL96] implemented the Adap
tive Rate-controlled Scheduler, which represents a modification of the Virtual Clock 
Algorithm. Each process specifies a reserve-rate and a period for the admission control. 
During the runtime phase, the reserve-rate is monitored and adjusted either upwards or 
downwards, to reach equilibrium step-wise between the actual utilization and the 
reserved rate. This approach is also called the rate adaptation approach. This scheduler 
belongs to the adaptation-based soft-real-time scheduling frameworks. 

SMART Scheduler SMART [NL97] is an adaptive soft-real-time scheduling frame
work which extended the TS-UNIX scheduler. This scheduler provides soft-real-time 
guarantees using dynamic feedback to applications to allow them to adapt to the current 
load. The SMART scheduler integrates the real-time and non-real-time computations, 
and hence influences how the processor is to be shared among applications of the same 
priority. As the system load changes, SMART adjusts the allocation of resources 
dynamically, which means that it automatically sheds real-time tasks and regulates their 
execution rates in the overload state while fully utilizing the resources in the under
loaded conditions. The scheduling algorithm in SMART is based on priorities and 
weighed fair queueing (WFQ). This scheduler allows SMART to behave as a real-time 
scheduler when scheduling only real-time requests, as a conventional scheduler when 
scheduling only conventional requests, and as a hybrid scheduler in case of real-time 
and non-real-time requests, which ensures that more important tasks obtain their 
resource requirements. SMART does not have any mechanisms for admission control 
or reservation, therefore it can not fully enforce any timing guarantees for multimedia 
tasks in overload scenarios. Similarly, this scheduler is implemented within the Sun 
Solaris kernel and had the same trade-offs as discussed above. 

BEST Scheduler BEST [BB02] is an enhanced best-effort scheduler that combines 
desirable aspects of multimedia and best effort computing. BEST provides the well
behaved default characteristics of best-effort schedulers while significantly improving 
support for periodic soft-real-time processes. BEST schedules periodic tasks using esti
mated deadlines. The estimations are based on the dynamically detected periods of pro
cesses exhibiting periodic behavior. The scheduler then assigns pseudo-periods to non
periodic processes to allow for good response time. The scheduler is implemented in 
Linux kernel and it outperforms the Linux scheduler as well as it outperforms real-time 
schedulers in handling best-effort processes and sometimes even in handling multime
dia processes, especially in overload situations. 

Real-Time Upcall Scheduler Gopalakkrishnan [Gop96] implemented the Real-Time 
Upcall (RTU) under the NetBSD UNIX system to support periodic processes. Each 
RTU includes an event handler which reports to the kernel dispatcher the processing 
time and period of the process. The kernel dispatcher was modified to use the rate
monotonic scheduling policy for scheduling of RTUs. In order to improve the efficiency 
and predictability of RTU processing, the kernel dispatcher is not allowed to interrupt 
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the RTU execution, and preempt the RTU in the middle of its processing. This concept 
is also called as the non-asynchronous interrupt or the delayed interrupt. 

URsched Scheduler at the User Level Kamada, Yuhara and Ono [KY096] imple
mented the soft-real-time scheduler at the user level. The User Level RT Scheduler, 
called URsched, was implemented under the Sun Solaris 2.4 system, and it is based on 
the POSIX 4 real-time extension capabilities. This scheduler utilizes the priority 
switching to let multimedia applications get their required processor resource at 
required times. 

Dynamic Soft-Real-Time Scheduler Chu and Nahrstedt [CN99] developed a 
reservation-based soft-real-time scheduler, called Dynamic Soft-Real-Time Scheduler 
(DSRT) that runs in the user space on top of various operating systems such as Solaris, 
Windows and Linux. DSRT is part of the distributed QoS-aware resource management, 
called QualMan [CN97b, KN98], to support timing guarantees for multimedia tasks on 
general purpose platforms. DSRT consists of a CPU broker and a SRT CPU scheduler, 
where the CPU broker provides admission control and reservation management, and the 
SRT scheduler provides mechanisms and policies to enforce and adapt reservations for 
various CPU service classes. The architecture of the SRT scheduler consists of a top
level scheduler, which uses a simple credit/debit scheme to schedule three partition 
schedulers: the RT scheduler, the Overrun scheduler and the TS scheduler. The RT 
scheduler executes preemptive Earliest Deadline First scheduling policy and utilizes the 
RT partition of the processor resource. It uses the priority switching concept to serve 
the reserved runs of soft-real-time processes. The Overrun scheduler manages the over
run partition which is dedicated to serving overruns and bursts from the RT processes. It 
distinguishes between conforming overruns such as the bursts from the PVPT service 
class that exceed their SPT, but still confirm to their contract, and non-conforming over
runs. This scheduler maintains three queues: conforming queue, non-conforming queue 
and permanent non-conforming queue for non-conforming overruns occurring fre
quently over a long period of time. It uses the multi-level feedback queue scheduling 
policy among the queues and the round robin scheduling policy within each queue. The 
TS scheduler is the UNIX TS scheduler and it manages the TS partition to serve TS 
processes so that traditional TS processes do not starve because of RT processes. The 
RT and the Overrun schedulers jointly support CPU service classes such as PCPT and 
PVPT, as well as adaptation of reservations. 

3.2 Interprocess Communication and Synchronization 

In multimedia systems, interprocess communication refers to the exchange of different 
data between processes. This data transfer must be very efficient because continuous 
media require the transfer of a large amount of data in a given time span. For the 
exchange of discrete media data, the same mechanisms are used as in traditional 
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operating systems. Data interchange of continuous media is closely related to memory 
management and is discussed in the respective section. 

Synchronization guarantees timing requirements between different processes. In 
the context of multimedia, this is an especially interesting aspect. Different data 
streams, database entries, document portions, positions, processes, etc., must be 
synchronized. Thus, synchronization is important for various components of a multi
media system and therefore is not included in this discussion on operating systems, but 
extensively discussed in a separate Section on Synchronization. 

3.3 Memory Management 

The memory manager assigns physical resource memory to a single process. Virtual 
memory is mapped onto memory that is actually available. With paging, less frequently 
used data is swapped between main memory and external storage. Pages are transferred 
back into the main memory when data on them is required by a process. Note, continu
ous media data must not be swapped out of the main memory. If a page of virtual mem
ory containing code or data required by a real-time process is not in real memory when 
it is accessed by the process, a page fault occurs, meaning that the page must be read 
from disk. Page faults affect the real-time performance very seriously, so they must be 
avoided. A possible approach is to lock code and/or data into real memory. However, 
care should be taken when locking code and/or data into real memory. Real memory is 
a very scarce resource to the system. Committing real memory by pinning (locking) 
will decrease overall system performance. For example, the typical AIX kernel will not 
allow more than about 70% of real memory to be committed to pinned pages [IBM9l]. 

The transmission and processing of continuous data streams by several compo
nents require very efficient data transfer restricted by time constraints. Memory alloca
tion and release functions provide well-defined access to shared memory areas. In most 
cases, no real processing of data, but only a data transfer, is necessary. For example, the 
camera with a digitalization process is the source and the presentation process is the 
sink. The essential task of the other components is the exchange of continuous media 
data with relatively high data rates in real-time. Processing involves computing, adding, 
interpreting and stripping headers. This is well-known in communications. The actual 
implementation can either be with external devices and dedicated hardware in the com
puter, or it can be realized with software components. 

Early prototypes of multimedia systems incorporated audio and video based on 
external data paths only. Memory management, in this case, had a switching function 
only, i.e., to control an external switch. A first step toward integration was the incorpo
ration of the external switch function into the computer. Therefore, some dedicated 
adapter cards that were able to switch data streams with varying data rates were 
deployed. A complete integration was achieved with a full digital approach within the 
computer, i.e., to offer a pure software solution. Data are transmitted between single 
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components in real-time. Copy operations are - as far as possible - reduced to the 
exchange of pointers and the check of access rights. This requires the access of a shared 
address space. Data can also be directly transferred between different adapter cards. 
The transfer of continuous media data takes place in a real-time environment. This 
exchange is controlled, but not necessarily executed, by the application. The data trans
fer must be performed by processes running in a real-time environment. The application 
running in a non-real-time environment generates, manipulates and consumes these 
data streams at an operating system interface. 

3.3.1 Reservation Concept for Memory Management 

The timely and predictable execution of an application RT process depends on the 
availability of data which again depends on the availability of memory pages. There
fore, for multimedia applications, a reservation concept may be appropriate which 
allows RT processes to declare required amount of memory for its processing and the 
memory management reserves and pins the space for the duration of application execu
tion. To allow this functionality, the memory management needs two functional entities: 
the memory broker and the memory controller. The memory broker pins a certain size 
of memory, called global reserve, which it then manages and provides to SRT processes 
as reserved chunks of memory. The memory size from the global reserve that is already 
allocated to accepted processes is called accepted storage. The memory size that is still 
available for new reservation requests is called available storage. Each application 
sends its memory requirements to the memory broker which performs admission 
control. The admission control checks the condition 

requested storage ~ available storage 

in order to make sure that the requested reserved memory (requested storage) together 
with already accepted memory (accepted storage) does not violate the overall space for 
the global reserve memory (global reserve = available storage + accepted storage). 
Note that the size of global reserve must be carefully chosen so that there is sufficient 
space for kernel and TS processes. If we allow too large pinning area for the multimedia 
memory management to serve soft-real-time processes, then we can cause a frequent 
swapping of pages for kernel processes and TS processes,. This can again cause unpre
dictable delays for soft-real-time applications as they need kernel processes as well as 
may be depend on some TS processes. 

If the admission is positive, the broker builds up a memory reserve [KN98] accord
ing to the application's memory requirement. The memory reserve corresponds to the 
allocated and pinned amount of space that the application will use during its time-criti
cal run-time. The reserve should include text, data and shared segments of the applica
tion. After the successful admission, the memory broker provides a reservation ill 
(reserve-ID) to the process and creates an entry with information (reserve-ID, accepted 
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storage) in the reservation table. The application uses the reserve-ill during the execu
tion phase and gives it to the memory controller. The memory controller then checks 
the validity of reserve-ID, and in positive case it allocates/pins shared memory for the 
application. Furthermore, it gives the key of the shared memory to the application 
which then attaches the shared memory segment to its own address space. Once the 
application finishes its execution, it needs to free the pinned space by detaching the 
shared memory segment from its application space, and sending an event to the 
memory controller with the key to the shared memory. The memory controller frees the 
shared memory as well as increases the available storage information for the memory 
broker. 

3.3.2 Buffer Management Techniques 

Buffers are considered as a spatial representation of time. As discussed above, trans
mission and processing of cells, packets or frames need to be performed in timely fash
ion, and buffers play an important role to achieve this goal. Hence, we need to examine 
techniques for buffer management with respect to multimedia data and their timing 
constraints. We will consider buffer management techniques that are relevant to local 
and distributed multimedia applications in this paragraph. The next paragraph examines 
buffer management techniques and their attributes in client/server systems. 

There exist three major techniques for buffer management that multimedia 
systems consider in their communication and processing components: (1) data copying, 
(2) offset management, and (3) scatter/gather techniques: 

• Data Copying: This technique requires that data is physically moved from one 
memory space to another, hence data is copied from one buffer space to another. 
This buffer management technique is used between two protocols that reside in 
different spaces, i.e., one in kernel space and the other one in user space. For 
example, data copying occurs from the application buffer to the TCP buffer of the 
TCP protocol stack that resides in the kernel space. The advantage of data copying 
is that it allows for data protection as different protocols can perform their own 
operations on data and headers without any sharing and possible errors coming 
from other protocols. On the other hand, data copying is a very time-expensive 
operation, especially in multimedia systems. For example, copying large video 
frames can take substantial amount of time which then can cause violation of end
to-end delay guarantees in live applications such as video conferencing or video 
phone. 

• Offset Management: This technique takes into account the memory space that 
the whole protocol stack requires for data and header information at a single 
communication end-system node. This approach allocates the overall memory for 
data and all protocol headers at the application layer, i.e., it considers the data size 
of an application frame as well as all sizes of headers that other protocols may 
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need to attach for their own protocol processing. For example, if we consider 
application protocol, transport protocol and network protocol for the video frame 
processing, the application protocol allocates enough buffer for the application 
video data as well as headers coming from the application, transport and network 
protocols. At the sending side, the application protocol fills in the necessary infor
mation in its own header space and passes the pointer of the buffer to the transport 
protocol. The transport protocol fills in the necessary information in its own 
header space, and passes the whole buffer via pointer to the network protocol. The 
network protocol fills in the necessary information in its own header space and as 
the last software protocol, it copies the whole buffer into the network card which 
then implements the link and physical layer functionality, and sends the frame out 
onto the network towards the destination. At the receiving side the network layer 
receives and buffers all information, and passes the buffer pointer to the upper 
protocols. The advantage of this buffer technique is that it is very time-effective as 
we do not loose time by copying the data among protocols. The disadvantage of 
this approach is that the application layer protocol must know additional informa
tion about the underlying protocols such as the header sizes which introduces 
dependencies between protocols and more coordination among the protocols 
especially during their setup phases. Also there is still some buffer overhead 
associated with this technique as we allocate spaces in application layer that are 
not used immediately. 

• Scatter/Gather Technique: This technique encourages all protocols at a sending 
communication end system node to share a scatter/gather table structure which 
will carry pointer information to individual buffers inside of protocols. The appli
cation layer protocol creates its own buffer where it puts its own Application Pro
tocol Data Unit (APDU), and the header. The pointer to this buffer is then entered 
into the scatter/gather table. Each consecutive protocol (transport and network 
protocols) creates its own buffers with its own headers, and enters the pointer 
information to its header buffers into the scatter/gather table. Hence, all headers 
and data are scattered memory-wise. The last software protocol then gathers the 
pointers and copies the buffers in corresponding order onto the network hardware 
interface. The advantage of this approach is that it is very time-effective as we do 
not copy any of information until it is ready to leave the end-system, and it allo
cates only the necessary amount of space, hence the buffer overhead is minimal, 
consisting only of the additional space for the scatter/gather table. The disadvan
tage of this approach is that each protocol must know the position information of 
the scatter/gather, hence there needs to be a sharing mechanism to distribute this 
information to the protocol components of the end-system protocol stack. 
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Table 3-3 shows the comparison among the three buffer management techniques. 

Data Copying Offset Scatter/Gather 

Memory Band- High Low Low 
width 

CPU-Bandwidth High Low Low 

Memory Usage Optimal for the High for applica- Compromise, 
individual proto- tion protocol segments are 
col because exact because it must sized depending 
amount of space allocate space on requirements 
will be allocated more than it needs 

Protocol Require- Not applicable No, segmenting Yes 
ments without cannot be done 
data copying without copying 

Table 3-3 Comparison of buffer management techniques. 

3.3.3 Buffer Management for Client/Server Systems 

In client/server multimedia systems, such as video on demand, the information flow is 
directed from the server to the client in a streaming mode. To ensure end-to-end timing 
requirements, such as low jitter between packets, or bounded end-to-end delay, the 
movement of data must be carefully considered and designed. Important issues in this 
consideration are multimedia networking algorithms inside of networks as well as 
buffer management systems at end-systems residing within transmission protocols. We 
will discuss various multimedia networking algorithms in the Section on Multimedia 
Networks. Here, we will concentrate on the end-system buffer management strategies. 
From the dynamic buffer allocation point of view, buffering strategies can be 
partitioned into static and dynamic buffering strategies. 

• Static Buffers: The static buffering strategy allocates buffers for a distributed 
multimedia application during the setup phase, and these buffers do not change 
during the runtime phase. 

• Elastic Buffers: The dynamic buffering strategy allocates buffers for a distributed 
multimedia application during the setup phase, but during the runtime phase it 
changes the allocation according to new application's requirements. Hence, as the 
traffic changes on the network, or content of an application yields different band
width requirements, buffer requirements change and the protocols adapt them. 

Client-Side Buffer Management Buffer management techniques play especially 
important role at the receiver (client) side as it has the responsibility to smooth out any 
network-caused jitters or other timing violations. We will consider two buffer manage-
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ment strategies [RT98b]: (1) Minimum Buffering Strategy (minbuf) and (2) Maximum 
Buffering Strategy (maxbuf). 

• Min-buf Strategy: This approach aims to minimize buffer requirements by buff
ering at most one unit of information which may be a frame or other object Oi. It 
means that if SOi is the size of the object 0i at time 11 in bits, and the object 0i will 
be delivered from the server at ti-1 just after the presentation time ti-1 of the object 
0i-I> then the min-buf strategy requires minimum throughput Cmin from the 
network: 

SOi 
C . ~--

mzn t. - t. 1 
l l-

The delivery time of the first information unit is tx= SOi ICmin seconds before the 
start of the display. 

• Max-buf Strategy: This approach aims to deliver on Bmax bits from the server 
every r seconds, where r = BmaxlC, and C is the throughput offered by the net
work. For the application, the network should guarantee a minimum throughput 
Cmin> so that the multimedia objects can be retrieved in time. 

[i SOi-Bmax] 
C . > 1=1 

mzn - StreamDisplayDuration 

The summation of SOi represents the total size of all objects 0i' i=1...n, that will 
be presented in the stream. 

The above strategies correspond to the case where the system ensures that the produc
tion rate of multimedia objects matches consumption rate in each round of continuous 
media playback. This means that on a round-by-round basis, the data production never 
lags consumption, and there is never a net decrease in the amount of buffered data, 
Algorithms having this property are also referred to as work-ahead-augmentig or 
buffer-conserving. 

However, a buffering strategy could be also developed where the system is not 
buffer-conserving. It means that such an algorithm allows production to fall behind con
sumption in one round and compensates for it in a later round. However, this algorithm 
also requires that we do not introduce starvation. Hence, while buffer conservation is 
not a necessary condition for preventing starvation, it can be used as a sufficient condi
tion. For example, before initiating a video playback we can prefetch enough data to 
meet the consumption requirements of the longest possible round and if each round 
thereafter is buffer conserving, it is clear that starvation is impossible [GVK+02]. This 
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means that to ensure continuous playback at the client side, a sufficient number of 
blocks must be retrieved for each client during a round to prevent the output device's 
starvation for the round's entire duration. 

To determine the number of blocks, various considerations need to be taken into 
account such as the consumption rate of each client. Therefore, to minimize the round 
length, the number of blocks retrieved for each stream during each round should be 
proportional to the stream's consumption rate [AOG92, RV93]. 

Server-Side Buffer Management A server must also manage buffers to leave suffi
cient free space for the next reads to be performed. On a per stream basis, the most suit
able buffering model is the First-In-First-Out technique [GVK+02]. Using a FIFO, 
contiguous files, and round-robin scheduling at the media server (for more information, 
see the Section on Media Servers), the buffer size can approximate the size of the max
imum required read. In this case, each stream's FIFO can simply be topped up in each 
round. With a topping-up strategy, the amount read for a stream in each reading period 
will vary with the amount of free buffer space. If the data are scattered across the disk, 
variable read amounts might mean that the data to be retrieved is split across two 
blocks, causing an extra intrafile seek. One solution to this problem is to use three 
block-sized buffering strategi. With three buffers, the only time a whole block cannot 
be read is when at least two buffers are full, otherwise buffering is sufficient until the 
next round. Other buffering schemes for media servers are also discussed in the Section 
on Media Servers (e.g., see the buffering scheme for the Felini media server). 

Implementation Issues he clients and servers usually deploy multiple buffers. There 
are buffers to carry (1) periodic streams, (2) non-real-time data, (3) requests for 
scheduling, (4) positional metadata buffers [BPKR97], and others. 

• Buffers for Uncompressed Periodic Streams: A set of circular buffers can serve 
as the prefetching buffers for the data from uncompressed periodic streams, 
retrieved from the disk at the server side or delivered from the network at the cli
ent side. These buffers can be either statically reserved on a per connection basis 
during the connection setup time, or dynamically allocated during every round of 
the scheduling scheme. The size of allocated buffers depends on the media type as 
well as the playback rate as discussed above. For example, the buffer requirement 
for a video stream is much larger than for an audio stream. Also a video stream 
playing at 30 frames per second requires larger buffers than a video stream with 
frame rate of 15 frames per second. 

• Buffers for Compressed Periodic Streams: The buffers for compressed periodic 
streams are also circular buffers, but we need to carefully consider the size of a 
buffer unit and the overall allocation. The reason is that although compression 

4 Other solutions with fewer than three buffers are also possible [GH94]. 
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decreases the size of the circular buffers, the size varies with the compression 
technique. For example, the buffer required for a JPEG encoded stream is signifi
cantly larger than its MPEG encoded stream. Another issue, we need to consider, 
is the varying size of successive frames in the media streams, causing a frame-to
frame variability in buffer requirements. Thus, the static buffer strategy, though 
simple, requires more memory because the size of the buffer allocated at the 
connection setup time has to be the maximum expected size of a frame. 

• Buffers for Non-Real-Time Tasks: A set of buffers needs to be available for stor
age of non-real-time streams such as still images, and progressive image transmis
sions. These buffers can use the minbuf strategy or maxbuf strategy with static 
buffer allocation. 

• Request Buffers: Servers and clients need request buffers to store control com
mands for read and write scheduling management. At the server side the request 
queue controls the disk access and the disk array controller read requests to initi
ated appropriate transactions to retrieve data from the storage devices. At the cli
ent side the request queue controls the network access and the network protocol 
read requests to initiate event to read data from the network device. The request 
buffers can be designed as priority queues or FIFO queues depending on the 
scheduling policy. 

• Positional Metadata Buffers: The positional metadata represents information 
about the location of data on the storage devices, or other devices and resources. 
This data is used by the resource controller to locate the position on the device and 
read/write data from/to the device. To speed up the access to devices and 
resources, positional metadata buffers can help in this goal. 

Buffers can be allocated and managed by the operating system of the end-system within 
a disk management component, or within a protocol entity. Also applications may 
utilize one or more types of buffers for their application processing. 

3.4 Device Management 

Device management and the actual access to a device allows the operating system to 
integrate all hardware components. The physical device is represented by an abstract 
device driver. The physical characteristics of devices are hidden. In a conventional sys
tem, such devices include a graphics adapter card, disk, keyboard and mouse. In multi
media systems, additional devices like cameras, microphones, speakers and dedicated 
storage devices for audio and video must be considered. In most existing multimedia 
systems, such devices are not often integrated by device management and the respective 
device drivers. 

Existing operating system extensions for multimedia usually provide one common 
system-wide interface for the control and management of data streams and devices. In 
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Microsoft Windows and OS/2 this interface is known as the Media Control Interface 
(MCI). The multimedia extensions of Microsoft Windows, for example, provide the 
following classes of function calls: 

• System commands are not forwarded to the single device driver (MCI driver); they 
are served by a central instance. An example of such a command is the query 
concerning all devices connected to the system (Sysinfo). 

• Each device driver must be able to process compulsory commands. For instance, 
the query for specific characteristics (capability info) and the opening of a device 
(open) are such commands. 

• Basic commands refer to characteristics that all devices have in common. They 
can be supported by drivers. If a device driver processes such a command, it must 
consider all variants and parameters of the command. A data transmission is 
typically started by the basic command "play". 

• Extended commands may refer to both device types and special single devices. 
The "seek" command for the positioning on an audio CD is an example. On the 
basis of a controllable camera, the required concepts are explained in more detail. 
A camera has functions to adjust the focal length, focus and position. An abstrac
tion of the functionality provided by the physical camera as an video input device 
covers the following layers, which relate to different components in a multimedia 
system: 

• The application has access to a logical camera without knowledge about the 
specific control functions of the camera. The focal length is adjusted in mil
limeters. The driver translates a specific "set focal length command" into a 
sequence of camera hardware control commands and passes them to the con
trollogic. The provision of such an abstract interface and the transformation 
into hardware-dependent commands is a task of the device management of a 
multimedia operating system. 

• Different input device classes have similar characteristics. The zoom opera
tion of a camera can be applied in a similar way to the presentation of a still 
image. The still image could be zoomed. For example, consider an image 
stored on a Photo-CD with a given resolution. The zoom operation could 
result in the presentation either of the image with its specified resolution, or 
of a particular section of the image. This kind of abstraction is part of the 
programming environment of a multimedia system and not a task of an oper
ating system, although in some cases it is performed by the operating sys
tem. The basic commands define several operations supported by different 
devices. The basic command used for the start of a data transmission 
between the camera and the video window of an application--called the 
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play command in this context-can be used in a second realization for file 
transfer-as a kind of copy command. 

To complete the description of the camera control, the positioning of the camera is dis
cussed. To change the position of the camera, the application specifies the target coordi
nates in a polar coordinate system. Yet, a concrete camera control can only execute 
commands like "move swivel slope head in a specific direction with a defined speed". 
The direction can be "left" or "right", respectively "up" or "down". Eight different 
speed levels are given, but it is only possible to change the speed in steps of the maxi
mum two levels. During acceleration, consecutive commands with speed levels 2, 4, 6, 
8 must be executed. It is the task of the camera driver to perform the mapping of 
coordinates into this positioning controlled by time and speed. 

To define the required application interface, the selectable control class can be 
subdivided into four function categories [RSSS90]: 

1. Defined, compulsory and generic: all operations that must be provided for each 
device driver, regardless of its specific functionality, belong to this category. This 
corresponds to the above-mentioned commands of the Mel. 

2. Defined, compulsory and device specific: all functions and parameters specified in 
this category must be provided by the device driver. Therefore, there exists a 
defined interface in the respective operating system. For example, a camera driver 
must be able to answer an inquiry for an eventual existing auto focus mechanism. 

3. Defined but not compulsory: for each device type, a set of functions is defined 
which covers all known possibilities. The functions cannot be provided by all 
different devices and drivers. In the case of the camera, such functions are, for 
example, to position and adjust the focal length, because not every camera has 
these facilities. The interface is defined keeping in mind what is possible and 
meaningful. If such a function is employed, although it is not supported by the 
implementation, a well-defined error handling mechanism applies. The applica
tion can handle these errors, and therefore it is independent of the connected 
physical devices. 

4. Not defined and not compulsory: we must be aware that there will always be 
unpredictable new devices and special developments. Hence, the operating system 
provides a fourth category of functions to cover all these calls. 

An unambiguous definition of these categories allows easier integration of devices into 
the programming environment. The multimedia extensions of today's operating systems 
incorporate device management with a first step of functional distinction toward the 
above outlined categories. 
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3.5 System Architecture 

The employment of continuous media in multimedia systems also imposes additional, 
new requirements to the system architecture. A typical multimedia application does not 
require processing of audio and video to be performed by the application itself. Usually, 
data are obtained from a source (e.g., microphone, camera, disk, network) and are 
forwarded to a sink (e.g., speaker, display, network). In such a case, the requirements of 
continuous media data are satisfied best if they take "the shortest possible path" through 
the system, i.e., to copy data directly from adapter to adapter. The program then merely 
sets the correct switches for the data flow by connecting sources to sinks. Hence, the 
application itself never really touches the data as is the case in traditional processing. A 
problem with direct copying from adapter to adapter is the control and the change of 
quality of service parameters. In multimedia systems, such an adapter to adapter 
connection is defined by the capabilities of the two involved adapters and the bus 
performance. In today's systems, this connection is static. This architecture of low-level 
data streaming corresponds with proposals for using additional new busses for audio 
and video transfer within a computer. It also enables a switch-based rather than a bus
based data transfer architecture [Fin91, HM91]. Note, in practice we encounter headers 
and trailers surrounding continuous media data coming from devices and being 
delivered to devices. In the case of compressed video data, e.g., MPEG-2, the program 
stream contains several layers of headers compared with the actual group of pictures to 
be displayed. 

Most of today's multimedia systems must coexist with conventional data process
ing. They share hardware and software components. For instance, the traditional way of 
protocol processing is slow and complicated. In high-speed networks, protocol process
ing is the bottleneck because it cannot provide the necessary throughput. Protocols like 
VMTP, NETBLT and XTP try to overcome this drawback, but research in this area has 
shown that throughput in most communication systems is not bounded by protocol 
mechanisms, but by the way they are implemented [CJRS89]. A time-intensive opera
tion is, for example, physical buffer copying. Since the memory on the adapter is not 
very large and it may not store all related compressed images, data must be copied at 
least once from adapter into main memory. Further copying should be avoided. Appro
priate buffer management allows operations on data without performing any physical 
copying. In operating systems like UNIX, the buffer management must be available in 
both the user and the kernel space. The data need to be stored in shared memory to 
avoid copying between user and kernel space. For further performance improvement, 
protocol processing should be done in threads with upcalls, i.e., the protocol processing 
for an incoming message is done by a single thread. A development to support such a 
protocol process management is, for example, the x-Kernel. 

The architecture of the protocol processing system is just one issue to be consid
ered in the system architecture of multimedia supporting operating systems. Multi-
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media data should be delivered from the input device (e.g., CD-ROM) to an output 
device (e.g., a video decompression board) across the fastest possible path. The para
digm of streaming from source to sink is an appropriate way of doing this. Hence, the 
multimedia application opens devices, establishes a connection between them, starts the 
data flow and returns to other duties. 

As stated above, the most dominant characteristic of multimedia applications is to 
preserve the temporal requirement at the presentation time. Therefore, multimedia data 
is handled in a ReaL-Time Environment (RTE), i.e., its processing is scheduled accord
ing to the inherent timing requirements of multimedia data. On a multimedia computer, 
the RTE will usually coexist with a Non-ReaL-Time Environment (NRTE). The NRTE 
deals with all data that have no timing requirements. Figure 3-7 shows the approached 
architecture. 
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Figure 3-7 Real-time and non-real-time environments. 

Multimedia 110 devices are, in general, accessed from both environments. Data such as 
a video frame, for example, is passed from the RTE to the display. The RTE is con
trolled by related functions in the NRTE. The establishment of communication connec
tions at the start of a stream must not obey timing requirements, but the data processing 
for established connections is compelled. All control functions are performed in the 
NRTE. The application usually calls only these control functions and is not involved in 
active continuous media data handling. Therefore, the multimedia application itself typ
ically runs in the NRTE and is shielded from the RTE. In some scenarios, users may 
want applications to "process" continuous media data in an application-specific way. In 
our model, such an application comprises a module running as stream handler in the 
RTE. The rest of the applications run in the NRTE, using the available stream control 
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interfaces. System programs, such as communication protocol processing and database 
data transfer programs, make use of this programming in the RTE. Whereas applica
tions like authoring tools and media presentation programs are relieved from the burden 
of programming in the RTE, they just interface and control the RTE services. Applica
tions determine processing paths which are needed for their data processing, as well as 
the control devices and paths. 

To reduce data copying, buffer management functions are employed in the RTE. 
This buffer management is located "between" the stream handlers. Stream handlers are 
entities in the RTE which are in charge of multimedia data. Typical stream handlers are 
filter and mixing functions, but they are also parts of the communication subsystem 
described above and can be treated in the same way. Each stream handler has endpoints 
for input and output through which data units flow. The stream handler consumes data 
units from one or more input endpoints and generates data units through one or more 
output endpoints. 

Multimedia data usually "enters" the computer through an input device, a source, 
and "leaves" it through an output device, a sink (where storage can serve as an 110 
device in both cases). Sources and sinks are implemented by a device driver. Applica
tions access stream handlers by establishing sessions with them. A session constitutes a 
virtual stream handler for exclusive use by the application which has created it. 
Depending on the required QoS of a session, an underlying resource management sub
system multiplexes the capacity of the underlying physical resources among the 
sessions. To manage the RTE data flow through the stream handlers, control operations 
are used which belong to the NRTE. These functions make up the stream management 
system in the multimedia architecture. Operations are provided by all stream handlers 
(e.g., operations to establish sessions and connect their endpoints) and operations 
specific to individual stream handlers usually determine the content of a multimedia 
stream and apply to particular 110 devices. 

Some applications which are all in the NRTE have the need to correlate discrete 
data such as text and graphics with continuous streams, or to post-process multimedia 
data (e.g., to display the time stamps of a video stream like a VCR). These applications 
need to obtain segments of multimedia at the stream handler interface. With a grab 
function, the segments are copied to the application as if stream duplication took place. 
Due to this operation, the data units lose their temporal properties because they enter 
the NRTE. Applications that must generate or transform multimedia data keeping real
time characteristics must use a stream handler included in the RTE, which performs the 
required processing. 

The synchronization of streams is a function that is provided by the stream man
agement subsystem. Synchronization is specified on a connection basis and can be 
expressed using the notions of a clock or logical time systems. It determines points in 
time at which the processing of data units shall start. For regular streams, the stream 
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rates can be used to relate data units to synchronization points. Sequence numbers can 
accomplish the same task. Time stamps are a more versatile means for synchronization 
as they can also be used for non-periodic traffic. Synchronization is often implemented 
by delaying the execution of a thread or by delaying the receive operation on a buffer 
exchanged between stream handlers. 

Many operating systems already provide extensions to support multimedia appli
cations. In the next paragraphs, three of these multimedia extensions are presented. 

3.5.1 UNIX-based Systems 

In the UNIX operating system, the applications in the user space generally make use of 
system calls in the NRTE. Either the whole operating system or a part of it is also 
located in the NRTE and in the kernel space. Extensions to the operating system provid
ing real-time capabilities make up the RTE part of the kernel space (see Figure 3-8). 
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Figure 3-8 NRTE and RTE in UNIX systems. 

The actual implementation of the RTE varies substantially: 

• SUN OS includes real-time static priorities and provides a RTE. 

• AIX includes real-time priorities. This feature provides the basis for the RTE in 
the AIX-based Ultimedia™ server. 

• The IRIX operating system on Silicon Graphics Workstations has real-time 
capabilities, i.e., it includes an RTE. 
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• Linux OS has partitioning of priority space into static real-time and dynamic 
priorities, hence allowing RTE. Different implementations of SRT schedulers may 
use either static real-time or dynamic priority mechanisms. 

3.5.2 QuickTime 

QuickTime is a software extension to the Macintosh System. It provides the capability 
to capture, store, manage, synchronize and display continuous media data. A more 
detailed description can be found in [DM92]. It introduces digitized video as standard 
data type into the system, and it allows an easier handling of other continuous media 
like audio and animation. Standard applications are enhanced by multimedia capabili
ties. Apple has announced QuickTime to be available for other operating systems like 
Windows and UNIX as well. An integration of future hardware and software 
developments is possible. 

The standard data type of QuickTime is a movie. All kinds of continuous media 
data are stored in movie documents. Additionally, time information like the creation 
and modification date, duration, etc., are also kept in the movie document. With each 
movie, a poster frame is associated that appears in the dialog box. Other information 
like current editing selection, spatial characteristics (transformation matrix, clipping 
region) and a list of one or more tracks are associated with the movie. A track repre
sents a stream of information (audio or video data) that flows in parallel to every other 
track. With each track, information like creation and modification data, duration, track 
number, spatial characteristics (transformation matrix, display window, clipping 
region), a list of related tracks, volume and start time, duration, playback rate and a data 
reference for each media segment is stored. A media segment is a set of references to 
audio and video data, including time information (creation, modification, duration), 
language, display or sound quality, media data type and data pointers. Future releases 
will have, apart from audio and video tracks, "custom tracks" such as a subtitle track. 
All tracks can be viewed or heard concurrently. The tracks of a movie are always syn
chronized. Since movies are documents they cannot only be played (including pausing, 
stepping through, etc.), but they can also be edited. Operations like cut, copy and paste 
are possible. Movie documents can be part of other documents. QuickTime is scalable. 
Hardware components like accelerator or compressor/decompressor cards can be 
employed. 

The QuickTime architecture comprises three major components (see Figure 3-9): 
the Movie Toolbox offers a set of services to the user that allows himlher to incorporate 
movies into applications. These applications may directly manipulate characteristics of 
audio and video data of movies. The movie is integrated in the desktop environment. 
Movie data can be imported and exported with the system clipboard and a movie can be 
edited within the Movie Toolbox. 
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The second component, known as the Image Compression Manager, provides a 
common interface for compression and decompression of data, independent of the 
implementation, to and from hard disk, CD-ROM and floppy. It offers a directory ser
vice to select the correct compression component. Different interface levels for differ
ent application requirements are available. The compression techniques are a 
proprietary image compression scheme, a JPEG implementation and a proprietary 
video compressor for digitized video data (leading to a compression ratio of 8:1, and if 
temporal redundancies are also removed, to a ratio of 25: 1). 
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Figure 3-9 QuickTime architecture. 

An Animation Compressor can compress digital data in lossy and lossless (error-free) 
modes. A graphics compressor is also available. The pixel depth conversion in bits per 
pixel can be used as a filter to be applied in addition to other compressors. 

The Component Manager provides a directory service related to the components. 
It is the interface between the application and various system components. It shields 
developers from having to deal with the details of interfacing with specific hardware. In 
the Component Manager, object-oriented concepts (e.g., hierarchical structure, extensi
ble class libraries, inheritance of component functionality, instance-based client/server 
model) are applied. Thus, applications are independent of implementations, can easily 
integrate new hardware and software and can adapt to the available resources. The com
ponents managed by the Component Manager are the Clock, the Image Compressor 
and Image Decompressor, the Movie Controller, the Sequence Grabber, Sequence 
Grabber Channel and the Video Digitizer. Furthermore, application-defined compo
nents can be added. 
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There is a simple resource management scheme applied to the local environment 
only: in the case of scarce resources, audio is prioritized over video, i.e., audio playback 
is maintained (if possible) whereas single video frames might be skipped. If an applica
tion calls the Movie Toolbox during playback, there are the following possibilities to 
handle these calls: 

• The commonly used mode is a preemptive calling sequence, where the application 
returns to the system after each update. This might cause jerky movie output. 

• With a non-preemptive calling sequence, the application does not return to the 
system while a movie is played. This counteracts the multitasking capability. 

• The high-performance controlled preemptive calling sequence is a compromise, 
where the application gives up control to the Movie Toolbox for a specified time 
period (e.g., 50 ms). 

As an additional resource management scheme for better performance, it is recom
mended to tum off the virtual memory while playing QuickTime movies. If it is on, it 
will cause the sound to skip and it will lower the frame rate during the playback of a 
movie. However, no RTE exists. 

The concept of components in QuickTime allows for easy extension without 
affecting applications. It attempts to form a hierarchical structure of functionality by 
components. The movie controller component eases user interface programming. A 
disadvantage of QuickTime is that there is no clear layering of abstractions for 
programmers and that the functionality of managers and components sometimes 
overlaps. 

3.5.3 Windows Multimedia Extensions 

The Microsoft Windows Multimedia Extensions (WME) are an enhancement to the 
Windows programming environment. They provide high-level and low-level services 
for the development of multimedia applications for application developers, using the 
extended capabilities of a multimedia personal computer [Win91]. 
The following services for multimedia applications are provided by the WME: 

• A Media Control Interface (MCI) for the control of media services. It comprises 
an extensible string-based and message-based interface for communication with 
MCI device drivers. The MCI device drivers are designed to support the playing 
and recording of waveform audio, the playing of MIDI (Musical Instrument Digi
tal Interface) file, the playing of compact disk audio from a CD-ROM disk drive 
and the control of some video disk players. 

• A Low-level API (Application Programming Interface) provides access to multi
media-related services like playing and recording audio with waveform and MIDI 
audio devices. It also supports the handling of input data from joysticks and 
precise timer services. 
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• A multimedia file I/O service provides buffered and unbuffered file 110. It also 
supports the standard IBMIMicrosoft Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF) 
files. These services are extensible with custom 110 procedures that can be shared 
among applications. 

• The most important device drivers available for multimedia applications are: 

• An enhanced high-resolution video display driver for Video 7 and Paradise 
VGA cards providing 256 colors, improved performance, and other new 
features. 

• A high-resolution VGA video display driver allowing the use of a custom 16-
color palette as well as the standard palette. 

• A low resolution VGA video display driver providing 320-by-320 resolution 
with 256 colors. 

• The Control Panel Applets that allow the user to change display drivers, to 
set up a screen saver, to install multimedia device drivers, to assign wave
form sounds to system alerts, to configure the MIDI Mapper and to calibrate 
joysticks. A MIDI Mapper supports the MIDI patch service that allows 
MIDI files to be authored independently of end-user MIDI synthesizer 
setups. 

Figure 3-10 shows the rough architecture of MS Windows Multimedia Extensions: 
MMSYSTEM library provides the Media Control Interface services and low-level mul
timedia support functions. The communication between the low-level MMSYSTEM 
functions and multimedia devices, such as waveform, MIDI, joystick and timer, is 
provided by the multimedia device drivers. The high-level control of media devices is 
provided by the drivers for the Media Control Interface. 
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The main concepts of the architecture of the Multimedia Extensions are extensibility 
and device-independence. They are provided by a translation layer (MMSYSTEM) that 
isolates applications from device drivers and centralizes device-independent code, run
time linking that allows the MMSYSTEM translation layer to link to the drivers it 
needs and a well-defined and consistent driver interface that minimizes the 
development of specialized code and makes the installation and upgrade processes 
easier. 

Current Microsoft Windows platforms provide many advanced technologies, 
based on underlying multimedia system architectures for media streaming and media 
processing, to run and display applications rich in multimedia elements such as full
color graphics, video, 3-D animation and surround sound. Some of the technologies are 
the Microsoft DirectX, Windows Media, Microsoft DirectShow, and others. 

3.5.4 OS/2 Multimedia Presentation Manager/2 

The Multimedia Presentation Manager/2 (MMPMl2) is part of IBM's Operating 
SystemJ2 (OS/2). OS/2 is a platform well-suited for multimedia because it supports, 
e.g., preemptive multitasking, priority scheduling, overlapped VO and demand-paged 
virtual memory storage. Figure 3-11 provides an overview of the architecture. 
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Figure 3-11 The architecture of the OS/2 Multimedia Presentation Manager/2. 

The Media Control Inteiface (MCI) is a device-independent programming interface 
that offers commands similar to an entertainment system. The following list comprises 
a selection of typical MCI-commands: 

• "Open", "close", and "status of a device" are provided for all devices. 
• For playback and recording device-dependent "play", "record", "resume", "stop", 

"cue" and "seek" commands exist. 
• "Set cue point" allows for synchronization. 
• "Get table of contents of a CD-ROM" is an example of a device-specific 

command. 
A logical device in MMPM12 is a logical representation of the functions available 

from either a hardware device, a hardware device with software emulation or a software 
emulation only. The actual implementation is not relevant to an application because the 
MCI provides this device independence. 

Examples of logical devices are an "Amplifier-Mixer Device", similar to a home 
stereo amplifier-mixer, a "Waveform Audio Device" to record and play digital audio, a 
sequencer device for MIDI-sounds, a "CD Audio Device" that provides access to audio 
compact disks (CD-DA), a "CD-XA Device" to support CD-ROMIXA disks and a 
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"Videodisk Device" to control video disk players which deliver analog video and audio 
signals. 

The multimedia I/O functions enable media drivers and applications to access and 
manipulate data objects that are stored in memory or on a file system. Storage system 1/ 
o processes handle the access to specific storage devices. File format I/O processes 
manage the access to data stored in file formats like "RIFF Waveform" and "BitMap". 
They use the services of the storage system I/O processes. 

The implementation of data streaming and synchronization is supported by the 
Stream Programming Interface (SPI). It provides access to the SyncStream Manager 
that coordinates and manages the data buffers and synchronization data. Pairs of stream 
handlers implement the transport of data from source to sink. 

Ease of use is supported in MMPMl2 on several levels. The installation of 
programs and setup of devices is supported by unified graphical user interfaces that 
centralize these functions for easy access. Also, a style guide for applications ensures 
that there is a common look and feel of applications that correspond to this guide. There 
is a high degree of flexibility because application developers and device providers can 
integrate their own logical devices, I/O processes and stream handlers. So, new media 
devices, data formats, etc. can be integrated in MMPMl2 and can be used by every 
application using the Mel. 

OS/2 with MMPMl2 is a platform that has some basic operating mechanisms to 
support the processing and presentation of multimedia information as it is needed in 
multimedia application scenarios. It incorporates an RTE, implemented as a set of 
device drivers. MMPMl2 is an advanced platform for the development of these multi
media applications, providing the media and stream abstractions. 

Finally it should be pointed out that MMPM12 and WME look very similar and 
have many concepts in common. 

3.6 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter we have addressed some of the major issues of operating systems related 
to multimedia data processing, namely, resource management, scheduling and memory 
management. This discussion also includes the most relevant existing architectures of 
such systems. 

The concepts employed by current multimedia operating systems have been ini
tially used in real-time systems and were adapted to the requirements of multimedia 
data. Today's operating systems incorporate these functions either as device drivers or 
as extensions based on the existing operating system scheduler and memory manage
ment. As a next step, an integration of real-time processing and non-real-time 
processing in the native system kernel can be expected. 

Furthermore, current battery-operated mobile devices, ranging from laptops to 
cellular phones, are becoming important platforms to process multimedia data such as 
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audio, video, and images. Compared to conventional desktop systems, such mobile 
multimedia systems present both new challenges and new opportunities. New chal
lenges arise because these multimedia-centric devices need to support application QoS 
and to save the battery energy at the same time. On the other hand, mobile systems also 
offer new opportunities due to the adaptability of their hardware and software com
ponents. There is a large body of work, considering QoS and energy-aware adaptation 
(a) in the hardware through dynamic voltage scaling (e.g., [WWDS94], [PSOl], [LSOl], 
[HSAOl]), (b) in the operating system through changes in allocation or changes in 
scheduling policies in response to application and resource variations (e.g., [BPOO], 
[YN02], [YN03]), and (c) in applications to enable multimedia applications to adjust to 
their QoS parameters, tradding off quality for resource demands (e.g., [FdLS+Ol], 
[MT02]). The development and deployment of energy-aware multimedia operating sys
tems is at the beginning and many new solutions are needed to solve the many chal
lenges and opportunities in order to make energy-efficient mobile multimedia devices 
ubiquitous. 



CHAPTER 4 

Media Server 

M edia servers are a special variation of file servers with the requirement to 
deliver their services within a certain time-frame. This basic requirement of 

media servers can be analyzed at different levels of hardware and software. 
Consequently, the range of research issues that contribute to media server design is 
wide. While many research groups deal with multimedia servers as a database issue, 
this chapter concentrates on multimedia servers' content storage and its distribution. 
We will not consider the information management aspects of these servers. 
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Figure 4-1 Pull and push server models. 

The design of media servers distinguishes from the applications point of view between 
access controlled strictly by the client, which requests and receives pieces of content 
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files, and access controlled by the server, where the client tunes into the server and ini
tiates the transfer of data. Figure 4-1 demonstrates the request/response behavior of 
both approaches. 

A media server that uses the client-based access control mode is called the pull 
server, and the server-based access control mode is call the push server. Another, fre
quently used expression for the push server is the term data pump, as this characterizes 
in a simple way its specialization in retrieving data from disk and delivering it to the 
network efficiently. Pull servers are more appropriate choice for editing multimedia 
content in a LAN environment, where linear retrieval is frequent but not the rule, pieces 
of content are rearranged, temporal and spatial cross-connections are introduced. Push 
servers are the obvious choice for broadcast or multicast distribution of content over 
wide areas, with no or infrequent user interaction. Applications that are not as clear-cut 
in their requirements may be solvable with either of the two approaches. Practice and 
experience with a video server is presented, e.g., in [CL002b]. 

Pull and push servers are often considered competing concepts. Media server 
implementations, however, show that these worlds are not far apart from each other 
because major parts of a server can be operated in modes that can be used in pull as 
well as push mode. A recently implemented mixture of these approaches is the defini
tion of play lists, client-defined lists that refer to pieces of content which is stored on the 
server; these play lists are supposed to be sent to the client in a sequence. Therefore, in 
the remainder of the chapter, we will consider both concepts as interchangeable. 

4.1 Architecture 

Media servers are responsible for the timely delivery of content to an end-system. To 
achieve this goal [CL002a], each component of the media server must conform to the 
time and space bounds and we need to consider the following areas: 

• disk-layout strategies 

• disk scheduling 

• file systems 

• data placement on storage device 

• storage and memory management 

• CPU scheduling 

Figure 4-2 shows the order in which media server components are involved in deliver
ing the content. Some of the tasks that are separated in that figure are historically 
implemented in a single system component. 
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The network attachment is typically a network adapter or a similar device that connects 
the media server to the customers. The content directory is the entity responsible for 
verifying whether content is available on the media server and whether the requesting 
client is allowed to access the data. The memory management is a separate entity 
because although a typical content file of multimedia applications is too large to be kept 
in the main memory for a long time, the caching of content data in main memory 
improves the performance considerably for some applications. The file system handles 
all information concerning the organization of the content on the media server. This 
includes such issues as the assignment of sufficient storage space during the upload 
phase, probably the transparent segmentation of the content file, the consistency of the 
data on disk, and the location of the elements of a segmented content file during 
retrieval operations. The storage management is the abstraction of driver implementa
tions that communicate directly with the disk controller. The storage management is 
concerned with disk scheduling policies and the layout of files. The disk controller han
dles the access to data on the storage device. Research on the disk controller level con
siders the increase of head movement speed, 110 bandwidth [HPG03a), the largest and 
smallest units that can be read at a time and the granularity of addressing. 
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Each component of the overall media server architecture must be optimized in a 
cooperative way for the overall system to work in a desired fashion [PAea03]. The com
ponents must cooperate correctly and scale even when the system grows and new com
ponents are added, removed or replaced. In many cases an extension means that the 
media server functionality is distributed and spread onto multiple heterogeneous 
components. This means that it may become necessary to replicate parts of the data to 
access it in a timely manner from all components of the distributed system. The 
distributed nature of the media server architecture yields therefore the Griwodz 
architecture [TF95], shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3 Media server's distribution options. 

(b) external content directory 

The architecture and work in [TF95] provide an analysis of options for distributing parts 
of a video server. Especially important is the generalization of the content directory's 
position. Obviously, the content directory must always be consistent and have all the 
knowledge available in order to answer requests correctly. There exist two different 
approaches to generalize the component distribution and maintain the content directory 
consistency as shown in Figure 4-3. Figure 4-3 (a) uses an internal content directory 
which, for consistency reasons, can exist only once per media server. However, 
although the content directory appears consistent to all other components, it may still be 
distributed internally and achieve the appearance of a single component by presenting 
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the same interface to all nodes of the media server. Figure 4-3 (b) shows all options for 
distributing components when the approach of an external content directory is adopted. 
A client of such a system contacts the external content server first to identify itself and 
to issue the request. 

After that initial request, two alternatives for proceeding with the retrieval opera
tion are possible. If the response of the content server is returned to the client and the 
client is responsible for issuing the actual request for data in another call (Figure 4-4 
(a)), additional security mechanisms must be applied because authentication of the 
client is checked by the content server. Alternatively, the content server can accept all 
requests directed to the media server, but instead of answering itself, it can immediately 
order the appropriate nodes of the media server to deliver the content data (Figure 4-4 
(b)). This approach is limited because it requires one of two things: either the client 
must be able to receive the content data from a different server than the target of its 
request, or each server node must deliver the content using the address of the content 
server. 
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Figure 4-4 External content retrieval options. 

4.2 Storage Devices 
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(a) reqlle t redirection 

The storage subsystem is a major component of any information system. Due to the 
immense storage space requirements of continuous media, conventional magnetic stor
age devices are often not sufficient. Tapes, still in use in some traditional systems, are 
inadequate for multimedia systems because they cannot provide independently 
accessible streams, and random access is slow and expensive. 

4.2.1 Disk Layout 

The layout of disks determines the way in which content on a disk is addressed, how 
much storage space on the media is actually addressable and usable and the density of 
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stored content on the media. This has a major influence on the speed of read and write 
disk operations as well as on the capacity of the disk. 

Since disks are typically used as random-access media, it would be inefficient to 
organize data in a single track -a single spiral of data- as it has been the case for CD
ROMs until just recently. The single-track technique requires all accessible information 
to be recorded in terms of distance from the track start, and an access mechanism 
requires a translation of this number to the position that the read head of the disk has to 
assume, which must be expressed as a combination of distance from the center or the 
edge of the disk, to which the head must be moved, and the angular distance, which 
requires a partial rotation of the disk below the head before the data can be accessed. 
An additional drawback is the complex handling of operations on files such as delete or 
append operations. Due to the serial nature of the single-track approach, deletion of 
files leaves empty space in the track that can hardly be filled with an identically-sized 
new file. Similarly, data written in append operations is probably located far apart from 
the original pieces of the file. Segmentation of the medium and a continuous 
degradation of performance for read and write operations are the result. 

Figure 4-5 Tracks and Sectors. 

The storage location of a file is more easily expressed by partitioning the medium in 
tracks and sector as depicted in Figure 4-5. The granularity of disk access is restricted 
to one sector on one track. The advantage of this scheme is the easy mapping of loca
tion information to head movement and disk rotation, and with this scheme the disk can 
also hide defective parts of the media by reassigning tracks to spare regions of the 
medium. This scheme has a disadvantage as it looses storage space. When files are 
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generally much smaller than the chosen sector size, large parts of the sector remain 
unused unless data is appended to the file. If such an append operation is executed, 
however, it can be handled efficiently. 

Additionally, constant rotation speed as well as constant recording and reading 
speed are typical for both single-track and multi-track disk layout schemes. This does 
not take into account the fact that the storage capacities of the medium are the same for 
identically-sized areas in the inner and the outer regions of the disk. Since both rotation 
and recording speed are kept constant, a sector in track 1 holds the same amount of data 
as a sector in track 200 although the capacity of the area covered by the sector in track 
200 is twice the capacity of the area covered by track 1. Early microcomputers' floppy 
disk drives addressed this issue by varying sector sizes or by variable rotation speed. 
For disk drives, neither approach is followed. 

4.2.2 Zone Bit Recording 

The current solution to overcome the above discussed problem is the Zone Bit Record
ing approach. This approach recovers some of the lost space by using the same sector 
sizes and keeping the rotation speed constant. Figure 4-6 shows a sketch of the distribu
tion of sectors on a disk when ZBR is used. 

Figure 4-6 Sector arrangement on a Zoned disk. 

The fact, that the rotation speed remains constant while more equally-sized sectors are 
present in the outer tracks of the disk, requires a variable reading and writing speed of 
the disk. The figure is slightly misleading because it hides the fact that zoned disks do 
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not have different numbers of sectors for each track, but only a small number of zones 
with different layouts. 

ZBR disks have the advantage of using the physical medium on the disk more effi
ciently, when considered for typical discrete data storage. Access to data on the outer 
tracks remains equally fast as access to content on the inner tracks, and since sector 
sizes remain constant, no additional complexity is visible. When the disks are consid
ered for the delivery of continuous media streams such as video, additional 
considerations are necessary. 

Assuming that the ZBR disk holds videos of various popularity [BGW97] (for 
more information on popUlarity issues, see Section 4.4.1), the placement of popular 
video files onto the outer tracks can reduce the average seek time when multiple users 
retrieve videos and thus, increase the number of video streams that can be delivered 
concurrently. The reason for this is that an outer track is read as fast as an inner track 
but that the amount of sectors of an outer track is higher than that of an inner track. 

In [KLC97], the allocation of complete tracks to videos in this way is proposed. 
This allows for the fast transfer of frequently requested data from the outer zones to 
main memory buffers and it is consistent with the approach of storing video contigu
ously on disk to reduce seek times. However, from these buffers, a continuous playout 
must be guaranteed and thus, this video data must be kept in memory until it is deliv
ered to the network. This raises the question whether this approach wastes buffer space. 
The more relevant effect of storing blocks of popular videos in outer tracks is gained in 
conjunction with algorithms such as SCAN or SCAN-EDF (see Section 4.4.3). Since 
most popular videos are stored in outer tracks, the probability that data must be retrieve 
from inner tracks as well as the average distance of disk head movements is reduced. 

Alternatively, track pairing is proposed in [Bir95]. In this approach, two consecu
tive parts of a video data are stored first on an outer and than an inner track. A pair of 
outer and inner tracks forms a logical track, where all logical tracks on a disk have iden
tical average throughput. In [CT97], this approach is modified to segment group pairing 
scheme, in which identically-sized liD units of a video are stored in outer and inner 
zones of the ZBR disk in such a way that the average throughput of a pair of groups 
remains constant (e.g., [PAA +03]). 

The variable block size scheme (VARB), introduced in [GKS95], is another scheme 
to exploit zoned disks. The main difference is the ignorance of disk sector size in favor 
of self-defined blocks. Blocks of a content file are stored on disk in a round robin man
ner in such a way that the time for reading a block is always the same. This implies that 
blocks are larger in the outer zones, where segments are read faster than in the inner 
zones. As a result of this arrangement, assuming that data has to be delivered to the cli
ent in a constant bit-rate manner, the time between retrieval operations on a single 
stream become variable. The fixed block size scheme (FIXB) was also introduced in 
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[GKS95]. This scheme uses zoned disks but in this case, blocks of the same size are 
stored in all zones. Another scheme using constant speed has been described in [TLOO]. 

4.2.3 File Structure 

We commonly distinguish two methods of file organization, the contiguous placement 
and the non-contiguous placement. In sequential storage, using the contiguous place
ment, each file is organized as a simple sequence of bytes or records. Files are stored 
consecutively on the secondary storage media as shown in Figure 4-7. 

Contiguous Placement 
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Non-contiguous Placement 
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Figure 4-7 Contiguous and non-contiguous storage. 

They are separated from each other by a well defined "end of file" bit pattern, character 
or character sequence. A file descriptor is usually placed at the beginning of the file and 
is, in some systems, repeated at the end of the file. Sequential storage is the only possi
ble way to organize the storage on tape, but it can also be used on disks. The main 
advantage of contiguous placement is its efficiency for sequential access, as well as for 
direct access [Kra98] , and minimized disk access time for reading and writing. The dis
advantages of this approach are the low disk utilization, disk fragmentation and the dif
ficulty of finding contiguous space when files are growing. The non-contiguous 
placement places files where free blocks are available. This placement must use file 
allocation tables (FAT) or other directory or index structures to keep track of placed 
blocks scattered across the disk. The main advantage of this approach is its high utiliza
tion of the storage space because each error-free disk block can be used by a file. The 
disadvantage of this approach is the unpredictable access time to each block. 

With multimedia data, neither contiguous placement nor non-contiguous place
ment of disk blocks is an optimal solution. Contiguous placement can be implemented 
easily but has the drawbacks of creating large empty arrays and thus, fragmentation on 
the disk. Insertion and deletion operations are extremely costly when data is moved to 
keep continuity and defragment the disk. This makes contiguous placement unafford
able for media servers that are also used in editing or frequent upload operations. Note 
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that for media servers, which provide playback functionality only, the contiguous place
ment is desirable. Random non-contiguous placement, in contrast, implies that random 
seeks from one file block to the next must be made very often, even when only a small 
amount of data is required. 

A few approaches address this problem. One approach is the selection of large 
block sizes. Since continuous media content is typically large, the percentage of lost 
space due to partially unused blocks at the end of the file is acceptable. The media 
server takes advantage of this by the reduced management for all operations because 
less addressing information needs to be kept, and because big amounts of data can be 
transferred to the main memory without seek penalties. In [RW94], Reddy and Wyllie 
introduce constrained placement (at the disk controller or storage management level), 
which introduces the technique of placing blocks on disk in such a way that they are in 
a reasonable distance from each other, meaning that the seek-time between a block and 
its consecutive block is within acceptable bounds. 

4.3 Disk Controller 

4.3.1 Data Placement 

4.3.1.1 Striping 

If a system grows large enough to make the usage of multiple disks affordable, the issue 
of accessing these disks must be taken into account. This problem is especially impor
tant nowadays for home PC users. The simple approach is to arrange file systems in a 
convenient way on either of the disks and gain performance by putting the more fre
quently used data on the fastest disks. Although this is sufficient if the amount of disk 
space is the only concern, it is not the most effective way in which multiple disks can be 
used. Striping techniques have been developed that take more than just the amount of 
available space into account. 

RAID The original way of combining disks in a more efficient way is the "Redundant 
Arrays of Inexpensive Disks"(RAID) [PGK88]. RAID addresses both performance and 
fault tolerance problems to different extents in its various sub-specifications, which are 
called RAID-Levels. As shown in Figure 4-8, seven RAID levels are defined (0-6), each 
of which makes a different approach at combining performance enhancement with 
security enhancements. Some of these levels can be implemented in software while 
others require hardware support 
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Figure 4-8 RAID levels [LGKP94]. 

• A RAID-O disk array is nonredundant, so basically, the name RAID is even mis
leading in this case. It is a purely performance-oriented RAID-level. It does not 
introduce any redundancy (or security) into the system but allows file systems to 
spread out across multiple disks, e.g. to achieve higher throughput for the delivery 
of data to applications that can consume data quickly but are throttled by the read
performance of a single disk. 

• RAID-! implements mirroring or shadowing by storing all data twice. This is the 
traditional approach to data reliability and fault tolerance. Whenever data is writ
ten to the RAID system, each block is stored on two disks that are mirrors of each 
other. When data is retrieved, this system can be used to retrieve data from the 
disk with the lower access delay. In case of a disk failure, all requests are handled 
by the mirror of that disk. The recreation of a mirror disk after a failure is a copy 
operation from the remaining disk. The storage efficiency is low in this level, but 
the number of read transactions is high. 

• RAID-2 implements error correcting codes similar to ECC memory. For all of the 
primary data disks, the Hamming codes [PW72] are computed and stored on addi
tional parity disks. When a disk fails, the parity information on multiple parity 
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disks identifies correctly the failed disk and in conjunction with all remaining data 
disks, the data of the failed disk can be reconstructed with a single parity disk. 
Since parity information must be modified on multiple parity disks at each write 
operation, this is a rather expensive RAID level and must be implemented in 
hardware. 

• RAID-3 implements bit-interleaved parity, which requires only a single parity 
disk. In this scheme, the fact is exploited that the disk controller can easily detect 
when a disk fails. Thus, the identification of the failed disk, that is possible with 
level 2, is not needed and only the recreation of lost information remains an issue. 
This recreation is possible after the failure of one data disk by computing the sum 
of each bit on all of the remaining data disks and the parity disk modulo 2. As in 
level 2, the constant maintenance of this parity information restricts the write per
formance to that of the parity disk and requires hardware support for the parity 
calculation. 

• RAID-4 is named block-interleaved parity. Instead of looking at each bit individu
ally, the term striping unit is introduced for this RAID level. A stripe extends 
across all data disks of the disk array and is composed of data blocks of arbitrary 
size, the striping unit, on each disk. If a write operation is smaller than the striping 
unit, all data is written to one disk, otherwise striping units of more disks are mod
ified. A block of new parity data on the parity disk is than computed from all strip
ing units in the affected stripe. As with level 3, this RAID level is bound by the 
performance of the single parity disk that is affected by all write operations. 

• RAID-5 reduces this performance bottleneck by implementing block-interleaved 
distributed-parity. Instead of keeping the parity information of a stripe on a spe
cific parity disk, parity blocks are equally distributed over the disks in the stripe 
units. The decision for placement of these parity blocks affects the performance of 
the system, as shown in [LK91]. In case of a disk failure, the missing data can be 
reconstructed as in level 4, without any additional consideration whether the 
reconstructed data is original data and parity data. 

• RAID-6, called P+Q redundancy, uses Reed-Solomon codes to protect against the 
failure of two disks by increasing the basic size of the array by two redundant 
disks.These codes provide a better means of reconstructing the original data in 
case of a disk failure. This is relevant because the parity-protected levels require 
that no reading errors occur until the failed disk has been replaced. However, in 
large installations, additional errors become more probable, and protections 
against this are necessary. Level 6 provides this protection for a failure of up to 
two complete disks by distribution redundant data in a similar way to levelS. 
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The performance of the various RAID levels is shown in Table 4-1. 

space 
RAID level small read small write large read large write usage 

0 1 1 =small read =small write 1 

1 1 112 =small read =small write 1/2 

2 (G+l)/2 (G+l)/2 =small read =small write (G+l)/2G 

3 lIG lIG =small read =small write (G-l)/G 

4 lIG lIG (G-l)/G (G-l)/G (G-l)/G 

5 1 max(1/G,1I4) 1 (G-l)/G (G-l)/G 

6 1 max(lIG,1I6) 1 (G-2)/G (G-2)/G 

Table 4-1 Throughput and storage efficiency of RAID levels. 

RAID was not developed to support multimedia applications, although the higher 
throughput of striped disks is an asset in that case. For the scalability of a media server, 
however, the throughput is only one issue among many. An increase in the scale of 
throughput is typically not necessary for a media server to handle new data formats and 
to deliver that data as quickly as possible to a client. Rather, the number of clients, that 
are requesting data concurrently, increases. This behavior increases not only the amount 
of data that has to be delivered, but also the number of files that have to be retrieved in 
parallel. 

This implies an increased number of seek operations per unit time, a scaling issue 
which is not covered by RAID technology. Similarly, since multimedia data requires 
time-conforming delivery of data streams, the buffer requirements at the server grow 
when disk throughput is considerably higher than the delivery rate. A buffer allocated 
for each single client is filled in a short read burst due to the high throughput of the par
allel disks, and subsequently, this data is delivered at the requested rate from that buffer. 
With an increasing number of disks to support more clients, the larger data blocks deliv
ered per read burst as well as the increased number of parallel streams contribute to a 
quick increase in buffer requirements. 

Figure 4-9 illustrates the increase of buffer sizes that have to be made available to 
buffer a single retrieval operation when the size of a RAID stripe group grows. A vari
ety of techniques has been developed to address also this issue such as multiple RAID, 
declus te ring, dynamic declustering, weighted striping, split-striping retrieval, and 
cyclic retrieval as shown in Figure 4-10. 
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Figure 4-9 Growth of buffer requirements. 
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Figure 4-10 Varieties of group creation. 

4.3.1.2 Multiple RAID 

The most intuitive of these techniques is the creation of subgroups of disks into inde
pendent logical disk arrays. This limits the number of disks across which a file is striped 
to the size of such a group. 

4.3.1.3 Declustering 

In declustering, groups are not made up of complete disks. Rather, the stripe units of 
each disk are considered. Stripe units are logically connected into a stripe that spans 
only a subset of the disks (using the typical RAID protection mechanism). The number 
of disks for any such stripe is fixed and of the same size, but the disks on which a stripe 
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is located differs. In such a way, the overall load is better distributed than in case of 
Multiple RAID approach, and the I/O throughput of all disks is exploited even if only a 
limited number of stripes is accessed. 

4.3.1.4 Dynamic Declustering 

In dynamic declustering, this scheme is extended to assign stripes not statically to a set 
of disks, but rather to decide for each file the size and location of the stripes used. This 
scheme has two drawbacks. First, it is a very management-intensive scheme and it can 
not be used with protection mechanisms. It is a lot more management-intensive than the 
other schemes because a selection of a stripe must be made for each write operation. 
This selection must be augmented by the application because the file system disk con
troller is not aware of the throughput requirements of a content file. However, this 
scheme allows for an adaptation of the buffer size to the bandwidth requirements of the 
content file. When a server is supposed to deliver a mixed workload which ranges from 
bulk data to various continuous media formats, this can be worthwhile. A second draw
back is that the group assignment in software makes it difficult to compute parity infor
mation in the disk controller. Special hardware and special interfaces would be 
necessary. 

4.3.1.5 Weighted Striping 

Weighted striping [WD97] takes into account that it is unlikely for a real-world system 
to operate a multimedia server for a long time without adding or replacing part of the 
disks with newer or cheaper models. Since this introduces an inhomogeneity in the per
formance of the disks in the system, the throughput of a stripe may be limited by the 
least performing disk. In the variable size weighted striping, the size of stripe units are 
varied depending on the throughput of each disk in the stripe group. However, the 
replacement of a single disk with a new disk, with different performance characteris
tics, requires a memory-intensive restriping of all data bytes of the stripe rather than the 
reconstruction of a single stripe unit. Because of this, the constant size weighted strip
ing is also proposed, which intends to level the throughput demands on single disks in 
the stripe in the long term. A video is split into units as large as one stripe unit, and 
these units are distributed onto the disks in such a way that disks with a higher through
put hold more units than disks with a lower throughput. The number of assigned units is 
equivalent to the throughput of the disks. 

4.3.1.6 Split-Stripe Retrieval 

Split-Stripe retrieval method, introduced in [TF95] , aims to address the problem of 
buffer requirements by allowing read operations for more than one stream in a single 
read operation to a stripe, i.e. while a full stripe is read in every cycle, the results of this 
read operation do not necessarily fill only the buffer for a single stream. Figure 4-11 
gives a sketch of the retrieval operations. While the smallest addressable unit in RAID 
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is the stripe. Split stripe retrieval requires the addressing of the stripe unit, which may 
be as small as a single sector on a single disk. 

,......L-----L----JL....---L, ~ tream A, required al time t= 1 

tream A, required al time 1=4 

L,-----r---,~--,-J ~ stream A, required at time t=7 

stream A, req'd al time 1=1 

~~~i~§~~~~~~~ tream A, req'd 81 time 1=4 
• ~ stream A, req 'd al time 1=7 

tream A, req'd at time t=1 

--- stream A, req 'd at time 1=4 

'-c-----r-.----:rt-II5• a •••••• stream A, req 'd al time t=7 

Figure 4-11 Split Stripe retrieval. 

4.3.1.7 Cyclic Retrieval 

An enhancement of the split-stripe technique is to allow, in addition to reading indepen
dent full stripe units, also read operations on stripe units without the need of retrieving 
full stripes in one operation. This cyclic retrieval technique allows for a much smaller 
buffer per stream because the maximum required buffer size per stream is not the size 
of a full stripe but that of a single stripe unit. 

4.3.2 Reorganization 
The addition of new disks to a media server can result in an overall performance 
increase for that server if the 110 bandwidth of those new disks can be exploited. For 
quite a while now, hot-swappable and hot-pluggable disks are available from hardware 
vendors. Since the newly added disks can be considered initially empty, a reorganiza
tion of content that is already located on the server must be initiated in that case. In the 
best case, such a reorganization is handled without disrupting the service. 
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Figure 4-12 Lazy reorganization of stripe groups. 
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One scheme for reorganizing a media server, after the addition of a disk (n+ 1) to a 
stripe group (l ... n) without disrupting the service, is the movement of segments of a 
content file to rearrange them in such a way that consecutive segments are ordered 
according to the index of the disk in the stripe group (modulo n+1). [GK96] presents 
lazy and eager on-line reorganization. Lazy reorganization is activated only when a 
content file is retrieved by a client. If a segment of the content file is retrieved, which 
should be relocated to the new disk based on the placement fonnula for segments in 
stripe groups, a write operation to the new disk is perfonned in the cycle following the 
read operation. Figure 4-12 visualizes the rearrangement. This scheme has the draw
back that the reorganization is executed only for those content files that are accessed by 
a client. If a file is never retrieved, it is also never reorganized. With eager reorganiza
tion, idle time of the system is used to reorganize content. Since the order to segments 
in this approach is not bound by the playout order, multiple segments can be rearranged 
at a time, if sufficient buffer space in main memory is available. Assuming sufficient 
buffer space, the reorganization would be perfonned as shown in Figure 4-13. The time 
that is necessary to perfonn the reorganization can further be reduced by pre loading the 
segments that are targeted at the new disks before the insertion of those disks into the 
system. The original segments are then removed from their previous location and the 
other blocks are reorganized. 
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Figure 4-13 Eager reorganization of stripe groups. 

The random duplicated assignment approach proposed in [Kor97] is based on the 
assumption of a system which is built on a growing number of heterogeneous disks and 
delivers variable bit-rate data streams. Such a system is on average not degraded by ran
domly placing blocks two times on different disks of the system and retrieving them 
from the less loaded disk. In case of replacement of a single disk, content can be 
reconstructed by replicating data blocks onto that disk when only a single copy of these 
blocks is available in the system, in case of adding a new disk, blocks can be from any 
of the disks that are already available in the system and they can be moved to the new 
disk in case that they have not been moved there from a different disk earlier. 

4.4 Storage Management 

Whereas strictly sequential storage devices (e.g., tapes) do not have a scheduling 
problem, for random access storage devices, every file operation may require move
ments of the read/write head. This operation, known as the access operation, is very 
time consuming. Disk management aims to reduce the effects of such access operations 
[HPG03b]. Still, the actual access time to read or write a disk block is determined by 
three time components: 

• The seek time (the time required for the movement of the read/write head). 
• The latency time or rotational delay (the time during which the transfer cannot 

proceed until the right block or sector rotates under the read/write head). 
• The actual data transfer time needed for the data to copy from disk into main 

memory. 

Usually the seek time is the largest factor of the actual transfer time. Most systems try 
to keep the cost of seeking low by applying special algorithms to the scheduling of disk 
read/write operations. The access of the storage device is a problem greatly influenced 
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by the file placement methods and disks scheduling algorithms. For instance, a program 
reading a contiguously allocated file generates requests which are located close 
together on a disk. Thus head movement is limited. Linked or indexed files with blocks, 
which are widely scattered, cause many head movements. In mUlti-programming sys
tems, where the disk queue may often be non-empty, fairness is also a criterion for 
scheduling. The approaches to optimize the access time are disk scheduling algorithms. 
In this subsection we present related issues such as file placement and disk scheduling 
that have impact on access operations in media servers. 

4.4.1 Disk Management 

4.4.1.1 Disk Access and File Placement 

Disk access is a slow and costly transaction. In traditional systems, a common tech
nique to reduce disk access is to use block caches. Using a block cache means that 
blocks are kept in memory because it is expected that future read or write operations 
access these data again. Thus, performance is enhanced due to shorter access time to 
the block cache instead of to the physical disk block. Another way to enhance perfor
mance is to reduce disk arm motion. Blocks that are likely to be accessed in sequence 
are placed together on one cylinder. To refine this method, rotational positioning can be 
taken into account. Consecutive blocks are placed on the same cylinder, but in an 
interleaved way as shown in Figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-14 Interleaved and non-interleaved storage. 

Another important issue is the placement of the mapping tables (e.g., I-nodes in UNIX) 
on the disk. If they are placed near the beginning of the disk, the distance between them 
and the blocks will be, on average, half the number of cylinders. To improve this, they 
can be placed in the middle of the disk. Hence, the average seek time is roughly reduced 
by a factor of two. In the same way, consecutive blocks should be placed on the same 
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cylinder. The use of the same cylinder for the storage of mapping tables and referred 
blocks also improves performance. 

If multiple multimedia files are considered to be stored on a media server, it is 
important to search for efficient storage of the most frequently accessed multimedia 
file(s). If files are stored randomly, the time will be wasted when moving disk head 
from one file to another. We can improve the access time to individual files, if we 
observe which multimedia files are the most popular ones and take the popularity into 
account when placing the files on the disk. The popularity pattern of books, rented mov
ies and other objects and behaviors, was discovered by the Harvard professor of linguis
tics, George Zip and it is called the Zipj's law [TanOl]. The Zipf's law specifies that if 
popUlarity objects such as multimedia files are ranked according to their popularity, 
then the probability that the next customer chooses the kth item on the list is CIk, where 
C is the normalization constant. Furthermore, if there are N multimedia files, then CII + 
CI2 + ... + C/N = I is true. This equation yields the calculation of C for any number of 
files. For example, if we consider two multimedia files (N=2), then C = 2/3 = 0.66, and 
the access probabilities for the two files are 0.666/1=0.666 and 0.666/2=0.333. For 
N=lO and C= 0.341, the access probabilities for the top two movies are 0.341 and 
0.1705. The Zipf's law distribution falls off fairly quickly at the beginning, but it also 
has a long tail. 

The relative popularity makes it possible to consider a simple and distribution 
independent strategy to place multimedia files, called the organ-pipe algorithm 
[GS73] [Won83]. This strategy places the most popular file in the middle of the disk 
with the second and third most popular file on either side of the first one. Similarly, the 
4th and 5th files are placed on either side of the 2nd and 3rd movie, etc. The reason for 
the best access time of the most popular file placed in the middle of the disk, is that the 
distance between any position of a disk and the middle position is the shortest. This 
placement algorithm works best if each file uses the contiguous placement, but can be 
also used if each file uses only narrow range of cylinders. 

As it was discussed above, media servers have mostly multiple disks to allow for 
parallel access in order to speed up the access time as well as increase throughput of the 
media server. If multimedia files are placed on multiple disks, they may use RAID 
techniques or other techniques as discussed in Section 4.3. 

4.4.1.2 File Structure 
In conventional storage management systems, the main goal of the file organization is 
to make efficient use of the storage capacity (i.e., to reduce internal and external frag
mentation) and to allow arbitrary deletion and extension of files. In multimedia sys
tems, the main goal is to provide a constant and timely retrieval of data. Internal 
fragmentation occurs when blocks of data are not entirely filled. On average, the last 
block of a file is only half utilized. The use of large blocks leads to a larger waste of 
storage due to this internal fragmentation. External fragmentation mainly occurs when 
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files are stored in a contiguous way. After the deletion of a file, the gap can only be 
filled by a file with the same or a smaller size. Therefore, there are usually small 
fractions between two files that are not used, storage space for continuous media is 
wasted. 

As mentioned above, the goals for multimedia file systems can be achieved 
through providing enough buffer for each data stream and the deployment of disk 
scheduling algorithms, especially optimized for real-time storage and retrieval of data. 
The advantage of this approach (where data blocks of single files are scattered) is flexi
bility. External fragmentation is avoided and the same data can be used by several 
streams (via references). Even using only one stream might be of advantage; for 
instance, it is possible to access one block twice, e.g., when a phrase in a sonata is 
repeated. However, due to the large and unpredictable seek times of access operations 
during playback, even with optimized disk scheduling, large buffers must be provided 
to smooth jitter during the data retrieval phase. Therefore, there are also long initial 
delays during the retrieval of continuous media. 

The much greater size of continuous media files and the fact, that they will usually 
be retrieved sequentially due to the nature of the operation performed on them (such as 
play, pause, fast forward, etc.), is the reason for an optimization of the disk layout. Our 
own application-related experience has shown that continuous media streams predomi
nantly belong to the write-once-read-many nature, and streams that are recorded at the 
same time are likely to be played back at the same time (e.g., audio and video of a 
movie, [LS93]). 

4.4.2 Traditional Disk Scheduling 

Most traditional storage systems apply one of the following scheduling algorithms: 

4.4.2.1 First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) 

With this algorithm, the disk driver accepts requests one-at-a-time and serves them in 
incoming order. This is easy to program and an intrinsically fair algorithm. However, it 
is not optimal with respect to head movement because it does not consider the location 
of the other queued requests. This results in a high average seek time. Figure 4-15 
shows an example of the application of FCFS to a request of three queued blocks. 
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Figure 4-15 FCFS disk scheduling. 

4.4.2.2 Shortest-Seek-Time First (SSTF) 

Figure 4-16 SSTF disk scheduling. 

At every point in time, when a data transfer is requested, SSTF selects among all 
requests the one with the minimum seek time from the current head position. Therefore, 
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the head is moved to the closest track in the request queue. This algorithm was devel
oped to minimize seek time and it is in this sense optimal. SSTF is a modification of 
Shortest Job First (SJF), and like SJF, it may cause starvation of some requests. Request 
targets in the middle of the disk will get immediate service at the expense of requests in 
the innermost and outermost disk areas. Figure 4-16 demonstrates the operation of the 
SSTF algorithm. 

4.4.2.3 SCAN 

Like SSTF, SCAN orders requests to minimize seek time. In contrast to SSTF, it takes 
the direction of the current disk movement into account. It first serves all requests in 
one direction until it does not have any requests in this direction anymore. The head 
movement is then reversed and service is continued. SCAN provides a very good seek 
time because the edge tracks get better service times. Note that middle tracks still get a 
better service then edge tracks. When the head movement is reversed, it first serves 
tracks that have recently been serviced, where the heaviest density of requests, assum
ing a uniform distribution, is at the other end of the disk. Figure 4-17 shows an example 
of the SCAN algorithm. 
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Figure 4-17 SCAN disk scheduling. 

4.4.2.4 N-Step-SCAN 

This variation of the SCAN tries to reduce delays that are introduced into the SCAN 
scheme by requests that arrive after the SCAN has started. As a result of this, incoming 
requests may have to wait although the disk head passes by the requested position on 
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the disk. The N-Step-SCAN approach gains fairness for the requests to data on outer 
tracks for a lower average response time. The scheme can be modified to move the disk 
head to the outermost position that is requested for the next SCAN instead of starting 
the next SCAN from the position of the last read track of the previous SCAN. One 
effect is that SCAN is not always performed in upwards-downwards order, but the 
direction of the movement can change. Another issue is that this approach, called Pre
seek-Sweep-Scheduling, yields a lower average seek times. Figure 4-18 shows an 
example of the SCAN algorithm. 

Figure 4-18 N-Step-SCAN disk scheduling. 

4.4.2.5 C-SCAN 

C-SCAN also moves the head in one direction, but it offers fairer service with more 
uniform waiting times. It does not alter the direction, as in SCAN. Instead, it scans in 
cycles, always increasing or decreasing, with one idle head movement from one edge to 
the other between two consecutive scans. The performance of C-SCAN is somewhat 
less than SCAN. Figure 4-19 shows the operation of the C-SCAN algorithm. 
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Figure 4-19 C-SCAN disk scheduling. 

4.4.2.6 T-SCAN 

T-SCAN uses a method, called period transformation, to prevent blocking of individual 
requests. Such a period transformation is actually a modification of the sizes by which 
individual requests are serviced. With the goal of supporting media streams without 
blocking, T-SCAN uses one stream's request behavior as a reference to service all 
requests. That implies that, if the reference stream's requested rate is Rj. the block size 
that is requested per cycle is B], and another streams requested rate is R b then other 
stream is serviced with blocks of size of B]*R/Rj. no matter what the actual requests 
of the application are. In this way, requests are serviced in the order of their arrival 
using the SCAN mechanism, and all streams will be provided a fair share of the 110 
bandwidth. However, without admission control, this scheme affects all serviced 
streams when the server gets overloaded. 

Traditional file systems are not designed for employment in multimedia systems. 
They do not, for example, consider requirements like real-time which are important to 
the retrieval of stored audio and video. To serve these requirements, new policies in the 
structure and organization of files, and in the retrieval of data from the disk, must be 
applied. The next section outlines the most important developments in this area. 

4.4.3 Multimedia Disk Scheduling 

The main goals of traditional disk scheduling algorithms are to reduce the cost of seek 
operations, to achieve a high throughput and to provide fair disk access for every 
process. The additional real-time requirements introduced by multimedia systems make 
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traditional disk scheduling algorithms, such as described above, inconvenient for multi
media systems. Systems without any optimized disk layout for the storage of continu
ous media depend far more on reliable and efficient disk scheduling algorithms than 
others. In the case of contiguous storage, scheduling is only needed to serve requests 
from multiple streams concurrently. In [LS93], a round-robin scheduler is employed 
that is able to serve hard real-time tasks. Here, additional optimization is provided 
through the close physical placement of streams that are likely to be accessed together. 

The overall goal of disk scheduling in multimedia systems is to meet the deadlines 
of all time-critical tasks. Closely related is the goal of keeping the necessary buffer 
space requirements low. As many streams as possible should be served concurrently, 
but aperiodic requests should also be schedulable without delaying their service for an 
infinite amount of time. The scheduling algorithm must find a balance between time 
constraints and efficiency. 

4.4.3.1 Earliest Deadline First 

Let us first look at the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling strategy as described 
for CPU scheduling, but used for the file system issue as well. Here, the block of the 
stream with the nearest deadline would be read first. 
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Figure 4-20 EDF disk scheduling. 
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The employment of EDF, as shown in Figure 4-20, in the strict sense results in poor 
throughput and excessive seek time. Further, as EDF is most often applied as a preemp
tive scheduling scheme, the costs for preemption of a task and scheduling of another 
task are considerably high. The overhead caused by this is in the same order of magni
tude as at least one disk seek. Hence, EDF must be adapted or combined with file sys
tem strategies. 

4.4.3.2 SCAN-Earliest Deadline First 
The SCAN-EDF strategy is a combination of the SCAN and EDF approaches [RW93]. 
The seek optimization of SCAN and the real-time guarantees of EDF are combined in 
the following way: like in EDF, the request with the earliest deadline is always served 
first; among requests with the same deadline, the specific one that is first according to 
the scan direction is 

served first; among the remaining requests, this principle is repeated until no 
request with this deadline is left. 

Since the optimization only applies for requests with the same deadline, its effi
ciency depends on how often it can be applied (i.e., how many requests have the same 
or a similar deadline). To increase this probability, the following tricky technique can be 
used: all requests have release times that are multiples of the period p. Hence, all 
requests have deadlines that are multiples of the period p. Therefore, the requests can be 
grouped together and be served accordingly. 

SCAN-EDF can be easily implemented. To do this, EDF must be modified 
slightly. If Di is the deadline of task i and Nj is the track position, the deadline can be 
modified to be D j + f(N j ). Thus the deadline is deferred. The functionfO converts the 
track number of i into a small perturbation of the deadline, as shown in the example of 
Figure 4-21. It must be small enough so that Dj + f(Nj):::; Dj + f(Nj) holds for all 
Di :::; D j , it was proposed to choose the following function [RW93]: 

where N max is the maximum track number on disk. Other functions might also be 
appropriate. 
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Figure 4-21 SCAN-EDF disk scheduling with Nmax = 100 and f(N;) = N; INmax. 

We enhanced this mechanism by taking a more accurate perturbation of the deadline 
which takes into account the actual position of the head (N) . This position is measured 
in terms of block numbers and the current direction of the head movement (see also 
Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-23): 

I . If the head moves toward Nmax, i.e. , upward, then 

a. for all blocks Nj located between the actual position Nand Nmax, the pertur
bation of the deadline is: 

N-N 
f(N j ) = i- for all N j ;::: N 

max 

b. for all blocks Nj located between the actual position and the first block (no. 
0): 

N max -Nj 

f(N;) = Nmax 
forall N j <N 
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Figure 4-22 Accurate EDF-SCAN algorithm, head moves upward. 

2. If the head moves downward towards the first blocks, then 

a. for all blocks located between the actual position and N max: 

b. for all blocks located between this first block with the block number 0 and 
the actual position: 

N-N. 
f(NJ = --' for all N j '5: N 

N max 

if(Ni ~ N): f(Ni) .. 
Ni 

0 Ni ~N Nrnax 

.... 
if(Ni <N): f(Ni) 

Figure 4-23 Accurate EDF-SCAN algorithm, head moves downward. 

This algorithm is more computing-intensive than the algorithm with the simple pertur
bation calculation. In cases with only a few equal deadlines, our algorithm provides 
improvements and the expenses of the calculations can be tolerated. In situations with 
many, i.e., typically more than five equal deadlines, the simple calculation provides suf
ficient optimization and additional calculations should be avoided. SCAN-EDF was 
compared with pure EDF and different variations of SCAN. It was shown that SCAN
EDF with deferred deadlines performed well in multimedia environments. 
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4.4.3.3 Group Sweeping Scheduling 

With Group Sweeping Scheduling (GSS), requests are served in cycles, in round-robin 
manner [YCK92] [GH94]. To reduce disk arm movements, the set of n streams is divided 
into g groups. Groups are served in fixed order. Individual streams within a group are 
served according to SCAN; therefore, it is not fixed at which time or order individual 
streams within a group are served. In one cycle, a specific stream may be the first to be 
served; in another cycle, it may be the last in the same group. A smoothing buffer which 
is sized according to the cycle time and data rate of the stream assures continuity. If the 
SCAN scheduling strategy is applied to all streams of a cycle without any grouping, the 
playout of a stream cannot be started until the end of the cycle of its first retrieval 
(where all requests are served once) because the next service may be in the last slot of 
the following cycle. As the data must be buffered in GSS, the playout can be started at 
the end of the group in which the first retrieval takes place. Whereas SCAN requires 
buffers for all streams, in GSS, the buffer can be reused for each group. Further optimi
zations of this scheme are proposed in [CKY93] . In this method, it is ensured that each 
stream is served once in each cycle. 
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Figure 4-24 Group sweeping scheduling as a disk access strategy. 

GSS is a trade-off between the optimization of buffer space and arm movements. To 
provide the requested guarantees for continuous media data, we introduce a "joint 
deadline" mechanism, i.e., we assign to each group of streams one deadline, the "joint 
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deadline". This deadline is specified as being the earliest one out of the deadlines of all 
streams in the respective group. Streams are grouped in such a way that all of them 
comprise similar deadlines. Figure 4-24 shows an example of ass. 

4.4.3.4 Mixed Strategy 

In the literature [Abb84], a mixed strategy was introduced based on the shortest seek 
(also called greedy strategy) and the balanced strategy. 
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Figure 4-25 Mixed disk scheduling strategy. 
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As shown in Figure 4-25, every time data are retrieved from disk they are transferred 
into buffer memory allocated for the respective data stream. From there, the application 
process removes them one at a time. The goal of the scheduling algorithm is: 

• To maximize transfer efficiency by minimizing seek time and latency. 
• To serve process requirements with a limited buffer space. 

With shortest seek, the first goal is served, i.e., the process of which data block is the 
closest one is served first. The balanced strategy chooses the process which has the least 
amount of buffered data for service because this process is likely to run out of data. The 
crucial part of this algorithm is the decision about which of the two strategies must be 
applied (shortest seek or balanced strategy). For the employment of shortest seek, two 
criteria must be fulfilled: the number of buffers for all processes should be balanced 
(i.e., all processes should nearly have the same number of buffered data) and the overall 
required bandwidth should be sufficient for the number of active processes, so that none 
of them will try to immediately read data out of an empty buffer. In [Abb84], the 
urgency is introduced as an attempt to measure both. The urgency is the sum of the 
reciprocals of the current "fullness" (amount of buffered data). This number measures 
both the relative balance of all read processes and the number of read processes. If the 
urgency is large, the balance strategy will be used; if it is small, it is safe to apply the 
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shortest seek algorithm. A more recent approach based on mixed strategy has been 
discussed in [LG03]. 

4.4.3.5 Continuous Media File System Disk Scheduling 

CMFS Disk Scheduling is a non-preemptive disk scheduling scheme designed for the 
Continuous Media File System (CMFS) at UC-Berkeley [DPA91]. Different policies 
can be applied in this scheme. Here the notion of the slack time H is introduced. The 
slack time is the time during which CMFS is free to do non-real-time operations or 
workahead for real-time processes, because the current workahead of each process is 
sufficient so that no process would starve, even if it would not be served for H seconds. 
The considered real-time scheduling policies are: 

• The Static/Minimal policy is based on the minimal Workahead Augmenting Set 
(WAS). A process Pi reads a file at a determined rate Ri. To each process, a positive 
integer Mi is assigned which denotes the time overhead required to read a block 
covering, for example, the seek time. The CMFS performs a set of operations (i.e., 
disk operations required by all processes) by seeking the next block of a file and 
reading Mi blocks of this file. Note, we consider only read operations; the same 
also holds, with minor modifications, for write operations. This seek is done for 
every process in the system. The data, read by a process during this operation, 
"lasts" M ~x A , where A is the block size in bytes. The WAS is a set of operations, 
where the 'data read for each process "lasts longer" than the worst -case time to 
perform the operations (i.e., the sum of the read operations of all processes is less 
than the time read data last for a process). A schedule is derived from the set that 
is workahead-augmenting and feasible (i.e., the requests are served in the order 
given by the WAS). The Minimal Policy, the minimal WAS, is the schedule where 
the worst-case elapsed time, needed to serve an operation set, is the least (i.e., the 
set is ordered in a way that reduces time needed to perform the operations, for 
example, by reducing seek times). The Minimal Policy does not consider buffer 
requirements. If there is not enough buffer, this algorithm causes a buffer over
flow. The Static Policy modifies this schedule such that no block is read if this 
would cause a buffer overflow for that process. With this approach, starvation is 
avoided, but its use of short operations causes high seek overhead. 

• With the Greedy Policy, a process is served as long as possible. Therefore, it com
putes at each iteration the slack time H. The process with the smallest workahead 
is served. The maximum number n of blocks for this process is read; n is deter
mined by H (the time needed to read n blocks must be less than or equal to H) and 
the currently available buffer space. 

• The Cyclical Plan Policy distributes the slack time among processes to maximize 
the slack time. It calculates H and increases the minimal WAS with H millisec
onds of additional reads; an additional read for each process is done immediately 
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after the regular read determined by the minimal WAS. This policy distributes 
workahead by identifying the process with the smallest slack time and schedules 
an extra block for it; this is done until H is exhausted. The number of block reads 
for the least workahead is determined. This procedure is repeated every time the 
read has completed. 

The Aggressive version of the Greedy and the Cyclical Plan Policy calculates H of all 
processes except the least workahead process that is immediately served by both poli
cies. If the buffer size limit of a process is reached, all policies skip to the next process. 
Non-real-time operations are served if there is enough slack time. Performance mea
surements of the above introduced strategy showed that Cyclical Plan increases system 
slack faster at low values of the slack time (which is likely to be the case at system 
setup). With a higher system slack time, apart of the StaticlMinimal Policy, all policies 
perform about the same. 

All of the disk scheduling strategies described above have been implemented and 
tested in prototype file systems for continuous media. Their efficiency depends on the 
design of the entire file system, the disk layout, tightness of deadlines, and last but not 
least, on the application that is behaving. It is not yet common sense which algorithm is 
the "best" method for the storage and retrieval of continuous media files. Further 
research must show which algorithm serves the timing requirements of continuous 
media best and ensures that aperiodic and non-real-time requests are efficiently served. 

4.4.4 Admission Control 

A media server is required to service multiple client requests simultaneously. Further
more, the multimedia streams have timing requirements, hence the media server must 
employ admission control algorithms to determine whether a new stream can be 
serviced (scheduled) without having a negative effect on other streams already being 
serviced. Consequently, employing admission control has direct dependencies towards 
resource management as analyzed in [LG03]. 

To guarantee that a media server meets its guarantees, worst case assumptions 
must be made about the seek and disk rotation latencies. However, the seek times and 
rotational latency incur usually shorter than worst case delays, hence a media server 
may exploit the statistical variation in media block access times from the disk. Also, 
some applications can tolerate missed deadlines. Hence, in admitting streams, a media 
server can offer three possible quality of service guarantees [SV02]: 

• Deterministic guarantee, where all deadlines are guaranteed to be met. In this 
case, the admission control assumes the worst case. 

• Statistical guarantees, where deadlines are met with certain probability. To 
provide such guarantees, the admission control assumes the system's statistical 
behavior. 
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• Best effort guarantees, where no guarantees are given for meeting deadlines. The 
server schedules requests only when there is time left over after servicing guaran
teed and statistical streams. 

To implement the deterministic service with deterministic guarantees, different service 
disciplines may deploy different admission control conditions to accept a single 
individual request (see for an example of a particular admission control condition the 
Felini system in Section 4.5.2). In this subsection, we will concentrate on a more 
generic admission control problem, that allows us to maximize the number of client 
requests which can be serviced simultaneously [BG87] [HPG03a], and the retrieval of 
all requested media streams proceeds at their respective guaranteed playback rates. To 
derive such an admission control [BG87], we assume that the server can service 't 
clients, each of whom is retrieving a media stream, and each client retrieves ki blocks. 
Each sequence of kj> k2' ... ,k't retrievals represents a service round, and the multimedia 
server repeatedly executes service rounds until the completion of all requests. The total 
time, spent retrieving ki blocks of lh request in a service round, will then consist of (1) 
a: overhead of switching from (i_J)th request to ith request, and then transferring the 
first block of the ith request, and (2)~: time to transfer remaining (k;-l) blocks of the lh 
request in this service round. If lseekmax is the maximum seek and latency time, Rdr is 
the disk rotation rate, simu is the size of ith media unit, 111,112, .. 11't denote granularities, 
lIds' 12 ds' ... ' l'tds denote disk scattering parameters, and Rl pz, R2 pz, ... ,R'tpl denote the play
back rates of the 't streams, then the continuous retrieval of each request can be guaran
teed if and only if the total service time per round does not exceed the minimum of the 
playback durations of all the requests, i.e., for i = 1, ... ,1: : 

~(a +~)"5, mini(ki x (Th/(R~l) 
i 

The multimedia server can service all the 't requests simultaneously if and only if kj> k2, 
... ,k't can be determined such that the above admission control equation is satisfied. 
Since this formulation includes 't variables and only one admission control equation, we 
need to determine the values of k), k2, ... ,k't, which requires additional policies. The 
simplest policy is to assign equal values to kj> k2, ... ,k't,yielding a round robin servicing 
algorithm. At the other extreme is an exhaustive algorithm, which initially assigns the 
minimum value 1 to each ki , and then selectively increments the values of each ki until 
the continuous retrieval admission control equation is satisfied. An inbetween policy is 
the quality proportional multi-subscriber servicing algorithm, in which the number of 
blocks retrieved during each service round for each client is proportional to its playback 
rate. 
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The implementation of the statistical service is similar to the detenninistic service, 
where instead of the server's worst case values (max values), the admission control uses 
statistical values. For example, the admission control equation can use an average rota
tion-delay value that would be expected to occur with a certain probability based on a 
random distribution of rotational delays. 

In servicing streams during a service round, detenninistic streams must be guaran
teed service before any statistical streams, and all statistical streams must be serviced 
before best effort streams. 

4.4.5 Replication 

Content replication answers two issues at the storage management level: availability in 
case of disk of machine failures, and limits to the number of concurrent accesses to 
individual titles because of limits on the throughput of the hardware. The failure han
dling argument is very similar at the storage management level as at the disk controller 
level, with the major difference that the storage management can apply various kinds of 
storage media to store replica (e.g. tapes, disks or main memory). Considerations on 
this issue have been elaborated in [RW94]. Novel replication schemes have been used, 
for example, in [OSS03]. The alternatives to using replication, in order to increase the 
number of concurrent deliveries of one file, however, are increased in this management 
level. 

On-demand applications can be partitioned into two families by the aging charac
teristics of their content. The content of online archives is assumed to be relatively 
time-independent and it is accessed based on the current interests of the customers. The 
content of news-on-demand and video-on-demand systems is expected to exhibit a pop
ularity life-cycle like a newspaper or a movie. For the latter, the existence of a single 
copy of the content on a media server may not be sufficient to serve the necessary num
ber of concurrent streams for a true on-demand systems from the storage subsystems 
where it is located. 

4.4.5.1 Static replication 

The simplest approach to replication that can be taken is the explicit duplication of con
tent files, by storing the file on multiple machines and providing the user with a choice 
of access points. This is frequently done in the Internet today: the content provider 
stores copies of the original version up to date on servers closely located to the user. 
Using the more elaborate manual options, the content is duplicated manually, and an 
application provides alternating copies of the file under the same name. 

Static replication of files for high availability and load balancing in file servers has 
been proposed in [LGG+91] and [SDY93]. A static placement policy that uses such 
estimated load information for the placement of video objects is proposed in [DS95b]. 
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This static placement policy is complementary to other policies, as it reduces, but can
not eliminate, dynamic imbalances. 

4.4.5.2 Dynamic Segment Replication 

Dynamic segment replication, introduced in [DKS95], is designed for content which is 
accessed read-only and which can be split into equally-sized segments of a size that is 
conveniently handled by the file system. Fixing segment sizes as well as choosing seg
ments that are large in comparison to a disk block are decisions that are made to keep 
the implementation overhead low. Since continuous media data is delivered in linear 
order, a load increase on a specific segment can be used as a trigger to replicate this seg
ment and all following segments to other disks. Such segments are considered tempo
rary segments in contrast to the original segments, which are permanent segments. One 
of the major advantages of this replication policy is that it takes not only the request fre
quency of individual movies into account. Rather than this, the load of the disk is also 
considered. Specifically, the decision is made in the following way: each disk x has a 
pre-specified threshold for the number of concurrent read requests Bx that must be 
exceeded by the sum of all segments' read operations in the current read cycle of the 
disk (where 'cycle' means the playout time of one segment) as well as by next read 
cycles to initiate the replication algorithm. 

To simplify the calculation, the read requests are considered uniformly distributed 
over all replicas rather than taking requests to other segments on the same disk into 
account. In this way, the future load in t cycles for the i-th segment is predicted as ni-t / 
rj where nj_l is the number of viewers of segment i-t and ri is the number of current rep
licas of the segment. For all segments j (j<t), it is assumed that the current arrival rate 
n /ri will be maintained in the future. If the sum of the expected load for all segments 
on a disk exceeds Bx ' the replication is triggered. Then, the algorithm must identify a 
segments for replication. Since the approach replicates segments only when they are 
retrieved from disk because of a client request, in order not to add additional load, rep
lication can start only when a stream starts reading a new segment. Hence, if the disk 
load exceeds Bx at a segment boundary crossing, we must decide whether it is desirable 
to replicate this segment. Not in any case, but only if the replication of this segment has 
the highest estimated payoff among all the segments on the disk, it is replicated. If the 
gain in replicating a different segment is considerable, a boundary crossing to that 
segment is awaited. The estimated payoff Pi is computed as 

i-I 

(1 1)~ i-j-1 
Pi = ~-r.+l .L..Jnjw 

I I j = 0 

where W is a weighting factor. W can be chosen big to put a stronger weight on long
term predictions; this is a good selection when the load on individual segments stays 
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similar for a relatively long time. If the load on segments is fluctuating strongly, the 
expectation of future behavior is unreliable and should have less relevance, expressed 
by a lower weight w. 

4.4.5.3 Threshold-Based Dynamic Replication 

The threshold-based dynamic replication, introduced in [LLG98], considers whole 
movies rather than movie segments, and it takes all disks of the system into account to 
determine whether a movie should be replicated. It is assumed for this approach that the 
term 'disk' does not necessarily mean a single physical disk but a logical disk which 
may also be an array of physical disks with a single representation to the storage 
management. Still, it is assumed that the media server is large and consists of many 
such logical disks. The service capacity in number of concurren!. streams of such a disk 
x is called Bx' the average service capacity of all disks is called B . 

A replica of a movie is assumed to be stored completely on one of these disks. For 
each movie i of length mb a probability to be selected in a new request Pi as well as a 
request arrival rate A must be computed from earlier requests. The replication threshold 
Ii is than computed as T j = min(p/Amj,hB) , where h a constant value to limit the 
probability of replication. For each disk x, the measured current load Lx is taken into 
account to compute the current available service capacity Ai for serving video i by 
calculating 

Ai = L (Bx-Lx) 
xe Ri 

where Ri is the set of disks that carry replicas of i. If Ai<Ii, a replication of movie i is 
triggered. Similarly, [LLG98] proposes a decision for discarding replications when the 
number of concurrent requests nix on a movie i at disk x decreases. The following 
condition is checked before a replica is removed: 

L (By -Ly) -nix> Ti+ D 
ye Ri\x. 

This inequality integrates two important conditions. The inequality 

Ai = L Bx-Lx> L (By-Ly)-njx>Tj+D>Tj 
xe Ri ye R/.;x. 

implies that the replication is not triggered again immediately after a de-replication, and 

L (By-Ly) -nix> T j + D > 0 
ye R/IX 
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guarantees that all streams on disk x can be served from the remaining replicas. D is an 
additional threshold to reduce the probability of an oscillation between replication and 
de-replication further. 

The approach includes also the proposal to replicate a movie from the least loaded 
disk to the destination disk because an overhead may be induced by an additional read 
operation on the source disk. For the selection of the destination disk out of the set of 
disks that do not yet hold a replica of the movie in question, multiple approaches are 
considered. The most complex one takes the number of current streams into account, 
but assumes that all ongoing replications are already finished and the streams are 
distributed onto the disks as if the replicas were already active. For the replication itself, 
various policies are proposed. 

Injected Sequential Replication adds additional read load to one disk because it 
behaves like an additional client, by copying the movie at the normal play rate from the 
source disk to the target disk. 

Piggybacked Sequential Replication is identical to the replication used in the 
Dynamic Segment Replication: the movie is written to the destination disk while it is 
delivered to one client from the same memory buffer. Since this scheme makes replica
tion decisions for a movie always during admission control for new clients, this does 
not add complexity to identify the source copy of the operation. However, the copy 
operation is affected when VCR operations on the movie are performed. 

Injected Parallel Replication uses a multiple of the normal data rate of the movie 
to replicate the movie faster from the source disk to the destination disk. In order not to 
inhibit admission of new customers, this multiple of the normal data rate is limited. 

Piggybacked Parallel Replication copies at the normal rate of the movie, but not 
only from the position of the newly admitted client. Instead, later parts of the movie are 
copied at the same time from the buffers which serve clients that are already viewing 
the movie. Obviously, this approach needs unusually low level support because data is 
written in parallel to different positions in a not-yet complete file. 

Piggybacked and Injected Parallel Replication combines the other parallel repli
cation approaches to replicate parts by the injected approach of the movie that would 
have to be copied late in a piggybacked parallel replication mode because no client is 
expected to view those parts in the near future. 

4.4.6 Supporting Heterogeneous Disks 

Approaches of measuring the performance of disks and assigning data to them based on 
their performance characteristics becomes relevant when large-scale systems are con
sidered. Such systems are assumed to grow over a long period of time, and considering 
the availability of time for which a specific series of hard disks is produced today, the 
chance to maintain a server that consists of homogeneous disks is low. The simple 
approach is to identify the disks with the smallest I/O-bandwidth and make this the 
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reference bandwidth for all calculations. This approach would not collide with typical 
buffer management strategies since the strategies to keep the playout buffers filled is so 
resource-conservative that even disk read times are taken into account for refill 
operations. 

Since both disk space and bandwidth have increased considerably in the past, the 
simple approach may be extremely pessimistic when the number of potentially sup
ported streams is calculated. For example, an SSA storage system may deliver data at a 
rate of 100 MByte/s, while an typical SCSI-II fast/wide RAID system connected to the 
same media server delivers only 20 MByte/s. Various means can be applied to reduce 
the impact of heterogeneous storage systems. 

4.4.6.1 Bandwidth to Space Ratio 

In the literature (see [DS95b]), not only the raw throughput of such logical disks is con
sidered, but rather the ratio of throughput to storage capacity (bandwidth to space ratio, 
or BSR). This approach assumes that approaches to replication such as the dynamic seg
ment replication policy mentioned above take care of a smoothing the average number 
of concurrent streams from the same movie. However, if throughput requirements of 
movies' copies (the product of data rate and number of concurrent viewers) differ, the 
throughput requirements for equally-sized segments of that video differ, too, and locat
ing popular, high data-rate movies on large but throughput-restricted disks wastes space 
in comparison with storing them on smaller or faster disks. The same argument holds 
for variable-sized movies if the threshold-based dynamic replication is used. The deci
sion to replicate a video according to the BSR scheme is identical to that of the dynamic 
segment replication, but the destination disk is chosen according to least expected devi
ation of the movie's BSR (data rate * concurrent viewers/length) from the disk's BSR 
(maximum throughput/size). Figure 4-26 illustrates this BSR deviation. 

large BSR deviation 

bandwidth bandwidth 

no BSR deviation 

bandwidth bandwidth 

Figure 4-26 Bandwidth to space ratio deviation. 
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It is a interesting detail of the BSR approach that as many replicas as possible are 
created to approach as close as possible the identity of used to available throughput 
ratios among all disks of the system. When the number of viewers for a movies 
changes, the best distribution is again recalculated. 

4.5 File Systems 

The file system is said to be the most visible part of an operating system. Most programs 
write or read files. Their program code, as well as user data, are stored in files. The 
organization of the file system is an important factor for the usability and convenience 
of the operating system. A file is a sequence of information held as a unit for storage 
and use in a computer system [Kra98]. 

Files are stored in secondary storage, so they can be used by different applica
tions. The life-span of files is usually longer than the execution of a program. In tradi
tional file systems, the information types stored in files are sources, objects, libraries 
and executable of programs, numeric data, text, payroll records, etc. In multimedia sys
tems, the stored information also covers digitized video and audio with their related 
real-time "read" and "write" demands. Therefore, additional requirements in the design 
and implementation of file systems must be considered. 

The file system provides access and control functions for the storage and retrieval 
of files. From the user's viewpoint, it is important how the file system allows file organi
zation and structure. The internal, i.e., the organization of the file system, deals with the 
representation of information in files, their structure and organization in secondary 
storage. 

4.5.1 Traditional File Systems 

Although there is no such term as a traditional file system, a couple of file systems can 
be considered traditional for their wide-spread use in computer systems for all-round 
operations. In the operating system family stemming from MS-DOS, the FAT file 
system is the original one, in the family of Unix (-like) operating system, the Berkeley 
Fast FileSystem is a typical representative. Log-structured file systems provide some 
additional functionality but must be counted among these all-round file systems rather 
than multimedia file systems. 

4.5.1.1 J?Jl1r 

One way to keep track of scattered file blocks on a disk is to use linked blocks, where 
physical blocks containing consecutive logical locations are linked using pointers. The 
file descriptor must contain the number of blocks occupied by the file, the pointer to the 
first block and it may also have the pointer to the last block. A serious disadvantage of 
this method is the cost of the implementation for random access because all prior data 
must be read. In MS-DOS, a similar method is applied. A File Allocation Table (FAT) is 
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associated with each disk. One entry in the table represents one disk block. The direc
tory entry of each file holds the block number of the first block. The number in the slot 
of an entry refers to the next block of a file. The slot of the last block of a file contains 
an end-of-file mark [TanOl]. 

4.5.1.2 Berkeley FFS and relatives 

Another approach is to store block information in mapping tables. Each file is associ
ated with a table where, apart from the block numbers, information like owner, file size, 
creation time, last access time, etc., are stored. Those tables usually have a fixed size, 
which means that the number of block references is bounded. Files with more blocks 
are referenced indirectly by additional tables assigned to the files. In UNIX, a small 
table (on disk) called an i-node is associated with each file (see Figure 4-27). The 
indexed sequential approach is an example for multi-level mapping; here, logical and 
physical organization are not clearly separated [Kra98]. 

File Node 

Number of Links to file 

Owner's uid 

Owner's gid 

File Size 

Time Created 

Time Last Accessed 

Time Last Modified 

I/O Disk Block Numbers 

Single Indirect 

Double Indirect 

Triple Indirect 

Figure 4-27 The UNIX i-node [Krag8]. 

4.5.1.3 Log-structured file system 

Pointers 
to Data 

t:::=::j-~ Blocks 

~==::::j-l~ Pointers 
C::=:::::J-~ to Data 
C::=:::::J-~ Blocks 

Pointers 
to Data 
Blocks 

The log-structured file system was devised to ensure fast crash recovery, increased 
write performance and an option for versioning in the file system. The basic approach is 
to write data always asynchronously to free space on the disk and to keep a log of all 
write operations on the disk. This ensures that in case of a machine crash, the informa
tion that was last written to disk can be identified from the log file, and the blocks that 
have most likely been corrupted can be checked explicitly rather than checking the 
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whole disk. If the block can not be recovered, a consistent state can always be recovered 
in spite of this by examining the log; even in case of a modify operation, the old block is 
still present on the disk and can be identified by the log. The effect of writing always 
target write operations to a contiguous free space on the disk makes writing to the disk 
also more efficient since head movement is large reduced. In case of a small number of 
concurrent write operation, this results also in largely contiguous files. 

Various ways to use a log-structured file system are conceivable. Figure 4-28 
shows in-band logging as it was presented in [OD89] and a variation that uses a separate 
log partition, which was mentioned by [OD89] as an alternative approach. 

in-band log 

,.......;--.... add ,.......;--.... 
~block~ 

eparate log partition 

add 
block 

Figure 4-28 Disk operations in log-structured file systems. 

lJUncate 
blocks 

Obviously, write operations in in-band logging are faster because no seek operation to 
the log partition is necessary. On the other hand, log partitions may be located on sepa
rate disks, close to the logged partition, or the log records can be kept in memory until 
sufficiently large block of log information has been collected to make the seek opera
tion feasible. While in-band logging provides faster write operations, it suffers from the 
complexity of necessary compression operations that perform similar to a garbage col
lection. Using a separate log partition, superseded information from an earlier write 
operation can be flushed every time a new log information block is write and the log 
can be compressed to contain only the remaining relevant information. 
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4.5.1.4 Directory Structure 

Files are usually organized in directories. Most of today's operating systems provide 
tree-structured directories, where the user can organize the files according to his/her 
personal needs. In multimedia systems, it is important to organize the files in a way that 
allows easy, fast, and contiguous data access. 

4.5.2 Multimedia File Systems 

Compared to the increased performance of processors and networks, storage devices 
have become only marginally faster. The effect of this increasing speed mismatch is the 
search for new storage structures, and storage and retrieval mechanisms with respect to 
the file system [SGV02a] [GSYZ02]. Continuous media data are different from discrete 
data in: 

• Real Time Characteristics 

As mentioned previously, the retrieval, computation and presentation of continu
ous media is time-dependent. The data must be presented (read) before a well
defined deadline with small jitter only. Thus, algorithms for the storage and 
retrieval of such data must consider time constraints, and additional buffers to 
smooth the data stream must be provided. 

• File Size 

Compared to text and graphics, video and audio have very large storage space 
requirements. Since the file system has to store information ranging from small, 
unstructured units like text files to large, highly structured data units like video 
and associated audio, it must organize the data on disk in a way that efficiently 
uses the limited storage. For example, the storage requirements of uncompressed 
CD-quality stereo audio are 1.4 Mbits/s; low but acceptable quality compressed 
video still requires about 1 Mbitls using, e.g., MPEG-l. 

• Multiple Data Streams 

A multimedia system must support different media at one time. It does not only 
have to ensure that all of them get a sufficient share of the resources, it also must 
consider tight relations between different streams arriving from different sources. 
The retrieval of a movie, for example, requires the processing and synchronization 
of audio and video. 

There are different ways to support continuous media in file systems. Basically, there 
are two approaches. The first approach preserves the organization of files on disk as it 
is. The necessary real-time support is provided through special disk scheduling algo
rithms and sufficient buffer to avoid jitter. In the second approach, the organization of 
audio and video files on disk is optimized for their use in multimedia systems. 
Scheduling of mUltiple data streams still remains a research issue. 
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In the following subsection, we discuss the different approaches via examples of 
existing prototypes. Architectural considerations have also been discussed in 
[SGV02b]. 

4.5.3 Example Multimedia File Systems 

4.5.3.1 Video File Server 

The experimental Video File Server, introduced in [Ran93], supports integrated storage 
and retrieval of video. In this multimedia file system, continuous media data are charac
terized by consecutive, time-dependent logical data units (LDUs). The basic data unit 
of a motion video is a frame. The basic unit of audio is a sample. Frames contain the 
data associated with a single video image, a sample represents the amplitude of the ana
log audio signal at a given instance. Further structuring of multimedia data can be con
sidered in the following way [RV91] [Ran93] [SF92]: LDUs can be grouped into a 
strand, where a strand is defined as an immutable sequence of continuously recorded 
video frames, audio samples, or both. It means that it consists of a sequence of blocks 
which contain either video frames, audio samples or both. Most often it includes head
ers and further information related to the type of compression used. The file system 
holds primary indices in a sequence of Primary Blocks. They contain mapping from 
media block numbers to their disk addresses. In Secondary Blocks pointers to all pri
mary blocks are stored. The Header Block contains pointers to all secondary blocks of a 
strand. General information about the strand like, recording rate, length, etc., is also 
included in the header block. 

Media strands that together constitute a logical entity of information (e.g., video 
and associated audio of a movie) are tied together by synchronization to form a multi
media rope. A rope contains the name of its creator, its length and access rights. For 
each media strand in this rope, the strand ID, rate of recording, granularity of storage 
and corresponding block-level are stored (information for the synchronization of the 
playback start for all media at the strand interval boundaries). Editing operations on 
ropes manipulate pointers to strands only. Strands are regarded as immutable objects 
because editing operations like insert or delete may require substantial copying which 
can consume significant amounts of time and space. Intervals of strands can be shared 
by different ropes. Strands that are not referenced by any rope can be deleted, and stor
age can be reclaimed [RV91]. The following interfaces are the operations that file sys
tems provide for the manipulation of ropes: 

• RECORD [medial [requestID, mmRopeIDl 

A multimedia rope, represented by mmRopeID and consisting of media strands, is 
recorded until a STOP operation is issued . 

• PLAY [mmRopeID, interval, medial requestID 

This operation plays a multimedia rope consisting of one or more media strands. 
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• STOP [requestID] 

This operation stops the retrieval or storage of the corresponding multimedia rope. 

• Additionally, the following operations are supported: 

INSERT [baseRope, position, media, withRope, withInterval] 
REPLACE [baseRope, media, baseInterval, withRope, 

withInterval] 
SUBSTRING [baseRope, media, interval] 
CONCATE [mmRopeID1, mmRopeID2] 
DELETE [baseRope, media, interval] 

Figure 4-29 provides an example of the INSERT operation, whereas Figure 4-30 shows 
the REPLACE operation. 

Rope I Rope2 

audio audio DOD 
video video DOD 

INSERT t 
audio _ DD audio DDD 
video DDD DD D video DOD 

Figure 4-29 INSERT operation. 
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REPLACE 

audio _ 

video [=:J D D D 

Figure 4-30 REPLACE operation. 

audio DOD 
video DOD 

The storage system of the Video File Server is divided into two layers: 

• The rope server is responsible for the manipulation of multimedia ropes. It com
municates with applications, allows the manipulation of ropes and communicates 
with the underlying storage manager to record and play back multimedia strands. 
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It provides the rope abstraction to the application. The rope access methods were 
designed similarly to UNIX file access routines. Status messages about the state of 
the play or record operation are passed to the application. 

• The storage manager is responsible for the manipulation of strands. It places the 
strands on disk to ensure continuous recording and playback. The interface to the 
rope server includes four primitives for manipulating strands: 

1. "PlayStrandSequence" takes a sequence of strand intervals and displays the 
given time interval of each strand in sequence. 

2. "RecordStrand" creates a new strand and records the continuous media data 
either for a given duration or until StopStrand is called. 

3. "StopStrand" terminates a previous PlayStrandSequence or RecordStrand 
instance. 

4. "DeleteStrand" removes a strand from storage. 

The "Video Rope Server" presents a device-independent directory interface to users 
(Video Rope). A Video Rope is characterized as a hierarchical directory structure con
structed upon stored video frames. The "Video Disk Manager" manages a frame
oriented motion video storage on disk, including audio and video components. 

4.5.3.2 Fellini 

The Fellini Multimedia Storage Server [MNO+96] [MNOS97] was developed in Bell 
Labs and has the goal to support real-time as well as non-real-time data, but its file sys
tem is dedicated to the storage and retrieval of continuous media data. It organizes data 
similarly to the Unix system, from which it is derived, but data and meta-information 
about the data are stored separately. 

The Felini process architecture consists of (1) processes at the server machine 
such as the network process, peer client process, local client process and server process 
which communicate through buffer cache (shared memory), and (2) processes at the 
remote client machine such as the remote client processes. The server process runs on a 
dedicated machine and is responsible for data transfer between disks and the server 
machine. The server process includes the admission controller, cache manager and stor
age manager. The network process waits for connection requests and spawns new peer 
client processes at the server machine. The buffer cache is common to the server pro
cess and all peer client processes at the server machine. Peer client processes communi
cate with remote clients to mediate reads and writes. 

The admission control in the server process ensures that the server has enough 
available data for each client. Data for client requests are retrieved in cycles T which is 
referred to as the common period of the system. If a real-time client has the consump
tion rate rj and there are d bits in the buffer at the start of a cycle, then the number of 
retrieved bits is 
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min«2xTxri-d), Txri)· 

The admission controller checks at the beginning of each subsequent cycle if 

This means that the admission controller ensures that the server in time T of a cycle 
always has T*ri bits available for each client in order to meet the rate guarantees for all 
admitted real-time clients. 

Performance of a file system, which frequently accesses disk storage while manip
ulating data, depends on the buffer cache. The data, stored on disk, uses the raw disk 
interface and it is addressed both in main memory and on disk in terms of pages. Hence, 
the cache management maintains pages, deals with cache misses, maximizes cache hits 
and minimizes the cache misses. The requirements on the cache management, coming 
from multimedia systems, are (1) to allow real-time clients to access continuous media 
sequentially for playback, and (2) to allow several clients to access the data simulta
neously. Therefore, the goal of cache management is to have the right policies so that 
the right pages get tossed out as replacement victims. 
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The cache management works with the buffer cache, current buffer list (CBL) and free 
list information to provide the above discussed goal. The buffer cache consists of buffer 
headers. Each buffer header points to a page in the buffer cache that contains data on 
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the disk. The buffer header includes infonnation such as buffer index, logical page 
number, dirty bit and fix count that determines the number of clients that access an 
appropriate location on the hard disk. The CBL is a set of pages containing data of 
cached files. These pages are countable and they are sorted, intuitively, in the order of a 
nonnal forward playout. Figure 4-31 shows the connection of buffer headers and the 
Current Buffer List (CBL). 

For each file on disk, one CBL exists as a representation of that file. The CBL 
header contains an ondisk id, representing the file uniquely to all clients, and an incore 
id, containing the open file handle of the file on disk. This abstraction is necessary 
because a file should be opened only once for all concurrent accesses. Besides other 
infonnation, the CBL header refers to a hash array that allows quick access to the buffer 
headers representing pages which are currently in main memory. At startup time, the 
Fellini server allocates free buffers in main memory, pins 1 them and stores their 
headers, with a 0 fix count, in the free list. 

When a page is requested by a client for the first time, a buffer from the free list is 
chosen, inserted into the appropriate CBL list, and its fix count is increased to 1. When 
it is allocated again by another client, its fix count is increased. In order to share the 
buffers between the server process and its peer client processes, the buffer headers and 
buffers are located in shared memory. When a client stops using a page, its fix count is 
decreased. When the fix count reaches 0, the page is not automatically deallocated. 
Only if a new page is requested and the free list is empty, the CBL which has had not 
active clients for the longest time (a so-called aged CBL) is forced to release their page 
with the highest logical page number (the one that would be the last to be accessed by a 
new client that plays the file from the beginning to the end). If no aged CBLs are avail
able, all CBLs are checked for unfixed pages. A page is selected (1) according to a 
weighting calculation that aims at identifying the pages that will not be used any more 
by any of the clients that are already in the system, and (2) from that set with the highest 
page number (the one that would be last to be accessed by a newly arriving client at its 
queue at the given time). It means that the cache management uses a global victim 
selection policy. 

The management of the data on disk is handled in a way that makes the use of 
multiple disks transparent to the user. The Felini system uses striping to distribute 
workload unifonnly across all disks, where consecutive blocks of a file are stored on 
successive disks, and the access of data is perfonned in a round robin fashion with 
block size being T*ri for a file with data rate ri.' The infonnation about the location of 
the data is maintained in file control blocks (FCBs) that are similar to Unix file i-nodes 
at the root of the directory tree. Subdirectories are not supported. All FCBs of the 

1 A memory page is said to be pinned when the OS is forbidden to swap it out of the main memory. 
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system are stored in a single Unix file. This file is big enough to store FCBs for the 
entire space that is available to the Fellini server. 

Unix API Fellini RT-API Fellini non-RT-API 

open begin_stream fe_nr_open 

read retrieve_stream fe_nr_read 

write store_stream fe_nr_ write 

seek seek_stream fe_nr_seek 

close close_stream fe_nr_close 

Table 4-2 Identification of UNIX and Fellini APls 

To the rest of the system, the Fellini server offers an API that is very similar to the Unix 
file system API for convenience. Table 4-2 identifies the Fellini function calls with their 
Unix couterparts. 

4.5.3.3 Symphony 

The Symphony file system [SGRV98] was developed at University of Texas, Austin, and 
it is an integrated multimedia file system designed for the storage and delivery of 
heterogeneous data types. Particularly, Symphony addresses the following issues: 

• support real-time as well as non-real-time requests 
• support multiple block sizes and control over their placement 
• support a variety of fault-tolerance techniques 
• provide a two-level meta data structure that all type-specific information to be 

attached to each file 

To support heterogeneous data types, the file system is divided into a data-type specific 
and a data-type independent layer. The data-type independent layer consists of a 
resource manager, disk subsystem and buffer subsystem. The resource manager 
includes a scheduler that uses a modified SCAN-EDF approach to schedule real-time 
requests and adds non-real-time requests according to C-SCAN as long as no deadlines 
for the real-time requests are violated. To provide timing guarantees, the resource man
ager supports admission control and resource reservation for scheduling activities. The 
data independent layer also offers to the data-type specific layer variable block sizes 
that are multiples of a minimal basic block size that is defined at file system creation 
time and an option to express a preferred, but not guaranteed, location of blocks in 
terms of disk and location on that disk. To locate variable-sized blocks on disk effi
ciently, each block is addressed through an indirection as shown in Figure 4-32. Finally, 
the fault tolerant layer can optionally use parity information to deliver verified data, or 
skip this check in favour of speed. 
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Figure 4-32 Symphony's indirect block location. 

The data-type specific layer offers a set of modules (audio, video and text) for different 
kinds of data, where each of the modules makes use of the features provided by the 
underlying layer according to its requirements. 

For example, the video module implements variable size data blocks by observing 
a video stream at writing time and by deriving an approximation of a maximum block 
size from the start of the stream. This block size is negotiated with the data-type inde
pendent layer, and subsequently, space that remains unoccupied because the actual 
block was smaller than the maximum block size is filled with data from the following 
block until the buffer space of a full block is saved. This allows for the continuous write 
as well as read operations at the cost of buffering one additional block size of memory 
per stream in the worst case. Concerning the placement policy, the video module pre
fers to stripe a file over as many disks as possible to maximize the utilization of I/O 
bandwidth for the case of parallel retrieval operations. In addition to this, during 
retrieval operations it starts to cache video blocks in main memory for efficiency 
according to the Interval Caching Policy. 

Symphony supports the typical Unix file operations and extends this interface by 
function calls that are necessary to support quality of service. These additional 
functions are ifsPeriodRead(), ifsPeriodicWrite(), ifsQoSNegotiate(), ifsQosConfirm() 
and ifsgetMetaData(). 

4.6 Memory Management 

Memory management in media servers is mainly concerned with the assignment of part 
of the media server's main memory to the delivery of a multimedia stream. While 
straightforward implementations of media servers do not exploit all content's move
ment through the main memory of the media server but rather rely on the file system 
implementation to allocate sufficient bandwidth for a smooth delivery of each stream, a 
couple of approaches exist for the exploitation of this phase of data delivery. One 
approach was demonstrated earlier with the Fellini server's file system. Others are 
listed in the following. 
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4.6.1 Interval Caching Policy 

Dan and Sitaram in [DS93a] introduce partial replication of multimedia files for load
balancing in multimedia systems. It is based on the observation that if there were a 
number of consecutive requests for the same video, and if the blocks read in by the first 
request were copied to another disk, it would be possible to switch the following 
requests to the partial replica just created. The Interval Caching Policy, proposed in 
[DS93a], therefore exploits the movement of data through the main memory of a video 
server by keeping the data of time-wise close streams in memory. 

4.6.2 Generalized Interval Caching Policy 

The Interval Caching Policy is refined and generalized in [DS95a]. The Generalized 
Interval Caching Policy takes into account that the interval caching policy does not han
dle short files appropriately when the media server is handling a mixed workload rather 
than videos only. 

4.6.3 Batching 

Batching is an approach introduced in [DSST94] to exploit the memory bandwidth and 
to save disk bandwidth in media servers by defining temporal cycles, called batching 
windows. All requests that arrive within such a cycle are collected and at the end of the 
cycle, all requests to the same content are serviced from the same file and buffer. This 
approach weakens the on-demand idea in comparison to the interval caching policy, but 
it recovers potentially large amounts of main memory because content can be discarded 
from the main memory immediately after playout and it will be re-Ioaded only after the 
next cycle. [DSS94] modifies this approach towards dynamic batching, which services 
requests as soon as a stream becomes available. Two selection policies to serve requests 
can be considered: the First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy and the Maximum Queue 
Length (MQL)policy, where queue length is defined by the number of user who 
requested that file. The comparison results between these two policies show that FCFS 
performs better than MQL. 

4.6.4 Piggybacking 

The aggregation of streams, that delivers the same content in close sequence without 
the use of batching window, was proposed using piggybacking [GLM96]. It means that 
one stream of a content file that is shortly preceding another stream of the same file will 
be joined with the later one by piggybacking the later stream onto the earlier stream. 
The general approach to do this is to increase the speed of the later stream and/or 
decrease the speed of the earlier stream until they join. Various strategies for joining 
more than a pair of streams are then investigated in detail in [GLM96]. 
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4.6.5 Content Insertion 
For the video-on-demand special case, [VL95] proposes the most radical extension of 
that scheme to date by offering content insertion to force larger numbers of streams into 
a time window which is small enough to allow the use of the piggybacking technique to 
join them into a single stream. Such inserted content from a content loop like an eternal 
advertisement show or from a continuous news show might be acceptable to the user to 
stay tuned. Alternatives might be a lengthening or shorting of introducing scenes of a 
movie. In [KVL97], it is then offered that this technique can also be used for providing a 
just as pragmatic and radical solution to problems such as server overload or partial 
server failure by diverting users into an advertisement loop or presenting other fill-in 
content until the problem can be fixed or until an aggregation with an action stream can 
be performed. 



CHAPTER 5 

Networks 

A network-enabling multimedia system lets you exchange discrete and continuous 
media data between devices, which generate and process these types of data. This 

communication requires appropriate services and protocols for data transmission. 

5.1 Services, Protocols, Layers 
To reduce their design complexity, most networks are organized as a series of layers or 
levels, each one built upon the one below it. The number of layers, the name of each 
layer, the contents of each layer, and the function of each layer differ from network to 
network. However, in all networks, the purpose of each layer is to offer certain services 
to the higher layers, shielding those layers from the details of how the offered services 
are actually implemented. 

The rules and conventions used in this scenario are collectively known as the pro
tocol of the respective layer. Basically, a protocol is an agreement between the commu
nicating parties on how communication is to proceed. This agreement specifies the 
format and meaning of messages computers exchange. Application programs that use a 
network do not interact directly with the network hardware. Instead, an application 
interacts with protocol software that follows the rules of a given protocol when commu
nicating. A protocol includes the format (syntax) and meaning of the data units to be 
exchanged; these are the so-called protocol data units (PDUs). 

The function of each layer is to provide services to the layer above it. Logically 
relating services are grouped into individual layers and defined in reference models, 
such as the OSI Reference Model. These services describe the behavior of the 
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respective layer and its service elements (Service Data Units - SDUs). The specifica
tion of a service does not describe how that service is implemented. 

5.1.1 Requirements to Services and Protocols 

The requirements services and protocols of a multimedia communication have to meet 
vary from layer to layer: 

• Depending on the application, audio and video data have to be processed within a 
certain delay or during a defined time interval. Data have to be transmitted (from 
application to application) within this interval. 

• The end-to-end delay should be as small as possible, in particular for applications 
working in dialog, similar to the conventional telephone. 

• All guarantees required to ensure that data are transmitted within a defined time 
interval have to be maintained. This concerns, among other factors, the required 
processor performance and the storage required to process the protocol. 

• Cooperative work and conference systems, using several media, are one of the 
main applications of communicating multimedia systems. This means that multi
cast connections should be supported to avoid a waste of resources. For example, 
the sending instance can change several times during a conference. Additional 
communication partners may join the conference, or other members may leave the 
conference. It should be possible for members of a multicast group to join or leave 
the conference without the need to terminate and reestablish the connection. 

• The services should offer mechanisms to synchronize different data streams, or 
they should allow synchronization, if synchronization is handled by another 
component [Sa189]. 

• The communication is based on the compatibility of the communication systems 
used. All communication systems have to use the same protocols in different com
puters. Many of the more recent multimedia communication systems are propri
etary implementations, which are not based on a (de-jure or de-facto) standard. 

• Due to the preferred or guaranteed transmission of audio and video data, the com
munication of the remaining data should not be impaired. Discrete data have to be 
transmitted without interference. 

• The fairness principle should be applied between the communicating applications, 
users, and stations. 

The actual information rate for audio and video data vary strongly. This leads to fluctu
ations in the data rate. Figure 5-1 shows an example of the data rate that forms in three 
different situations: We see a difference between uncorrelated images, people in a 
room, and a news speaker. Despite the strong fluctuations, in average, we can see rela
tively low values. The information shown in Figure 5-1 refers to an encoding method 
according to CCIR 601 (see Volume 1 Section 5.3). 
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Figure 5-1 Typical information and data rate while encoding the motion image of a 
scene. 

5.1.2 The Layers of the ISO-OSI Model 

The requirements described so far apply to different components of a communication 
system. For this reason, to complete this introduction to multimedia communication 
systems [Sha99], we describe the meaning of the individual layers based on the ISO
OSI Reference Model with regard to multimedia in short: 

The ISO model has been popular because it provides a simple explanation of the 
relationships among the complex hardware and protocol components of a network. In 
the ISO model, the lowest layer corresponds to hardware, and successive layers 
correspond to firmware or software that uses the hardware. This section summarizes the 
purpose of each layer: 

1. The Physical Layer is concerned with transmitting raw bits over a communication 
channel. This layer corresponds to basic network hardware. For example, the 
specification of LAN hardware, or modulation methods and bit synchronization. 
The propagation speed in the transmission medium, in the electric circuits used, 
cause delays relating to the respective modulation method when data propagate. 
Among other factors, they also determine the bandwidth the communication chan
nel can provide. Normally, the delay has to be minimized for audio and video 
data, and a relatively high bandwidth has to be available. 

2. The main task of the Data Link Layer is to take a raw transmission facility and 
transform it into a line that appears free of undetected transmission errors to the 
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network layer. The protocols of this layer specify how to organize data into frames 
and how to transmit frames over a network. For example, error detection and error 
correction, flow control, and block synchronization are defined in this layer. 
Access protocols depend strongly on the underlying network. Two categories of 
networks are known: First, networks that use point-to-point connections, and 
second, networks that use broadcast channels. Broadcast channels are also called 
multi-access channels or random-access channels. In a broadcast network with 
concurrent access, we need to define who can access the channel. To solve this 
problem, the Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayer has been introduced. 
Additional protocols were defined for this sublayer, including the Timed Token 
Rotation Protocol or the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection 
(CSMAlCD) protocol. The MAC sublayer is particularly important in local 
networks (LANs) that typically use multi-access channels as a basis for 
communication. 

Continuous data streams require the reservation and guarantee of the throughput 
over a connection path. To avoid long delays, an appropriate error handling 
scheme can be implemented because, in most cases, retransmission is not desir
able. The low error rate of modem networks, in particular with regard to optical 
fiber technology, favors its use to transmit multimedial data. In addition, message 
blocks with a fixed length (cells), e.g., in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
networks, allows efficient implementation of protocols, which offer reservation 
and guaranteed quality of service. 

3. The Network Layer is concerned with controlling the operation of the subnet. A 
key design issue is to determine how packets are routed from a source to a destina
tion. Protocols in this layer specify how addresses are assigned, and how packets 
are forwarded from one end of the network to another. Functions such as address
ing, switching, routing, error handling, network management (congestion 
control), and package sequencing, belong to this layer. 

Continuous media require the reservation of resources and guarantees of transmis
sion in this layer. A reservation requirement with a subsequent guarantee of 
resources, is defined by quality-of-service parameters that comply with the 
requirements of a continuous data stream to be transmitted. The reservation has to 
be done along the path between the communicating stations. This problem is nor
mally solved by a connection-oriented approach, which reserves resources during 
the establishment of a connection. In a connectionless environment, the reserva
tion status in the network has to be adapted to the path used in a data transmission. 
As this adaptation cannot be done directly, so that some packets may follow an 
unreserved path. Therefore, no deterministic guarantees can be given. In any case, 
the use of the reservation approach allows an end-to-end delay with small vari
ance and the observance of the correct sequence of packets. In an intemetworking 
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environment, there is the additional factor that packets may be duplicated, 
depending on the different communication structures of broadcast or multicast 
connections, which introduce additional complexity to the reservation process. 
The quality of service in the network with regard to a connection should be 
negotiated in this layer. 

4. The Transport Layer offers process-to-process connection. More specifically, 
quality-of-service characteristics are negotiated and guaranteed. Large packets are 
segmented in this layer and reassembled to their original size at the receiving end. 
Error handling is based on process-to-process communication. 

The required quality-of-service parameters in this layer have to refer to continu
ous media. An error handling scheme can normally not include the retransmission 
of data, because this would lead to high end-to-end delays and high jitter. A syn
chronization method that allows to maintain time relationships between LDUs
and thus also between SDUs-belonging to different connections can be 
considered an integral part of this layer. 

5. The Session Layer allows users on different machines to establish sessions 
between them. A session allows ordinary data transport, as does the transport 
layer, but it also provides enhanced services useful in some applications. For 
example, a session can be used to allow a user to log into a remote timesharing 
system or to transfer a file between two machines. Protocols of this layer specify 
how to establish a communication session to a remote system (e.g., how to login 
to a remote timesharing computer). Specifications for security details, such as 
authentication using passwords, belong in this layer. 

Automatic reestablishment of active connections is not always meaningful in ses
sions where continuous data are transmitted. In this respect, the definition of a 
suitable semantics method for multimedia sessions can be a better alternative. 
Another aspect concerns data encoding. When a connection is activated, it is very 
important for an application to know when an LDU is ready, which has been 
compressed for example as an intra-frame. The presentation cannot start, unless 
such a data unit is available [Mey91]. 

6. The Presentation Layer performs certain functions that are requested sufficiently 
often to justify a general solution for them, rather than letting each user solve the 
problems. In particular, unlike all the lower layers, which are just interested in 
moving bits reliably from here to there, the presentation layer is concerned with 
the syntax and semantics of the information transmitted. Protocols of this layer 
specify how to represent data. Such protocols are needed because different brands 
of computers use different internal representations for integers and characters. 
Thus, presentation layer protocols are needed to translate from the representation 
on one computer to the representation on another. 
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7. The Application Layer contains a variety of protocols that are commonly used. 
For example, there are hundreds of incompatible terminal types in the world. To 
solve this problem, virtual terminal software is normally used in the application 
layer. Another application layer function is file transfer. Each protocol of this 
layer specifies how a particular application uses a network. The protocol specifies 
the details of how an application program on one machine makes a request (e.g., 
how to specify the name of the desired file), and how the application on another 
machine responds. The application layer considers all application-specific ser
vices, e.g., the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and electronic mail. Tasks on this 
layer with regard to audio and video data could be, for example, a remote database 
access with concurrent representation. This means that the presentation, including 
the specified parameters, is transmitted in real time. An application like video-on
demand requires special services to be implemented on a video server that 
supports real-time access to a database [RVG+93]. 

Later, the layers 5, 6, and 7 were grouped to form one application layer. We will follow 
this development in this book. 

The following sections describe the principles of various networks built on the 
five layers of the reorganized reference model (i.e., the physical layer and the data link 
layer and its sublayers). The other layers (i.e., network layer, transport layer, session 
layer, presentation layer, and application layer) will be described in Chapter 7 in con
nection with group communication. Our discussion will concentrate on the important 
characteristics in relation to audio and video transmission. We will begin with an analy
sis of a few important networks with regard to their multimedia-enabling capabilities. 
In this discussion, we assume that the readers have a basic knowledge of these net
works, and we refer the readers to computer networking textbooks, e.g., [Tan96, Sta92, 
BG87, Pry93, Par94b]. 

5.2 Networks 

An integrated distributed multimedia system transmits the data of all media involved 
over the same network. The following section discusses various networks with regard to 
their capabilities to transmit multimedia data. 

Networks are divided into three categories with regard to the distance of the endpoints 
(stations/computers) : 

• Local area networks (LAN s) 

• Metropolitan area networks (MANs) 

• Wide area networks (WAN s) 

These network types will be briefly discussed in the following subsections. 
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Local Area Networks (LANs) A local area network (LAN) is characterized by the 
distance it covers, which is a few kilometers, and its high data rate. The number of hosts 
it can connect is limited, with a typical value being a few hundred stations (within a 
campus or company). Several LANs can be interconnected to form larger networks for 
a higher number of connection stations. The communication basis in LANs is the so
called broadcasting over a broadcast channel (multi-access channel), which means that 
the MAC sublayer is particularly important for these networks. 

Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) A metropolitan area network (MAN) normally 
covers an urban area, or a city, and has a higher data rate than LANs, i.e., more than 100 
Mbps. A MAN is normally owned and managed either by a public or private carrier. 
The number of connections is typically in the range of several thousand. MANs are 
often used to interconnect several LAN s. 

Wide Area Networks (WANs) A wide area network (WAN) can cover larger distances 
and several countries or even continents. Its data rates are lower, i.e., less than 2 Mbps. 
This will change with the advent of broadband ISDN. A WAN connects many organiza
tions, companies and individuals. The network carriers are normally private or public 
telecommunication companies. 

Conventional, widely used LANs (e.g., token ring or Ethernet) have not been 
designed for data traffic under real-time conditions. Normally, modern LANs take the 
properties required for the communication of audio and video data into account, but 
they are less common. In contrast to LANs, WANs are mainly used for the transmission 
of voice and data. This means that these networks, originating from the telecommunica
tion industry, are designed for transmissions under real-time conditions. However, lan
guage-specific characteristics that are not suitable for video and other data 
transmissions are also integrated. One example would be the relatively long connection 
establishment. 

5.2.1 Ethernet 

Ethernet is a well-known and widely used network technology that employs a bus 
topology. The original Ethernet hardware operated at a rate of 10 Megabits per second 
(Mbps); a later version known as Fast Ethernet operates at 100 Mbps, and the most 
recent version, which is known as Gigabit Ethernet, operates at 1000 Mbps or 1 Gigabit 
per second (Gbps). Because it uses a bus topology, Ethernet requires mUltiple comput
ers to share access to a single medium. A sender transmits a signal, which propagates 
from the sender towards both ends of the cable. 

The most interesting aspect of Ethernet is the mechanism used to coordinate trans
mission. An Ethernet network does not have a centralized controller that tells each com
puter how to take turns using the shared cable. Instead, all computers attached to an 
Ethernet participate in a distributed coordination scheme called Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access (CSMA). The scheme uses electrical activity on the cable to determine status. To 
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detennine whether the cable is currently being used, a computer can check for a carrier. 
If no carrier is present, the computer can transmit a frame. If a carrier is present, the 
computer must wait for the sender to finish before proceeding. 

To ensure that no other computer transmits simultaneously, the Ethernet standard 
requires a sending station to monitor signals on the cable. Whenever a collision is 
detected, a sending station immediately stops transmitting. Technically, monitoring a 
cable during transmission is known as Collision Detect (CD), and the Ethernet mecha
nism is known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect (CSMAlCD). 

One of the problems in building any type of high-speed Ethernet based on CSMAI 
CD and using optical fiber as its transmission medium is to implement reliable collision 
detection. Various methods using a passive star configuration have been proposed (e.g., 
Power Sensing, Directional coupling) [RJ85]. Fibernet II of Xerox [SRN+83] uses an 
active star configuration to detect collisions. Another problem results from high data 
rates and the related decrease of time available to transmit data, resulting in a 
dramatically reduced diameter of the CSMAlCD network. 

5.2.1.1 Use of Ethernet for Audio and Video Transmission 

The communication of continuous data requires a maximum end-to-end delay to be 
maintained, which can normally not be guaranteed by Ethernet. For this reason, various 
efforts have led to the development of a number of options enabling an Ethernet-LAN 
for audio and video data transmission: 

1. One variant handles continuous data without exception handling. If the maximum 
load is kept within a certain limit, then the volume of data arriving too late is 
extremely low. This is currently the most common solution, because it does not 
require additional cost. However, it is not satisfactory due to errors. 

2. To avoid these errors, the data traffic of continuous media can be dynamically 
adapted when the network is congested. In a congested network, the rate of the 
data streams of continuous media would be dynamically reduced. A scalable 
encoding method is used to reduce this rate. However, this does not prevent errors 
from occurring either. 

3. A third variant can enable an Ethernet LAN especially for the transmission of con
tinuous data. The solution requires an additional protocol and at least two separate 
networks between all communicating multimedia computers: one network for 
continuous data and a second one for all remaining data. This approach is mean
ingful for experimental systems, but would be too costly for a practical solution. A 
similar solution consists of a LAN that works as a digital network and transmits 
control information and discrete data, and another network that operates as an 
analogous network and transmits video and audio data. This approach was imple
mented in MediaSpace developed at Xerox Pare [BBI93], and in Cruiser 
Environment developed by Bellcore [FKRR93]. 
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4. A rather pragmatic solution originates from installed network configurations. 
Normally, the Ethernet cables are not installed in a building in the form of a bus 
system, but are laid from each station to a central room, forming a star topology, 
where they are connected to an Ethernet bus. In such a case, instead of configuring 
a bus, each station could be connected to a switch. Each station would be con
nected to this switch over an independent Ethernet. This means that each station 
can use the full 10 Mbps, so that it is not absolutely necessary to install a new 
multimedia-enabling network. The only additional cost in this approach arises for 
the switch. This solution is based on data rates of less than 10 Mbps. Note, how
ever, that a file transfer application could disturb the audio and video data 
transmission. 

S. Fast Ethernet, also known as lOOBase-T, offers a throughput of up to 100 Mbps, 
and allows the user to enjoy low-cost use of this high-speed technology. Fast 
Ethernet supports three media options: 100Base-T4 for half-duplex operation over 
four UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair) cable pairs, 100Base-TX for half-duplex and 
full-duplex operation over two pairs of UTP or STP (Shielded Twisted Pair) cable 
pairs, and 100Base-FX for half-duplex or full-duplex operation over optical fiber. 
Like lO-Mbps Ethernet, 100-Mbps Fast Ethernet can also be configured in 
switched or shared media implementations. Full-duplex requires a switch able to 
support several nodes to transmit and receive data simultaneously. Full-duplex 
Fast Ethernet switches increase the throughput of networks effectively to up to 
200 Mbps [Me194]. Fast Ethernet requires the use of new adapter cards in worksta
tions and new hubs or switches, quipped with 100-Mbps transceivers. On the 
other hand, no changes have to be made to existing Ethernet applications. Another 
benefit of Fast Ethernet is that it easily interconnects to other networks, using 
shared media and switched lOBase-T (10 Mbps Ethernet). 

5.2.2 Gigabit Ethernet 

Gigabit Ethernet expands the approach of Fast Ethernet, offering a throughput of up to 
1 Gbps, while still using the traditional Ethernet technology. However, this is possible 
only to a certain degree. In fact, the differences to its predecessor are more important 
than their similarities. First, Gigabit Ethernet uses a modified medium-access layer, as 
far as the size of the network and its use are concerned. Second, there are different 
requirements to the cabling system. The primary medium it uses is optical fiber, but 
UTP category S can also be used. 

One of the key factors in Gigabit Ethernet is the maximum size of the network. 
Compared to Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet offers the tenfold clock speed, which 
means that it covers a maximum distance of approx. 20 meters, because higher clock 
speeds mean reduced network diameters. A network with this kind of diameter is not 
usable. For this reason, one of the IEEE workgroups proposed a mechanism that uses a 
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200-meter collision domain of Fast Ethernet. In fact, the MAC layer was redefined for 
Gigabit Ethernet. The mechanism that allows a network to extent to a diameter of 200 
meters in Gigabit Ethernet is called carrier extension. During each transmission of a 
frame over an adapter within a Gigabit network, the Gigabit layer sends a special signal 
(while the collision detection continues). The expansion of a frame and the carrier is at 
least 512 bytes. This means that all packets are padded to a minimum length of 512 
bytes. Due to the constraint that only one repeater hop is permitted, instead of two like 
in Fast Ethernet, and due to the limitation of temporal specifications, Gigabit Ethernet 
achieves almost the same network coverage like Fast Ethernet. 

Although the carrier extension technique allows a Gigabit Ethernet to scale to a 
useful size, this method has a major drawback. No payload data can be put in the part of 
a frame which is shorter than 512 bytes, representing the expansion of the carrier. This 
leads to an inefficient utilization of the bandwidth. In network traffic consisting exclu
sively of 64-byte frames (i.e., in the case where one would reach the full capacity of 
Fast Ethernet), the effective throughput of Gigabit Ethernet would drop to 125 Mbps. 
However, the carrier expansion would be required only if Gigabit Ethernet is operated 
in half-duplex mode, like its predecessor. Switching to full-duplex operation makes the 
use of CSMNCD superfluous. The stations would then send and receive data over dif
ferent line pairs, so that no collisions can occur, and there would be no need for a sta
tion to wait before it can transmit. Full-duplex mode works only over point-to-point 
links. 

As mentioned before, the use of optical fiber as transmission medium is another 
particularity where Gigabit Ethernet deviates from its slower predecessors. Multi-mode 
optical fiber allows to transmit in speeds within the gigabit range over a distance of at 
least 550 meters, or up to three kilometers when single-mode fiber is used. With regard 
to copper as a transmission medium, there are still issues to be solved relating to the 
electrical design. In fact, these problems prevent Gigabit Ethernet from operating over 
UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair), including category-5 cables. 

Finally, it should be noted that Gigabit Ethernet (like its predecessors) does not 
make QoS guarantees of the kind required by multimedia applications. Ethernet was 
originally designed to move data so that no capabilities for the use of QoS or priorities 
were integrated in the technology. The method guarantees merely that the same access 
rules apply to all nodes in a network. This holds also true for Gigabit Ethernet. 

5.2.3 Token Ring 

Token ring is a LAN with a data transmission rate of 4 Mbps or 16 Mbps. It is based on 
an ordered access mechanism. Computers attached to a token ring network use a spe
cial, short message called token to coordinate access to the ring. One token rotates in 
the ring at any time. To send data, a computer must wait for the token to arrive, transmit 
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exactly one frame, and then transmit the token to the next computer. When no comput
ers have data to send, the token cycles around the ring at high speed. 

All stations in the network are connected to a logical ring as shown in Figure 5-2. 
Each packet includes the sender address (SA) and the destination address (DA) as 
depicted in Figure 5-3. 

Figure 5-2 Transmitting data over a token ring; first phase, showing the principles with 
labels according to the standard. 

Figure 5-3 Transmitting data over a token ring, showing the last two phases. 

If the destination address matches the address of a station, then that station removes this 
message from the network and copies it to its local storage. This event is reported to the 
local LLC (Logical Link Control), and an acknowledge (ACK) message or error field is 
modified accordingly. In this case, the A and C bits of the error field are verified. The 
following three combinations are valid: 

• A = 0, C = 0: receiver does not exist, or is not active. 
• A = 1, C = 0: receiver exists, but rejected the frame. 
• A = 1, C = 1: receiver exists and copied the frame. 

Subsequently, the message is forwarded to the neighboring station. The sending station 
removes its message and interprets the ACK fields. To obtain the right to send, a station 
has to obtain the token. This can be reserved in advance by any station with a certain 
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priority. Only the station with the highest reserved priority will obtain the right to trans
mit. These priorities, together with the defined maximum cycling times of a packet, 
allow a guaranteed data transmission of continuous media. 

The IEEE 802.5 protocol includes a sophisticated scheme using multiple priori
ties. The token includes a field to specify a priority, i.e., the priority of a frame is speci
fied in the Access Control (AC) field of the frame header. When a frame is transmitted, 
it inherits this priority from the token, which was removed from the ring. The priority of 
the token is stored in the AC field. Priority operation functions as follows: A station can 
transmit a frame with a predefined priority, by using an available token with a priority 
smaller than or equal to the priority of the frame. If no suitable token is available, then 
the station can reserve a token with the desired priority, when a suitable token or frame 
passes the station. This reservation involves the following steps: 

• When another station has reserved the same or a higher priority in a passing token 
or frame, then the station cannot use this token or frame to make a reservation. 

• When the reservation bits were not set, or if they were set to a lower priority than 
the one required by a station, then the station can set the reservation bits to the 
desired priority. 

When a station removes its frame from the token ring and finds that the values in the 
reservation bits are unequal 0, then it has to generate a token with the priority specified 
in the reservation bits. The token ring technology implements a so-called fairness 
scheme to prevent a misbehaving station from permanently sending priority frames. 
Although a priority setting can be overwritten by a higher-priority requirement at any 
given time, the priority has to be set to a lower level, once the highest priority has been 
served. Priorities are ordered according to their importance (see Table 5-1). 

Priority Application 

0 free usability; used my most applications 

1-3 free usability 

4 used by bridges 

5-6 reserved, but unused 

7 used by ring management 

Table 5-1 Priorities used in a token ring network. 

The priority scheme and the maximum possible propagation delay of a frame in the 
token ring allow the support of data transmission guarantees for continuous media. The 
main strength of this method is that expected transmit actions of a station can be pre
dicted. The worst case, which is equal to the longest time a station has to wait until it 
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obtains a token, is deterministic and can be calculated. Consider a ring with N stations, 
as described in [BPSWL93], then the token rotation time, ttrt' can be characterized as 

where 'tl is the delay introduced by the ring (the fixed delay due to the physical length 
of the ring and the fluctuating connection delays), and 'ti is the time a station i holds the 
token. The maximum frame size is 16 Kbps, and the maximum token holding time, 
'tmax' is 10 ms. Today, most connections normally require 'tmax = 2 ms. This means for 
the worst case that a station has to wait (N - 1) 'tmax + 'tl seconds between two data 
transmission opportunities. Note that 'tl versus (N -1) 'tmax is normally negligible. 

A reservation mechanism is meaningful to limit the access delay for high-priority 
traffic. If only one station wants to send a high-priority packet at any time, the worst
case delay is limited by 

The upper limit is higher when stations transmit a larger number of high-priority 
frames. If we consider M stations that are transmitting high-priority frames, then the 
maximum delay is limited by 

where 'tmm is the time required to transmit high-priority multimedia data. The compo
nent 2'tmax designates the potential waiting time in one cycle ('tmax) for priority data to 
be able to reserve the token when the priority field of the token is unused, plus the wait
ing time for another cycle ('tmax) required to obtain the token. The meaning of the term 
(M-l)'tmm designates the potential waiting time of (M-l) cycles, i.e., the Afh high
priority station has to wait to reserve the priority token in the worst case. 

5.2.3.1 Use of Token Ring for Audio and Video Transmission 

In a token ring network, just like in Ethernet, various variants relating to integrated 
communication have to be considered, and some of the variants described for Ethernet 
also apply to token ring. For example, scaling for encoding can be implemented, or an 
isochronous token ring can be defined. In addition, the following options are available: 

1. The existing priority mechanism can be used in token ring networks to transmit 
continuous media without having to modify its communication components. Con
tinuous data streams get a much higher priority than discrete media streams. With 
a high share of continuous media traffic to be transmitted over a token ring net
work, however, the dta frames will be exposed to undesirable delays. To achieve 
an acceptable performance, one could use a simple form of bandwidth manage
ment to limit the number of multimedia sessions that are concurrently active in a 
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token ring segment. For example, when a high-priority application transmits mul
timedia data in MPEG-1 format at a maximum transfer rate of 1.8 Mbps, then a 
maximum of 13 multimedia sessions is possible, regardless of the data traffic 
flowing over the token ring network. Various test results have shown that the use 
of the existing priority mechanism, together with separate queues maintained in 
the stations for each of the frame priorities, reduce the delay of multimedia traffic. 
Several queues need to be used when the network is congested to reduce the delay. 
In addition, priority access mechanisms help reduce the delay, particularly when 
the network is not congested. 

2. We can distinguish continuous data streams by their basic importance: audio con
nections obtain a higher priority level than all other continuous data streams. For 
this purpose, two high-priority levels have to be used. This principle has proven in 
studies conducted by the author. However, errors will still occur when there is a 
large number of audio-only connections. 

3. Another option is to allow high priority for both audio and video data traffic and to 
introduce an additional resource reservation scheme for these connections. The 
following three approaches are widely used for this purpose: 

a. Static reservation of resources: Static reservation means that the resources 
are defined in advance. One example would be to allow eight multimedia 
stations to send continuous media data for up to a maximum of 1.8 Mbps 
each. Note, however, that this approach works fine only in a small environ
ment, where the throughput demand of the applications is known. 

b. Dynamic, centralized reservation of resources: As an alternative, each sta
tion could use a central management facility during the establishment of a 
connection to negotiate and assign scarce resources. The data are subse
quently transmitted on the basis of this negotiation. This central manage
ment could be a bandwidth manager, which knows the required information, 
so that it can distribute a requested resource capacity (i.e., the required band
width). There are several practical protocols for this type of bandwidth man
agement. Such a management facility could also be used to reserve network 
resources across the domains of local networks, although the establishment 
of a connection would take much longer than in a local network, because a 
centralized solution has obvious restrictions with regard to scalability. The 
problem with the reservation of resources also concerns operating system 
issues (see Chapter 3). Reservation experiments for non-interruptible sched
uling methods with regard to token ring networks are discussed in the litera
ture, e.g., in [NV92]. These techniques can also be applied to the reservation 
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of operating system resources, just as well as to the reservation of the 
network bandwidth. 

c. Reservation of dynamically distributed resources: Distributed bandwidth 
management can reserve a required connection resource faster than a cen
tralized solution. The following subsections describe a time-optimized 
technology in detail as a representative example [Ste93]. 

Each multimedia station has an internal table, the so-called available 
resource table (ART). This table contains entries with the available band
width of the network, together with the bandwidth already used for active 
audio and video connections. Assume for example that, to initialize all sta
tions, the entire real bandwidth is reduced to an available bandwidth of 80% 
(resulting in 3.2 Mbps, or 12.8 Mbps for token ring). The remaining 20% are 
used for administrative traffic in the ring (this share would be approx. 3% in 
real-world applications), running on the highest priority level. This means 
that there will always be some capacity left for other media. The value of 
80% is an experience values, which can be adapted to other situations. 

The resource managers of all multimedia stations belong to one group with a 
common address in the token ring. This means that each of these resource 
managers can send messages to all other managers. Functional addresses in 
the token ring network can be used for this purpose. 

To start establishing a connection, the local resource manager compares the 
required capacity with the currently available capacity. If the available band
width found in the ART table is less than the desired amount, then the con
nection request is rejected and an appropriate notification is sent. If the local 
ART shows that there is sufficient capacity to meet the connection request, 
then the request is forwarded to all resource managers of the group. 

As an example, assume that a capacity request for 1.41 Mbps was sent to all 
members of the group. Let us further assume that the currently available 
capacity is 10 Mbps. Then the requesting station would first adapt its local 
ART to the available capacity. In this example, the station would reduce the 
value of 10 Mbps to 8.59 Mbps. In the next step, the requesting station 
would send its capacity reservation request (-1.410.000) to the group. This 
information is then used by all other stations to update their ART tables. 

The packet (which is called frame in the token ring terminology) that con
tains the reservation request returns to the requesting station after a full 
cycle. This way, the requesting station knows that all members of the group 
were informed and have adapted their local ART tables accordingly. 

If the ART of the requesting station was set to a negative value between the 
transmission of the reservation request and the completion of that request, 
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then the reservation request is rejected and all members of the group are 
informed accordingly. Otherwise, the reservation request is deemed to have 
been accepted and the actual high-priority data transfer can begin. A reserva
tion request can be rejected (when a negative value is found in the local ART 
of the requesting station) in multiple stations that send connection requests 
at the same time due to the early-token release method. To allow a station to 
access the available bandwidth in case of a collision, a pattern can be used, 
which functions similar to the mechanism in Ethernet. For example, the sta
tion could be allowed to make up to three access attempts and distributes 
them by a specific stochastic value. This ensures a dramatic reduction of the 
probability of more collisions. 

If a connection is to be torn down, all stations have to be informed, so that 
they can reset their local ART tables. In the above example, (+1.410.000) 
would be sent to the entire group. 

All local ART tables of the other members in the ring are polled, if a new 
station is added. Once all stations have returned their entries (within a 
specific time), and if all these tables contain the same value, then the new 
station is initialized to this value. Inconsistencies are detected and removed 
by use of an additional administrative protocol. 

Note that this method can also work with variable bit rate streams. In this 
case, the maximum value is normally specified for reservation. Note that no 
resource capacity would be wasted, because all discrete data fill the gaps. 

It should be noted that this method is suitable not only to reserve bandwidth, 
but also for all other resources within a ring, e.g., the limited number of 
available functional addresses in a token ring network. 

The method assumes that each multimedia station uses only the capacity 
specified in the reservation request. This means that an appropriate monitor
ing component should be implemented additionally to ensure that negotiated 
capacities are maintained. 

5.2.3.2 Bit Length 

The most important-and usually scarce-resource in networks is the bandwidth, 
which can be allocated by using the above described methods. An increase in 
bandwidth means that a larger volume of continuous data streams can be transmitted. 
An important criterion for the effectiveness of the access protocol used is the bit length, 
referred to the distance covered by the physical network. The following example should 
explain this issue: At 100 Mbps, one bit has the following propagation over optical 
fiber: 
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len th "" velocity of propagation in optical fiber 
g data rate 

8 
length = 2.5 x 10 mls = 2m1bit. 

100 x 106bitis 

In contrast, with a data transfer rate of 64 Kbps over copper cable, the propagation of 
each bit is: 

1 h velocity of propagation in copper cable engt "" --.......::...--"--~"...:::--------:..:...----
data rate 

8 
length = 2.5 x 10 mls = 3.9km/bit 

64 x 103bitls 

Note that each station buffers at least 64 bits internally during the forwarding process. 
This means that several frames can be in a ring concurrently when the data rates are 
higher. This transition to higher data rates has led to the introduction of a principle 
called early token release. It means that several consecutive packets can be present in 
the ring. Once a station has sent its data, it will put the token back into the ring, so that 
all stations get a chance to send their packets. 

5.2.4 100VG AnyLAN 

The 100VG AnyLAN standard was developed by the IEEE 802.12 workgroup. Similar 
to Fast Ethernet, its 100-Mbps competitor, it also operates in shared media and 
switched implementations. Another similarity is that 100VG AnyLAN can use the 
existing network topology without extensive reconfiguration. In contrast to Fast 
Ethernet, however, 100VG Any LAN does not require any significant network distance 
constraints, which would inherently be more restrictive than those of the conventional 
Ethernet. Compared to 100Base-T, 100VG AnyLAN offers the following benefits: 

1. As its name suggests, 100VG AnyLAN can use both Ethernet and token ring 
frames, but not in the same network. A router is used to connect a 100VG 
Ethernet to a 100VG token ring network. 

2. 100VG prevents collision of packets and allows efficient utilization of the network 
bandwidth. Both is achieved by a so-called demand priority scheme instead of the 
CSMAlCD scheme used in lOBase-T and Fast Ethernet. 

3. The demand priority scheme allows a straightforward implementation of a priority 
method for time-critical traffic, e.g., real-time voice and real-time video. This 
makes 100VG a suitable candidate for multimedia applications. 
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However, 100VG has a few drawbacks. Although 100VG is transparent with regard to 
the network software, it causes considerable administrative cost. 100VG requires a 
four-wire (voice grade-VG) UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair) cable category 3, 4, or 5, 
so that new cabling is required, in addition to investments in new adapter cards and 
hubs. 

The main characteristic of 100VG AnyLAN is its special medium access (MAC) 
layer. The demand priority access scheme defined in the IEEE 802.12 standard replaces 
CSMAJCD. Instead of collision detection or a rotating token, the demand priority 
method uses a round-robin polling scheme, which is implemented in a hub or switch. In 
contrast to the conventional Ethernet, 100VG is a "collision-free" technology. Using the 
demand priority scheme enables the 100VG hub or switch to allow only one connected 
node access to the network segment at a time, so that collisions are avoided. When a 
node needs to transmit data over the network, it has to send a request to the hub (or 
switch). The hub (or switch) polls all nodes of a segment sequentially. If a node has data 
to send, then it obtains permission from the hub (or switch). Otherwise, the hub (or 
switch) continues polling the next node. Each round-robin polling sequence allows each 
port of a network node to send exactly one - and only one - packet. All nodes wish
ing to send data are served in each round, which means that all nodes get fair access to 
the network. If a multi-port hub or a multi-port switch is considered to be a node of a 
larger 100VG network, then it also has to obtain permission to access the network from 
a level one step higher within the network hierarchy. Such a device is also called root 
hub. When the root hub grants access to a larger network, then the multi-port node can 
transmit one packet from each port it supports. 100VG networks based on the token 
ring technology use the same method. In this case, the VG 100 hub or VG 100 switch 
acts basically as a rotating token. Instead of a waiting time to obtain a token, a node 
waits until it obtains permission from the hub or switch. Similar to traditional token 
ring systems, only one station at a time may transfer its data over a network segment. 

In addition to regulating network nodes by a democratic polling method, the 
demand priority scheme allows straightforward priority settings for LAN traffic. Time
critical network applications, e.g., voice and video, can be marked as high-priority data. 
When the 100VG hub or switch distributes access rights, it first serves high-priority 
traffic and then less time-critical traffic. 100VG allows traffic division into two classes: 
high-priority and regular traffic. The applications of the higher layers in the network 
nodes set the priorities for data. This information is passed down to the MAC sublayer 
in the 100VG protocol stack. A packet with no priority set is handled as regular traffic. 
Each hub manages information about high-priority requests. When a high-priority 
request arrives, then the hub or switch terminates the current transmission and serves 
this request. When a hub (or switch) receives more than one high-priority request at 
once, then these are handled in the order of the ports, i.e., in the order in which regular 
traffic is handled. The hub (or switch) returns to the mode it uses to handle regular pri-
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ority traffic once all high-priority requests have been served. Timeouts and bottlenecks 
will occur when a large number of high-priority requests arrive at the hub (or switch), 
so that it cannot handle regular traffic over an extensive period of time. To avoid this 
problem, the VG 1 00 hub or VG 1 00 switch manages the time between the request for a 
service by one node and its handling automatically. If too much time elapses, then the 
hub automatically increases the priority setting for regular requests. 

One issue of critic about the demand priority scheme is that the hub or switch has 
to be equipped with excessive intelligence to handle its tasks. On the other hand, the 
demand priority scheme is a deterministic protocol, so tht it allows the definition of 
guarantees for a maximum delay for multimedia application. This is not supported in 
CSMAlCD. This means that VG 100 is better suitable for multimedia communication 
than Fast Ethernet. Currently, 100VG has not been implemented by many hardware 
manufacturers. 

5.2.5 Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) 

One of the chief disadvantages of the token ring networks arises from their susceptibil
ity to failures. Several ring network technologies have been designed to overcome 
severe failures. For example, Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDl) is a token ring 
technology that can transmit data at a rate of 100 Mbps, ten times faster than the origi
nal Ethernet. To provide such high data rates, FDDI uses optical fibers to interconnect 
computers instead of copper cables. FDDI was proposed as an expansion of token ring 
with regard to the IEEE 802.5 protocol it uses. This standardization effort was initiated 
by the X3T9.5 workgroup of the American Standards Institute (ANSI) in 1982. The 
basic features of this technology are optical fibers with an immanently lower error rate 
and attenuation, allowing a larger distance between active stations. 

While token ring runs in 4 Mbps or 16 Mbps, FDDI was designed for 100 Mbps 
from the beginning. FDDI serves up to 500 stations; a token ring typically connects 
between 50 and 250 stations. By standard, the length of an FDDI ring is a maximum of 
100 km in duplex operation, and the distance between any two stations must not exceed 
2 km. These values show the benefits of FDDI versus its predecessors clearly. 

FDDI can operate in various transmission modes (see Figure 5-4), which are rele
vant for multimedia data communication. The synchronous mode allows reservation of 
the bandwidth, while the asynchronous mode behaves similar to the token ring proto
coL Many current implementations support only the asynchronous mode. We will 
describe the topology and the components, and then discuss the modes supported by 
FDDI. Interested readers are referred to the standard documentation, or [MK93]. 
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non-isochronous 

Figure 5-4 Communication options in FOOl; overview of the data transfer modes. 

The specification of the FDDI design suggests a maximum bit error rate of 2.5 x 1010 
bits. Many implementations work with lower bit error rates. The following sections will 
discuss the topology and components of FDDI. 

5.2.5.1 The FDDI Topology 

The most important feature of the FDDI topology is that it is based on two counter 
rotating rings, i.e., FDDI uses a pair of counter rotating rings. One ring is used to trans
mit data. When a failure occurs that breaks the ring, stations adjacent to the failure auto
matically reconfigure, using the second ring to bypass the failure. FDDI classifies 
several types of stations: 

• A dual attachment station is also called a class A station. Such a station is con
nected to the primary and secondary ring either directly at the trunk ring, or over a 
concentrator. 

• The single attachment station, also called class B station, is connected to the pri
mary ring over a concentrator. The concentrator station can connect more than 
two stations, while it is always connected to the primary and secondary ring. Fig
ure 5-5 shows a complete configuration with various stations in the form of a dual 
ring with trees. If a failure occurs, then the FDDI ring is reconfigured, where some 
stations are configured for transparent switch-through function. 
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Figure 5-5 A possible connection of various FOOl stations, forming a dual ring with 
several trees. 

5.2.5.2 FDDI Reliability 

In addition to the fault tolerance ensured by the dual ring (secondary ring), an FDDI 
station offers high reliability by the use of a so-called bypass switch or concentrator 
(CON). A station equipped with such a bypass switch is taken from the ring as soon as 
a failure is detected, e.g., a power failure. A CON allows to connect the stations to the 
ring, and it is also responsible for disconnecting faulty stations. The use of reliable 
CONs to connect stations is the core of the so-called dual-homing configuration. In 
most cases, dual homing is more reliable than the dual ring principle alone. However, 
this is the case only provided that the following conditions are met: 

• At least four dual stations have to be connected. 
• The reliability of the line, defined as the difference probability (1 - error probabil

ity of the line) should be at least -V2/2. 
• The CONs forming the primary ring have to be reliable. 
• The number of CON pairs in the primary ring should be as small as possible. 

Another approach that makes complex FDDI networks more reliable is the use of cre
ative topologies. A creative topology consists of configurations that reduce the vulnera
bility of a connection andlor use redundant resources. This type of approach is the co-
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called concentrator tree. In such a topology, the concentrators are connected in such a 
way that the A and B ports of each concentrator connect to the M ports of the same 
concentrator, which is located higher in the tree hierarchy. The concentrator tree alone 
does not work more reliably than other approaches, e.g., dual homing, because each 
line failure will always cause an isolation. For a few applications, some mechanisms are 
of particular interest, because they continue working even when two or more lines fail. 
One known technology uses a concentrator tree, where the upper and lower ends are 
connected. This configuration is also called concentrator tree with loopback [MK93]. 

5.2.5.3 FDDI Components 
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Figure 5-6 The FDDI reference model. 

FDDI is composed of the following components, as shown in Figure 5-6: 

• PHY (Physical Layer Protocol) specified in ISO 9314-1 "Information Processing 
Systems: Fiber Distributed Data Interface - Part 1: Token Ring Physical Protocol" . 

• PMD (Physical Layer Medium Dependent) specified in ISO 9314-3 "Information 
Processing Systems: Fiber Distributed Data Interface - Part 1: Token Ring Physi
cal Layer, Medium Dependent". 

• SMT (Station Management) defines management functions of the ring as speci
fied in "ANSI Preliminary Draft Proposal American National Standard X3T9.5/ 
84-49 Rev. 6.2, FDDI Station Management". 

• The network is accessed over a MAC (Media Access Control) component speci
fied in ISO 9314-2 "Information Processing Systems: Fiber Distributed Data 
Interface - Part 2: Token Ring Media Access Control". 
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The physical layer (PMD, PHY) is responsible for an adaptation to an optical 
fiber. Today, Multi-mode fibers with a diameter of 52.5 mor mono-mode fibers with a 
diameter of 125 mare used. An LED with a wavelength of 1.320 nm serves as a sender. 
On this lowest layer, a 4-bit to 5-bit encoding is implemented, where 4 out of 5 encodes 
each group of 4 MAC symbols (zeros, ones, and various non-data symbols, e.g., the 
beginning of a frame) into a group of 5 bits (4 bits for encoding of the 4 MAC symbols 
and an additional non return to zero inverted (NRZI) bit). This scheme increases the 
physical data rate to 125 Mbps. 

The station management (SMT) controls, monitors, and manages the stations 
connected to the network. For the stations, this includes initialization, activation, 
monitoring of services, and error handling. For the network itself, this management 
includes addressing, reservation of bandwidth, and configuration. 

The MAC-LAN access component regulates access to the ring by stations. It reads 
the address and inserts or removes frames into and from the network, respectively. In 
FDDI, a packet is called frame. The length of this packet can vary, but it never exceeds 
4,500 bytes. The addressing supports point-to-point, multicast, and broadcast 
communication. 

5.2.5.4 The Timed Token Rotation Protocol 

The Timed Token Rotation Protocol is the access protocol used by FDDI. It basically 
offers t two services, namely synchronous and asynchronous services. Each station can 
reserve a certain share of the bandwidth available in the network to transmit synchro
nous data. When a station obtains a token, it can transmit synchronous data over the 
period it requested previously. This is also called synchronous capacity. Subsequently, 
the station releases the token and passes it on to the next neighboring station. Messages 
in asynchronous mode are transmitted only if specific requirements are met. 

The Target Token Rotation Time (ITRT) was added to implement these services. 
This scheme represents a typical and desired time required by a packet to complete one 
cycle around the ring. The TTRT value is determined during the initialization phase of 
the ring, by sending a request to all SMT components of the stations connected to the 
ring. Each station stores this value. Based on the FDDI specification, the value range for 
TTRT is between 4 ms and 165 ms. A typical TTRT is approx. 50 ms. Such a value is 
typically achieved in congested networks and 75 connection stations using approx. 30 
km of optical fiber. 

5.2.5.5 The Token Rotation Time 

Each station measures continuously the real rotation time of a token and stores the 
result as the Token Rotation Time (TRT). TRT indicates the duration measured last, 
referred to the respective station that required a token for this last rotation. This method 
is based on the following rules: 
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• Asynchronous traffic: Asynchronous traffic can be sent only provided that there is 
free capacity on the network. The criterion for this free capacity is the comparison 
between the respective TRT and TTRT values. A station can always send asyn
chronous data as long as the TRT < TTRT ratio is true. This means that asynchro
nous traffic can occur in the LAN for a maximum duration TTRT. Several other 
methods describe the possible coexistence of asynchronous and synchronous traf
fic, without excessive delays. Non-real-time messages are transmitted before real
time messages, unless there is an absolute necessity to break this rule. Real-time 
messages are transmitted first to guarantee their timely arrival [HR93]. In this case, 
it is necessary for a station to determine whether the transmission of real-time 
messages can be delayed without risking late delivery. The use of a restricted 
token (see Figure 5-2) means that the total asynchronous bandwidth is reserved 
for the dialog between two stations. More specifically, the sending station informs 
the receiving station about its wish to transmit. To inform the station the sending 
station uses non-restricted asynchronous traffic. Next, the corresponding packets 
are transmitted as additional packets together with the restricted token. At this 
point, no other station may use the asynchronous bandwidth. The receiving station 
can now continue the dialog. The dialog is terminated when the sending station 
replaces the restricted token by an unrestricted token. Asynchronous traffic with 
restricted token is based on several priorities, similar to the scheme used in token 
ring. 

• Synchronous traffic: To maintain the time limits of synchronous messages, all net
work parameters, including synchronous bandwidth, TTRT, and buffer size, have 
to be carefully selected [MZ93]. The synchronous bandwidth is the most sensitive 
parameter to determine whether or not time limits for messages are observed. 
Each station can use SMT procedures to reserve bandwidth for synchronous data 
transfer. This reservation of bandwidth is also called synchronous allocation (SA). 
When there is not enough synchronous bandwidth available, then a network node 
does not have sufficient access time to transmit its data in time. In contrast, large 
synchronous bandwidths can result in a long TRF, which means that the time 
limits for transmissions cannot be maintained. A suitable choice of TTRT is also 
important, because the amount of time of all synchronous connections must not 
exceed the TTRT value. A smaller TTRT results in a poor utilization of the 
network, thus limiting the network capacity. On the other hand, if the TTRT is too 
large, the time limits may not be guaranteed, because the token may not pass a 
station often enough. Each node has a buffer for outgoing synchronous messages. 
The size of this buffer also influences the real-time performance of the system, 
just as well as the size of the buffer for incoming messages. For this reason, the 
receiver should be able to receive all transmitted messages. If the buffer size is too 
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small, then messages may be lost, resulting in a buffer overflow. If the selected 
buffer size is too large, then storage space is wasted. 

Based on the synchronous and asynchronous traffic shown in Figure 5-4, the TRT value 
in this example is at most twice the TIRT value. In our example with a TTRT value of 
50 ms, the maximum rotation time is restricted to 100 ms, where the TRT is also a 
measure for the current load in the ring. 

5.2.5.6 Audio and Video Transmission over FDDI 

The transmission of audio and video data can be efficient in synchronous mode. How
ever, the times for the reservation of bandwidth should not be neglected. During a data 
transmission, the following cases could occur, depending on the TRT to TIRT ratio: 

1. In the case shown in Figure 5-7, the TRT < TTRT ratio applies, which means that 
this station can continue sending data as long as the local TRT counter does not 
exceed the TIRT value. If this happens, the station can transmit only its synchro
nous data. 

14--- -- predefined ITRT 

measures TRT 

token token 
beginning end 
detected detected 

ynchronous data 
smission time 

asynchronous data 
lransmission time 

Figure 5-7 Synchronous and asynchronous traffic with TRT < TTRT over FDDI. 

2. In the case shown in Figure 5-8, the TRT > TIRT ratio applies, which means that 
this station can transmit only its synchronous data. 
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Figure 5-8 Synchronous traffic with TRT > TTRT over FDDI. 
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Finally, we will use the following example to explain the Timed Token Rotation 
Protocol. Assume that the TTRT is 8 time units, and that three stations are connected to 
the FDOI ring. Each station has reserved one time unit (SA) for synchronous traffic, 
which it actually transmits. All stations want to transmit as much non-restricted asyn
chronous traffic as the network allows. Table 5-2 shows the values of the respective 
TRT counters per station together with the transmitted units. After station 1, station 2 
receives data, then station 3, then station 1 again, and so on, which results in the 
interplay shown in Table 5-2. 

Station 1 Station 2 Station3 

TRT syn asyn TRT syn asyn TRT syn asyn 

0 1 8 9 1 10 1 

11 I 3 I 5 8 I 

System has "settled down"; first cycle starts: 

8 I 8 I 3 1 5 

8 I 8 I 8 I 

3 I 5 8 I 8 I 

8 I 3 I 5 8 I 

Cycle starts again: 

8 I 8 I 3 I 5 

... 

Table 5-2 TRT counter per section, divided into traffic types. 

5.2.5.7 Other FDDI Features 

FDDI supports all requirements with regard to group addressing for cooperative multi
media applications. The synchronization between different data streams is not part of 
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the network, which means that is has to be solved separately. The relationship between 
synchronous and asynchronous data transmissions are particularly relevant in this 
respect. A time reference existing at the sender does not necessarily exist any longer at 
the receiver due to the Timed Token Rotation Protocol. 

The packet size can have a direct impact on the delay of data between two applica
tions, when the transmitted data are composed of small LDUs. For voice data with a 
sampling rate of 8 KHz and a data transfer rate of 64 Kbps, packets have to be collected 
or accumulated until an FDDI packet is complete. It would be desirable to have a 
smaller FDDI packet size. 

Unfortunately, many FDDI implementations do not support the synchronous 
mode, which would be well suited for the transmission of continuous media data. In 
asynchronous mode, the same methods as in token ring can be applied. However, a syn
chronous data transmission always interfers with the continuity of the asynchronous 
traffic. This means that, in contrast to token ring, guarantees can be given only if no sta
tion uses the synchronous mode. 

If only two stations transmit continuous data at a time, then the asynchronous 
mode with restricted token could be used. This leads to less end-to-end delays, but it 
hinders any other asynchronous traffic in the LAN. This means that this mode is suit
able for the transmission of continuous media data only to a limited extent. 

5.2.5.8 FDDI Successors 

To use the synchronous mode, considerable delays have to be taken into consideration 
for the reservation of synchronous bandwidth. In addition, it should be noted that the 
synchronous mode guarantees bandwidth together with a maximum delay. This delay 
never exceeds twice the TTRT value. However, in synchronous mode data could arrive 
much earlier at the receiver end. The fluctuations in the delay depend on the ring load. 
This means that the delay has to be set to the maximum value within a range of 100 ms, 
which is considerable for dialog applications. In addition, data arriving too early have 
to be buffered, which requires a buffer for the duration of one TTRT at the receiver. For 
this reason, FDDI II was introduced with an additional isochronous mode (see Figure 5-
9). Note, however, that [ZK91] uses the original FDDI for audio data transmission. 
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traffic modes 

non-isochronous 

asynchronous 

unlimited 

Figure 5-9 Communication options in FDDI II; overview of the data transmission 
modes, using the terms introduced in the literature. 

The development effort for FDDI II began in 1984 and was intended to serve as an 
FDDI extension for a hybrid high-speed LAN (HSLAN). The most important aspect of 
this effort is the combination of services with a guaranteed bandwidth for isochronous 
data streams (voice and video) with (asynchronous and synchronous) packet services, 
similar to those supported by FDDI on the same physical medium. Although packet
switched service is still connectionless, the new FDDI version runs a connection-ori
ented circuit-switched service. 

FDDI II is well suited for the transmission of continuous media data, but it is less 
popular than the original FDDI for real implementations. One reason may be that the 
two systems are incompatible, i.e., existing FDDI systems cannot be directly connected 
to an FDDI-II LAN; they have to be replaced. 

5.2.6 ATM Networks 

This section discusses the characteristics of the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
and its architecture. Subsequently, we will introduce some properties of local ATM net
works. Section 5.4 discusses the switching properties of ATM-WAN networks. 

5.2.6.1 ATM Characteristics 

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a switching technology designed for mini
mum network functionality, where a packet is called a cell. The ATM concept uses cells 
with a fixed size (53 bytes), of which 48 bytes are used for payload data and 5 bytes for 
heater information (see Figure 5-10). 
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Generic flow controVVirtuai path identifier Virtual path identifier 1. byte 

Virtual path identifier Virtual channel identifier 2. bytes 

Virtual channel identifier 3. bytes 

Virtual channel identifier Payload type 4. bytes 

Header error control 5. bytes 

Figure 5-10 The structure of an ATM cell. 

ATM operates with much higher data rates than other packet-switching systems. This 
high rate is achieved thanks to the following properties: 

1. No error handling or flow control on link-to-link basis: ATM does not implement 
any special error handling method (e.g., transmission errors or temporary conges
tion leading to packet loss) over the paths of a connection (either the connection 
from the user to the network, or a connection between two ATM switches). This 
means that this type of errors does not cause the retransmission of packets, as is 
usually the case in packet-switched networks. This means that there is no error 
correction within a network. The ATM network is based on end-to-end protocols. 

2. ATM operates in a connection-oriented mode: Before data can be transferred from 
a multimedia terminal to the network, a logical/virtual connection establishment 
phase has to be made to reserve the required resources. If the requested resources 
are not available, then the connection is rejected and the terminal is notified. Upon 
completion of a data transfer, the resources used by that transfer are released. This 
connection-oriented mode ensures minimum cell loss rate in the network (in any 
case). 

3. The header functionality is strongly restricted: ATM headers have a strongly 
restricted functionality to ensure fast processing in the network. The most impor
tant task of the header is to identify a virtual circuit by use of an identifier, which 
is selected during the establishment of a connection; it guarantees the routing of 
all packets through the network. In addition, it supplies a simple multiplexing 
function of several virtual circuits over one single physical channel. 

In addition to the identification mechanisms of a circuit, i.e., the Virtual Path 
Identifier (VPl) and the Virtual Channel Identifier (VCl), the ATM header uses a 
heavily reduced number of functions, most of them dealing with management 
tasks. This simple functionality of the header facilitates the implementation of the 
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functions processed by the headers in ATM nodes and at high speed (155 Mbps to 
several Gbps), so that both the processing and the buffer delays are reduced. 

4. Relatively small field to carry information: To reduce the number of internal buff
ers in the switching nodes and to limit the delay introduced by their processing 
time, the field that carries the information is relatively small. This ensures a small 
end-to-end delay, which may be caused by the packetizing of audio and video data 
into ATM cells. 

The ATM concepts offers a way to transport data independent of their characteristics, 
such as data rate, quality requirements, or switching-specific properties. ATM networks 
are able to offer a connection service for multimedia traffic with various quality require
ments thanks to their speed and bandwidth. This property was one of the main motiva
tion for ITU-T (former CCITT) to propose ATM as a transmission mode for the future 
Broadband-ISDN. 

5.2.6.2 The ATM Architecture 

The ITU-T standard 1.321 proposes a hierarchical architecture for B-ISDN over ATM, 
similar to the OSI architecture (see Figure 5-11). 

r--- Management Plane --" 

User 
Plane 

Higher Layers Higher Layers 

Adaptation Layer 

ATMLayer 

Physical Layer 

Figure 5-11 Reference model for the B-ISDN-ATM protocol. 

ITU-T specifies the lower layers of B-ISDN. The B-ISDN protocol model for ATM 
consists of three layers: the user plane, which transports user information; the control 
plane, which deals mainly with signaling information; and the management plane, 
which is used to maintain the network and run operational functions. Each of these 
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layers uses a layering concept to ensure independence between the layers. In addition, 
ITU-T specifies three sublayers: 

• The PHYsical Layer (PHy) transports data (bits/cells). This layer consists of two 
sublayers: the physical medium (PM) sublayer, which runs media-specific func
tions, and the transmission convergence (TC) sublayer, which converts ATM cell 
streams into bits to be transported over the physical medium. Optical fiber is the 
medium best suitable for a full-duplex transmission in 155.52 Mbps or 622.08 
Mbps, respectively. The structure used for transmission (at a data rate of 155.52 
Mbps) used to multiplex various cells from several virtual channels can be either a 
continuous cell stream with no multiplex frame structure at the interface, or envel
oping cells in a synchronous "envelope" that works by the time division multiplex
ing principle. In this case, the bit stream at the interface uses an external frame, 
based on the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH). In the USA, this structure is 
called SONET (Synchronous Optical NETwork). The SDR standard G.709 
defines a hierarchy of data rates, which are a multiple of 51.84 Mbps. 

• The ATM layer is totally independent of the PRY layer. It assumes several impor
tant functions: Multiplexing and demultiplexing of cells from various virtual 
circuits into one single cell stream for the physical layer; translating the identifier 
of received cells into outgoing cells; implementing one of several possible service 
classes; management functions; extracting (adding) a cell header; and implement
ing a flow control mechanism at the user network interface. 

• The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) expands the services offered by the ATM layer 
and runs functions for the user, control and management planes, or maps the ATM 
layer to the next higher layer. The AAL consists of the Segmentation And Reas
sembly (SAR) sublayer, which segments the information from the higher layer at 
the sender into a cell stream, or reassembles the data units of the higher layers at 
the receiver. In addition, the AAL includes the Convergence Sublayer (CS), which 
identifies messages and restores the time/clock, among other functions. 

Several AAL types were defined to support various services (e.g., voice, video, 
data) and to address their different transport properties. Currently, four AAL 
classes are defined to support connection-oriented or connectionless, variable bit 
rate (VBR), and constant bit rate (CBR), real-time, and non-real-time services: 

• AALl supports CBR services once a virtual circuit has been established. 
This service class is suitable mainly for high-quality audio and video data 
with constant bit rate, because it offers mechanisms for synchronization, 
variance control of the cell delay (jitter), detection of lost or out-of-order 
cells, and optionally a forward error correction. 

• AAL2 offers data transfer with VBR. In addition, it exchanged time informa
tion between the source and the destination. The CS sub layer provides the 
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following functions: retrieve the clock (e.g., tokens), handle lost or corrupted 
cells and Forward Error Correction (FEC) for audio and video services. 

• AAL3/4 was intended for the transfer of data that are sensitive to loss, but not 
to delays. This AAL layer can be used for connection-oriented and 
connectionless data communication (e.g., multimedia file transfer or multi
media e-mail). 

• The ATM Forum defined another AAL layer for high-speed data transfer 
(e.g., to transfer transactions) called AAL5. An AAL5 packet includes a 
much smaller overhead than AAL3/4. In addition, this layer minimizes the 
cell computing cost in the computer. AAL5 behaves similar to traditional 
data communication interfaces for Ethernet and FDDI, so that existing data 
communication software can be easily adapted to ATM. 

5.2.6.3 ATM Cell Information 

Both the ATM services and the ATM capabilities are implemented by use of the infor
mation contained in the ATM cell header. We will describe some of the information 
contained in this header, because it is important with regard to the transmission of 
multimedia data: 

• Virtual circuits: Information such as the address of the sender or receiver, or the 
sequence number, do not have to be part of an ATM cell. Each virtual circuit is 
identified by a number, which has only local significance in a transmission path. A 
virtual circuit is identified by two header fields: the Virtual Channel Identifier 
(VCl) and the Virtual Path Identifier (VPl). 

• Virtual channel: ATM is a connection-oriented technology, so that a Virtual Chan
nel Identifier (VCl) is assigned to each circuit during the establishment of the con
nection. A VCI has only local significance for each circuit between two ATM 
nodes. The VCI is translated in each ATM node along the route from the sender to 
the receiver. When a circuit is closed, then the VCI values of the participating 
paths are released and can be reused for other virtual circuits. 

An important benefit of the VCI principle is the use of several VCI values for ser
vices consisting of several components (e.g., video telephony or digital TV). For 
example, a video telephone call can use three communication streams - voice, 
video, and data, where each is transported over a separate VCI. The network can 
add or remove streams during the transmission. This means that the video tele
phony service can begin with just voice (one single VCI), and a video stream can 
be added (and removed) later over a separate VCI. Signaling to manage the differ
ent set of circuits is transported over a separate VCI. The VCI principle has an 
impact on the connection establishment and the connection management in the 
higher layers, where the call can be mapped to three virtual circuits between the 
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sender and the receiver (one logical call connection), depending on the media the 
sender or receiver wants to use for communication. 

• Virtual path: The future broadband networks will support semi-permanent con
nections between endusers. This concept is called virtual path or virtual network. 
To implement such a virtual network, an additional header field-the Virtual Path 
Identifier (VP!)-is used. The VPI allows the use of backbone switches, so-called 
cross connectors, which forward cells exclusively on the basis of VPI values. This 
approach reduces the size of the switching tables in the cross connectors of a large 
ATM network and improves scalability. 

• Priorities: The ATM header allows a differentiation of logical connections by use 
of various priorities. Basically, there are two priority types: the temporal and the 
semantic priority. A system that uses temporal priorities assumes that some cells 
will dwell longer in the network than others. A system that uses semantic 
priorities assumes that some cells will have a higher loss probability, resulting in a 
higher loss rate in the network. 

The ATM layer uses a simple mechanism to set semantic priorities, the so-called 
Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit. When a congestion occurs in an ATM network, then 
cells with the CLP bit set are dropped first. The CLP bit can be assigned either on 
a per-circuit or per-cell basis. When the first option is used, all cells of a virtual 
channel/path have the same priority. In the second case, cells of a virtual channel/ 
path can have different priorities. Optimum utilization of resources is achieved 
when priorities are avoided, but this is at the trade-off that services with different 
quality requirements cannot be differentiated. 

• Maintenance: Additional bits are required to maintain the network and to control 
the performance of ATM circuits (including media quality monitoring). The Pay
load Type Identification (PT!) identifies the data types (e.g., video, data, control 
messages) transported in an ATM cell based on the PTI field. 

• Header error protection: The header of an ATM cell has to be particularly well 
protected against errors. This includes single-bit errors and ideally also block 
errors. To protect a header, an encoding principle based on a generalization of the 
Hamming encoding, the so-called BCH encoding (Bose-Chadhuri-Hocquenghem) 
is used [Pry93]. 

5.2.6.4 ATM Circuits between Traditional LANs and ATM Networks 

The use of ATM-WANs expands the availability of ATM connection options in LANs, 
because this type of ATM-LANs can communicate over certain distances. There are 
several options to implement the connection of a traditional LAN (e.g., Ethernet, FDDI, 
token ring) over ATM networks: 
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• The introduction of additional functionality in the gateways between LAN and 
ATM -WAN and in the ATM hubs (bridges) between traditional LAN s and an 
ATM-LAN shown in Figure 5-12 is one possible topology of this type. 

Figure 5-12 ATM interconnecting traditional LANs and an ATM-LAN. 

In ATM, intelligent hubs support LAN segments of various LAN types (e.g., 
Ethernet, token ring, FDDI), offering a bridge or routing functionality. In addition, 
the high switching capacity of the hubs offer the full capacity to each terminal. 

• Implementation of additional ATM software in the endpoints above the traditional 
LAN protocol stack [AA93], e.g., to emulate the ATM concept between two Ether
net interfaces. In this approach, the ATM cells are encapsulated in Ethernet pack
ets. 

• A network architecture consisting of at least one LAN/optical fiber switch node, 
which switches cells between physical intranet connections and an external B
ISDN optical fiber line; this approach was proposed in [AA93}. 

5.2.6.5 Local ATM Networks 

An ATM-LAN connects ATM multimedia terminals, i.e., workstations or servers, to an 
ATM host interface, either over a private User Network Interface (UN/) through a pri
vate ATM switching center, or over a public UNI in a public ATM network (see Figure 
5-13). 
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A local ATM network is configured as a simple star, which does not required the 
definition of a MAC protocol, like in other local high-speed networks. We merely 
define a point-to-point interface in this star-shaped architecture. 

An ATM-LAN can cover both a small and a large geographic distance. It can be 
composed of a small or large number of terminals. Both factors depend exclusively on 
the size of the ATM-LAN switching node and the use of interfaces. There are some 
differences between the service requirements of ATM-LAN switching nodes versus 
those of ATM switching nodes for B-ISDN: 

• An ATM-LAN switching node offers a more limited number of ports (typically 
less than 1,024 ports), because the number of stations connected to a LAN is 
limited. 

• Delays in the switching centers can dominate the connection delays. To determine 
a total delay comparable to a traditional LAN, the switches have to minimize this 
value. For this reason, the delay introduced by the switching center is more impor
tant in ATM-LANs than in comparable WANs. 

• Some LAN applications require data that are exchanged between all or a set of 
stations. For this reason, a switch in an ATM-LAN has to provide mechanisms for 
multicast and broadcast. 

• A WAN that transports voice data has to operate very reliably. In ATM-LANs, this 
type of restrictive constraints may not be met. 

• The establishment of a connection in a WAN is similar to the telephone paradigm, 
where a user may have to wait for a connection. This is difficult to achieve in 
LANs, because immediate data transmissions are the rule. Therefore, ATM-LANs 
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should keep the duration of the connection establishment phase as short as 
possible. 

Both ATM-LANs and ATM-WANs are based on ATM switching, ATM routing, and 
multicast properties. The endpoints in an ATM-LAN require very efficient end-to-end 
protocols, because the delays in the endpoints dominate the connections and the switch 
delay. As mentioned before, AAL5 can be used to transmit signaling information. User 
data use AALI and AAL2 for voice/video services, and AAL3/4 or also AAL5 for 
other services. 

5.3 Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) 

A Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) is a network that falls between a LAN and a 
WAN with regard to the distance it covers, e.g., a MAN can span an entire university 
campus, or an entire city. In addition, a MAN can carry different types of traffic simul
taneously, such as data, voice, and video. These characteristics make the MAN comple
mentary to the definition of B-ISDN, so that it may be considered as a large advantage 
for a MAN of being compatible with ATM as defined by CCITT. 

The two basic characteristics of a MAN (medium distance and large service 
range) distinguish it from currently used and installed LANs. A MAN must be able to 
transport all kinds of services, including voice and video. In addition, a MAN is able to 
interconnect LAN s, but it can also connect high-performance workstations, hosts, file 
servers, etc., directly. 

To interconnect all these devices, a MAN can use different topologies, such as a 
star, bus, or ring. The option chosen for the MAN is to use a shared medium with dis
tributed switching and medium access control (MAC). This is different from the ATM
LAN solution, where a star topology is preferred, since this requires only the standard
ization of transmission intelligence in a single box with centralized operation. MANs 
offer the following services: 

• Interconnecting several LANs: To connect several LANs, a network bridge offers 
functions, such as the protocol conversion, address mapping, or access control. 
This functionality depends on whether or not, or to what extent the interconnected 
LANs are compatible. LANs normally operate in a connectionless mode, so that a 
MAN that interconnects several LAN s should also support connectionless opera
tion. This implies that no resources are normally used in a MAN. However, the 
transmission of continuous media requires guarantees, which can be implemented 
only if resources can be reserved. 

• Host-to-host communication: A MAN can offer a semi-permanent point-to-point 
connection with high throughput and high reliability between hosts [Pry93]. This 
service is equivalent to a high-speed private/leased line. In this case, a connection 
is established during the installation, and it ensures that enough resources are 
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available in the MAN. The operation mode is thus connection-oriented, with a 
semi-permanent assignment of resources. In addition, a MAN can offer a number 
of isochronous slots, requested on demand by signaling. This solution is similar to 
a circuit-switched solution, where Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) is the 
enabling approach. The time slots are allocated on demand by a signaling proce
dure. This functionality may not be available in all MANs. Finally, a MAN can 
offer a number of non-isochronous slots. In this case, resources of the MAN are 
only used when information has to be transported, and information is transported 
in a connectionless way. 

• Voice and video communication: Voice and video communication may also be 
offered in a MAN. The three alternatives described above can be used for these 
services, depending on the quality requirements. If voice and video are offered 
either by solution 1 (semi-permanent point-to-point connection) or solution 3 
(non-isochronous slots), then the jitter introduced by the MAN has to be removed 
at the receiving terminal. In addition, a MAN can offer broadcast and multicast 
services. 

In an effort to standardize MAN technologies, two standardization organizations have 
worked on MAN standards: The ANSI with the FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Inter
face) proposal and IEEE 802.6 with the DQDB (Distributed Queue Dual Bus) proposal. 
A separate standardization in Europe led to a MAN mechanism called Orwell, which 
was developed by British Telecom. However, Orwell was not successful in developing 
into a widely accepted standard. 

5.3.1 Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) 

The token passing mechanism is not very effective for modem networks with data rate 
of more than 100 Mbps and a geographic coverage of over 100 km [RB90]. The reason 
is the delay introduced by the bus or ring, resulting from the rotation of the token to the 
next active station and along the entire ring or bus. This means that the larger the geo
graphic expansion of a network, the longer the time until the token will return to the 
sending station and released again by that station. This fact motivated the development 
of another network, which was initially called Queued Packet Synchronous Exchange 
(QPSX) [NBH88]. It originates from a joint effort between the University of Western 
Australia and Telecom Australia. Due to naming conflicts, the standard was later 
renamed in Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB). 

This MAN standard was adopted by IEEE and defined as IEEE 802.6 standard; it 
is characterized by a bus with a data transfer rate of 2 x 150 Mbps, which can use vari
ous cable types. Figure 5-14 shows that DQDB is based on two unidirectional busses 
with work in opposite direction. In contrast to FDDI, both busses carry information, 
which means that one bus is not exclusively dedicated to fault tolerance. Similar to 
FDDI II, this bus creates frames with a length of 125 m.Each frame contains additional 
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slots with a fixed length. The slots transport the data between the nodes. This means 
that the bus capacity is allocated in so-called Access Units (AUs) with a size of 53 bytes 
each, which are used by a user terminal to gain access. The data flow starts and ends at 
the two head-ends, where the frames are generated and later resolved. 

I Spare Octets I Slot N I Slot 21 Slot 11 Frame Header I 

••• Nodes ••• 

I Frame Header I Slot 1 I Slot 21 I Slot N I Spare Octets 

Figure 5-14 Basic DaDB topology with labeling as used in the standard specification. 

The MAC mechanism used in DQDB is basically different from most other LAN/ 
MAN protocols based on distributed network access. Most other mechanisms use one 
single protocol to manage the network status in the nodes. In these networks, a status 
information has to be derived from the medium directly before the access. This means 
that the performance of these systems is closely tied to the network size. For example, 
FDDI uses the Distributed Queuing algorithm, which stores current status information 
about the network in each node, so that each node knows the exact number of DQDB 
segments, while waiting to access the bus. When a node has to transmit a time slot, it 
uses local information stored in a counter to determine the position of the segment. 

The DQDB standard includes the specification of a connectionless packet service 
for asynchronous data transmission, an isochronous service, and the so-called Guaran
teed Bandwidth (GBW) protocol for connection-oriented data services. These are two 
expansions to the original specification that defined only the connectionless packet 
service. 

5.3.1.1 Asynchronous Data Transmission 

Asynchronous data transmission works by the Distributed Queuing algorithm based on 
distributed queues. More specifically, each station continually listens to the network. To 
make a request for transmission, the station sets the Request field. For each direction, 
each station implements its own queue by using a counter, where priorities may also be 
set. The following four steps explain this process: 

1. Each station that does not have data to transmit (node in Figure 5-14) counts all 
requests arriving from the right side towards the bus at the bottom. These requests 
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are stored in a queue (or in the counter). As soon as a free time slot appears in the 
upper bus, the oldest request in the queue is served, which means that this entry is 
removed from the queue. The queue will then contain all other transmit requests 
arriving from the right side to be transmitted over the upper bus. The same princi
ple applies to the lower bus, with stations arranged towards the left side, and using 
a second queue. 

2. A station with data to send waits for a free time slot on the lower bus. Then it 
marks its request by setting the Request field in the lower bus and puts its send 
request into the queue for the upper bus. 

3. The station ready to send waits to send its data in asynchronous mode. It can 
always place at most one request in the queue. It also has to remove requests con
tinually from the queue as time slots become free, as described in point 1. In addi
tion, it adds requests as they arrive from the lower bus. 

4. The station sends its data. This request is the top request in the queue. These data 
are transmitted with the first free slot in the upper bus and removed from the 
queue. The free slot is now marked busy. In addition, incoming requests are added 
to the queue and processed as described above. 

In summary, we can state that the DQDB protocol is based on counters acquiring the 
requests from the stations connected and ensuring that a station will not send until the 
reservations waiting in the queue before its request have been served. 

The standard requires that priorities for transmission requests be distinguished by 
use of various request bits. These bits are stored in several priority queues. In addition, 
the standard requests that the connectionless service may be used only in low priority. 
This means that connectionless traffic can be transmitted only if the higher-priority 
queues are empty. Unfortunately, not all implementations follow this approach for the 
use of queues with several priorities. 

5.3.1.2 Isochronous Data Transmission 

Isochronous data transmission is important for continuous data and implemented by use 
of a so-called Pre Arbitrated function. For this purpose, certain slots are marked in the 
head stations, i.e., they are set to a value of 1 in the Slot Type SLT entry. This means that 
they are now ready for previously reserved traffic. The slots occur every 125 m; this 
corresponds to a frequency of 8 kHz. This means that the isochronous mode of DQDB 
can also be linked to WANs, based on the PCM hierarchy, similar to FDDI II. In 
addition, all audio and video data can be integrated in this 8-kHz pattern. 

5.3.1.3 Connection-oriented Data Transmission 

Connection-oriented data transmission is provided by the Guaranteed Bandwidth Pro
tocol (GBW). GBW represents an expansion of the basic DQDB protocol; it is tailored 
to the requirements of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic, which requires bandwidth guar-
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antees. GBW is compatible with priority mechanisms working under the basic DQDB 
protocol with lowest priority, i.e., it is capable of offering a requested bandwidth for 
connection-oriented data services with priorities higher than 1 or 2. 

By the GBW protocol specification, each queue with a specific priority contains 
all segments not yet transmitted, but "accepted" for immediate transmission. In this 
context, accepted means that the segment has traversed the traffic shaper, which will be 
described in the next section. The GBW protocol continues using the above described 
distributed queuing algorithm as follows: Each queue can be thought of as a linked list 
of zeros and ones, where 1 designates a segment put into the queue by the station itself, 
and 0 designates a segment requested by a station on the subsequent transmission path 
for transmission. The queue is refreshed once after the transmission of a segment, when 
a segment was accepted by the traffic shaper, or when a request was received. By 
implementing a distributed queue, GBW also allows that several requests be pending. 

GBW can balance the traffic load, because it limits the rate of segments to be 
stored for a specific connection to the bandwidth accepted during the establishment of 
the connection. This method is called traffic shaping. To balance the traffic load, GBW 
uses a variable credit system and the system parameters income, siotcost, and credit
max. For each slot that passes the bus and is ready to be transmitted, the value of the 
income parameter is added to the current value of the credit parameter. A connection 
may add a segment to a queue, if the value of the credit exceeds the slotcost parameter, 
which can be thought of as an amount of "money" that may be spent for the transmis
sion of segment. When a segment is added to the queue, the value of the credit param
eter is immediately reduced by the slotcost parameter. To avoid peak traffic, the credit 
value is limited by the creditmax parameter, i.e., set to an upper limit. The GBW param
eters are determined by the network management. When setting higher priorities, the 
fairness scheme for bandwidth balancing has to be switched off (see below); otherwise, 
high-priority transmission will not work [As90]. 

Lower-priority traffic is controlled in another way. GBW allows the transmission 
of connectionless traffic with a priority of 0 by means of a mechanism which is fully 
compatible with the DQDB protocol. This ensures division of dynamic bandwidth 
without the use of bandwidth guarantees. 

5.3.1.4 Reachability and Fairness 

The DQDB method has to deal with the problem of reachability. Each station has to 
know the bus from which it can reach other stations. In addition, the location of a sta
tion with regard to the head stations has an impact on fairness. Stations located near a 
head-end have a better chance to transmit their data towards this head-end than the 
other stations. With regard to utilization, it is important that the data are always trans
ported all the way to the head-ends, although the actual data transmission may not 
require it. 
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Several solutions have been developed to solve the unfairness problem potentially 
inherent in DQDB. One solution is Bandwidth Balancing (BWB), which was specified 
in IEEE 802.6 draft standard for MANs. This scheme attempts to avoid unfair use of 
bus capacity by forcing an Access Unit (AU) artificially to pass on a certain part of its 
bus access allocation. More specifically, this scheme is based on the principle that the 
smaller the potential unfairness, the larger this part. In general, this scheme achieves 
fairness, but at the cost of wasted bandwidth. 

Another solution to improve fairness in DQDB is the Reactive DQDB protocol (R
DQDB), where more status information about bus activities is collected over a dedi
cated control slot. An AU can use this additional information to discover whether or not 
it works fairly in relation to other users. If this is the case, then the reactive protocol 
allows the other stations to request additional capacities. This leads to an immediate fair 
treatment of all stations. The cost of R-DQDB is the periodic collection of status infor
mation from the bus to determine the number of active AUs.1t was observed that a rate 
of 100 slots is normally adequate [OF93]. 

The isochronous mode of DQDB is well suited for the transmission of continuous 
media data. However, most implementations do not support this mode. The concurrent 
access to network data by multiple stations also allows an effective, high throughput in 
large networks. 

All networks studied so far offer their services in the upper level of the logical link 
control layer as specified in IEEE standard 802.2. This layer itself does not have to have 
additional particularities for the transmission of multimedia data; all it needs to do is to 
allow effective access to the corresponding MAC services with the required parameters. 

5.3.2 Orwell 

Orwell is based on the approach to release the filled slot at the destination. This results 
in a better performance, since the released slot can be used by another node, located 
between the destination and the source node. However, when a slot is emptied, the node 
has to pass it to the next node in the ring. To ensure fairness in the ring and to prevent a 
node from hogging the ring, access is organized in cycles, also called reset intervals. 
Each node on the ring has a counter, indicating how many slots may be occupied by that 
node during a cycle. 

Two service classes are defined in Orwell: class I for isochronous, delay sensitive 
services, and class 2 for asynchronous delay tolerant services. 

The rate at which reset slots rotate in the ring gives a measure for the occupancy 
of the ring. When the reset rate becomes too small, the occupancy is too high. This 
information can be used by every node to decide whether or not a new call will be 
accepted. If the call is accepted, the new virtual reset rate can be calculated and checked 
against the allowable rate. 
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Four priority levels are provided in Orwell, implemented by four independent 
queues in each node. This is also reflected in the Orwell slot header. 

In order to increase the bandwidth of the Orwell ring, several rings can be 
arranged in parallel, where each ring acts as an independent Orwell ring. This solution 
is a flexible means to increase the network capacity" i.e., by adding new rings as 
required, which also provides for higher network reliability. 

The principle of the Orwell ring (slotted ring) does not impose any information 
field length. This means that the slot length can have any size, but once determined for 
an Orwell ring, it is fixed for the complete ring and all nodes connected to it. However, 
for practical reasons, it should not be too long, or too many slots may circulate in the 
ring. 

An Orwell ring performs very well, mainly thanks to the destination deletion prin
ciple. Since the slots are already released at the destination, it is possible that more than 
the physical bit rate can be effectively used in the ring. In fact, an Orwell ring can sup
port up to 240 Mbps, however at the cost of a considerable delay in the ring [Pry93]. 

5.3.3 MAN Connection to ATM Networks 

Several remote MANs are normally connected over a WAN, and ATM is one of the pre
ferred technologies for this end. Unfortunately, if FDDI-MANs are to be connected 
over ATM, a considerable amount of incompatibility has to be solved. To solve this 
problem, adaptation functions are normally used at the network transition points. The 
cell size of ATM and the frame length of FDDI are incompatible. This means that the 
unit connecting the networks has to segment and reassemble packets, which introduces 
additional end-to-end delay. Moreover, considerable processing capacities are required 
to ensure high throughput. This segmentation and reassembly can be implemented in 
the ATM-AAL3/4 layer. 

Both DQDB and Orwell were specified in parallel to the ATM specification, so 
that it is easier to connect these network types. The DQDB protocol uses a slot-based 
transmission method, where the slot size (53 bytes) corresponds to the ATM cell size. 
DQDB is also called Shared Medium ATM, but the similarity of these two technologies 
is limited to the length of the payload field. 

Internetworking, i.e., connecting several different networks, means here that 
DQDB slots are mapped to ATM cells, and vice-versa. Several solutions have been 
studied in laboratory environments for this purpose, e.g., the Cell-to-Slot Internetwork
ing or Frame Internetworking, proposed for the connection-oriented mode of DQDB. 
The cell-to-slot internetworking converts ATM cells into DQDB slots, and vice-versa. 
Frame internetworking reassembles cells/slots and converts AATL frames into initial 
DQDB-MAC protocol data units, and vice-versa. Both modes have been studied and 
compared by using aggregate traffic of B-ISDN and high-priority transmissions, 
controlled by the GBW protocol to the DQDB access. The cell-to-slot mode was found 
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to yield better results and appears to be more promising [MR93]. Internetworking over 
ATM has the following characteristics: 

• Semi-permanent basis: DQDB was primarily designed for connectionless asyn
chronous service. Several preparations have to be made for the connectionless 
mode, because ATM is based on a connection-oriented concept. For example, 
semi-permanent connections have to be installed by using virtual paths, transport
ing various virtual channels between all MANs to be interconnected. Other prepa
rations are the use of special message IDentification (MID) values in the AAL, 
and the use of a very fast connection establishment [Pry89], the so-called Fast Res
ervation Protocol [TBR92]. 

• Connectionless server: Due to the connectionless transport in MANs, one or sev
eral servers capable of delivering connectionless data could be interconnected 
instead of virtually connecting all MANs. For example, a server based on the 
Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS) , or on the Connection less Broad
band Data Services (CB-DS) could be used [HL90]. 

• Direct ATM connection by means of an ATM-lAN: The traffic volume in networks 
can continue until each device accessed by users will have its own connection to 
the WAN over an ATM-LAN. The result would be a topology in the form of a 
complete star, where each user is directly connected to the ATM network and has 
maximum access to the B-ISDN functions. 

In principle, DQDB is well suited for continuous multimedia traffic. Orwell is an exper
imental MAN, basically suitable for the transport of multimedia data. However, it 
remains to be seen whether or not Orwell will be accepted in practice. While the neces
sity of MANs has been an issue of discussion only a few years ago, there is agreement 
today that the current high-speed LANs and ATM-WANs may mean that MANs will 
become insignificant. 

5.4 Wide Area Networks (WANs) 

Wide Area Networks (WANs) normally extend over countries and even continents. In 
contrast to the early versions, current WANs support data rates similar to those ofLANs 
and MANs. For example, the current backbone of the Internet, the so-called very High
Speed Backbone Network Service (vBNS) offers a data rate of 622 Mbps. The "owner
ship" of these networks can be split among many organizations, including telecommu
nication companies who may own the communication subnetwork, while users own 
hosts. WAN communication is normally based on point-to-point connections, with the 
exception of satellite networks. 

Two types of WANs are normally used for the transmission of multimedia data: 
traditional computer networks, like the Internet, and enhanced implementations of the 
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conventional telephone networks in the form of ISDN and Broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN), 
i.e., ATM. This section describes the basic mechanisms and principles of these WAN 
systems below the network layer, which is relevant for multimedia data transmission. 
With regard to traditional WAN systems, we will discuss aspects about their intercon
necting capabilities and give a short overview of the global Internet precursor network. 
Subsequently, we will discuss some functions of the Internet, including multicasting 
and routing in the network layer, which are of particular relevance for multimedia 
applications, e.g., collaborative computing. With regard to B-ISDN over ATM, we will 
introduce switching functions, routing, and the so-called host interfacing. 

5.4.1 Traditional WANs 

5.4.1.1 Intemetworking 
The internetworking capabilities of various local networks over a large distance repre
sent an important aspect of WANs. This function allows users to run networked multi
media applications, e.g., for collaborative work in a project. The internetworking 
capability of systems can be implemented on three layers: 

• Physical layer and Data Link layer: These layers offer the function of basic inter
networking capabilities of transmission paths. This is normally achieved by com
mon use of such paths, or by use of the infrastructure of public packet-switched 
data networks, which often base on X.25 and Frame Relay, but these technologies 
will most likely be replaced by ATM. In May 1993, the National Science Founda
tion (NSF) proposed a new architecture for data communication within the US. 
This architecture consists of a high-speed backbone network (very High-Speed 
Backbone Network Service - vBNS) to the network access points (NAPs) and 
many network service providers (NSPs). vBNS was taken into operation in 1995 
as a result of a cooperative effort between MCI and NSF. The same research team 
is currently working on the Internet-2 project. The data rate will be increased and 
the service quality optimized for multimedia data traffic. 
Transmission paths between the US and Europe are interconnected as follows: 

• Dedicated connections, normally operating at relatively low bit rates, which 
are intended to meet special requirements. For example, the German 
Research Network (Deutsches Forschungsnetz-DFN) is connected to 
vBNS over two 45-Mbps paths. 

• High bandwidth paths (fat pipes) with a higher bandwidth (typically from 
155 Mbps and up), spread among various networks. One example is an OC-
3 link (155 Mbps), e.g., of Teleglobe, as a service to connect to the Multicast 
Backbone (MBone) [MB94]. MBone is a virtual network using the same 
physical media like the Internet. It serves as a basis for multicast group 
communication. 
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• Network layer: The next layer for internetworking offers a network connection to 
implement end-to-end communication. This connection layer is normally imple
mented by use of one single protocol stack. Another challenge is the support for 
multicast functions in the Internet routers, when continuous media have to be 
transmitted. Today, MBone supports multicast, where a network of routers 
(MRouters) is used to provide all multicast functions. One argument in favor of 
supporting such functions for the transmission of continuous media is the required 
bandwidth. A multicast stream is bandwidth-efficient, because one packet (not 
many) reaches all computers connected to a network. For example, a 128-Kbps 
video data stream (typically 1 to 4 images per second) uses the same bandwidth, 
regardless of whether or not it is sent to one or 20 computers. 

• Transport layer and Application layer: These layers offer user services, e.g., elec
tronic mail, conference applications, and distributed applications. This is achieved 
by "connecting" similar services for different protocol families. This implementa
tion normally uses so-called application gateways (e.g., to translate packet for
mats between OSI and TCPIIP services). One example that explains the 
application-to-application link is the set of MBone applications that connect users 
around the globe. MBone applications, such as Net Video (nv), Visual Audio Tool 
(vat), and Whiteboard (wb), are based on IP multicasting; some use the Real-Time 
Protocol (RTP) on top of a combination of UDPIIP. These applications allow the 
interconnection of users for multimedia conference applications over a WAN, 
using the MBone tools on different computers and different operating systems. 

5.4.1.2 The Internet 

The Internet experiment of DARPA conduced in 1973 led to the development of a sys
tem of networks, the global Internet, with a growth rate of currently more than 10 per
cent. The Internet is based on a layered structure, similar to the OSI reference model. 
Table 5-3 shows the Internet layer model with examples of applications for each layer. 

Layer Examples 

Application FrP, Telnet, SMTP, X-Window 

Transport UDP, TCP 

Network Internet ICMP, IP, CLNP 

Data Link Subnetwork Ethernet, X.25, FDDI, Token Ring 

Link HDLC, PPP, SLIP 

Physical RS-232, Y.35, lOBase-T, optical fiber 

Table 5-3 The Internet layer model. 
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The Internet is based on the packet-switched technology, which is implemented in 
the Internet Protocol (lP) environment, providing for internetworking. Application-to
application communication is provided for by the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
as well as by other transport protocols (e.g., UDP), and higher-layer protocols (e.g., 
RTP). 

The Internet offers services like electronic mail and file transfer. Special proce
dures for electronic mail are used to support modern applications and blackboards. 
Modern Internet applications support audio (e.g., vat) and video (e.g., nv), conference 
applications, or distributed applications (e.g., wb). However, there is no doubt that the 
most popular application of the Internet is the World Wide Web (WWW). 

5.4.2 8-ISDN over ATM 

Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) is an expansion of Narrow
band-ISDN (N-ISDN). 

5.4.2.1 Transmission Modes 

Until 1987, B-ISDN was based on the Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM) . Since 1988, 
it is based on the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [HH91, Sta92]. 

• Synchronous Transfer Mode: Within the connection-oriented mode, STM has a 
permanently assigned bandwidth. For this reason, the lower layers can support a 
guaranteed transmission with a fixed bandwidth (like in ISDN), where there are 
only low end-to-end delays. A time window is called a slot in this context. These 
slots are reserved for the duration of a transmission. They are embedded in period
ically repeating structures, the so-called frames. Figure 5-15 shows an example 
for slots and frames. 

Channel Channel Channel 
Framing 

Channel Channel Channel 
Framing I 2 n I 2 n 

~Tune. 
lot ~ Periodic frame ---.. 

Figure 5·15 Allocation of slots in STM, using time-division multiplexing. 

Each slot has a fixed duration, which means that STM adapts well to PCM trans
mission hierarchies and ISDN. Table 5-4 shows a summary of the channels and 
their corresponding data rates. 
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Channel Bandwidth 

B 64 Kbps 

Ho 385 Kbps 

HI 1,920 Kbps (Europe), 2,048 Kbps (USA) 

H2 32,768 Kbps (Europe) 

H4 132,032 - 139,265 Kbps 

Table 5-4 Channels and their data rates. 

This approach is relatively inflexible, because fixed data rates are used and the 
bandwidth for each connection is fixed in advance. There are various solutions to 
increase flexibility: 

• Compression methods: For example, the video compression methods 
described in Volume 1 Chapter 7 can be used. Many multimedia systems use 
compression methods that allow scaling. 

• Additional slots: This solution uses a large number of slots, i.e., 2,048 8-bit 
slots for 15 Mbps. The drawback of this solution is its additional administra
tive cost due to the large number of possible combinations. 

• Container solution: As a compromise, a so-called container solution has 
been proposed to allow limited number of partitions. For example, they 
could be H4 + 4 X HI + n X B + D with containers in the HI and H4 channels. 
This solution also uses the static STM mechanism. The remaining 
bandwidth is not utilized in a continual way due to this partial reservation. 

The STM approach is well suited for situations where data have to be transmitted 
in a fixed data rate that does not change. In addition, it has the benefit of low end
to-end delay in interactive multimedia applications. 

• Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM): ATM was introduced in Section 5.2.6. The 
ATM approach is more efficient and more flexible than the STM approach for the 
transmission of data streams with variable bit rates, because the overall bandwidth 
utilization is better. 

The next sections discuss mainly ATM-WAN properties, e.g., switching and ATM host 
interface to multimedia workstations, offering the functionality for interconnection to 
multimedia communication systems. We will also describe some properties of the cell 
data transport and the ATM service model. 
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5.4.2.2 Switching 

The switching requirements for ATM can be derived from the fact that different types of 
data have to be transmitted, including voice and video data (for image telephone, 
conferences, and TV-quality data), control data, and data from conventional data pro
cessing applications. As described earlier, these services have different requirements 
with regard to the bit rate (from a few Kbps to several hundred Mbps), the temporal 
behavior (constant or variable bit rate), the semantic transparency (cell loss rate, bit 
error rate), and the temporal transparency (delay, delay fluctuations). We will discuss 
some of the most important of these requirements below. 

• Bandwidth: The usual bit rate in current networks operating over ATM-WAN 
switching centers is approx. 155 Mbps, or 622 Mbps for the data transfer between 
switching centers. Increasingly, 2.4 Gbps and higher data rates are required (in the 
backbone). This does not imply that ATM switching centers have to operate inter
nally at 155 Mbps and more. The switching of a single path can be in parallel, so 
that a smaller speed can be used internally. On the other hand, several 155-Mbps 
paths can be operated over some connections with higher data rates by using a 
multiplexing method, so that higher rates have to be used internally. 

• Broadcast/Multicast: Traditional ISDN and packet-switched networks support 
only point-to-point connections, although data have to be switched from one logi
cal source to several logical sinks. For this reason, it was found that broadband 
networks should have multicast and broadcast functionality in the future, and sev
eral development efforts were initiated. Currently, there are many ATM switching 
centers that offer this functionality already. This type of services is required for 
applications like conferencing and digital television. 

• Performance parameters: The following performance parameters play an 
important role for multimedia applications: 

• Throughput and bit error rate: In ATM switching centers, the throughput 
and the bit error rate depend mainly on the hardware technology (CMOS, 
BICMOS, or ECL), where current bit rates can be many hundred Mbps to 
several Gbps, with an acceptable residual error rate. 

• Link blocking probability: This concerns the probability when there are suffi
cient resources available between the source (m) and the sink (n) to guaran
tee the quality of all active connections and a new connection. 

• Cell loss probability: It may happen that several cells arrive at the same time, 
which means that they compete for the existing buffer space. Consequently, 
some cells will be dropped, so that data are lost. Typical values for the cell 
loss probability in an ATM network are between 10-8 and 10-11 . Note, 
however, that these values are considered harmless, because the header of a 
cell is protected by a Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme. 
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• Inserting cells in other links: It could happen that some ATM cells are not 
properly switched in the switching center, so that they are misrouted and 
arrive in other links. The probability of these cell insertions has to be kept to 
a certain limit. For this purpose, the literature suggests very small values of 
10-14 and less [Pry93]. 

• Switching delay: The time required to forward an ATM cell in the switching 
center is highly significant for the end-to-end delay. Typical values for the 
delay in ATM nodes are between 10 and 1000 s,with a variance of a few 100 
sor less [Pry93]. For continuous media applications, an overall end-to-end 

delay of up to 100 ms is acceptable, so that this delay can be neglected, even 
in paths with many ATM switching centers. 

A so-called ATM switching fabric consists of a large number of basic ATM switching 
elements. In terms of size, such an element can have between two 155-Mbps inputs and 
outputs and 16 inputs and 16 outputs at 10 Gbps each. A switching fabric consisting of 
a large number of identical basic ATM switching elements is also called multi-stage 
interconnection network. 

The ATM switching architecture consists of the control part and the transport part. 
The control part of the switching center controls the cell transport and implements the 
ATM service model, which will be described later. One of the decisions this part has to 
make is to select which input should be connected to which output. The control part 
uses QoS parameters to measure the performance of the services it uses. For example, 
this includes the establishment of a connection and the ATM transport services (e.g., 
cell transmission). QoS parameters for the control network refer to the signaling proto
cols. One example is the time required to establish or tear down a connection. The 
transport part handles the correct transport of cells from an input to an output in the 
switching center, based on the QoS specifications of ATM. Typical QoS parameters for 
the transport part are the cell loss rate, the bit error rate, the cell delay, or the cell delay 
variance. 

5.4.2.3 Cell Data Transport 

The transport of data from an incoming to an outgoing logical ATM channel requires 
the definition of identifying numbers for the outgoing logical channels. A logical ATM 
channel is characterized by a physical input/output (physical port number) and a logical 
channel on a physical port (Vel and/or VPI). To support the switching function, two 
additional functions have to be implemented: 

• Routing as a local switching function: The routing in an ATM switching center 
concerns the internal forwarding of a cell from an input to an output. 

• Queuing as a temporal switching function: Queuing of cells means that a cell is 
transported from a time slot k to a time slot I. An ATM switching center does not 
use previously assigned time slots, which means that fairness problems can occur 
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when two or more logical channels compete for the same time slot. To prevent this 
problem, ATM cells are rearranged on the basis of temporal queuing before they 
arrive at the input of the switching center. 

At this point, it is worth discussing the routing of cells in multi-stage interconnection 
networks, because this function is closely related to multicasting, which is relevant for 
multimedia. 

ATM is based on a connection-oriented approach. For this reason, the paths 
(logical ATM channels) from the source to the destination are determined during the 
connection establishment phase. The header values (VPINCI) are allocated and trans
lated in each section of a connection, when they are forwarded from one section to the 
next (routing of cells). When cells are switched, the headerllink is translated from the 
incoming data header into the outgoing data header. 

With regard to the routing decision time and the routing information location, the 
switching function can be categorized as follows: The time parameter determines when 
a translation decision has to be made, i.e., whether the routing decision is to be made 
only once for a connection or every time when a cell arrives at a switching center. The 
location parameter specifies where the routing information will be stored. 

• Routing decision time: The routing translation can be done either once for the 
entire duration of a connection (connection-based routing), or for each cell sepa
rately (cell-based routing). Connection-based routing means that the multi-stage 
interconnection network is connection-oriented internally, or it uses paths defined 
in advance. This case is better suitable for the transmission of continuous multi
media streams, because the data will arrive at the receiver in the correct order. On 
the other hand, a problem may arise from concurrent access attempts to the previ
ously assigned path, which increases the end-to-end delay of multimedia data. 
This problem can be solved by using mechanisms for resource reservation inter
nally in the switching centers. Cell-based routing means that the multi-stage inter
connection network operates connectionless internally. With the first variant, all 
cells follow a virtual circuit over the same path through the multi-stage intercon
nection network, which is not the case in the second variant. In practice, the cell
based mode should be selected when data could arrive at the receiver out of order, 
or when the data to be transmitted should be transmitted as fast as possible. This 
mode allows each cell to select a path that disposes of a sufficient quantity of 
resources to avoid bottlenecks. This implies the use of functions that monitor the 
availability of resources in the switching centers. 

• Routing information location: Routing information can be transported either by 
each cell itself, where so-called routing tags are used, or it can be stored in routing 
tables in the switching elements. Routing tables are the preferred technique for 
multimedia data transmissions, because they can be easily implemented in a 
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multicasting environment, where they are then called multicast routing tables. An 
example of an older ATM switching center that supports multicast in cell-based 
mode is Roxane [Pry93]. Today, most of the available ATM switching centers 
support multicast. 

5.4.2.4 The ATM Service Model 

The ATM service model was developed in parallel by ITU-T and the ATM Forum, a 
consortium of service providers and equipment manufacturers, and subsequently stan
dardized. The service model specified by the ATM Forum is more advanced than the 
ITU-T specification and can be considered as a subset of the ITU-T model, with a few 
limitations. For this reason, we will describe the ATM service model based on the 
specification formulated by the ATM Forum. 

The basic component of the service model specified by the ATM Forum is the 
existence of various service categories: 

• Constant Bit Rate (CBR); 
• Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR); 
• Real-time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR); 
• Non-real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR); and 
• Available Bit Rate (ABR). 

One of the basic assumptions this model makes is that this set of service categories is 
sufficient to meet all communication needs of all kinds of different applications, includ
ing distributed multimedia applications. The ATM service model with its service cate
gories is intended to represent an abstraction to map applications to a mechanism 
offered by the communication system, so that the QoS required by an application can 
be guaranteed. Each of the service categories should represent such a set of important 
applications with specific common requirements and properties. 

The service categories of the model specified by the ATM Forum are similar to the 
ATM Bearer Capability (BC) classes (i.e., classes A, B, C, and X) defined by ITU-T. 
The BC model represents a class model built on three properties: 

• Fixed data rate (CBR), or variable data rate (VBR) adapted to the data source. 
• Temporal synchronization between sender and receiver (i.e., either real-time or 

non-real-time ). 
• Connection-oriented or connectionless service above the ATM layer. 

While the model specified by the ATM Forum also distinguishes between CBR and 
BVR, the requirements for real-time conditions are defined depending on whether or 
not an application makes explicit and quantifiable requests with regard to the delay and 
its variance. This is a weaker understanding of real-time, compared to the ITU-T 
model. And finally, the indication of the connection type was excluded from the service 
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model proposed by the ATM Forum, because it was thought to be unnecessary informa
tion in the ATM layer [Gar96]. 

The original model specified by the ATM Forum included best-effort services 
from the very beginning, which were later divided into two service types, i.e., actual 
best-effort (UBR) and better best effort (ABR) [Gar96]. The VBR service adopted by 
ITU-T was later also divided into real-time and non-real-time categories. 

When comparing the traffic management (TM) of the ATM Forum (in Version 
4.0), which includes the specification of the service categories, with the corresponding 
document ofITU-T (ITU-T Rec. 1.371), we notice the following: 

• 1.371 refers to CBR as DBR (Deterministic Bit Rate), and VBR is called SBR 
(Statistical Bit Rate). However, there is no difference between real-time and non
real-time SBR. In addition, there is no service comparable to UBR, and ABR is 
not fully specified in 1.371. 

• With regard to the available quality of service (QoS), it should be noted that the 
ITU-T model does not provide for negotiation of individual QoS parameters; 
instead, it only uses QoS classes with fixed QoS values. In this respect, the model 
specified by the ATM Forum is more flexible as it lets you specify and negotiate 
individual QoS parameters. 

5.4.2.5 Traffic and QoS Parameters in ATM 

The parameters specifying the characteristics of a certain connection are divided into 
traffic and QoS parameters. 

Traffic parameters describe the traffic characteristics of a sender. These parame
ters are defined by a so-called traffic descriptor in the source. The traffic descriptor of a 
connection and the desired QoS parameters form the basis for negotiations between an 
application and the network. The characteristics of a connection eventually negotiated 
are specified together in a so-called traffic contract. The service model defined by the 
ATM Forum specifies the following traffic parameters: 

• The Peak Cell Rate (PCR), which is the highest possible cell rate a source can 
generate during an active connection. 

• The Sustained Cell Rate (SCR), which is the mean cell rate a source can generate 
during an active connection. 

• The Maximum Burst Size (MBS), which is the maximum number of cells that can 
be sent in the Peak Cell Rate. 

• The Minimum Cell Rate (MCR), which is the minimum bandwidth guaranteed for 
a given connection. 

The QoS parameters are part of the traffic contract and describe so-called performance 
guarantees offered to the application by the network. They can be specified individu
ally for each direction of a link, and have to be negotiation in several steps between the 
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network and end systems. In addition to negotiated QoS parameters, the network may 
also demand QoS parameters not subject to the negotiation process. The following QoS 
parameters can be negotiated: 

• The maximum Cell Transfer Delay (maxCTD), which is the maximum admissible 
end-to-end delay for incoming cells, before they are considered to have been 
arrived late (i.e., lost for real-time applications). 

• The peak-to-peak Cell Delay Variation (CDV), which is the variance of the delay 
(jitter), corresponding to the difference between the earliest possible arrival of a 
cell and the maximum admissible delay of a cell (maxCTD). 

• The Cell Loss Rate (CLR), which corresponds to the ratio of lost to completely 
transmitted cells. 

QoS parameters not subject to negotiation include the following: 

• The Cell Error Ratio (CER), which is the ratio of corrupted cells to the sum of 
successfully transferred cells. 

• The Severely Errored Cell Blocks Ratio (SECBR) , which is the ratio of strongly 
corrupted cell blocks to the total amount of transmitted cell blocks, where a cell 
block is a sequence of N transmitted cells. 

• The Cell Misinsertion Ratio (CMR), which is the rate of erroneously inserted 
cells. 

The service categories determine how parameters should be interpreted, or which 
parameters should be used for a special service. 

5.4.2.6 Simple Services for Real-Time and Non-Real-Time: eBR and UBR 

The support of real-time or non-real-time services is considered one of the most impor
tant characteristics in which service categories differ [Gar96]. The simplest service for 
these two categories are CBR for real-time transmissions and UBR for non-real-time 
transmissions. 

Constant Bit Rate (CBR) The CBR service is a very simple, reliable and guaranteed 
service. It was developed for applications that have to run in real time and do not toler
ate any violation of the quality of service, even over short periods. For this reason, 
agreed qualities of service are always kept, which means that the user obtains a deter
ministic service for applications bound to real time. The rate to be used is defined by the 
Peak Cell Rate (PCR). This implies that a static bandwidth is reserved and continually 
available during an active connection. This service category is ideal for video and audio 
data traffic, where they normally generate rather continuous traffic thanks to encoding 
and compression. Note that CBR would still be an appropriate service for audio or 
video sources, if they were to send bursty traffic, but the efficiency of available 
resources would drop in the latter case, depending on the amount of bursty data traffic. 
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Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) UBR is a service for applications without real-time ref
erence, i.e., for applications that do not have delay or jitter requirements. UBR does not 
make any quantitative numeric guarantees. In addition, no fairness can be expected 
across connections, because FIFO (First In, First Out) is used as a service discipline. 
Although the Peak Cell Rate is used in UBR, it merely serves as an information source 
to the network. UBR is normally suitable for traditional applications in computer com
munication, e.g., file transfer or electronic mail. The traffic generated by these applica
tions can be bursty with regard to the data volume, so that static multiplexing may yield 
considerable efficiency gains. In addition, although these applications are normally not 
sensitive to delays, they suffer from data loss. As mentioned earlier, a FIFO method is 
used in combination with large buffers in the network, so that there is a direct connec
tion between delay and data loss. This means that UBR represents exactly the service 
model of the current global Internet [Gar96]. 

5.4.2.7 More Complex Services: rt-VBR, nrt-VBR, and ABR 

In view of the fact that CBR and UBR cannot meet all aspects requested by applications 
in a complete or efficient manner, additional service categories, namely rt-VBR, nrt
VBR, and ABR, have been developed. Figure 5-16 shows the relationship between 
these service categories in the context of the service model specified by the ATM 
Forum. 

CBR 
fixed guaranteed resources 

rt-VBR 
allows statistic 
multiplexing; advantages 
from limited loss 
tolerance 

I non-real-time I 
I 
UBR 

best effort; no explicit network control or 
source description, rate adaptation or 
recovery from loss in endpoints 

------ ~ nrt-VBR ABR 
adds resources reser- uses feedback to 
vation explicitly, improve loss 
improves loss and delay and fairness 

Figure 5-16 Relationship between the ATM service categories. 

As the name implies, the real-time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR) category was designed 
for real-time applications with special requirements to the delay and delay variance, 
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where a time-variant transmission rate of the source is used. This technology assumes 
that some applications will not operate in real-time and increase their performance con
siderably by improving the fairness, the loss, and/or the delay, so that these options, 
which are not offered by the simpler UBR service category, will be implemented by nrt
VBRandABR. 

Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR) The VBR service should be used for bursty 
transmission from real-time applications for efficiency reasons. This enables the use of 
a static multiplexing scheme between real-time media streams with a variable source 
rate, at least to a certain degree. Static multiplexing leads to minor losses, which have to 
be compensated by encoding, which means that this service category is not suitable for 
loss-sensitive applications; these applications should use the more reliable CBR service 
instead. On the other hand, CBR may waste resources reserved for a variable source. 
The rt-VBR service uses three traffic parameters-SCR, MBS, and PCR-to describe 
the varying source rate. The QoS parameters maxCTD, peak-to-peak CDV, and CLR 
are additionally available. Some authors distinguish between two types of rt-VBR 
[Gar96], but they are not specified separately in the relevant standards, i.e., the Peak 
Variable Bit Rate (PVBR) and the Statistically Multiplexed Variable Bit Rate (SMVBR). 

In PVBR, the traffic data rate varies, but the quality of service remains constant, 
because the reservation of resources for the peak rate of a media stream always guaran
tees sufficient resources. This scheme leads to a situation, where only low-priority traf
fic, e.g., UBR and ABR, may use the remaining bandwidth. In contrast, SMVBR 
reserves less resources than the peak rate would require, which can cause data loss and 
delays, temporarily violating the given QoS guarantees. This means that the service is 
no longer deterministic, but static. However, this less conservative resource reservation 
strategy allows static mutiplexing between multiple SMVBR streams, normally 
resulting in a more efficient utilization of available resources. 

Non-Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR) The nrt-VBR service is intended to sup
port applications without real-time reference, characterized by bursty transmissions. 
Another objective of this service is to improve the loss and delay characteristics of con
nections based on UBR, which cannot make these service guarantees. This goal is 
achieved by supplying three traffic parameters, namely Peak Cell Rate (PCR), Sus
tained Cell Rate (SCR), and Maximum Burst Rate (MBS), or the Cell Loss Rate (CLR) 
QoS parameter to the application. While the loss characteristics can be specified by use 
of these parameters, no limits can be determined for the delay. However, as some band
width is reserved by the above traffic parameters, the delay should not be excessively 
large. Note that this is a qualitative statement assumed to be sufficient for applications 
that are sensitive to delays, but which do not have real-time character. 

Available Bit Rate (ABR) The ABR service was developed for applications without 
real-time reference, which have no particular requirements with regard to the delay or 
delay variance, but which expect good loss characteristics and fairness across all 
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concurrently active ABR connections. ABR is a service category, where the transfer 
characteristics may change during the data transfer phase. ABR is based on a flow 
control mechanism responsible for adapting the source rate in response to changing 
network characteristics to prevent bottlenecks in the network and resulting high loss 
rates. One important goal of ABR is to minimize loss and maximize fairness by apply
ing a protocol that uses rate-based flow control. However, fairness is ensured only for 
connections that actually adapt themselves to the flow control protocol. ABR does not 
use traffic descriptors, so that it is similar to UBR rather than nrt-VBR [Gar96]. There is 
no signaled cell loss rate, nor a delay or jitter mechanism in ABR, but it can guarantee a 
certain minimum bandwidth as it uses PCT (informally), like UBR, and MCR 
optionally. Figure 5-17 shows a summary of the service categories with the respective 
traffic and QoS parameters. 

rt-VBR 
CBR - Constant Bit Rate 
VBR - Variable Bit Rate 
UBR - Unspecified Bit Rate 
ABR - Available Bit Rate 
rt-VBR - real-time VBR 
nrt-VBR - non-real-time VBR 

PCR - Peak Cell Rate 
SCR - Sustained Cell Rate 

MBS - Maximum Burst Rate 
MCR - Minimum Cell Rate 

CTD - Cell Transfer Delay 
CDV - Cell Delay Variation 

CLR - Cell Loss Rate 

Figure 5-17 Traffic and OoS parameters of various service categories. 

5.4.2.8 The ATM Host Interface 

Another important aspect of ATM is its influence on the end nodes (hosts, multimedia 
workstations). This section introduces a few options end systems can use to transmit 
multimedia data effectively within the ATM concept: 

• Support for VBR encoding: When video signals are encoded by use of a simple 
pulse code modulation, the resulting bit rate is constant. As soon as a compression 
algorithm is used, the bit rate varies normally depending on time. In traditional 
ISDN networks, this fluctuating rate has to be converted into a constant bit rate 
(CBR), namely into exactly the rate used by the network. This is a rate of 64 Kbps 
or a multiple of this value for ISDN. This adaptation of the bit rate can be 
implemented by using an output buffer between the decoder and the network, or 
by a feedback signal from the buffer to the decoder. ATM networks do not require 
a limitation of the constant bit rate to be used, so that basically no large buffer is 
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required at the decoder output. Data generated by the decoder can be fed directly 
into the ATM network, by using AAL2 in combination with a VBR video decoder. 

• Support for medium-dependent hierarchical encoding: Future WANs will have to 
support new multimedia services consisting of one or several of the following data 
streams: audio, standard video, television-quality video data, animation, and 
regular data. All these components can be transported individually over separate 
virtual channels. However, a few constraints have to be observed for the virtual 
channels, resulting mainly from the relative delay introduced by the network. 

For example, lip synchronization between voice and video images requires a delay 
skew of < 80 ms [SM92b]. For this reason, the individual data streams can be 
divided hierarchically. Each hierarchical level uses information from the next 
lower level to generate an image in the required quality. With regard to the resolu
tion, this concept is also called hierarchical encoding. Sound (e.g., music) and 
data (e.g., subtitles) are not hierarchically encoded. This implies that a separate 
VCI/VPI could be assigned to each hierarchical level. One important benefit of 
this approach is that the different set of services and terminals are compatible. 
Another benefit is the way cell losses caused by the ATM network can be handled 
[Pry93]. Still, there is no general, wide acceptance of well defined hierarchical 
encoding formats. 

5.5 Closing Remarks 

Most cooperative multimedia applications use Ethernet as the underlying network, 
without changing the existing systems. Video and voice teleconferences have been 
demonstrated with datagram-based protocols over the Internet (e.g., in [TP91 , NS92, 
CCH+93] and many recent implementations [LLZ03], [WMS02], [Che02]). In fact, it is 
not true that multimedia communication systems require a bandwidth of at least 100 
Mbps to achieve an acceptable performance. The MBone with software for video and 
audio conferences, e.g., nv or vat, has shown the support of the remote participation in 
conferences and other technical meetings [Moy93]. Note that augmented nv and vat pro
tocols are currently the main protocols in the Access Grid collaborative applications 
that connect National Laboratories (e.g., Argonne National Laboratory) and centers in 
academic institutions (e.g., NCSA-National Center for Scientific Accplications at 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaig). 

The network solutions currently available handle multimedia traffic very well, 
when the network is not congested. However, this situation will change when these 
applications will become more popular and proliferate accordingly. The number of end 
users increases continually, which means that the traffic volume rises. Large volumes of 
this traffic can no longer be processed without handling of various service types in the 
gateways and routers, or end-to-end protocols. This situation is becoming especially 
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critical in wireless networks carrying multimedia traffic. There is an intensive research 
going on on Wireless Ethernet 802.11 to assist in multimedia transmission and QoS 
provisioning (e.g., [KCBN03], [GP01], [ACVS02], [VB GOO] , [SCN03], [LMCL01]). 
Furthermore, similar to multimedia operating systems on mobile devices, wireless net
works worry in great deal about energy efficiency as well (e.g., [CV02]). The wireless 
networks including sensor networks and mobile ad-hoc networks are the next types of 
networks and new frontiers to explore for multimedia networking. 



CHAPTER 6 

Communication 

T he consideration of multimedia applications supports the view that local systems 
expand toward distributed solutions. Applications such as kiosks, multimedia 

mail, collaborative work systems, virtual reality applications and others require high
speed networks with a high transfer rate and communication systems with adaptive, 
lightweight transmission protocols on top of the networks. 

In Chapter 5 on Networks, high-speed network requirements, such as low latency 
for interactive operations, high bandwidth above 100 Mbps, and low error-bit rate were 
discussed. Several networks were described that support transmission of multimedia, 
such as FDDI, High-Speed Ethernet, Token Ring or ATM networks. 

In this chapter we discuss important issues related to multimedia communication 
systems above the data link layer, especially the network and transport layers. Both 
layers will be considered with respect to multimedia communication and transmission. 

We will present not only possible optimizations and extensions to existing 
protocols, such as TCPIUDP and IP protocols, for multimedia transport, but also new 
alternative methods and protocols for provision of end-to-end Quality of Service 
guarantees (QoS) guarantees, such as RSVP, IntServ, DiffServ, RTP and RTCP 
protocols. 

6.1 Transport Subsystem Requirements and Constraints 

We present in this section a brief overview of requirements and constraints of transport 
and network protocols, as well as their functionalities, which are used for multimedia 
transmissions. We evaluate them with respect to their suitability for distributed 
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multimedia applications because they put new requirements on application designers, 
as well as network protocol and system designers. 

6.1.1 User and Application Requirements 

Networked multimedia applications by themselves impose new requirements onto data 
handling in computing and communications because they need (1) substantial data 
throughput, (2) Jast dataJorwarding, (3) service guarantees, and (4) multicasting. 

• Data Throughput: Audio and video data resemble a stream-like behavior, and they 
demand, even in a compressed mode, high data throughput. In a workstation or 
network, several of those streams may exist concurrently, demanding a high 
throughput. Further, the data movement requirements on the local end-system 
translate into terms of manipulation of large quantities of data in real-time where, 
for example, data copying can create a bottleneck in the system. 

• Fast Data Forwarding: Fast data forwarding imposes a problem on end-systems 
where different applications exist in the same end-system, and they each require 
data movement ranging from normal, error-free data transmission to new time
constraint traffic types transmission. But generally, the faster a communication 
system can transfer a data packet, the fewer packets need to be buffered. This 
requirement leads to a careful spatial and temporal resource management in the 
end-systems and routers/switches. The application imposes constraints on the 
total maximal end-to-end delay. In a retrieval-like application, such as video-on
demand, a delay of up to one second may be easily tolerated. On the other hand, a 
dialogue application, such as a videophone or videoconference, demands end-to
end delays lower than typically 200 msec to ensure a natural communication 
between the users. 

• Service Guarantees: Distributed multimedia applications need service guarantees, 
otherwise their acceptance does not come through as these systems, working with 
continuous media, compete against analog radio and television services. To 
achieve service guarantees, resource management must be used. Without resource 
management in end-systems and switches/routers, multimedia systems cannot 
provide reliable QoS to their users because transmission over unreserved 
resources leads to dropped or delayed packets [DHVW93]. 

• Multicasting: Multicast is important for multimedia-distributed applications in 
terms of sharing resources like the network bandwidth and the communication 
protocol processing at end-systems. 

6.1.2 Processing and Protocol Constraints 

Communication protocols have, on the contrary, some constraints which need to be 
considered when we want to match application requirements to system platforms. 
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A typical multimedia application does not require processing of audio and video 
to be performed by the application itself. Usually the data are obtained from a source 
(e.g., microphone, camera, disk, network) and are forwarded to a sink (e.g., speaker, 
display, network). In such a case, the requirements of continuous-media data are satis
fied best if they take "the shortest possible path" through the system, i.e., to copy data 
directly from adapter-to-adapter, and the program merely sets the correct switches for 
the data flow by connecting sources to sinks. Hence, the application itself never really 
touches the data as is the case in traditional processing. A problem with direct copying 
from adapter-to-adapter is the control and the change of QoS parameters. In multimedia 
systems, such an adapter-to-adapter connection is defined by the capabilities of the two 
involved adapters and the bus performance. In today's systems, this connection is static. 
This architecture of low-level data streaming corresponds to proposals for using addi
tional new busses for audio and video transfer within a computer. It also enables a 
switch-based rather than a bus-based data transfer architecture [Fin91, HM91]. Note, in 
practice we encounter headers and trailers surrounding continuous-media data coming 
from devices and being delivered to devices. In the case of compressed video data, e.g., 
MPEG-2, the program stream contains several layers of headers compared with the 
actual group of pictures to be displayed. 

Protocols involve a lot of data movement because of the layered structure of the 
communication architecture. But copying of data is expensive and has become a bottle
neck, hence other efficient mechanisms for buffer management must be found and uti
lized as discussed in Chapter 3 on Operating Systems. 

Different layers of the communication system may have different PDU sizes, 
therefore, a segmentation and reassembly occur. This phase has to be done fast, and effi
cient. Hence, this portion of a protocol stack, at least in the lower layers, is done in 
hardware, or through efficient mechanisms in software. 

Some parts of protocols may use retransmission error-recovery mechanism which 
imposes requirements on buffer space for queues at the expense of larger end-to-end 
delays. 

The new underlying packet/cell networks which work in an asynchronous transfer 
mode (most of them, although, for example, FDDI offers also an isochronous transfer 
mode which is best suited for multimedia transmission) put requirements on the proto
col design for continuous media. What has to happen is that the higher protocols must 
provide a synchronous behavior to the application, but they rely on an asynchronous 
behavior of the service provider at the packet/cell level. This means introduction of 
connection-oriented protocols (e.g., ST-II) where, during the connection establishment, 
preparation for "synchronous transmission" of continuous media has to occur, or some 
connection-like behavior has to be enforced to provide service guarantees (e.g., RSVP 
with IP). 
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6.2 Traditional Network Protocols and Their Support for 
Multimedia 

The requirements on the network layer for multimedia transmission are a provision of 
high bandwidth, multicasting, resource reservation and QoS guarantees, new routing 
protocols with support for streaming capabilities and new higher-capacity routers with 
support of integrated and differentiated services. 

The Internet and its traditional protocols go through dynamic changes currently in 
order to satisfy requirements for rapid increase in the number and functionality of vari
ous new applications and services such as multimedia applications and services. 

Besides the mostly used traditional Internet Protocol (IPv4), which provides in its 
current form the support for best-effort service, a number of extensions to the IP proto
col itself as well as a number of new protocols were implemented to satisfy the given 
requirements. Especially of interest are protocols which allow for differentiation of 
traffic as well as routing and handling of differentiated traffic according to QoS require
ments. In this section we will analyze existing IP protocols and their support for multi
media transmission. 

6.2.1 Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) 

Internet is currently going through major changes and extensions to meet the growing 
need for real-time services from multimedia applications. IP provides for the unreliable 
transfer of datagrams from a source host to destination hosts, possibly passing through 
one or more gateways (routers) and networks in the process. We examine some of the 
IP properties which are relevant to multimedia transmission requirements: 

6.2.1.1 Type of Service 

IP includes identification of the service quality through the Type of Service (TOS) spec
ification. TOS specifies (1) precedence relation and (2) services such as minimize delay, 
maximize throughput, maximize reliability, minimize monetary cost and normal service. 
Any assertion of TOS can only be used if the network into which an IP packet is 
injected has a class of service that matches the particular combination of TOS markings 
selected. The assumption is that different networks offer varying classes of service. Dif
ferent classes may support different media requirements. For example, multimedia con
ferencing would need service class which supports low delay, high throughput and 
intermediate reliability. Precedence handling would support priority schemes in a wide 
area network and therefore support real-time network traffic. Unfortunately, at present, 
only some commercial routers implement precedence handling in a way that affects the 
forwarding of packets. In general, routers with IPv4 provide no QoS guarantees. 

The TOS capability of IP becomes increasingly important as networks emerge 
that have the ability to deliver specific classes of services and offer certain service guar
antees. The changes, which may need to be specified, are: (a) for multimedia, we may 
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not need a precedence relation, but an AND relation; (b) instead of having services, 
such as minimize, maximize delay, etc., lower and upper bounds of a delay should be 
introduced. 

6.2.1.2 Addressing 

One of the most critical functions of the IP is the addressing, i.e., to establish a global 
address space that allows every network in the Internet to be uniquely identified. The IP 
addressing structure is shown in Figure 6-1 

LI_o",I __ N_e_t _ ....... ____ H_o_st _____ ..... 1 Class A Address 

10 I Net Host Class B Address 

110 I Net Host Class C Address 

1110 I Multicast Address Class D Address 

1111 I Reserved Class E Address 

[ ~et_"'-__ S_u_b_net ____ ~ost~ Subnetworks 

Figure 6-1 IPv4 addressing structure. 

The network addressing structure was revised to accommodate five classes of address: 
A, B, C, D and E. Class A retained the 24-bit host identifier field, but only seven bits for 
network number. This address space covers a small number of class A networks. Class 
B with 16 bits for the host identifier and 14 bits for the network number allows a larger 
number of Class B networks. Class C allocates 21 bits for network number and eight 
bits for host identifier, therefore many more Class C networks are available. A common 
practice is to assign a class B network address to a collection of LAN s belonging to an 
organization. For example, at Technical University Darmstadt, the Class B IP addresses 
will range from 130.83.0.0 to 130.83.255.255. The prefix for the network here is 
130.83. Inside of a network, further division into subnetworks is possible using 
subnetwork masks. 

The LAN technology brought the concept of convenient broadcasting to all end
points on the LAN. LANs also introduced the concept of multicasting, in which only a 
subset of the end-points on the LAN are targeted to receive a particular transmission. 
This capability allows an application to send a single message to the network and have 
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it delivered to multiple recipients. This service is attractive in a variety of distributed 
applications, including multi-side audio/video conferencing and distributed database 
maintenance. This concept is captured in the Internet architecture through special Inter
net Class D addresses, in which multicast-addressed packets are routed (and duplicated 
at routers when necessary) to all targets that are part of the multicast group. 

Class E addresses have been reserved for future extensions. 

6.2.1.3 Routing 

A major subject in Internet architecture is the routing of IP packets because the basic 
model of Internet consists of networks connected by routers. To create an opportunity 
for further experimental exploration of different routing protocols for global network
ing, the concept of Autonomous Systems (AS) was developed. ASs are collections of 
routers falling under a common administrative authority. In theory, the routers com
monly use the same routing protocol- Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), within the AS. 
AS of gateways (routers) exchange reachability information by means of an Exterior 
Gateway Protocol (EGP). 

As the common IGP for the Internet, the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) has 
been adopted [Moy97]. OSPF protocol can scale to large organizations, uses a link-sta
tus algorithm to propagate routing information, and each router participating in OSPF 
must periodically probe adjacent routers and then broadcast a link status message. 
Routers that receive the message use Dijkstra's Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm to 
compute shortest path. OSPF includes a 32-bit address mask with each address to sup
port classfull option, classless option, and subnets. Furthermore, OSPF allows to 
authenticate each message to ensure that messages are only accepted from a trusted 
source, and it allows routers to introduce routes learned from another means such as 
BGP. 

Another IGP protocol is the Routing Information Protocol (RIP). RIP was one of 
the first routing protocols used with IP and was implemented by the program routed 
that comes with most UNIX systems. RIP uses a distance vector algorithm to propagate 
routing information. A router running RIP advertises the destinations it can reach along 
with a distance to each destination; adjacent routers receive the information and update 
heir routing tables. 

For EGP, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) was developed [RL95]. Version 4 of 
the BGP protocol (BGP-4) is the current standard and it exchanges routing information 
among ASs. Furthermore, BGP-4 allows the sender and receiver to enforce policies, to 
provide facilities for transit routing, and it uses TCP for all communication to ensure 
reliable transport. ISPs use BGP-4 to obtain routing information from each other and 
from an authoritative route server. 

For multimedia, the best performance would be achieved if a fixed path (static 
route) could be allocated, because along this path, guarantees can be met and no or little 
jitter is experienced. The problem with this extension is that the IP protocol would lose 
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the ability to bypass link-layer failures, which is a fundamental property of the Internet 
architecture, and should be retained for integrated or differentiated services. Further, in 
the case of a static route, if no resource reservation would be performed along the fixed 
path, the flexibility of changing a route (in the case of congestion) on a packet basis 
would be lost, which would decrease the performance of the best effort service. 

An effective routing, which would take into account multiple QoS parameters, is 
desirable, and leads to complex algorithms that are still subject to research (see 
Chapter 2 on Quality of Service for brief overview on QoS routing). 

Further requirements on IP routing come from the data multicast because in the 
traditional IP there is no group dependency possible neither in local nor in wide area 
networks. We will discuss this issue in the following subsections of this chapter. 

6.2.1.4 Interconnectivity Between Internet Protocol and Underlying Networks 

The Internet family of protocols is one of today's most widespread protocol stacks in 
computer networking. There is a strong interest in transporting the IP datagrams, which 
may carry multimedia traffic, over different networks, for example, Ethernet, ATM B
ISDN, MPLS, or IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. Hence, the mapping between the 
Internet protocol and the underlying layers is of importance. Another important 
function in this task is the binding of IP addresses to lower-level network addresses. 

For example, in the case of Ethernet LANs, routers need to encapsulate IP packets 
in a properly addressed Ethernet packet. Ethernet uses 48-bit addressing. The router 
learns the binding of the IP to the 48-bit LAN address through the Address Resolution 
Protocol (ARP) [Plu82]. This protocol allows a router (or any end host) to broadcast a 
query containing an IP address, and to receive back the associated LAN address. A 
related protocol, Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP), can be used to ask 
which IP address is bound to a given LAN address. This protocol plays an important 
role during booting and configuration of disk-less end-systems, although it starts to be 
replaced by the functionally richer protocols such as Boot Protocol (BOOTP) [CG85] 
and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [Dro97]. 

Analogously, in the case of ATM LAN s, routers need to encapsulate IP packets in 
properly addressed cells, and vice versa. The corresponding mappings are presented in 
the ATM specifications for the Adaptation Layers (AAL) as well as LAN Emulation 
(LANE) [TEBM95]. Classical IP over ATM [Lau94] and Multiprotocol over ATM 
(MPOA) include also set of methods for corresponding mappings between IP and ATM. 

6.2.2 Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) 

The traditional IPv4 protocol started in 1981 and it has been extremely successful. IP 
has made it possible to handle heterogeneous networks causing dramatic changes in 
hardware technology and large increase in scale of devices connected to Internet. 
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However, one of the major reasons why a new version of IP protocol is considered 
is the limited address space of IPv4. The large increase in scale of IP-based devices, in 
number and capabilities, implies the requirement for new IP addresses to connect them 
to the Internet. Second major motivation for changes in IP have arisen from new 
Internet applications such as audio and video applications. To keep multimedia infor
mation flowing through the Internet without disruption, IP needs to define a type of 
service that can be used for real-time delivery of audio and video. Third motivation is 
that IPv4 is fully missing security functions and as more and more attacks are being 
conducted on Internet networks and their devices, new version of secure Internet proto
col is necessary. 

In 1992, IETF published a "Call for Proposals" for an Internet Protocol of Next 
Generation (IPng), which led to a set of Requests for Comments (RFCs) and appeared 
in 1995. IPv6 retains many of the design features that have made IPv4 successful. 
Hence IPv6 is also connectionless protocol, where each datagram contains a destination 
address, and each datagram is routed independently. Despite retaining the basic con
cepts from the current version, IPv6 changes can be categorized as follows: (a) 
enhanced addressing and improved routing, (b) simplification of IP header format, (c) 
improved support of IP options, (d) support of QoS, (e) support of security, and (f) 
fragmentation of data. 

6.2.2.1 Enhanced Addressing and Improved Routing 

IPv6 enhances the size of the IP address to 128 bits from 32 bits and allows significant 
address space for heterogeneous systems and devices. It also provides the possibility to 
achieve multi-level address hierarchies and to simplify auto-configuration of addresses. 
The IPv6 standard explicitly assumes that multiple addresses will be assigned to a 
single interface and this interface will be then used by specific applications. 

In the stateless auto-configuration mode, IPv6 allows to create a Link-Local 
Address from (a) a special fixed prefix and (b) an unambiguous token, e.g., the MAC
Layer-Address, without any help of an additional service. On the other hand, in the 
stateful auto-configuration mode, IPv6 allows to create a Global Address by concate
nating the token (address) with a variable prefix, forwarded from a router. 

IPv6 also defines a set of special addresses that differ dramatically from IPv4 spe
cial addresses. In particular, IPv6 does not include a special address for broadcasting on 
a given network. Instead, each address belongs to one of the three types: (a) unicast 
address, (b) multicast address and (c) anycast address [ComOl]. 

Unicast address corresponds to a single computer and the datagram is sent via 
shortest path to the destination. Multicast address corresponds to a set of computers 
where the membership changes any time. IPv6 delivers a copy of the datagram to each 
member of the set. Anycast address corresponds to a set of computers that share a com
mon address prefix, for example, reside in a single location. A datagram sent to the 
address is routed along a shortest path and delivered to exactly one of the computers, 
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for example, the computer closest to the sender. Anycast was originally known as the 
cluster addressing to allow for replication of services. When a user sends a datagram to 
the anycast address, IPv6 routes the datagram to one of the computers in the cluster. If a 
user from a different location sends a datagram to the anycast address, IPv6 can choose 
to route the datagram to a different member of the set, allowing both computers to 
process requests at the same time. In Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, we compare IPv4 
versus IPv6 addressing. 

Version I Header Length I 1'ypeofSer- Total Length (in byte) 
vice 

Identification Flag I Fragment Offset 

Time to Live I Protocol Header Checksum 

32 bit Source IP Address 

32 bit Destination IP Address 

Options (if any) 

I .. 32 bit ~I 
Figure 6-2 IPv4 packet header. 
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Figure 6-3 IPv6 packet header. 
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6.2.2.2 Simplification of IP Header Formats 

Although IPv6 addresses are four times longer than IPv4 addresses, the typical IPv6 
header is only twice as big as IPv4 header. The reason is that some of the fields in IPv4 
header were removed or became optional. This choice had positive impact on the 
resulting bandwidth utilization as well as average processing of IP headers. 

IPv6 datagram format begins with a base header, which follows by zero or more 
extension headers, followed by data. The base header includes, besides the information 
known from IPv4 such as the payload length, hop limit, source address and destination 
address, other fields such as: (1) the version field to indicate version 6, (2) the traffic 
class field to specify traffic service class, (3) the field flow label for use with new appli
cations that require performance guarantees, and (4) the next header field to specify the 
type of information that follows the current header. 

6.2.2.3 Improved Support of IP Options 

Changes in coding of the IP header allowed an effective forwarding of data, less limited 
boundaries for the size of the optional parts, and a high flexibility for future 
enhancements. 

IPv6 defines a flexible number of Next Header Values which can be used to indi
cate other optional IP headers or a high-level protocol. This capability allows for exten
sion headers. A receiver uses the next header field in each header to determine what 
follows. If the value in the field corresponds to a type used for data, the receiver passes 
the datagram to a software module that handles the data. Some header types have fixed 
size, so the IPv6 can parse the header and interpret the content. However, some 
extension headers do not have a fixed size. In this case, the header must contain 
sufficient information to allow IPv6 to determine where the header ends. 

6.2.2.4 Support of Quality of Service 

Although IPv6 does not provide any support for QoS enforcement, the protocol 
includes a set of attributes, that allow other mechanisms to use them for reservation and 
differentiated service of packets. 

Especially, the concept of flows needs to be considered. These flows represent a 
stream (flow) of data packets between senders and receivers which belong together and 
need to be managed together. 

Special handling of data flows in the intermediate network nodes, such as bridges, 
routers, gateways, can be set up and controlled through additional management mecha
nisms or protocol steps (not included in IPv6), as for example, a reservation protocol. 
The header of each IPv6 packet includes a 24 bit flow label, which can be used to 
associate data unambiguously with a data flow. A router can then use the flow label for 
classification of the data flow and decide to which services class the flow will be 
assigned for handling and forwarding. 
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Together with the concept of data flows, IPv6 also uses the traffic class field (also 
called priority field) in order to help the router to decide the importance of datagram 
processing. This field information allows multimedia data of interactive application 
datagrams to use higher priority and provide preferential processing with respect to the 
data traffic of lower priority. 

IPv6 differentiates between Congestion Controlled Traffic with priorities 0 to 7 
and Non-Congestion Controlled Traffic with priorities 8 to 15 as shown in Table 6-1 

Applications use these classes according to their special characteristics and 
requirements. A data source, which sends "Congestion Controlled" data, reacts (e.g., 
through corresponding algorithms inside of the used protocol) to observed network 
delays by reducing the sending rate. 

Although this type of behavior is appropriate for the non-real-time traffic, it might 
not be appropriate for multimedia data or other real-time traffic. This type of traffic is 
then called Non-Congestion-Controlled traffic. 

0- No specific priorities 

1 - Background traffic (e.g., Messages) 

2- Unexpected asynchronous data transfer (e.g. Email) 

3- Reserved for future definition 

4- Expected interactive block data transfer (e.g., data file transfer) 

e 5 - Reserved for future definition .p 
I 

';j 6- Interactive traffic (e.g., remote login und Windows-systems) a 
I = 7- Control messages (e.g., routing protocol and network management mes-
~ sages) 

e 8- Non-Congestion-Controlled traffic 
.p 

.a cu 
15 - Non-Congestion-Controlled traffic ~ 

Table 6-1 Classification of data flows according to priorities. 

6.2.2.5 Security 

IPv6 supports as its basic functionality Authentication to ensure integrity and trust of 
data. This functionality is mandatory in all IPv6 implementations and triggers a set of 
additional security-related methods that were implemented until now in the application 
level. A short description of algorithms for authentication to ensure trust, key genera
tion and distribution, can be found in Volume 3 in the Chapter on Multimedia Security. 
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6.2.2.6 Fragmentation of Data 

In contrast to IPv4, the routers, using IPv6, are not allowed to fragment datagrams (i.e., 
partition the incoming packet into smaller parts). This functionality can be performed 
only at the sender side. The sender can fragment packets after identification of the max
imum packet size (Maximum Transfer Unit, MTU) along the packet's end-to-end path. 

To find the MTU size, the host must learn the MTU of each network along the 
path to the destination, and must choose a datagram size to fit the smallest capacity. The 
minimum MTU along a path from a source to a destination is known as the path MTU, 
and the process of learning the path MTU is known as the path MTU discovery. Hence, 
the host can use an appropriate protocol, such as the MTU Discovery Protocol, or the IP 
protocol finds out through failed sending of a packet and from corresponding error mes
sages sent by the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP). It means the path MTU 
discovery is an interactive process, where a host sends a sequence of various-size 
datagrams to the destination to see if they arrive without error. Once a datagram is small 
enough to pass through without fragmentation, the host chooses a datagram size equal 
to the path MTU. 

Using a Fragment-Headers information, it will be clearly identified to which data
gram the packet belongs and to which fragment offset the packet will be attached dur
ing the reassembly process. This approach decreases the processing overhead of 
intermediate network node systems as they do not need to consider any fragmentation 
at all. Furthermore, this approach also helps in clear classification of packets according 
to their content, which is very desirable in firewall systems. 

For regular packets, the upper bound on the size of a packet is 64 KBytes, how
ever, there is an option to send even larger packets, so called lumbogramms. It is impor
tant to consider that these packets due to their size require larger transmission 
bandwidth and hence can cause some problems to the real-time traffic over a short 
period of time. 

Due to many IPv4 systems and applications, which use the standard IP stack with 
address size of 32 bits and the standard header structure, the transition from IPv4 to 
IPv6 will take long time. Therefore, IPv6 specifies transition steps for step-wise migra
tion. The IPv6 data traffic can be tunneled between IPv6 networks when passing 
through IPv4 infrastructure. For test purposes, a virtual Overlay Network, called 6Bone, 
was specified [DB98]. Also in a IPv6 network, IPv4 system can be uses through mecha
nisms of address mapping such as usage of IPv6 compatible and IPv4 mapped 
addresses or Dual-Stack-Hosts approach. 

6.2.3 Multicast Support 

The basic functionality of IP Multicast is to allow a sender to send datagrams to all 
members of a Multicast Group addressed with a single multicast address. There is not 
guarantee in delivery of data to all or even to a single member of the group. The support 
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of multicasting in a WAN environment represents considerable technical challenges 
[WZOO]. Also, we need to take into consideration that based on a multicast address we 
cannot make a statement about the location of the receiver. 

Inside of a LAN environment, we need to gain and manage information which 
end-systems are interested to receive multicast data. The underlying network technol
ogy (e.g., multicast functionality of Ethernet) then delivers the data to the individual 
end-hosts in an efficient way. On the other hand, in WAN the routers must exchange the 
local information with other routers in order to determine which systems are interested 
in a multicast session. This information is then needed to determine which interfaces of 
the router will be used to forward multicast packets. 

6.2.3.1 Delivery of IP-Multicast Packets in LAN 

Ethernet, as the most used LAN technology, offers a hardware support for sending mul
ticast packets. Multicast packets are identified in the Protocol Header through the 
Multicast Bit. The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (lANA) registered the 
Ethernet-MAC-Address with starting block 0l-OO-5E for the usage of IP Multicast as 
shown in Figure 6-4. 

Elhemel
Addre 

IP-Addres 

Figure 6-4 Address mapping for IP Multicast. 

To map the IP multicast address to Ethernet multicast address, the mapping procedure 
places the low-valued 23 bits of the IP-Multicast-Address to the low-valued 23 bits of 
the Ethernet-Address. 

6.2.3.2 Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) 

The Internet Group Management protocol (IGMP) [Dee89] was specified in RFC 1112 
as its Version 1 and uses the IP packet format with additional IGMP fields, such as the 
IGMP-Type (Host Membership Query, Host Membership Report), Checksum and 
Group Address fields (see Figure 6-5). 

IF l(eMF I lOMP 

Figure 6-5 Internet Group Management Protocol. 
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IGMP is a protocol for managing Internet multicasting groups. It is used by conferenc
ing applications to join and leave particular multicast group. The basic service permits a 
source to send datagrams to all members of a multicast group. There are no guarantees 
of the delivery to any or all targets in the group. 

A multicast router periodically sends queries (Host Membership Query messages) 
with a Time-to-Live (TTL) value of 1 (in order not to leave the connected LAN seg
ment) to refresh their knowledge of memberships present on a particular network. If 
there exist multiple multicast routers on that network segment, one of them will be 
responsible to respond to the query. 

In IGMPvi, the query routing is done with the help of routing protocols, used by 
the routers. However, due to possible deployment of different multicast-routing proto
cols, various ambiguity problems can occur, hence in IGMPv2 it was determined, that 
the router with the lowest IP-Address will be responsible to respond to the query. If this 
router does not respond to the query due to failures, then a reconfiguration occurs 
within a specified time-out interval in the presence of other multicast routers. 

If no reports are received for a particular group after some number of queries, then 
the routers assume that the group has no local members, and they do not need to for
ward remotely originated multicast to the group on the local network. Otherwise, hosts 
respond to a query by generating reports (Host Membership Reports) , reporting each 
host group to which they belong on the network interface from which the query was 
received. 

To avoid an "implosion" of concurrent reports there are two possibilities: (1) 
either a host, rather than sending reports immediately, delays for a D-second interval 
the generation of the report; or (2) a report is sent with an IP destination address equal 
to the host group address being reported. This causes other members of the same group 
on the network to overhear the report and only one report per group is presented on the 
network. 

Queries are normally sent infrequently, so as to keep the IGMP overhead on host 
and routers very low (see Figure 6-6). 

..... 
- Multicast-Routing

Protocol 

------. Data 

S: Sender 

M: Member of a Multicast Group 

N: Non-member 

R: Router 

Figure 6-6 Data and control flow during multicast transmission. 
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However, when a multicast router starts up, it may issue several queries to quickly build 
up its knowledge of local membership. When a host joins a new group, it should imme
diately transmit a report for that group, rather than wait for a query, in case it is the first 
member of the group. 

The protocol was expanded in IGMPv2 [Fen97] through an additional query type, 
the membership query in a specific multicast group. Also a query of a specific member 
is allowed, and the possibility for an explicit request from the end-system to leave the 
group is considered. In IGMPv3, the capability of Source Filtering is considered. This 
feature allows a host, with help of the so called Inclusion Group-Source Reports and 
Exclusion Group-Source Reports, to specify its interest or disinterest to receive 
multicast data from a specific address or from all systems which do not include this 
address. 

In a multimedia scenario, IGMP must loosely cooperate with an appropriate 
resource management protocol, such as RSVP, to provide a resource reservation for a 
member who wants to join a group during a conference. 

In IPv6, no special IGMP protocol exists. These functions will be provided by the 
enhanced Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP). 

6.2.3.3 Multicast Routing 

For forwarding of multicast data in WAN and organizing multicast receivers, there exist 
several routing algorithms (e.g., [Bra93], [ComOI], [LPGLA03bD. During our discus
sion we will assume that a router has input and output ports, called together interfaces. 
In general, an input can serve simultaneously as an output. 

The simplest possibility of multicast routing is Flooding. In this case, all multicast 
packets, which enter the router through an input port, will be sent out through all other 
output ports (not only output ports which lead towards desired destinations). Flooding 
ensures that all routers and therefore all potential receivers receive the packets. How
ever, this method is very ineffective because packets are unnecessary using routes and 
bandwidth in subnetworks, where no receivers reside. Also, this approach provides 
large overhead on routers due to their information management to avoid loops of pack
ets. 

Much more efficient than Flooding is the Spanning Tree approach. A Spanning 
Tree defines a tree as a subset of connections among routers and allows only one path 
between two points. This approach avoids fully creation of any loops in multicast 
packet forwarding, hence the router overhead is much less in this approach. 

In principle, all multicast data could be considered independent from their senders 
and group addresses. However, to achieve more efficient approaches, a spanning tree is 
built for each source. This is performed using the Reverse Path Broadcasting approach. 
In this approach, packets are forwarded only if they arrive at a certain interface that the 
router considers as part of a shortest path back to the sender. Otherwise, the packet can 
be dropped. 
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Neighboring routers exchange messages about information which of their inter
faces has the shortest path to the sender. This protocol is called Distance Vector 
Protocol. This approach allows the neighbors to discard forwarding of packets if they 
recognize that their next neighbor will drop the packet anyway. Furthermore, this 
approach allows the routers to route packets over their shortest paths. 

The disadvantage of Reverse Path Broadcasting approach is that data will be 
transmitted in parts of networks where no receiver is active. This problem is solved by 
enhancing the Reverse Path Broadcasting to Truncated Reverse Path Broadcasting. This 
approach forwards packets to a subnet only if a receiver of the multicast group exists 
there. The knowledge about the receiver state is provided to the router through the 
above discussed IGMP protocol. This approach decreases the load on the edge 
networks, but the ultimate decrease in necessary forwarding between routers is 
achieved by the Reverse Path Multicasting. 

In Reverse Path Multicasting, multicast packets will be transmitted periodically 
within the whole spanning tree, but if there is a subtree where no interested receiver 
exists, then the prune messages are used to inform routers about these subtrees and 
avoid useless multicast packet forwarding. These prune messages move in reverse 
direction towards the source of transmission. To take into account dynamic changes in 
the network or changes in the topology, the prune messages are periodically dropped 
after a certain time-out interval. After this period, all multicast packets reach all parts of 
the network and the IGMP protocol can accept new active receivers to join the tree. If 
no new active receivers join, then new subtrees are determined which need to be pruned 
and prune messages are created to inform routers about these subtrees. 

Although many multicast routing protocols have been proposed, no Internet-wide 
multicast routing currently exists. There are other multicast routing protocols such as 

• Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) performs local multicast 
and uses IP-in-IP encapsulation to send multicast datagrams from one site on the 
Internet to another. It utilizes the Truncated Reverse Path Broadcast approach and 
in its newer implementations the Truncated Path Multicast approach to support 
tunneling over unicast connections as well as forwarding of packets over Time-to
Live bounds whose sending diameter is limited. 

• Core-Based Tree Routing (CBT) deals very well with large size of multicast 
groups and large size of multicast senders, hence it scales very well. This 
algorithm selects a Core and builds from core routers and non-core routers a 
backbone used for multicast packet transmission. This backbone is used by all 
group members and by all sources, hence there are no separate trees per sender 
only one joined tree used by all. 

• Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) uses the same approach as CBT to 
multicast data. However, the protocol independence emphasizes that although uni-
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cast datagrams are used to contact remote destinations when establishing multi
cast forwarding, PIM does not depend on any particular unicast routing protocol. 

• Multicast extension to the Open Shortest Path First protocol (MOSPF) is designed 
for use within an organization and it is built on Open Shortest Path First protocol 
(OSPF). MOSPF reuses many of the same basic concepts and facilities of OSPF. 

6.2.3.4 Multicast Transmission in Internet-MBone 

Internet supports the transport of multicast data within a Multicast Backbone, called 
MBone. Multimedia traffic from video conferencing or video on demand services is 
often carried by MBone. MBone consists of a set of multicast routers (e.g., UNIX 
workstations with routing daemon, called mrouted, which implements the DVMRP pro
tocol [WPD88]) as an overlay network, spanning on top of existing unicast Internet 
topologies (see Figure 6-7). 

MBone
Sy lem 

Figure 6-7 Multicast transmission in MBone. 

In April 1996, MBone includes 2,800 subnetworks in more than 25 countries and it 
grows steadily. In parts of MBone, other multicast protocols were deployed as well 
such as the Multicast Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF) [Moy94] or Protocol Indepen
dent Multicast (PIM) [PIM97]. The connections between MBone routers use the same 
connections as deployed for conventional applications. Between MBone routers, multi
cast datagrams are tunneled through as IP-in-IP packets (also with the protocol version 
number 4 in the IP header) and appear to the non-MBone routers as regular unicast traf
fic. 

MBone is gaining experience via transmission of IETF or other conferences. The 
participants can receive audio and video and passively view the conference activities, or 
they can actively ask questions and provide contributions to the ongoing discussions. 
Recently, MBone was used for events such as regular transmissions of lectures, semi
nars, research events, as well as cultural events such as experimental radio, concerts or 
television programs. The group communication concepts and mechanisms, used in 
MBone, will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7 on Group Communication. 
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6.3 Traditional Transport Protocols and Their Support of 
Multimedia 

Transport protocols serve to support addressing of communication end-points within 
end-systems, fragmentation and reassembly of data, flow and congestion control, error 
control, as well as connection establishment and closure. 

Transport protocols, to support multimedia transmission, need to have new 
features and provide the following functions: timing information, semi-reliability, 
multicasting, NAK (None-AcKnowledgment)-based error recovery mechanism and rate 
control. We will concentrate here on examining transport protocols with respect to 
these characteristics needed for multimedia transport. 

In this subsection, we present transport protocols, such as TCP and UDP, which 
are used in the Internet protocol stack for multimedia transmission, and the following 
subsections we analyze new emerging transport protocols, such as RTP, and other 
protocols, which are more suitable for multimedia. 

6.3.1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 

Early implementations of video conferencing applications were implemented on top of 
the TCP protocol. TCP provides a reliable, serial communication path, or virtual 
circuit, between processes exchanging a full-duplex stream of bytes. Each process is 
assumed to reside in an Internet host that is identified by an IP address. Each process 
has a number of logical, full-duplex ports through which it can set up and use full
duplex TCP connections. 

Multimedia applications do not always require full-duplex connections for the 
transport of continuous media. An example is a TV broadcast over LAN, which 
requires a full-duplex control connection, but often a simplex continuous media 
connection is sufficient. 

During the data transmission over the TCP connection, TCP must achieve 
reliable, sequenced delivery of a stream of bytes by means of an underlying, unreliable 
IP datagram service. To achieve this, TCP makes use of retransmission on time-outs 
and positive acknowledgments upon receipt of information. Because retransmission can 
cause both out-of-order arrival and duplication of data, sequence numbering is crucial. 
Flow control in TCP makes use of a window technique in which the receiving side of 
the connection reports to the sending side the sequence numbers it may transmit at any 
time and those it has received contiguously thus far. 

For multimedia, the positive acknowledgment causes substantial overhead as all 
packets are sent with a fixed rate. Negative acknowledgment would be a better strategy. 
Further, TCP is not suitable for real-time video and audio transmission because its 
retransmission mechanism may cause a violation of deadlines which disrupt the conti
nuity of the continuous media streams. TCP was designed as a transport protocol 
suitable for non-real-time reliable applications, such as file transfer, where it performs 
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the best. Also the flow control Slow-Start Algorithm, which reacts towards network 
congestion by decreasing the sending rate of transmission and decreasing the network 
load, represents disadvantages for real-time transmission. 

6.3.1.1 Techniques to Go Faster 

To support multimedia high bandwidth requirements, in the past several techniques 
were proposed to speed up the TCPI/P protocol stack, hence improve the protocol per
formance and make it more suitable for multimedia traffic [Par94a]. We will present 
few of those techniques: 

• Better Lookup Techniques: Looking over the TCPIIP protocol architecture, there 
exist several cases where a piece of information has to be looked up in a table, e.g. 
TCP must find the connection block for each segment received or IP must find a 
route to be able to send an IP datagram. In worst case, lookup cost can be of 
O(logJ!l), where n is the number of routes or protocol control blocks in the table 
and k is some base indicating the fraction of the blocks that can be eliminated on 
average by each comparison. The cost of lookups is large if we consider that other 
protocol processing costs such as checksum computation on the packet are 0(1). 
Two possible techniques can be used to decrease the lookup cost: (1) use caches 
of frequently used information such as control blocks or routes to avoid general 
lookups and (2) use lookup algorithms with very good average running times such 
as good hashing algorithms. 

• Reducing or Eliminating Checksum Costs: The checksum presents a similar cost 
overhead as cost of copying data or lookup cost. The reason is that computing a 
checksum requires that each byte in the packet be read and added into the sum. 
One option to optimize a checksum algorithm is to try to do the sum using the host 
machine's native work size (to optimize memory accesses) and native byte order 
(to minimize byte swapping costs). Also using RISC processors, which are capa
ble of performing two instructions per clock cycle (e.g., one operation can be 
loading data from memory or storing data to memory), there is space for two 
instructions per cycle (if each load or store instructions are running in a separate 
cycle). This means we could put the instructions for the checksum into those free 
slots (in one cycle we can run load data and add to the running checksum instruc
tions, and in the second cycle we can run add carry and store data instructions). 
Hence, we eliminate the cost of doing the checksum by including the checksum 
into the copy loop. Another optimization of checksum processing could be to 
move checksum to the end of the packet, a practice known as trailing checksums 
or trailers. 

• Prediction: TCP behavior is highly predictable, and we can optimize the frequent 
path through the TCP code in both the receiving and sending TCP implementa
tions. For example, we can use header predictions for TCP receivers which look 
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for segments that fit the profile of the segment the receiver expects to receive next 
(e.g., segments that are already established for connections). Similar predictive 
schemes can be used for optimizing sending. For example, if application writes its 
data to the socket (connection handle), this connection handle can be designed to 
map directly to a control block, thus eliminating control block lookup, and the 
control block can cache the IP route, those eliminating the routing lookup. Also, 
the sending TCP can keep a template TCP header, whose sequence number is 
incremented as segments are send, and acknowledgment number is updated as 
segments are received. The sending becomes a copying operation of the template 
header onto the front of the TCP data. 

6.3.1.2 Improving TCP towards QoS Guarantees 
In the recent years, a lot of effort was made to extend TCP towards increased level of 
predictability and QoS guarantees in network services [JBB92, Par94a, GJKF97 , 
Wr097 , FKSS99]. This effort is especially beneficial to multimedia applications and 
other Internet applications sensitive to overload conditions. 

We will present briefly one possible solution, fully discussed in [FKSS99], using 
simple extensions in controlled-load service and a couple of modifications in TCP to 
augment the performance of TCP to support minimum rate guarantees and hence more 
stable performance for multimedia streaming applications. 

The solution consists of two major changes in the protocol stack: (1) a simple 
extension to queueing mechanisms in current routers within the controlled-load service 
[Wr097] and (2) a modification to the congestion control mechanisms within TCP. 
These modifications allow the network to guarantee a minimal level of end-to-end 
throughput to different network session. 

Modifications in Controlled-Load Service: In controlled-load service scheme, 
each reserved session is associated with a traffic envelope, called Tspec, which includes 
a long term average rate raY' short term peak rate rp and the maximum size of a burst b 
of data generated by the application. Tspec also specifies the maximum and minimum 
packet size to be used by the application. Traffic is policed at the source via a token 
bucket approach and packets conforming to the envelope are marked. Non-conformant 
traffic and best effort traffic are injected into the network unmarked. 

The routers use an Enhanced Random Early Detection (ERE D) discard mecha
nism. Both marked and unmarked packets share the same FIFO queue, and ERED per
forms its operation over this queue. If the queue length exceeds a certain threshold, 
packets are dropped randomly as it is done in RED gateways [FJ93]. However, ERED 
relies on a selective packet discard approach. The thresholds apply only to unmarked 
packets, i.e., unmarked packets are dropped randomly when the average queue length 
exceeds minimal threshold (min) and all are dropped when the average queue length 
exceeds the maximum threshold (max). Marked packets are only dropped if the queue is 
full. The threshold values must be set so that they can approximately ensure that no 
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marked packets are dropped. For example, in a system with n controlled-load sessions 
with peak rates r/, i=i,.,n, a service rate of L, buffer length B, and the same duration of 
burst for all sources, the following equation should hold: 

( n J i max .L rp -L xT<B-max 

1=1 

This approach guarantees that, in the ERED gateway, marked packets have a lower drop 
probability than the unmarked packets. Furthermore, ERED ensures a low loss rate to 
conformant controlled load traffic. As elastic and tolerant multimedia playback applica
tions can withstand a reasonable amount of queueing delay, this approach helps towards 
the guarantees on throughput to improve the overall performance. 

Modifications in TCP: Connections requesting reservation specify Tspec, i.e., a 
peak and a mean rate of service, and the maximum size of a burst. At the source, tokens 
are generated at the mean service rate and accumulated in a token bucket. The depth of 
the token bucket is the same as the maximum burst size. TCP segments, belonging to 
reserved connections, are transmitted as marked datagrams if there are sufficient tokens 
available in the token bucket at the time of transmission. Otherwise, they are transmit
ted as unmarked datagrams. TCP segments belonging to best effort connections are sent 
as unmarked datagrams. Experiments show that if using only modifications in con
trolled-load service at routers, as discussed above, and utilizing the token bucket for 
traffic policing, the compliant portions of the bandwidth, received by all reserved con
nections, are less than their respective service rate. The reason for this problem is the 
flow and congestion control mechanism because the TCP sessions with reservations 
exercise their flow and congestion control in the same way as the best effort connec
tions. The tokens are generated at a reserved rate, but if the source does not have 
enough data or is unable to transmit packets due to flow and congestion control, the 
token bucket fills up and token loss occurs. 

The windowing mechanism in flow and congestion control is partly responsible 
for the token loss because of the following reasons: TCP uses two windows. The 
receiver maintains and enforces an advertised window (AWND) as a measure of its buff
ering capacity. The sender enforces a congestion window (CWND) as a measure of the 
capacity of the network. The sender is prohibited from sending more than the minimum 
of AWND and CWND worth of unacknowledged data. When the loss of a segment is 
detected, TCP reduces the congestion window and initiates a fast recovery or a slow 
start phase. For fast recovery, the congestion window is cut to half of its original size 
while in the slow start phase it is set to 1. For connections with reservations, this is an 
overly conservative behavior since it is insensitive to the connection's reservation. 
Thus, even when tokens are present, and the sender is eligible to transmit a new 
segment, it may be throttled by the congestion window. 
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Another cause for token loss is the presence of persistent gaps in the acknowl
edgement stream. Since TCP uses acknowledgements to trigger transmission, any 
significant time gap between the receipt of successive acknowledgements causes the 
token bucket to overflow. There are several ways for these gaps to develop: (1) Recov
ery process, after a loss is detected, uses TCP fast recovery and fast retransmission 
mechanisms. After detecting a loss (by the receipt of a given number of duplicate 
acknowledgments), TCP cuts its congestion window in half by halting additional trans
missions until one half of the original windows' packets have cleared the network. 
Freezing the sender for this period of time causes the token bucket to overflow, and it 
puts a gap in the data stream which results in a gap in the acknowledgement stream dur
ing the next round-trip interval; (2) Normal dynamic of network traffic can cause gaps; 
(3) Congestion on the forward and/or reverse path as well as additional queuing delays 
and jitters, experienced as new connections come on-line, can also create gaps. 

One way to provide solution to the token loss problem is to use a deeper token 
bucket. However, the use of large token buckets allows large bursts of marked packets 
into the network which can result in loss of marked packets, thus defeating the service 
differentiation mechanism provided by ERED. As with any service differentiation, in 
order to ensure correct behavior, admission control must be performed. For ERED 
queues, this means that the min and max values must be set appropriately. For a given 
queue size there is some flexibility, i.e., if the load due to controlled-load traffic 
increases, the max and min values can be set higher to improve the throughput of best 
effort traffic. However, the extend of the threshold flexibility is limited due to the 
admission condition for the aggregated controlled load traffic, discussed above. Note 
that the admission condition is very pessimistic, hence if one would use empirical and 
statistical admission control [JDSZ95], the network can operate at a higher utilization 
and maintain low loss rates for conformant controlled-load traffic. 

Since deeper token buckets require larger buffers at routers and less flows can be 
admitted, it is better to keep the token buckets small. So another solution to approach 
the token loss problem due to the effects of persistent gaps, is to use delayed and timed 
transmission. 

• Delayed transmission means that a segment is held back for a random amount of 
time when there are not enough tokens to transmit it as a marked packet. This 
approach works well when the reverse path is lightly loaded, but it is not effective 
in the presence of reverse path congestion. 

• Timed transmission involves the use of a periodic timer. In this scheme, TCP's 
acknowledgement-triggered mechanism is modified with a timer-triggered trans
mission mechanism. The modified mechanism examines the token status not only 
after each acknowledgement, but also after every timer expires. It means in this 
mechanism, each reserved connection uses at most one timer, and whenever a 
periodic timer expires, the connection examines the tokens in the token bucket. If 
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there are sufficient tokens, and there is room under the advertised window of the 
receiver, the sender sends the packet as marked, ignoring the value of the conges
tion window. The timer is then reset to wake up another timer interval later. The 
use of timers helps prevent sending back-to-back packets, making the resulting 
traffic stream slightly smoother and more network-friendly. The connection still 
adheres to the advertised window constraint to avoid overflowing the receiver's 
buffers. Although the timed transmission mechanism allows the connection to 
receive its reserved rate, TCP windowing mechanism restricts the controlled-load 
traffic from competing for the excess bandwidth in the network. 

To provide minimal throughput guarantee, TCP's windowing algorithm needs to be 
modified towards the Rate Adaptive Windowing as follows: The congestion window 
CWND consists of two parts, a reserved part with size RWND equal to the product of 
the reserved rate and the estimated round-trip time, and a variable part with size 
CWND - RWND that tries to estimate the residual capacity and share with other active 
connections. In this modified scheme, only the variable window size is adjusted using 
the traditional TCP windowing techniques. Specifically, instead of reducing CWND by 
half at the beginning of fast recovery, the sender sets the congestion window to 
RWND + (CWND - RWND)/2. At the beginning of slow start after detection of a lost 
segment through the retransmission time-out, it sets CWND to RWND+ 1 instead of 1. 
In both cases, SSTHRES is set to the minimum of RWND + (CWND-RWND)/2 and 
AWND instead of CWND/2 and AWND. Also, because packets sent under RWND should 
not clock congestion window increases, window increases needed to be scaled by 
(CWND-RWND)/CWND. Note that even with these modifications, the sender must 
still adhere to the AWND restriction, i.e., it is prohibited to send more than the minimum 
of AWND and CWND worth of unacknowledged data. Because of this, the size of the 
receiver's buffer must be at least the size of the reservation window to sustain the 
reserved rate using TCP. 

It is important to note that the modified congestion control algorithm should be 
deployed only if and only if the network supports minimum rate guarantees through 
end-to-end signaling, admission control and resource reservation. Without these 
mechanisms, the use of modified TCP sources may cause collapse in networks. 

6.3.2 User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 

UDP is a simple extension to the Internet network protocol IP that supports multiplex
ing of datagrams exchanged between pairs of Internet hosts. It offers only multiplexing 
and checksums, nothing else. Higher-level protocols using UDP must provide their own 
retransmission, packetization, reassembly, flow control, congestion avoidance, etc. 

In general, UDP is not suitable for continuous media streams because it does not 
provide the notion of connections, at least at the transport layer; therefore, different 
service guarantees cannot be provided. 
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Protocols in higher layers, which use UDP, need to provide their own mechanisms 
for support of multimedia. A very good example of higher layer protocol using UDP is 
the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), based on the Application-Level Framing 
concept [CT90], discussed in the next subsection. Many multimedia applications use 
this protocol because it provides some degree of real-time transport property, although 
loss of PDUs may occur. For experimental purposes, UDP above IP can be used as a 
simple, unreliable connection for medium transport. 

Several extensions are proposed to increase the performance of both UDP and 
TCP protocols so that a larger group of applications (i.e., also multimedia applications) 
can use them. Large windows and time stamps are now standards. For example, the 
above discussed improvements for TCP to support minimum guarantee in throughput 
could be also considered in RTP or UDP protocols. 

6.4 New Protocols for Support of Network Quality of Service 

With the development and deployment of ARPANET, the ancestor of current Internet, 
transport of non-real-time data was considered. Especially, robustness and reliability 
were of importance. The traditional protocols such as TCPIIP were designed towards 
that goal, and the factor of providing real-time transmission was not considered. 

With the increase of multimedia applications importance, such as voice over IP, 
video conferencing, and with the desire to have network infrastructure that supports 
real-time and best-effort traffic, changes in the network and its protocols have to be 
considered. 

Newer architectures such as ATM already started to consider service quality 
issues, and developed and deployed various algorithms to support Quality of Service 
(QoS) in end-to-end fashion. However, this technology did not achieve its goal of "ATM 
to the desktops", and stayed only as a technology of the backbones or at the edges of the 
networks (although even in backbone networks Gigabit Ethernet and Optical Networks 
are pushing ATM aside). Also, as there are many more IP-based applications, it became 
of importance to revisit the Internet protocols, modify them or replace some of their 
algorithms to allow for service quality and differentiation. 

In routers, new techniques were introduced to differentiate the handling of pack
ets, such as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ), the Random Early Discard (RED), 
congestion avoidance, or traffic shaping. Furthermore, reservation mechanisms were 
introduced to assist in provision of QoS in networks. These algorithms and concepts are 
discussed in more detail in the Chapter 2 on QoS. 

In the following subsection, we will present reservation-based protocols, their 
requirements, and their capabilities to support network QoS. However, as the usage of 
these protocols is controversial, we will show also alternative approaches for provision 
of network QoS. 
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6.4.1 Reservation Concept 

If we deal with scarce amount of resources, such as bandwidth, processing capacity or 
buffer sizes, in order to provide Quality of Service guarantees, we need to use reserva
tion. It means that once the reservation request was admitted, resource will be set aside 
and reserved for the application's usage during its runtime. This is especially useful if 
we deal with data streams such as video or audio streams. 

In principle, we could consider reservation management as one of the tasks for 
network management, and the reservation could be set manually or by an additional 
component which serves as a broker between the sender and receiver. This entity then 
needs to be informed about the characteristics of the sender, receiver and Quality of 
Service requirements to setup the corresponding reservation along the path. This 
approach is possible, but not used very often. 

Reservations are usually triggered through the end-systems and they use control 
protocols along the end-to-end path to distribute their reservation-relevant control infor
mation. The processing of a reservation request and the reservation of resources, corre
sponding to the reservation request, follow on hop-by-hop basis. A router first decides 
if the reservation request can be admitted and satisfied. In positive case, it stores the 
information about the flow and its corresponding reservation, and forwards the 
reservation request to the adjacent router along the path towards the destination. 

Current reservation-based protocols can be classified according to the direction 
and initiation of the reservation request: sender-oriented and receiver-oriented reserva
tion protocols. In the sender-oriented version, the sender initiates the reservation 
request, and sends the request along the path to its destination(s). As the reservation 
request passes from the sender to the receiver, the routers admit and reserve the amount 
of resources demanded by the reservation request. At the receiver side, the reservation 
request changes into the reservation allocation message and the message is sent back to 
the sender. Along the path from the receiver to the sender the reserved resources are 
changed from reserved to allocated resources. The direction of data transport is from 
the sender to the receiver. Figure 6-8 shows the sender-oriented reservation. 

Resolution of Reservation Request 

R: Components for specification, management and communication of 
reservation information 

Figure 6-8 Sender-oriented reservation. 
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In the receiver-oriented version, the receiver initiates the reservation request and the 
request is being processed in the direction from the receiver towards the sender. In this 
direction the resources are reserved and on way back from the sender to the receiver the 
resources are allocated. The data transmission is then in the direction from the sender to 
the receiver. Figure 6-9 shows the receiver-oriented reservation. 

Resolution of Reservation request 
Reservation request 

Direction of Data Transfer 

R: Components for specification, management and communication of 
reservation information 

Figure 6-9 Receiver-oriented reservation. 

~BJ 

Reservation protocols can be also classified according to the reservation state, which is 
maintained at routers along the end-to-end path. The reservation protocol can be a hard 
state or soft state. The Hard state represents a reservation state that is maintained at 
routers during the whole session of the application, i.e., from the time the connection is 
setup until the connection is teared down. An example of hard reservation state is the 
ATM reservation state. The Soft state represents a reservation state that is maintained at 
routers only for a specific period of time and expires after that. This means that after the 
reservation time-out, the resources are automatically released and can be considered for 
a new reservation and allocation. Hence if a data flow wants to use this reservation over 
the duration of its session, this state needs to be periodically refreshed. 

6.4.2 Early Reservation-based Protocols 

6.4.2.1 STream Protocol, Version 2 (ST-II) 

ST-ll provides a connection-oriented, guaranteed service for data transport based on the 
stream model [Top90]. The connections between the sender and several receivers are 
setup as uni-directional connections, although also duplex connections can be setup. 

ST-ll and its newest version ST-2+ are extensions of the original ST protocol 
[For79]. The ST-ll protocol consists of two components: the ST Control Message Pro
tocol (SCMP), which is a reliable, connectionless transport for the protocol messages 
and the ST protocol itself, which is an unreliable transport for the data. 

ST-ll provides a resource reservation during the connection setup. The reservation 
is originated from the source. It sends a SCMP message with afiow specification, which 
describes the stream requirements (QoS) in terms of packet size, data rate, etc. If the 
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destination accepts the call, it returns the final flow specification to the source. To 
perform processing in the nodes, ST data packets do not carry complete addressing 
information. They have a HOP IDentifier (HIP), similar to a virtual circuit number, 
which is negotiated for each hop during the setup phase. 

If a receiver accepts the connection setup, it sends back to the source the agreed
upon flow specification. If the requirements of the flow specification cannot be satisfied, 
data connection will not be setup. The protocol uses a hard state for the reservation 
information in routers. 

ST-II is suitable for multimedia transmission because of its resource reservation 
along the path between the sender and receiver. However, note that this approach leads 
also to high overheads at the sender side if the sender needs to setup many connections 
to receivers as the sender has a central control over all reservation states towards the 
receivers, i.e., it must know all receivers as well as manage all reservations. The ST-2+ 
version started to support mixed reservation requirements as provided by the RSVP 
protocol and since 1998 it is deployed by the company Bay Networks within the Bay 
Network Routing Services (BayRS) to provide network QoS. 

6.4.2.2 Real-Time Internet Protocol 

In the Tenet scheme, the services of RTIP (Real-Time Internet Protocol) are used 
together with the sender-oriented reservation protocol, called RCAP. RTIP provides for 
connection-oriented, performance-guaranteed, unreliable delivery of packets [VZ91]. It 
occupies an analogous place in the Tenet protocol stack as the IP in the Internet proto
col suite. It communicates with RCAP for resource reservation, therefore it provides 
guaranteed service [Mah93]. The Tenet protocol suite was designed for real-time 
communication, with particular emphasis on multimedia transmission. 

6.4.3 Internet Integrated Services 

To provide network QoS in the Internet and to deploy Internet Integrated Services, 
IETF reacted by creating the Working Group (IntServ) which analyzed the require
ments and possible solutions to develop a framework architecture and appropriate pro
tocols [GroOOa]. One of the main results of the working group efforts was the Resource 
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) to transport reservation requests [GroOOb] [KSSOl]. We 
will discuss this protocol in more detail in Chapter 6.4.4. This protocol allows the 
exchange of network QoS parameters, needed for QoS-aware network services such as 
the guaranteed service, providing guaranteed QoS, and controlled-load service, provid
ing controlled load and statistical QoS [JNK99]. Other services were discussed in Int
Serv working group, but were not further explored. 

The specification of the guaranteed service requires that the end-to-end delay be 
enforced according to the specified QoS requirement, if the data flow behaves 
according to its specified and contracted traffic shape. The average behavior is 
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described according to the Token-Bucket Model. This service is suitable for data 
transport with hard real-time requirements (e.g., for audio transmission). 

The specification of the controlled-load service requires that the network elements 
behave as in the best-effort situation, but under lightly loaded conditions and without 
any congestion. This means that this service will require similar QoS parameters to the 
guaranteed service (we have described the QoS parameters as Tspec in the above 
discussion on TCP improvements), and it is expected that the service aims towards 
satisfying the average values of QoS parameters in lightly loaded networks. However, 
in heavily loaded networks errors can occur. Hence, this service is suitable for adaptive 
multimedia applications. 

6.4.4 Resource Reservation Protocol 

To implement Integrated Services, we have to provide four components: (1) a reserva
tion protocol for connection setup, (2) an algorithm for reservation admission (admis
sion control), (3) a possibility to classify data traffic (packet classifier), and (4) apacket 
scheduler which processes packets accordingly, e.g., orders the packet according to 
weights or earliest deadline [YD99] (see Figure 6-10). 

Endsystem Router 
Reservation Protocol RSVP 

Data '-------' L---_---l Data 

Figure 6-10 Components and inter-relations of Internet Integrated Services (RSVP
based solutions). 

The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) was specified by the IETF [GroOOb]. The 
protocol design considers the following goals: 

- The protocol should satisfy heterogeneous requirements with respect to various 
receivers 

- It should allow aflexible control how reservations can be shared within a multicast 
tree. 

-It should allow basic operations such as join or removal of individual or several 
senders and receivers to and from existing set. 
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• It should be robust and it should scale if used for large multicast groups. 
• It should allow for advanced reservation of resources and satisfy special 

requirements. 

RSVP is a protocol which sends reservation messages between network nodes and 
these nodes maintain soft states about the admitted reservations. RSVP does not include 
any transport functions for data, hence in contrast to ST-II it needs a network transport 
protocol like IP to achieve transport of its reservation messages between routers. Fur
thermore, RSVP does not have any impact on routing of packets in the network, it uses 
the underlying routing algorithms of IP and it follows any route changes which occur 
due to router failure. RSVP exchanges periodically reservation-relevant PATH and 
RESV messages along the end-to-end path which is also used by the actual data flow. 

6.4.4.1 Basic Principles of RSVP 

RSVP provides reservations for data flows, which can be identified through the address 
information and optionally through the port information in the packet header, as well as 
through special flow labels in IPv6 headers. During the transmission, data packets are 
assigned to the packet classifier which then decides according to the corresponding res
ervation how the packet will be forwarded. According to the traffic specification, Tspec, 
the characteristics of the data flow will be determined. A description of the required 
quality of service is given through the request specification, called RSpec, and it 
describes the desired flow behavior. The sender ensures that the generated data flow is 
sent and behaves according to the Tspec specification. In case of a successful reserva
tion, the data flow expects treatment from routers according to the Rspec specification. 

RSVP is a receiver-oriented and uni-directional reservation protocol, i.e., the res
ervation request will be initiated at the receiver and sent towards the senders. To inform 
the receivers about the data characteristics, hence to give the receivers information for 
their reservation request, the sender sends the corresponding information via PATH 
messages to all potential receivers. 

PATH 

RESV 
Data 

Figure 6-11 Control and data flow of RSVP. 
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A receiver system, which is interested in the described data flow, generates a 
RESV message (with "FlowSpec", which includes the desired Quality of Service 
parameter and Filter specification). It sends the RESV message along the same path to 
the sender, as the PATH message was sent (see Figure 6-11). The usage of the same 
path for RESV, PATH message and the data transfer is important in RSVP because the 
IP routing actually does not guarantee that paths from sender to receiver and from 
receiver to sender are the same. However, only through the usage of the same path in 
both directions we can guarantee the reservation requirements. 

RSVP messages are sent as IP datagrams and they create a soft state for a per-flow 
reservation in intermediate routers. The soft state needs to be periodically refreshed by 
repeated reservation requests. If a reservation is not refreshed within a given interval, 
the reservation ceases to exist. Even though RSVP uses soft state only, there is a need to 
further reduce the RSVP refresh overhead [BGS+OO]. 

6.4.4.2 Mixing of Reservation under Various Filter Specifications 

In RSVP, each receiver decides the size of reservation according to the data characteris
tics and its requirements. This feature is a positive attribute of the receiver-oriented 
protocol and it allows to support heterogeneous receivers. Hence, RSVP provides a 
possibility of different reservations coming from independent receivers. 

The protocol describes three reservation modi in the current specification. The 
reservation modi are classified according to their filter specification. A detailed 
description of the filters is given in the Chapter 2 on QoS. 

Sender 

Receiver 

Figure 6-12 Mixing of resource requirements. 

Mixing of requirements (see example in Figure 6-12) ensures an efficient resource man
agement without redundant reservations. Through the usage of Wildcard Filters, 
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respectively Shared-Explicit Modus, it is also possible to cover multiple senders during 
the reservation request. A single reservation request for each sender would lead to 
unnecessary over-reservation and over-booking of resources. 

Note that a reservation request in RSVP can fail, even if the initiating system was 
informed about the successful reservation. The reason for this failure comes from the 
receiver-oriented protocol, which uses a hop-by-hop processing of reservation requests, 
and the possibilities that requests for data flows can be aggregated. It means that if a 
second reservation request arrives at a router, and there already exists the same or large 
soft reservation state for a previous reservation request towards the sender, then the new 
incoming reservation can be mixed with the first reservation, and the second reservation 
request is admitted by the router. So the receiver of the second reservation request 
receives successful reservation response. However, if the first reservation fails some
where higher in the tree along the path towards the sender, then all receivers that wanted 
to share (mix) with the first reservation will receive an error message. 

6.4.4.3 Advanced Reservation 

RSVP as well as the reservation mechanisms in ATM allow for immediate reservation. 
However, there are applications such as video conferencing or other transmission appli
cations of audio and video data, which would benefit from an advanced reservation as 
they know their exact starting point of playback and the duration of their play-time. 

Advanced Reservation of resources separates the reservation negotiation from the 
resource allocation according to its reservation contract [WS97]. However, as the dura
tion of the application runtime can change in the future, the reservation negotiation 
includes also release of reservations or extending of reservations and their resource 
allocation. 

6.4.5 Alternative Reservation Approaches 

Although RSVP was designed as a light-weighted reservation protocol and in compari
son to ATM signaling protocol the goals were achieved, there are concerns about RSVP. 
The concerns include the overall applicability of RSVP, especially in scenarios when 
many heterogeneous receivers are being used. 

A set of other approaches was designed such as the sender-oriented reservation 
approach, called YESSIR [PS97], which is based on in-band signaling. YESSIR uses the 
RTPIRTCP protocol for its packet transmission in connection with the IP Router-Alert
Option to initiate flow specific and dynamic reservations. Other approaches such as the 
Scalable Resource Reservation Protocol (SRP) [AFB98] are being discussed. SRP does 
not work with flows, but with reservation states, which are already available at router 
interfaces and ready for the learning process of the reservation approach. 
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6.4.6 Internet Differentiated Services 

Using a per-flow reservation approach such as RSVP, the routers have to maintain large 
amount of information for each RSVP-based flow. Examples of the information are 
time interval to sustain the reservation, flow specification for all receivers, and the 
assigned interface. Also, the amount of refresh messages to renew the soft state of 
reservations represents a considerable overhead and load on networks and routers. 
Therefore, there is a concern that this approach will not scale in the backbone networks, 
where a very large number of flows need to be processed and forwarded. 

A short-term solution and concept to handle large amount of individual flows was 
developed by the IETF DiffServ Working Group, called Differentiated Services. This 
solution relies on the specific usage of the IPv4-TOS Field (Type of Service). This con
cept was also created due to the needs to differentiate traffic according to their service 
classes and their corresponding cost and pricing [BBGSOO]. 

The IPv4 header with its TOS field (see Figure 6-13) allows to indicate a specific 
type of transmitted data, hence to indicate a certain required service. The field specifies 
ordering relation and service requirements such as the minimum delay, maximum 
throughput, maximum reliability, minimum transmission cost, or a processing without 
any requirements. 

3 bit 

precedence 

1 bit 1 bit 

D T 

D=Delay 

T = Throughput 

R = Reliability 

1 bit 

R 

Figure 6-13 Structure of the ros field in the IPv4 header. 
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not used 

The DiffServ Working Group specified various service classes such as the Premium 
Service Class, and the Assured Service Class, and mapped them to the bits of the TOS 
field (note that for these new services the original semantics, as shown in Figure 6-13, is 
not valid anymore). Inside the backbone, the service class concept allows for efficient 
recognition and processing of already aggregated data flows. The differentiated 
processing is achieved through priority mechanisms such as the Delay Priority, the 
Drop Priority, and the Interface-based Priority. 

The marking of packets, to which class they belong, is performed usually through 
the Internet Service Provider in the so-called Edge Routers at the edges of the network. 
Here, the decision is made what to do with mis-behaved data packets by applying 
various approaches such as delay treatment, dropping approaches (e.g., RED) or 
redirection to another lower service class (e.g., best effort class). 
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Descriptions of the data flow characteristics as well as its QoS requirements are 
given in the Service Level Agreements (SlA). SLA exists between the end-systems and 
the service provider as well as between different service providers. 

There are considerations to combine RSVP with the DiffServ approach. This inte
gration occurs at the edge routers where IntServ and DiffServ need to coexist. It yields 
mappings between the IntServ service types and the DiffServ service types. The map
pings consider the aggregation of IntServ data flows and provide static SLAs as well as 
dynamic SLAs. 

6.5 New Protocols for Transport of Multimedia 

6.5.1 Early Multimedia Transport Protocols 

6.5.1.1 Express Transport Protocol (XTP) 

Xpress Transport Protocol (XTP) was designed to be an efficient protocol, taking into 
account the low error ratios and higher speeds of current networks [SDW92]. It is still 
in the process of augmentation by the XTP Forum to provide a better platform for the 
incoming variety of applications. XTP integrates transport and network protocol func
tionalities to have more control over the environment in which it operates. XTP is 
intended to be useful in a wide variety of environments, from real-time control systems 
to remote procedure calls in distributed operating systems and distributed databases to 
bulk data transfer. It defines for this purpose six service types: connection, transaction, 
unacknowledged data gram, acknowledged datagram, isochronous stream and bulk 
data. 

In XTP, the end-user is represented by a context becoming active within an XTP 
implementation. Two contexts (or several in multicast mode) are joined together to 
form an association. The path between two XTP sites is called a route. There are two 
types of XTP packets: information packets which carry user data, and control packets 
which are used for protocol management. 

For flow control, XTP uses sliding window, or rate-based flow control. If window
based control is selected, the window size is negotiated during the connection setup. To 
advance the flow-control window, XTP uses a combined mechanism between a cumula
tive acknowledgment (e.g., TCP also uses a cumulative acknowledgment mechanism) 
and a selective acknowledgment, with a run-length encoding. 

Data packet retransmissions are triggered by the arrival of status reports showing 
missing data. Status reports are requested and a certain timer controls the duration of 
the response to the request. After the timer expires and a status report was not received, 
a new status report is issued, and XTP enters a synchronizing handshake, where all fur
ther data transmission are halted until the correct status is received. Therefore, XTP will 
never retransmit a data packet without positive indication that it has not been received. 
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The error management is different for each of these service types. Therefore, XTP 
error control is primary a set of building blocks, known as mechanisms, from which a 
variety of error control policies can be constructed. Therefore, error control features 
can be tailored to the needs of the user. 
There are some features which meet the requirements for multimedia communication, 
such as [MiI93]: 

• XTP provides a connection-oriented transport and network transmission, hence it 
gives the benefit to map XTP on ATM networks and to use the possibilities of 
bandwidth reservation of ATM networks. 

• Different transport services are provided: connection-mode, connectionless-mode 
and transaction-mode. Very important is the fast-connect-establishment for tele
transaction service. 

• Flexible error management allows the turning off of the retransmission mecha
nism, which is useful for multimedia applications. 

• XTP has rate-based flow control which allows it to provide a convenient mecha
nism for throughput and bandwidth reservation when QoS request is issued. 

There are some problems with XTP in regard to supporting continuous media 
transmission: 

• XTP was designed to be implemented in VLSI to achieve high performance, 
because it is too complex. However, most current implementations of XTP are 
done in software and their performance is too slow for transmission of continuous 
media streams [SGC94]. 

• If the round rotation time of the underlying network (e.g., Ethernet) frequently 
fluctuates, XTP constantly enters the synchronizing handshake which is very 
undesirable in high-speed networks and for continuous media transmission. 

• XTP has a large header, which creates an overhead of 44 bytes regardless of 
mode. For example, if an audio stream, with 160-bytes packet size (or less for 
compressed audio coding) is being transmitted, the header overhead represents 
27% of the body content which is more than just a nuisance. 

• Source identification and discrimination are missing in XTP. Source discrimina
tion refers to the necessity to discriminate among several sync and content 
sources, all arriving through the same network transport association. This feature 
is important for security and authentication reasons. 

• Internetworking with other protocols is not worked out to provide QoS handling 
and resource reservation. 

6.5.1.2 Tenet Transport Protocols 

The Tenet protocol suite for support of multimedia transmission was developed by the 
Tenet Group at the University of California at Berkeley. The transport protocols in this 
protocol stack are the Real-time Message Transport Protocol (RMTP) and Continuous 
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Media Transport Protocol (CMTP). They run above the Real-Time Internet Protocol 
(RT/P). 

The RMTP provides connection-oriented, performance-guaranteed, unreliable 
delivery of messages. This transport layer is quite lightweight. Two features frequently 
associated with transport layers, connection management and reliable delivery through 
retransmission, are absent from this protocol. Thus, the main functions of this transport 
layer are flow control (accomplished by rate control) and the fragmentation and 
reassembly of messages. 

CMTP is designed to support the transport of periodic network traffic with perfor
mance guarantees. The RMTP and CMTP provide data and continuous media (periodic 
network traffic) transmission, but they obey the resource administration done by the 
Real-time Channel Administration Protocol (RCAP) which provides resource reserva
tion, admission and QoS handling. Therefore, together the protocol stack also provides 
guaranteed services with deterministic and statistical QoS bounds [Gup94, BM91]. 

6.5.1.3 Heidelberg Transport System (HeiTS) 

The Heidelberg Transport System (HeiTS) is a transport system for multimedia commu
nication. It was developed at the IBM European Networking Center (ENC), Heidelberg. 
HeiTS provides the raw transport of multimedia over networks. It uses the Heidelberg 
Continuous media Realm (HeiCoRe), which is a real-time environment for handling 
multimedia data within workstations. The central issue of HeiCoRe and HeiTS together 
is to provide guaranteed services during multimedia transmission. HeiCoRe includes 
the Heidelberg Resource Administration Technique (HeiRAT), a resource management 
subsystem that addresses these issues [VHN92]. 

6.5.1.4 METS: A Multimedia Enhanced Transport Service 

METS is the multimedia transport service developed at the University of Lancaster 
[CCH93].1t runs on top of ATM networks. The transport protocol provides an ordered, 
but non-assured, connection-oriented communication service and features resource 
allocation based on the user's QoS specification. It allows the user to select upcalls for 
the notification of corrupt and lost data at the receiver, and also allows the user to re
negotiate QoS levels. The protocol incorporates buffer sharing, rate regulation, schedul
ing, and basic flow monitoring modules to provide different services, such as guaran
teed services with deterministic QoS, statistical QoS bounds and best effort services. 

6.5.2 Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) 
Real-time flows have a common requirement that distinguishes them from traditional 
Internet services: (1) Sequencing, where packets must be re-ordered in real-time at the 
receiver if they arrive out of order, (2) Intra-media synchronization, (3) Inter-media 
synchronization if a number of different media are being used in a session, (4) Payload 
identification, and (5) Frame identification as audio and video are sent in logical units 
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called frames. These services are provided by a transport protocol, and in Internet, the 
Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is used. 

RTP, shown in Figure 6-14, is an end-to-end protocol, developed by Henning 
Schulzrinne [SCFJ96, SR02]. It provides network transport functions suitable for appli
cations transmitting real-time data, such as audio, video or simulation data over multi
cast or unicast network services. It is based on the Application Level Framing concept 
[CT90]. RTP uses an already existing transport protocol, the UDP protocol, i.e., without 
cooperation with other protocols for real-time transmission, it cannot guarantee any 
support for multimedia. 

RTP has two components, RTP itself and the Real-time Control Protocol (RTCP). 
Transport protocols for real-time media are not new, however, RTP provides new 
functionalities beyond resequencing and loss detection: RTP is multicast-friendly, 
media independent, and it provides mixers and translators, QoS feedback, loose session 
control as well as encryption. 

Application Application 

Figure 6-14 Relation between RTP and RTCP as an example of Application Level 
Framing concept for multimedia applications. 

6.S.2.1 RTP Protocol Specification 

RTP is used in conjunction with the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), but can make use 
of any packet-based lower-layer protocol such as ST-II, IPX (from Company Novell) or 
over Native ATM using ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL5). When a host wishes to send a 
media packet, it takes the media, formats it for packetization, adds any media-specific 
packet headers, prefix the RTP header and places it in a lower layer payload. It is then 
sent into the network, either to a multicast group or unicast to another participant. 

The RTP header, shown in Figure 6-15, is 12 bytes long. The field' l' indicates the 
protocol version. If field '2' is set, the payload is padded to ensure proper alignment for 
encryption, and the field '3' signals the presence of a header extension between the 
fixed header and the payload. 

Users within multicast group are distinguished by a random 32-bit synchroniza
tion source SSRT identifier,. Having an application-layer identifier allows to easily 
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distinguish streams coming from the same translator or mixed and associated receiver 
reports with sources. If two users choose the same identifier, they redraw their SSRCs. 

Version I Header Length I Type of Service Total Length (in byte) 

Identification Flags 1 Fragment Offset 

Time to Live I Protocol Header Checksum 

~ Source IP Address 
:I: 

Destination IP Address ~ 

~ 
Options (if any) 

Source Port Destination Port § 
Datagramm Length Checksum "C 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 Sequence Number 

Timestamp 

Synchronization Source Identifier (SSRC) 

(first) Contributing Source Identifier (CSRC) 

(other) Contributing Source Identifiers ~ 

(last) Contributing Source Identifier 

Application Data 

Figure 6-15 Structure of RTP packets, transmitted over IPv4/UDP. 

RTP allows mixing functionality, where a mixer combines media streams from several 
sources, e.g., a conference bridge might mix the audio of all active participants. The 
Contributing SSRC (CSRC) list, whose length is indicated by the CSRC length field 
(field '4'), lists all the SSRC that contributed content to the packet. For example, in an 
audio conference, it would be the list of all active speakers. 

RTP supports the notion of media-dependent framing to assist in the reconstruc
tion and playout. The marker (field '5' in the RTP header) bit provides information for 
this purpose. For example, in case of audio stream, the first packet in a voice talkspurt 
can be scheduled for play out independently of those in the previous talkspurt. The 
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marker bit is used to indicate the first packet in a talkspurt. In case of video stream, a 
video frame is rendered only when its last packet has arrived. The marker bit is used to 
indicate the last packet in a video frame. 

The field '6' is the payload type and it identifies the media encoding formats used 
in the packet. These payload formats describe the syntax and semantics of the RTP pay
load. The particular semantics is communicated in the payload type indicator bits and 
these bits are mapped to actual codecs and formats via a binding to names, registered 
with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (lANA), and conveyed out of band. Any 
number of bindings can be conveyed out of band which allows a RTP source to change 
the coding formats mid-stream without explicit signaling. It means that if the encoding 
changes during the transmission, the sender can immediately indicate it in the payload 
type and no separate negotiation is needed. RTP media payload formats have been 
defined for H.263, H.261, JPEG, and MPEG video coders. Other audio and video 
encoders are supported with simpler payload formats. RTP payload formats can be also 
used for some generic services such as the redundant audio coding, or the parity and 
Reed Solomon like forward error correction mechanisms. 

Sequence number increments sequentially from one packet to the next, and is used 
to detect losses and restore packet order. 

The timestamp, incremented with the media sampling frequency, indicates when 
the media frame was generated. 

RTP protocol is a flexible protocol, it can be implemented with very little addi
tional effort, and it can be adjusted to various individual applications. With the help of 
Profiles, it is possible to use parts of the header for special groups description. This 
means that media specific information, e.g., a set of possible formats, such as coding 
descriptions or description how formats should be put together, can be stored in a audio! 
video profile. 

6.5.2.2 Real-time Control Protocol (RTCP) 

RTCP accompanies RTP protocol. Media senders and receivers send periodically RTCP 
packets to the same multicast group, but to different ports as RTP packets. Each RTCP 
packet, as shown in Figure 6-16, contains: (1) Sender Report, that is generated by a user 
who is also sending media. This report describes the amount of data sent so far, as well 
as it correlates the RTP sampling timestamp and absolute time to allow for synchroniza
tion between different media; (2) Receiver Report, that is sent by a RTP session partici
pant, receiving media. Each report contains one block per RTP source in the group, that 
describes the instantaneous and cumulative loss rate and jitter from that source; the 
block also indicates the last timestamp and delay since receiving a sender report, allow
ing sources to estimate their distances from sinks; (3) Source Descriptor (SDES) pack
ets, that are used for session control. They contain CNAME (Canonical Name), a 
globally unique identifier, which is used for resolving conflicts in the SSRC value and 
associate different media streams generated by the same user. These packets also allow 
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for user identification through its name, phone and email, hence, they provide a simple 
form of session control. 

Since the sender reports, receiver reports and SDES packets contain continuously 
changing information, it is necessary to send these packets periodically. If the RTP ses
sions send RTP packets with a fixed period, the bandwidth used in the multicast group 
will grow linearly with the group size, which is undesirable. Instead, each session mem
ber counts the number of other sessions members it hears from via RTCP packets, and 
the period between RTCP packets from each user is the determined to scale linearly 
with the number of group members. This approach ensures that the bandwidth used for 
RTCP reports remains fixed independent of group size. 

The feedback information of the reports can be also used by the senders to adjust 
its sending behavior. The generation of these information can be initiated by monitoring 
applications at the receiver, which are not part of the media transmission protocol, but 
only observe the overall behavior. The observation of the reports can be also used to 
determine the group set. 

6.5.2.3 Support of Heterogeneity 

To support the requirements of heterogeneous participants and transmission paths, RTP 
deploys translators and mixers. These components are active members of the internal 
network infrastructure and they can be used to change the characteristics of transmitted 
data in order to satisfy the heterogeneous requirements. It means they can use media 
scaling, filtering, adjustments of transmission rates, modification of data formats or 
aggregation of several data flows into a joined flow. 

A mixer and a translator are differentiated through the header fields Synchroniza
tion Source Identifier (SSRC) and Contributing Source Identifier (CSRC). A SSRC is 
assigned to each source of multimedia data and uses its own range of timestamps and 
sequence numbers. SSRC is unambiguously selected during a session. If a source sends 
more data flows, each flow is assigned its own SSRC. 
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Figure 6-16 Structure of a RTCP Sender Report, 
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Figure 6-17 Differences between mixers and translators in RTP. 
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Through the Mixers (see Figure 6-17), multiple data flows are mixed (aggregated) 
together and the mixed flow is assigned its own new SSRC. Mixers can be used, for 
example, for mixing of audio data, The sources, which contribute to a mixed flow, are 
enlisted through the CSRC list, as shown in Figure 6-15, in the RTP header. The 
number of sources is shown in the Content Source Count field (field '4' in Figure 6-15). 

MPEG- I--'A~~~ 
Sender 
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Translator 

MPEG
Receiver 

H.263-
Receiver 

Figure 6-18 Usage of RTP translators in a heterogeneous environment. 

The data flows, which go through Translators, keep their own SSRC. However, the data 
flow will be changed in terms of its format or data rate or other changes performed on 
that flow, as shown in the Figure 6-18 example. 

6.5.2.4 Other Aspects of RTP 

To keep packet delays minimal, multimedia data are usually transmitted in relatively 
small packets. Therefore, the header size overhead can be quite substantiaL To decrease 
the size of RTP headers, RTP-Header-Compression [CBE97] was specified and applied. 
This approach identifies data in the header which are not used in each packet, or they 
change in a deterministic way. These data will be transmitted in a less redundant 
fashion. 
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RTCP control information are sent in periodic time intervals to all participants of 
the session, hence the protocol can be used by the routers to maintain a Soft State. For 
transmission control, RTP uses an adaptive mechanism, which depends on the number 
of participants in a RTP session, and it ensures that (a) the volume of control data does 
not increase substantially, and (b) RTCP packets are not sent to all active systems at the 
same time. A soft state of a participant will be releases if the participant sends a BYE 
RTCP control message or the participant's soft state was not refreshed over a specified 
time interval. 

There are efforts to use RTP and RTCP, due to their inband signaling, for reserva
tion purposes. The reason is that existing protocols such as RSVP are rather complex. 
Hence, RTCP messages could be used to tell routers along the path to reserve sufficient 
resources [PS98]. To determine the amount of bandwidth for the reservation, RTCP 
sender reports can be used as they are, i.e., by observing the difference between two 
subsequent sender reports byte counts, or by inserting an additional field to specify the 
desired grade of service. RTCP messages carrying reservation are then marked for spe
cial handling by a router alert option. The receiver reports back whether the reservation 
was completely or only partially successful. The advantage of this reservation approach 
is that there are already many RTP-based applications, hence they could gain reserva
tion capabilities without deploying an additional external reservation protocol. 

6.5.3 Handling of Heterogeneous Requirements in Multicast Scenarios 

During a RTP session, data, describing the quality of receivers, are sent back from 
receivers to the senders. This type of behavior is a typical communication scenario and 
can be solved at different communication layers. Using the information from various 
receivers, the sender learns the different heterogeneous requirements and actual 
receiver qualities, and can react adequately. The sender can then use methods such as 
scaling, discussed in Chapter 2 on QoS, to react. 

Ie s/more 
(Coding./Data Rows) 

Figure 6-19 Application of feedback loops. 

Feedback loops, which help to deal with heterogeneous requirements between two 
parties, are known and used approaches. The question is how to deal with hetero
geneous requirements in a multicast scenario with receivers of various coding formats 
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or different data rates. This can be the case when network connections to individual 
receivers are of different bandwidth or the processing capabilities of receivers differ. In 
this case, the sender cannot adapt to individual receivers (e.g., via feedback loops per 
receiver), but other solutions are needed. 

6.5.3.1 Filter 

One possible solution, to satisfy individual heterogeneous receivers, is to use Filter 
Mechanisms within communication systems. In one or multiple network nodes, using 
filters, the size of forwarded data or the coding format can be changed. 

Filters are a general concept, and can be applied in each part of the network. This 
means that each network node (e.g., routers) need to have components which are 
parameterized and can filter through the data according to the data classification. 

Although filtering is a generic approach, some problems might occur such as the 
processing overhead during filtering. Due to the filter processing, end-to-end delays 
may occur and they can lead to violation of end-to-end QoS guarantees. Another prob
lem can be security. Due to router security, it is often undesirable to upload user pro
grams for specific filters. However, if uploading of filters is prohibited, this will limit 
the possibility to rely on a set of predefined and pre-installed parameterized filters. On 
the other hand, many transport systems (e.g., ATM network layer) do not have the capa
bilities or necessary computing power to upload new filter components. 

To avoid these problems or partially to provide a solution, the networks can 
provide the filtering functionality on special nodes. Approaches of active networks, 
which can provide active mechanisms to upload new functional components in a secure 
and functionally correct manner, might be considered. 

6.5.3.2 Layered Transmission 

Another approach to handle heterogeneous requirements in multicast scenarios is to use 
hierarchical coding, such as applying layered compression algorithms, with layered 
transport mechanisms. In this approach a signal is encoded into a number of layers that 
can be incrementally combined to provide progressive refinement. By dropping layers 
at choke points in the network, i.e., selectively forwarding only the number of layers 
that any given link can manage, heterogeneity is managed by locally degrading quality 
of the transmitted signal. It means the sender partitions the sending data into layers and 
the receivers receive only corresponding layers according to their communication and 
computing resource availability. The merits of layered transmission have been studied, 
e.g., in [RSS02]. 

For example, if we consider a video frame, one can decompose the video frame 
into several resolution layers. The highest resolution will have a large number of bits 
per pixel, where the lowest resolution will have only few (e.g., I bit per pixel). These 
individual resolution layers can be transmitted to individual receivers according to their 
bandwidth. Appropriate decomposition algorithms can guarantee an intelligent utiliza-
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tion of bandwidth. Another example of video decomposition can be found in MPEG 
coding. MPEG coding decomposes the video stream into I, P, or B quality frames. 
Sending different quality frames represents different layers (I frames represent one 
layer, P frames represent second layer and B frames represent a third layer). Depending 
on bandwidth availability, the sender can send to receivers only all I frames as the 
lowest quality flow, or I and P frames as the second quality flow (combining layer one 
and layer two), or all I, P, and B frames as the highest quality flow (combining all three 
layers). At the receivers, the information is composed together from the individual 
layers that arrive, and according to the computing capacity, corresponding data will be 
shown. Data which cannot be used will be dropped. 

A practical implementation of the above approach exists within the Receiver
driven Layered Multicast (RLM), which was refined through application of additional 
error detection and error correction mechanisms [MJV96]. 

RLM works within the existing IP model and requires no new machinery in the 
network. It assume (a) only best effort, multipoint packet delivery without any guaran
tees for packet ordering and minimum bandwidth, (b) the delivery efficiency of IP mul
ticast, and (c) group-oriented communication, where senders do not need to know that 
receivers exist and receivers can dynamically join and leave the communication group 
in an efficient and timely manner. These three assumptions are sufficient to support any 
number of receivers in RLM. 

In RML, the receivers start to receive the basic information and after that they 
activate step-wise the receipt of additional data (layers). They register either for all lay
ers sent to the multicast group, or they observe packet losses, caused by network con
gestion. In this case they remove some less important layers (e.g., B frames in MPEG), 
and register only receipt of layers they can receive without any problems. 

Through this approach, the receivers search actively for the optimal degree of 
reception and simultaneously they behave cooperatively with respect to other users in 
order to avoid network congestion. 
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Figure 6-20 Adaptation to hierarchical requirements through hierarchical coding and 
transmission. 
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Figure 6-20 shows the RLM scheme. We assume that the source is transmitting 
three layers of video to receivers, and we consider three partial streams (So' St, S2)· 
Because the path between Ho and H2 has the highest capacity, H2 can successfully sub
scribe to all three layers and receive all three streams So, S b S2' hence the highest qual
ity Q2 signal. H3 has a lower bandwidth availability, hence it can subscribe only to two 
layers and can achieve the quality Qt. The H5 receiver has the lowest bandwidth, hence 
it can subscribe only to one layer, and receive the stream So and quality Qo. 

Due to the Prunning Mechanisms in IP multicast forwarding, only partial flows, 
for which there is an interest in Internet, will be transmitted. This leads to an efficient 
approach. Furthermore, this approach can be intergrated with reservation protocols 
such as RSVP. 

One possible disadvantage comes from the fact that different delays can occur for 
the individual partial streams and this may lead to synchronization problems. The 
research of these issues is becoming clear as the multimedia streaming is starting to use 
MPEG-4 coding which yields a large number of possible partial flows. 

6.5.4 Reliable Multicast Transmission 

With IP multicast, there exists an efficient and scalable possibility to transmit informa
tion to all potential receivers simultaneously. However, IP multicast does not provide 
any guarantee in delivery of messages. This might be sufficient for some applications 
such as audio and video conferencing, or some additional mechanisms for error correc
tion can be applied such as Forward Error Correction or interpolation of missing or 
damaged data. 

However, in multimedia area, there exist also applications which require high 
reliability in data delivery to all receivers. Examples of such applications are software 
distribution to a larger group of receivers (Datacast), distribution of stock market data 
to all receivers, or tele-medicine. 

In unicast scenarios, there exist various mechanisms for error detection and error 
correction such as various acknowledgment schemes and retransmission schemes. For 
example, TCP provides a reliable transport of data using positive acknowledgements, 
sliding windows technique, and retransmission mechanism. However, these mecha
nisms are not scalable if considering large number of receivers. With no modification to 
the present schemes, the multicast application can end up with a large number of 
acknowledgements sent back to the sender as well as redundant effort for new data 
transmission along the common transport path. This can then lead to large load over
heads on the network and additional lost packets. 

Depending on (a) real-time requirements, (b) number of senders, (c) number of 
receivers, (d) acceptable transmission delays for packets, (e) accepted network environ
ment (LAN, WAN symmetric or asymmetric paths), (f) specific requirements coming 
from applications, various designs and implementations for reliable multicast exist. 
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Usually, these approaches use redundant data transmission mechanisms such as For
ward Error Correction, Negative Acknowledgment mechanisms, Selective Retransmis
sion, and Hierarchical methods. In hierarchical methods, data is partitioned into layers, 
and intermediate network nodes are selected which will (a) cache the most important 
layers in case of needed retransmission and (b) receive, aggregate acknowledgement, 
and forward the new aggregated acknowledgement. Furthermore, solutions based on 
organizing receivers into clusters are proposed as well [LPGLA03a]. 

IETF did not yet determined any specific standard for reliable multicast. However, 
there exist several solutions such as the Reliable Multicast Protocol (RMP) [WKM94], 
the Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP) [LP96], the Reliable Adaptive Multi
cast Protocol (RAMP), Loss Colelction RTP (LC_RTP) [ZJGSOO], and others. 

6.6 Closing Remarks 

Driving multimedia application are having great impact on broadband Internet access 
and the overall network design to satisfy the dynamics of streaming media. Especially, 
the deployment of Internet access technologies like xDSL and cable modem is enabling 
streaming media applications. This chapter identified and characterized some of the 
networking and transport protocol issues faced by media streaming. 

It is clear that the characteristics of media streaming media are often application, 
media and transport protocol specific. For example, interactive streaming multimedia 
applications such as video conferencing and IP telephony require low latency and delay 
jitter bounds. Non-interactive streaming multimedia applications do not require strict 
latency bounds and can alleviate delay jitter by using receiver-side buffers to smooth 
media playback. Hence, all of these streaming applications need not only a common 
network and transport support such as multicast to efficiently distribute media to a 
group of receivers, but also adaptive schemes to adjust against network congestion in a 
differentiated manner, and satisfy the diverse quality requirements of multimedia appli
cations. A lot of research is directed towards solving these problems. Several solutions 
already provide results in this direction (e.g., [LHJea02], [KW02b], [HOV02], 
[TC01], [LLZ03]). 

As we have seen in this chapter, many network and transport algorithms need to 
be extended, modified or newly developed because the perceived loss in quality that 
occurs within different packet loss and data rates is very media-specific and highly non
linear [MP02]. Recent research results provide some answers (e.g., [KR03], [WMS02], 
[BHea02], [AS02]. 

The media specific and non-linear quality loss complicates the design of any 
adaptation scheme within the Internet protocol stack. For example, TCP-style conges
tion control and avoidance (i.e., slow start and multiplicative decrease) is often not 
appropriate for continuos media applications because large and sudden changes in data 
rate result extremely in poor perceived media quality. Thus, alternative mechanisms and 
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protocols have been proposed, such as the TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) protocol 
[FHPWOO] [ZGSS03]. Furthermore, the interaction between streaming media and 
network queue management policies such as RED, which were designed specifically 
for TCP-like congestion control, is complicated and not well understood (e.g., [CCOOD. 

The media specific and non-linear quality loss presents also challenges for 
multicast, especially how to efficiently distribute media to a group of heterogeneous 
receivers. Dealing with heterogeneous connectivity to receivers defeats source
controlled adaptation strategies because no transmission rate is appropriate for all 
receivers. Further, performance feedback information in multicast environments is 
probabilistic at best because explicit feedback from receivers will not scale as group 
membership grows. 

Besides multicast, large range of problems are explored and several solutions exist 
in broadcasting and patching of video streams to provide for Internet streaming video 
delivery (e.g., [ea03], [GKT02D. 

More recently a lot attention has been given given to multimedia transport over 
wireless networks. Intensive research is going on in understanding TCP for different 
types of traffic in wireless multi-hop networks (e.g., [GTB99], [DBOI], [FGML02D, in 
bandwidth management (e.g., [SCN03]), in energy-efficient network protocols (e.g., 
[KB02D, in pricing to achieve optimal resource allocation (e.g., [QM03D and in many 
other open problems. 

In summary, dealing with all these aspects of streaming media at the network and 
transport level is a formidable challenge. The issues raised by high bandwidth multi
media streams center and must be solved by considering effective network resource 
utilization, adaptation schemes to adjust to congestion, as well as end-to-end strategies, 
employed to cope with varying network conditions. 



CHAPTER 7 

Group Communication 

C omputer supported cooperative work (CSCW) means that multiple activities 
among several users involve concurrency of activities, distribution across several 

workstations or host systems, and complex data and document management tasks. 
Emerging systems use multimedia technologies to enhance functionality and user
friendliness for such cooperative work. This chapter deals with the aspects of coopera
tive office systems, building on the discussion of communication system services in 
Chapter 6. We begin with a general description of a framework architecture for 
computer supported cooperative work, including a detailed representation of the 
multicast segment in the Internet called MBone, the protocols used, and selected 
MBone applications. 

7.1 Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) 
A widely available infrastructure of networked computers with the capability of pro
cessing audio and video streams allows cooperative work among a number of users, 
overcoming both space and time distances. The integration of multimedia components 
into end systems and networks creates a work environment for users to participate in 
cooperative work at their computers. 

Currently, there is a wide range of applications for Computer Supported Coopera
tive Work (CSCW), including electronic mail, news groups, screen sharing among sev
eral applications, e.g., ShowMe of SunS oft, or kibitz, an application based on Tcll 
Expert, text-based conference systems, e.g., Internet Relay Chat (IRC) , or forums in 
CompuServe or America Online, teleconference or conference room applications, e.g., 
VideoWindow of Bellcore, DOLPHIN [SGHH94]), Well [Rou02b], and video confer-
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ence systems, e.g., the MBone applications nv and vat. In addition, a large number of 
systems has been implemented that group some of the components of a full CSCW 
system, presenting them in a uniform user interface. These include the older products 
Rapport of AT&T and MERMAID of NEC. More recent developments, such as 
Cooperative Document Repository (CDR) [TBR98] integrate the aspects of cooperative 
document management and processing by use of modem technologies for multimedia 
communication, allowing users easy access to the technologies and tools used. 

This section describes a framework architecture for cooperative computing and 
studies general aspects of this field, explaining the underlying concepts by use of 
examples for various systems and tools. 

7.1.1 Dimensions of CSCW 

The literature normally classifies computer supported cooperative work in a two-dimen
sional scheme, as shown in Table 7-1, where classification along the area borders is 
partly flexible. For example, an application for joint software authoring could be used 
by authors working in the same or different locations. The use of stored video confer
ences at different times is another conceivable example. 

PlacefTime Same Time Different Time 

Same location Joint ("face-to-face") Use of jointly used 
work using shared cooperation planning, 
applications and decision tools 

Different location Video conferences, Electronic mail, 
distributed cooperative newsgroups 
document editing or 
software development 

Table 7-1 Classification of CSCW applications. 

Note that a parameter called type of control could be an additional perspective 
[WSM+91]. 

7.1.1.1 The Time Dimension 

When considering cooperative work with regard to the time dimension, then two differ
ent modes for synchronous and asynchronous cooperation can be identified. The 
asynchronous mode includes all forms where the cooperation is independent of time 
and does not necessarily occur at the same time, while synchronous cooperation occurs 
concurrently. 
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7.1.1.2 User Groups 

The user group parameter describes whether a single user is cooperating with another 
user, or whether the cooperation refers to a group of more than two participants. We can 
classify these groups as follows [St}94]: 

• A group can be static or dynamic during its existence. A group is static if its 
members are determined in advance and if the membership does not change 
during one specific activity. In contrast, a group is dynamic if its members change 
during a specific cooperative activity, i.e., when participants can join or leave the 
group at any given time. 

• During their cooperation, individual users within the group can assume different 
roles, for example, they can be a member of the group (if listed in a description of 
the group), as participants of a group activity (if they are successful in joining 
such a group), or as initiator or coordinator of a session, as manager of a token 
used to control a session, or as observer. 

• Groups can be formed by members, having homogeneous or heterogeneous 
properties and requirements with regard to their inclusion into the cooperative 
environment. 

7.1.1.3 Control 

The control of an active cooperative session can be either centralized or distributed. In a 
centralized control, there is a coordinator executing central control functions, and who 
serves as central contact for the individual participants with regard to requirements, 
inquiries, or reports, or who assigns activities and gives instructions to users. In con
trast, each participant in a distributed control environment conducts activities under 
their own account and control. Under a distributed control, the group cooperation is 
organized by distributed control protocols to ensure consistent work. 

Other parameters that can be used to organize the type of cooperation include the 
local distribution (locality) and the degree of explicit awareness of the cooperation in a 
cooperative system (collaboration awareness). 

The cooperation can take place either at a common location (e.g., when all group 
members are locally present in an office or conference room) or between remote users 
at different locations who cooperate by means of a communication system. This form, 
which is also called telecooperation, will be described in detail below. In this context, 
we will use the following definition: Telecooperation designates the media-supported 
division of jobs among individual owners of tasks, organizational units, and organiza
tions distributed across several locations. 

Depending on the characteristics of the cooperation component, we distinguish 
systems, where the users cooperate in a transparent way (collaboration-transparent) 
and those where they work in explicit awareness (collaboration-aware). 
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Applications for transparent cooperation can be created, for example, by expand
ing existing applications (e.g., word processing or spreadsheet programs) to coopera
tion components, which may have been used independently by a single user. This 
means that some modem document processing systems offer transparent cooperation, 
because editors provided for single users can be expanded for joint and concurrent doc
ument editing among several users. 

In contrast, software developed especially for conference and collaboration appli
cations, such as a video conference system, belong to the collaboration-aware system 
class. 

The systems studied here can be further classified into computer-augmented col
laborative systems, which emphasize the aspect of cooperation, and collaboration-aug
mented computing systems, which concentrate on the aspect of computer-supported 
processing [MR94]. Computer-supported cooperation emphasizes the support of a 
social activity, such as a discussion or decision processes by use of computers and net
works. In contrast, collaboration-augmented computing concentrates more on the 
application idea, i.e., the availability of applications, meeting the requirements of 
several concurrent users. 

communication system communication system 

network 

Figure 7-1 Cooperation of group communication agents. 

7.2 Architecture 

Group communication includes the synchronous or asynchronous communication of 
several users under central or distributed control (see Figure 7-1). An architectural 
model for this communication comprises a support model, a system model, and an 
interface model [WSM+91]. 
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The support model includes group communication agents, which communicate 
over a network (see Figure 7-1). These agents include individual components, each ded
icated to special aspects: 

The Rendezvous Component describes processes allowing the organization of a 
meeting of the participating communication parts (group rendezvous). In this connec
tion, both static and dynamic information about the potential or current participants as 
well as specific information about current or future sessions has to be managed and 
exchanged. 

The Cooperation Component describes techniques allowing the concurrent replica
tion of information among a large number of participants. This creates so-called shared 
applications. Within these shared applications, remote participants can point to special 
aspects of a piece of information (tele-pointing), or modify a piece of information so 
that other participants can share the resulting modification (e.g., in distributed docu
ment editing). 

The Conference Component offers services allowing several participants to com
munication by use of multiple media streams. At the same time, the component also 
supports group management. 

7.2.1 Establishing Communication Relationships (Group Rendezvous) 

Methods for the establishment of communication relationships can be used to set up 
sessions among several group members and offer static and dynamic information about 
groups as well as current and future sessions. These can be prepared by appropriate 
applications, e.g., grouped by the type of activities and represented to the user as an 
overview. 

With regard to the group rendezvous, we distinguish between synchronous and 
asynchronous approaches. 

7.2.1.1 Synchronous Methods 

Synchronous methods use directory services and explicit invitations. Directory services 
(e.g., X.500) allow access to special conference information, stored in an appropriate 
knowledge base. This information includes, for example, the name of the conference, 
registered participants, authorized users, or the names and special functions of partici
pants. Examples for conference systems using the directory method for group 
rendezvous are: 

• The MBone tools for session directories, sd and sdr; these tools will be described 
in a section dedicated to the MBone system. 

• The Nameserver Query of the Touring Machine of Bellcore, where a name server 
serves as a central storage and query engine for both static and dynamic informa
tion, such as the number of authorized users, registered clients, and active sessions 
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[Lab93]. A client can request information about all sessions it is interested in, in 
which it could participate, or about participants in a specific session. 

• Directory Service of MONET. This system offers directory and registration 
services over a directory server. The server can access a list of various resources, 
such as users, computers, and applications within the network. A registration 
service allows the registration of participants and user groups for conferences 
[SRB+92]. 

In the method with explicit invitations, the invitations are sent to potential conference 
participants either point-to-point or multicast. In this connection, there is an inherent 
problem that the initiator of a conference has to know how and where he or she can 
reach other users. 

One example for the establishment of communication relationships by means of 
explicit invitations is mmcc, a so-called Session Orchestration Tool developed by lSI 
(USC Information Science Institute) [SW94a]. Another example is the MMusic protocol 
suite used in MBone, which offers this possibility by using the Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP). 

7.2.1.2 Asynchronous Methods 

Asynchronous methods can be implemented by use of electronic mail or news groups 
as well as by presentation in the World Wide Web (WWW) [IET94]. Borenstein 
proposes e-mail as a common platform for the participants of a group. This should be 
embedded in synchronous conference applications [Bor92]. 

The e-mail-based mechanism sends the information required for the establishment 
of a session of several participants in the data part of a message. This scheme builds 
both on the addressing of participants and on the mailing of required information on the 
existing and proven e-mail infrastructure. 

7.3 Joint Use of Applications 

The joint use of applications, or application sharing, is considered a central and 
mandatory feature for the support of cooperative work. 

Application sharing means that the resulting changes effected on a distributed 
object (e.g., a piece of text) is distributed to all participants, so that it is transparent for 
all participants as objects are edited by one user within a distributed application (e.g., 
an editor). Strictly speaking, application sharing distributes only the outputs and multi
plexes the inputs (window sharing / screen sharing). Distributed objects are displayed in 
so-called shared windows [HTM92]. 

Application sharing is normally implemented in "collaboration-transparent sys
tems", but it can also be realized in the "collaboration-aware mode" in special applica
tions. An example for a software toolkit supporting the development of distributed 
applications is the Rendenz-Vous System (language and architecture) developed by 
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Bellcore [HBP+93]. Jointly used applications can also be used as a supporting 
component in teleconferences for joint document editing or for cooperative software 
engineering projects. 

An important aspect of joint use of applications is the common control. One of the 
central architecture decisions during the development of such applications is to estab
lish whether these applications should be centralized or implemented by replication 
[OMS+92, SW94a]. 

Centralized Architecture In a centralized architecture, only one single instance of 
the jointly used application is executed on exactly one of the participating systems. The 
inputs from all participants are returned to this application, and the outputs are, in tum, 
distributed back to all participating systems. Figure 7-2 shows an example for a 
centralized architecture. 

active participant 

input 

workspace 

central 
application 

output 

output 

Figure 7-2 Centralized architecture. 

workspace 

A major benefit of the centralized approach is the easy management of the resulting 
state, because only one single instance of the shared object can be modified immedi
ately at a given time. The drawback is its high network traffic, because the outputs of 
the application have to be distributed permanently to all participants. If this distribution 
is complete and not incremental, then the data stream resulting from graphical outputs 
can be enormous. For this reason, such applications require a network with appropriate 
bandwidth. 

Replication Architecture In a replication architecture, one instance of the applica
tion is executed on each of the participating systems. Inputs are transmitted to all partic
ipating computers, where they are processed and edited locally. Figure 7-3 shows an 
example for a replication architecture. 
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Figure 7-3 Replication architecture. 

The replication approach offers the following benefits: 

• Less network traffic, because only inputs, which are normally less voluminous, 
have to be transmitted between the systems. 

• Shorter response times, resulting from the fact that processing or editing is done 
locally, and the outputs can be displayed directly. 

However, the replication architecture has also certain drawbacks. One major drawback 
is the necessity to provide a uniform execution environment on all participating systems 
and a more complex management to ensure consistency, which will be discussed below. 

An important and major problem in the implementation of distributed applications 
consists in a replication architecture in the maintenance of consistency across the entire 
system for the jointly manipulated objects. There is a large number of mechanisms that 
can be used to ensure data consistency within a set of group members. Examples are 
central locking mechanisms, floor passing mechanisms, and dependency detection. At 
this point, we will describe the floor passing method, because this type of control is the 
most important for group communication. 

The abstraction of afloor is used to ensure consistency of distributed data objects 
(e.g., multimedia documents), or applications used jointly by several users. Only one 
member of the group, namely the one who currently owns the floor, called the floor 
holder, has the right to manipulate distributed objects within the shared workspace. 
Consequently, the floor holder can run operations, such as opening or closing a work
space, or loading documents into a workspace. The floor holder is the only user who 
can create input events for the shared application, i.e., modify data, which will then be 
available to all users. 

One possible architecture for multiple applications to access shared data is shown 
in Figure 7-4. 
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More specifically, a control component exists on each of the participating systems and 
distributes the inputs received there by an input device (e.g., keyboard, mouse). The 
control component checks whether the system is currently used by the set of floor hold
ers. If this is the case, then the inputs are accepted locally and processed, and then 
passed on to the other systems. If the local system is not a floor holder, then the local 
inputs are rejected by the control component. However, the control component accepts 
input events transmitted by other participating systems. 

A replication architecture is used in various CSCW applications, for example in 
MERMAID (Multimedia Environment for Remote Multiple Attendee Interactive Deci
sion-making) ofNEC [OMS+92], or in the broadband-ISDN-based group telework sys
tem by Hitachi [HTM92]. In addition, there are development libraries (toolkits or 
frameworks), which greatly facilitate the development of interactive CSCQ 
applications, e.g., COAST [SKSH96], or GroupKit [RG96]. 

7.3.1 Conferences 

Conferences support collaborative work by making use of computers. This form of 
activity is also called synchronous telecooperation. It essentially requires a service that 
distributes the media streams used to all participants with the goal to supply as true a 
simulation as possible of an immediate simultaneous communication from face to face. 
Audio and video are the media used in a teleconference system (e.g., [KW02a]) with 
the purposes described below. 
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7.3.1.1 Video Representation 

Video is used in technical discussions to represent the participating persons either 
directly or by pointing to their participation symbol used in the session (e.g., in the form 
of a picture or animation) as well as graphics, which are part of the presentation. Ges
tures and mimics are information carriers; their transmission creates a more natural way 
of direct communication and is therefore considered a very important feature. 
Workstations, PCs, or video boards can be used for display. 

For conferences with more than three or four participants, the space required to 
display the concurrent representation of all members can quickly turn into a big prob
lem, in particular when additional applications, such as shared editors or drawing 
boards, are used. For this reason, mechanisms are required to allow easy manipulation 
of the representation of each participant, i.e., to zoom in or out or bring active activities 
into the foreground. 

This situation has also led to considerations that conference rooms, equipped 
accordingly with large video walls, with several high-resolution display units, e.g., 
Video Window of Bellcore [FKRR93], would be required for special applications even if 
all workplace computers were equipped with appropriate video hardware. Systems that 
support conference rooms with video walls attempt to support the entire wealth of 
human communication. They allow, for example, the transmission of brief meetings in 
public areas (e.g., Cruiser of Bellcore), seminars with variable group membership, floor 
discussions (e.g., MediaSpace of Xerox PARC), court hearings or educational events, 
open up a large number of participants, and help reduce traveling time and cost. 

7.3.1.2 Audio Playback 

Audio plays a very important role in the description and explanation of the information 
visually represented in a conference. Often, audio itself is more important than video. 
For this reason, a high-quality audio transmission with a full-duplex communication 
means and echo suppression is desirable. If space information (stereo) can be transmit
ted in addition, or if the active speaker can be allocated to the pertaining image 
information, then the usability can be further improved. 

Conference applications require a very low delay in the underlying network as 
well as a high available bandwidth for the media transmission that can be highly data 
intensive, to ensure acceptable interactivity between the users. In addition, they require 
a service for the distribution of messages along with the transmission of both data and 
control information to all participants (distributed messaging). 

7.3.2 Conference Control 

Conference services control a conference (i.e., a series of distributed information, such 
as the name of the conference, the start time, the number of participants, rules to be 
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observed, and other information). The conference control mechanism assumes various 
functions: 

• Conference control includes the establishment of a conference, during which the 
participants have to coordinate and agree to a common state, e.g., who should 
assume the role of a moderator, access rights and modalities (floor control), and 
encoding rules for the media used. Conference systems can support the registra
tion of participants, the access control and the negotiation of described parameters 
during the establishment phase of a conference, but they should be flexible, allow
ing participants to join later, or leave individual partial transmission (e.g., of 
media streams), or to leave the entire conference. This flexibility depends on the 
control model used. 

• Mechanisms to add new participants or remove participants leaving the confer
ence are required. 

• Conference control should also allow to exit a conference. 

The mechanisms for conference control use the session management functions 
described in Section 7.4 and cooperate with these functions. 

The state information pertaining to a conference can operate either on a central 
machine (central control), which runs a central application in the form of a stored 
instance, or it can be stored in a distributed environment. The control model is deter
mined by the location where this state information is stored, i.e., the control model 
itself can also be either centralized or distributed. 

7.3.2.1 Centralized Conference Control 

Centralized conference control means that the conference is set up at one centralloca
tion. An initiator opens the conference by selecting and explicitly inviting an initial 
group of participants. This means that the initiator needs to know the addresses of all 
conference participants. Information on the current state of a conference is polled from 
a central directory server. First, the clients have to inform this directory server about 
their locations and other details. 

In the second step, each invited client responds to the invitation, informing the ini
tiator who exactly will participate in the conference. Subsequently, the participants 
negotiate the rules for the conference. This step also involves negotiations about the 
allocation and release of resources. During the negotiation phase, the common confer
ence state is distributed to all participants by use of a protocol for reliable message 
transmission. The entire set of information concerning the conference is then stored on 
a central system. 

This static control, which is realized by the explicit exchange of status informa
tion, guarantees consistency for each participant and is well suitable for smaller confer
ences. The guaranteed consistency is the main advantage of the centralized control 
approach. Its drawback is that, when a new participant who was not on the initial invita-
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tion list wants to join the conference, all participants will have to be informed about this 
event by explicitly exchange information about a forthcoming change in the session 
state, which can cause considerable delays. In addition, when the connection to a 
participant is interrupted, it is rather difficult to reestablish the consistent session state. 

7.3.2.2 Distributed Conference Control 

Distributed conference control is based on a distributed conference state. This state is 
achieved as follows: The initiator of the conference selects one or several multicast 
addresses for the transmission of information to the participants, and opens the confer
ence. Conference participants can join by responding to the receipt of special multicast 
data. The announcement information (multicast address, port) required for this purpose 
is previously sent or made available to the participants by use of the group rendezvous 
protocols described above. 

Each participating system transmits its own participation status to the other con
ference participants. However, there is no centrally managed knowledge about the 
group members and no guarantee that all participants will have the same uniform view 
of the current overall state. Subsequently, this loose control is realized by the periodic 
retransmission of state information, using an insecure service (e.g., the IP multicast ser
vice does not guarantee the sender neither the delivery to the intended receivers, nor 
that data may not have been corrupted). This phase is needed to eventually achieve a 
consistent view for all participants, even if this is not guaranteed. 

This loose control is well suited for large conferences. For example, it is used in 
so-called lightweight sessions [JMF93] like those used for conferences in MBone. 

Some of the benefits of the distributed conference control are its error tolerance 
and the possibility to scale to a large number of participants. If, during a conference, a 
network connection goes down and comes back later, then it is easier to reestablish a 
common conference state, because there are no strict consistency requirements. 

However, if a large number of users participate in the conference, which is basi
cally well supported by the technology, then it should be noted that the sending times 
and the intervals for exchange of state information are adapted to both the size and 
extent of the conference. Otherwise, there would be a risk of message flooding. The 
major drawback of the distributed conference control approach is that it does not guar
antee that all participants will have the same view and idea of the current state of the 
conference. 

Considering the large number of different types of cooperation, it is rather difficult 
to devise a general and generic protocol for conference control matching all kinds of 
requirements. Appropriate proposals have been made, for example with the Conference 
Control Channel Protocol (CCCP) [HW94]. 

A good idea is seen in the development of common underlying control functions 
and to allow their combination according to specific requirements [Sch94]. In addition, 
so-called state-agreement protocols can be used to coordinate a common state, which is 
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also called ephemeral teleconJerencing state [SW94b]. This state is short-lived (ephem
eral), because it persists and is valid only for the duration of a conference. 

Agreement protocols for distributed conference control include special rules or 
policies to control the state of a session. [SW94b] defines three aspects for these 
policies: 

• The first aspect called initiator-oj-policies identifies the participants who may 
initiate certain modification operations. 

• The second aspect called voting policies describes policies for the decision on a 
modification of the state initiated by a participant. A change to the common state 
is based on voting rules. 

• The third aspect is a set of consistency policies and concerns policies to ensure 
consistency. To achieve and maintain consistency, several things in view of a com
mon state have to be defined and established, including the type of agreement on a 
common state, the functions for floor and access control, the negotiation of the 
media used and their encoding, the directory services for conferences, or the 
services used to invite or find participants. 

7.4 Session Management 
Session management is an important component of the multimedia communication 
architecture, forming the very part that separates the control functions required during 
the transport from the actual data transport. This issue is subject to intensive research 
work and proposals. We will discuss the aspects of the underlying architecture in detail 
in the following subsection. 

7.4.1 Architecture 
A session management architecture is built around a special instance or session man
ager, which separates control aspects from the transport aspects [SC92]. By creating a 
reusable session manager, which is implemented separately by the user interface, addi
tional cost for implementation of the functionality in multiple conference-oriented 
applications can be avoided. Figure 7-5 shows one possible session control architecture. 
Its components (session manager, media agents, shared workspace agent) are described 
below. 
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Figure 7-5 Example of a session control architecture. 

7.4.1.1 Session Manager 

Session managers assume local and remote functions. Local functions include: 

• The tasks involved in membership control management, such as authentication of 
participants, or manage appropriately coordinated user interface. 

• Monitoring shared workspaces, e.g., by use of floor control. 
• The coordination tasks involved in the media control management, such as the 

communication between the media agents, which are each responsible for a 
medium, or the synchronization of the media involved. 

• The tasks involved in configuration management, in the exchange of quality-of
service (QoS) parameters, or in the selection of appropriate services to ensure the 
expected or negotiated quality of service. 

• Tasks involved in conference control management, such as establishment, 
modification, or termination of a conference. 

Remote functions include the communication with other session managers to exchange 
status information, which may include floor information and configuration information. 
It is important to note that different conference systems embed the conference and 
activity control either in the application layer, e.g., the Group-Teleworking System of 
Hitachi, or in the session layer, e.g., the Touring Machine of Bellcore. 

7.4.1.2 Media Agents 

Media agents are independent from the session manager and responsible for decisions 
concerning one specific medium. This modularity allows the replacement of an agent 
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depending on the given application environment. Each agent runs its own control oper
ations, e.g., start and stop a transmission, set to mute and reactivate, or change the 
encoding method and the quality it allows for a given medium. 

7.4.1.3 Shared Workspace Agent 

The shared workspace agent transmits shared objects (e.g., the coordinates of a tele
pointer, graphical elements, or text elements) between the shared applications. 

7.4.2 Session Control 

Each session is described by its session state. The state information (name of the 
session, start, valid policies) is either private (e.g., local resources), or shared by all 
participants. 

Session management includes two steps for state processing, i.e., the establish
ment and the modification of a session. During the establishment of a session, a session 
manager negotiates the logical state of its own session, agrees on a state, and finally 
establishes the state. In coordination and by appropriate negotiation with other session 
managers, binding policies, e.g., tariffing, are defined. A session can then be published 
by using a group rendezvous mechanism. This allows other participants to find the 
session and joint it. The session manager negotiates and specifies the transport topology 
for the transport system. 

Depending on the functionality required by an application and on the services 
made available by the session control, various control mechanisms are embedded in the 
session management. The following subsections describe the most important control 
mechanisms. 

7.4.2.1 Activity and Access Control 
An activity and access control mechanism is required within the shared workspaces to 
ensure and coordinate fair access to the workspaces. Each system takes decisions as to 
what degree of simultaneity and granularity should be controlled with regard to 
accessing the resources. 

In the simplest form, the applications use a mechanism for explicit activity pass
ing supported by a token, e.g., gavel passing [SW94a], or chalk passing [Sch94]. 
Explicit floor passing means that only exactly one participant owns the floor or activity 
at a given time. Upon request, the access right is passed on to another participant. To 
obtain the access right, a participant has to become explicitly active and announce the 
desired change of token assignment. 

In many applications, activity control is not only used under a purely technical 
aspect to maintain consistency, but also for a realistic mapping of social behavior. For 
example, a social protocol defines who within a real-time audio conference, where 
formal data consistency does not have a meaningful correspondence, can or must ask 
for the right to speak, how this should be done, and by what rules this right will 
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eventually be granted or passed on. This is typical particularly in scenarios with a rela
tively formal flow or progress (e.g., use of the microphone at a speaker's desk). To 
create an environment similar to a relaxed formless meeting, it is often better not to use 
an explicit activity control mechanism. However, this requires some discipline from the 
participants. 

For real-time transmission of video data, an access control mechanism is partly 
used to control and limit the resulting bandwidth. 

7.4.2.2 Conference Control 

A conference control mechanism is used in conference applications. One possible vari
ant was described in an earlier section in our discussion of a centralized approach with 
static control versus the distributed approach with loose control. 

7.4.2.3 Media Control 

Media control includes particularly functions to synchronize media streams, which will 
be described in detail in Chapter 8. 

7.4.2.4 Configuration Control 

Configuration control includes tasks to control the quality supported by the media 
encoding method used, to negotiate the quality-of-service parameters, to ensure the 
availability of system resources and other components, and other aspects, so that a ses
sion can be made available according to the user requirements. Issues regarding the 
quality of service and the related management of resources are discussed in the context 
of general quality-of-service issues in Chapter 2. This control can include services, 
such as the initial media quality, or further negotiations about the media quality during 
a session. 

7.4.2.5 Membership Control 

Membership control can include services to invite users to a session, register partici
pants, or change the membership during a session. 

To distribute common information pertaining to the session control between the 
session managers, reliable notification services or insecure services with a periodic 
refresh option can be used. 

The goal is here to offer a distributed notification mechanism with various degrees 
of achievable reliability. For example, cyclically repeated refresh information may not 
require any reliability at all. In contrast, it may be absolutely necessary that a specific 
message is delivered to all participants in a conference or meeting based on floor 
passing. For different conference participants, the reliable delivery of a message may be 
very critical [HW94]. 

A suitable communication mechanism has to be chosen under this aspect. Alterna
tives are introduced in connection with the introduction of the Internet transport proto-
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cols, or with the proposals for implementation of a reliable multicast mechanism in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

7.5 Internet Protocols and their Use in MBone 
The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) in combination with an option based on the 
approach of "application level framing" (ALF) for the transport of multimedia data was 
described in Chapter 6. In addition to the pure media transport, the implementation of 
applications has to solve a number of additional tasks, e.g., establishment and control of 
multimedia sessions. The IETF working group MMusic (Multiparty MUltimedia 
Session Control) was formed to develop and describe suitable protocols and mecha
nisms for use within video conferences over the Internet. Based on the universality of 
the relevant approaches, several of the protocols developed, which mainly belong to the 
application layer, become more and more important also for other application areas, 
e.g., modem IP telephony. 

7.5.1 Protocols 

7.5.1.1 The Session Description Protocol (SDP) 

The Session Description Protocol (SDP) [HJ98] offers a way to announce conferences 
and their parameters. It is not responsible for the negotiation of multicast addresses, nor 
for the encoding method applied on the media streams of a specific session; but it 
describes 

• the name and purpose of a session; 
• the period or periods in which a session is active; 
• the media streams used during a session (audio, video, text, transport protocol, 

and encoding used); and 
• information how to receive the media streams (addresses, ports, formats). 

This information is represented in ASCII in the following form: 

<type of information> = <value> 

Table 7-2 shows an example of an SDP session description. 
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o = shuttle 3100022588 3100022882IN IP4128.102.84.134 

s = NASA - Television 

Test for University of Mississippi. This session is provided as a service 
to the MBone community 

p = NASA ARC Digital Video Lab (415) 604-6145 

e NASA ARC Digital Video Lab <mallard@mail.arc.nasa.gov> 

3100021200 3102440400 

m audio 18476 RTP/AVP5 

c IN IP4 224.2.145.1421127 

m = video 51796 RTP/AVP 31 

c IN IP4 224.2.3.34 

o owner!creator and session identifier 

s session name 

session infonnation 

p phone number 

e email address 

time the session is alive 

m media name and transport address 

c connection infonnation 

Table 7-2 Example of an SDP session description. 

The transport of SDP information is not limited to a specific mechanism or protocol. 
The session description can be the contents of an e-mail (using MIME, the Multimedia 
Internet Mail Extension Format), or reside on an HTTP server, or it can be distributed 
actively by means of one of the protocols described in the following subsections. 

7.5.1.2 The Session Announcement Protocol (SAP) 

While SDP does not make any assumptions how the session description is sent to 
potential participants or made available for polling from a server, the Session 
Announcement Protocol (SAP) [Han98] specifies how the session description is trans
mitted via multicast to a multicast address permanently assigned to the protocol (e.g., 
224.2.127.254) and to a corresponding port (e.g., 9875) to announce sessions. 

A SAP package is composed of a header that contains the name and address of the 
announcing sender, the type of message, a unique message identifier, and the actual ses
sion description in the payload part. A modified announcement in a SAP package with 
the same identifier and the instruction for modification or deletion can be used to make 
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subsequent changes, or to cancel a session. To verify the authenticity of the announcing 
party and to allow confidentiality or integrity of an announcement, the protocol also 
supports the use of public or private cryptographic methods. 

7.5.1.3 The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [HSSR98] is a text-based client/server protocol 
used to establish connections to one or several participants. Its operation is basically 
similar to the signaling of a telephone call in the conventional telephone network. 

The initiator of the connection contacts the intended communication partner with 
his or her connection wish. This user responds, informing the initiator that he or she 
will either accept, or forward, or reject the connection request. Communication partners 
contacted by this procedure can be program users, but it is also conceivable that, as a 
response to a SIP invitation, a program starts automatically, e.g., a recording program 
used to record MBone data streams. Once the connection is up, the protocol can be used 
during the active connection for further signaling, e.g., to explicitly announce a change 
to the type of data transport, with regard to the encoding type, and the addresses used. 
Finally, the protocol also allows to break down the connection. 

In cooperation with suitable directory services, e.g., X.500 [Org88] or LDAP 
[WHK98], the SIP protocol also supports the search for specific users. To find a specific 
user, SIP does not necessarily need to know the IP address of that user's current loca
tion, because SIP uses the much more comfortable symbolic addressing. 

Aspects of mobility of communication partners are handled by the proxy or redi
rection mode of the protocol. While the former is used to forward the communication to 
a "caller" immediately, the latter mode sends a piece of information to the caller, so that 
the caller can contact the called party at a convenient time. 

SIP can be used for communication among several partners both in a multicast 
environment and by use of so-called multipoint control units (MCUs) in a sufficiently 
meshed unicast environment. 

In addition to its original field of application for the establishment of MBone ses
sions, the SIP protocol gains increasingly significance in a number of other scenarios. 
[SR97] proposes the use of SIP for signaling and control of IP telephony applications. 
For this purpose, it has also been proposed to expand the protocol and integrate ways 
for confidential generation of cryptographic keys, which can be used subsequently by 
the communication partners to communicate over a confidential connection. 

7.5.1.4 The Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) 

While there is a simple and suitable solution for the transport of text, files, or single 
images from a server over the HTTP protocol, this protocol is not fully capable of meet
ing the requirements of continuous multimedia data. For example, a user may want to 
download a video-on-demand movie completely to his or her system before he or she 
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will begin playing it. A much better method would be to be able to start, stop and 
manipulate the playback. 

The Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) was developed with the support of 
such functions in mind. It allows the description of offered contents and transmission 
parameters, supports the negotiation and specification of the transmission channel and 
the transport method, and the control of several media streams belonging to one trans
mission, and it addresses licensing issues. Very precise timestamps can be used for 
digital editing operations (e.g., movie cutting). 

RTSP is similar to the HTTP protocol in several mechanisms, such as redirection 
options, possible use of proxies, possible use of security-relevant mechanisms (trans
port layer security, basic authentication, digest authentication). And RTSP cooperates 
closely with HTTP, e.g., a media stream can be referenced from an HTML page by use 
of an RTSP-URL address. Figure 7-6 shows how HTTP and RTSP cooperate. 

~ 
~~ 

RTSP RTsprrcp (UDP) 
server 

data 

source 

Web 

browser 

RTSP 

Figure 7-6 Illustrating the cooperation of HTTP and RTSP. 

RTSP operates independently of the underlying transport protocol, so that it can be used 
both over UDP and TCP. The protocol uses a stateful server and introduces a series of 
new methods, and can also enhance them by additional parameters. Media data can be 
embedded directly into the control data stream. 

The power of the basic command set corresponds to the current implementations 
of media servers, offering functions to establish and terminate data streams, or start or 
stop a playback or recording process, and it can also be expanded for special require
ments. While it was mainly designed for the control of RTP-based multimedia applica
tions, RTSP is also suitable for other applications. For example, IBM introduced an 
RTSP-based control interface for communication with a high-performance chess 
computer. 
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7.5.1.5 The Simple Conference Control Protocol (SCCP) 

The Simple Conference Control Protocol (SCCP) was designed to ensure a common 
state, the so-called conference context, for all conference participants and to let them 
manipulate this state. The primary functions of SCCP are the management of the set of 
conference participants and the media streams used during a conference. 

The implementation of floor control, which can be implemented by use of a token, 
plays a central role. The protocol lets you also select and specify participants who will 
assume a special management function. SCCP is text-based and uses operations like 
JOIN, ACCEPT, and LEAVE for the establishment and control of the group, as well as 
TOKEN-WANT, TOKEN-GIVE, and TOKEN-RELEASE to manage the token, which can assume 
either the FREE, EXCLUSIVE, or SHARED state. 

7.5.1.6 The Real-Time Traffic Flow Measurement Protocol (RTFM) 

It is desirable to dispose of a set of generic measurement tools to monitor the behavior 
of networks, but also to control the achieved quality of service, and to generate billing 
information. A recent effort led to the development of the Real-Time Traffic Flow Mea
surement (RTFM) protocol, which can act as a uniform basis for these purposes. It is 
expected that RTFM will be highly significant for specific billing and tariffing for the 
use of connections (replacing the current flat-rate model) and the available quality of 
service. 

7.5.2 MBone Applications 
Chapter 6 discussed protocols used for the transmission of multimedia and control data. 
In this chapter, we began with an introduction of the basic concepts for collaborative 
computing. The following sections give a selective overview of applications for the 
presentation of media contents and cooperative work based on the MBone system. 

The applications we will describe, which can be classified as shown in Figure 7-7, 
were initially developed to run on UNIX systems. Meanwhile, however, some have 
been ported to other platforms, including personal computers under Microsoft 
Windows, and Macintosh computers as well as a number of adaptations to various hard
ware for recording and playback of audio and video data. 
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Figure 7-7 Classification of MBone applications. 

MBone applications use session tools to announce transmissions, or obtain information 
about transmissions. Depending on the intended use and the type of network connection 
available to potential receivers, the presentation of media data streams can be imple
mented by audio and video applications. While these applications ensure an important 
and direct reference between the participants within their cooperative work, it would 
also be meaningful to use appropriate display programs or common editors for the 
presentation of prepared sheets or share editing document editing. 

7.5.2.1 Session Directory Applications 

Although transmissions can be started ad-hoc and information required for participa
tion can be passed on by electronic mail or directly in the basic MBone system, the use 
of session directory applications offer additional features that are particularly useful for 
groups where the number of members is not known in advance. 

The session directory program called sdr is part of the SAP protocol and used to 
announce sessions, and to generate and send SDP descriptions. This means that it 
serves both for a general announcement of sessions and for personal invitation of 
individual users or user groups. 

In the case of an announcement sent by multicast, the range of visibility can be 
limited to the specific multicast package by setting the time-to-live (TTL) field to an 
appropriate value. In general, the transmission of a specific media stream should be 
announced with the same range of visibility used subsequently to send the media data 
themselves. This means that local sessions are announced only locally, and the receiver 
of an announcement should then have an option to participate in the session. The user 
who initiates a session selects a multicast address and a port for the session, using the 
information he or she knows about other sessions to avoid collisions. The interval 
between repeated attempts to send an announcement depends on the total number of 
announcements visible to the program to limit the total network traffic generated by 
these announcements. 
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By becoming itself a member of the multicast group using SAP, the program 
receives session information sent by other users and stores this information in a cache. 
Caching based on appropriate aging and removal of announcements received and which 
cannot be refreshed in time ensures both quick availability of information after another 
program start and removes old announcements, unless they have been explicitly 
removed, or if the program was not active at the time when old announcements were 
removed. Figure 7-8 shows an overview of announced MBone sessions in the sdr 
session directory. 
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Figure 7-8 Overview of announced MBone sessions in the sdr session directory. 

For the required continuous transmission of announcements and their continuous 
receipt, it is also possible to implement expansions using a so-called daemon or proxy 
receiver mode. A graphical user interface displays current announcements for the user. 
The user can gain an overview on current or forthcoming sessions easily from this user 
interface, and select a session from the list to get more detailed information to eventu
ally decide whether he or she wants to click a description of contained media to start a 
user-defined display application. Figure 7-9 shows a sample screen with detailed 
information about an MBone session selected by the user. 
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Figure 7-9 Detailed information about an MBone session; the user can select and start 
a session in a display program from this screen. 
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7.5.2.2 Audio Applications 

There is a large number of audio applications, such as vat (audio tool), rat (Reliable 
Audio Tool), or NeVoT (Network Voice Terminal), just to name a few, which support a 
shared subset of audio encoding methods that allow them to interoperate within an 
application scenario and communicate with heterogeneous receivers. As a representa
tive example for this type of applications, Figure 7-10 shows the user interface of rat 
(Reliable Audio Tool). 
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Figure 7-10 The rat (Reliable Audio Tool) user interface. 

In addition to the basic functionality used for the transmission of audio data, these 
applications offer additional services, such as the display of participating and active 
senders, the recording and playback processes of audio files, or the encryption of the 
data stream. Switching between input and output devices, automatic volume control, 
and display synchronization to a video stream transmitted in parallel allow easy and 
efficient work. 

While a loss, flaw, or delay of video information is normally tolerated by most 
users, this is not the case for audio information. For this reason, one of the main objects 
in the design, implementation, and use of audio applications is to minimize failures or 
interruptions in the audio stream. To achieve this goal, audio applications use receive 
buffers with variable size, error correction mechanisms, such as redundant audio data 
that are transmitted in addition, or the interpolation of missing samples with network 
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jitter, to compensate timing deviations between the encoder at the sender and the 
playback device at the receiver, or network failures. 

7.5.2.3 Video Applications 

Software programs like vic, nv, or ivs can be used to record and play video data. Apart 
from functions to control the encoding method and the frame rate, the size of the trans
mitted or represented images and their parameters, such as hue and contrast, these tools 
also offer additional functions. For example, vic is a program allowing speaker synchro
nization to the audio data received in the corresponding vat program. The window cur
rently assigned to the active speaker can be brought to the foreground automatically. 
Interruptions in the transmitted image information are clearly more acceptable than 
interruptions in the audio transmission. An appropriate cooperative behavior of the 
applications can help compensate this situation when delays in the network are 
observed. Figure 7-11 shows an example of an MBone live transmission. 

Figure 7-11 MBone live transmission of a space shuttle mission. 

7.5.2.4 Recording MBone Sessions 

It is desirable in many application cases to use a feature to record or replay multimedia 
sessions. For example, to record a lecture transmitted via MBone, to transport or dis
tribute the copy in a suitable way, and to subsequently replay the recorded media at 
another location at any time and as often as needed. MBone-VCR [Ho197] can be used 
for this purpose. 

The application was originally developed as a monolithic program, but was later 
enhanced to MBone VCR-on-Demand. This modem and recent version of the MBone 
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application should run on a central server, based on appropriately performing systems 
with appropriate storage, and distributed onto a client for control of the server. Figure 7-
12 shows the user interface of MBone VCR-on-Demand. 

Figure 7-12 The user interface of MBone VCR-on-Demand. 

Clients can be implemented either as independent programs, or as Java applets, and 
allow easy control of the server by using the Remote DataPump Control Protocol 
(RDCP), which is a subset of the functionality of the Real-Time Streaming Protocol 
(RTSP). More specifically, the VCR uses the RTP format to store data; the RTP format 
is additionally used to transmit data. This means that the capability for automatic 
description, synchronization, and separation of the subsets of streams or their 
subsequent editing are maintained. 

7.5.2.5 Displaying Graphics, Text, and Distributed Document Editing 

Collaborative work in projects in particular, but also the presentation of images in gen
eral, e.g., accompanying a lecture, are suitable applications for appropriate display or 
editing tools. While video transmission allows to observe an impression of the reaction 
of the participants, their mimics and gestures, this is less suitable for the display of 
graphics and text due to the partly bad readability, and obviously inefficient for static 
contents, e.g., on spreadsheets. To display documents, programs like Whiteboard (wb) 
can be used instead. Such a program allows the display of PostScript data and their 
distributed further editing by use of tools to create graphical primitives, but also free
style drawings. The result of such a job created by collaborative work is visible to all 
participants, and can be stored for later use. Figure 7-13 shows a distributed display and 
editing of documents in wb. 
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Figure 7-13 Distributed display and editing of a document in wb. 
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The nte network text editor is especially suitable for text editing. It can be used for 
shared document editing, and marking and moving of text blocks. In addition, it repre
sents the participating users and the originators of changes are visible to all participants. 
Figure 7-14 shows an example of shared document editing in nte. 
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For some of the applications described here, which were initially designed for use with 
a best-effort transport method to transmit multimedia data, there are expansions, which 
have been developed in an attempt to achieve a higher transmission quality by means of 
reservation or the use of particularities of the underlying transmission technology (e.g., 
ATM). 

The use of the applications described here is not always intuitive, but it can be 
very efficient for the intended work processes. Most of these applications are subject to 
further development and improvement. 

7.5.3 Cooperation of Protocols in an MBone Session 

Within the scope of a typical MBone session, the user can reproduce the function and 
interplay of a number of mechanisms described in the two previous sections. 

For example, a session normally begins by starting a session directory program, 
e.g., sdr. To activate the receipt of SAP packages sent via multicast, including session 
descriptions encoded in the SDP format, the program becomes a member of the multi
cast group used by the SAP protocol. Unless already done by other receivers in the net
work, the program will inform the multicast-capable router about this fact by use of 
particular packages for routing control in the Internet (IGMP packages). 

The router, in tum, cooperates with other multicast routers and uses a multicast 
routing protocol to ensure that the relevant packages are fed into the subnetwork, to 
which the user is connected. For this purpose, the MBone system can also run over a 
Unicast connection and the additional use of an appropriate tunnel. 

Incoming SDP descriptions are represented so that the user can start a suitable dis
play program. For these display programs, to activate the receipt of the media data, 
there is an analogous approach that allows the user to joint another multicast group. If 
the transmission is effected within layered multicast, then it would also be meaningful 
to gradually add partial streams, depending on the requirements of the receiver. 

Media data arrive in RTP packages and can first be synchronized, if they belong to 
several media streams with relating contents, based on the timestamps, and then 
decoded and output. If the encoding method changes during the course of a transmis
sion, then this can be seen directly from the payload type identifier of the RTP data 
stream and handled appropriately. 

The realization of feedback mechanisms is possible by use of receiver reports and 
sender reports transmitted via RTCP, which are created by the senders. 

Finally, to ensure and improve the quality of service available to the receiver, 
appropriate mechanisms are used. These mechanisms can be activated explicitly by 
cooperation of sender and receiver, using a reservation protocol, e.g., RSVP. This proto
col has to be supported by the applications or by the respective components running on 
the end systems. 
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Equally, there is also an option for the user to first make transparent use of mecha
nisms based on an in-band signaling method or on the differentiated services approach, 
the latter being controlled by the network operator. 

When the MBone application is terminated, then the reservations maintained by 
soft state in the transport system are released, and the applications inform the router in 
their network that they are about to leave the corresponding multicast group. The router 
can detect this also when there are no more responses to group membership queries. 
Next, the forwarding of multicast data to the subnetwork and eventually also in parts of 
the spanning tree built during multicast routing, which is under the control of the router, 
is deactivated as soon as the router detects that there are no more receivers. 

7.6 Closing Remarks 

Multimedia conferencing, group communication, and other collaborative systems have 
made considerable progress in terms of development and proof-of-concept deployment 
of concepts, protocols, and data management algorithms as discussed above and shown 
in many recent research results (e.g., [For02]). Furthermore, we are observing commer
cial products that allow point-to-point or one-to-few communication such as the Poly
Com systems, or Net-Meeting system from Microsoft. Experimental video 
conferenceing systems for larger group communication, such as the Access Grid, have 
been explored by the National Laboratories, such as Argonne National Laboratory, and 
Academic Centers such as the NCSA at University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. 

However, the reliability, quality and scalability of group communication systems 
as well as their easy installation, management and use at the user interfaces need further 
work and future research. First results can be found in the most recent multimedia con
ferences and journals (e.g., [Rou02a]), but future investigations and large scale experi
ments are necessary. 



CHAPTER 8 

Synchronization 

M any multimedia products are local systems that do not support any communica
tion of audio and video data and do not accept inputs in the form of audio and 

motion picture signals from distributed sources. Normally, these systems support only 
few and simple relationships between selected media. When making a choice between 
various concepts and subsequent implementation of prototype or product develop
ments, particular attention should be paid to the capability of such a system to integrate 
into existing hardware and software environments. This chapter studies and discusses 
the issues of synchronization and both known and new concepts, including their imple
mentation capabilities. It should be noted that emphasis is placed on the field of live 
synchronization, and that both the definition and evaluation of synchronization relation
ships, mainly in the form of stored information, is not one of the issues we will study 
here in depth (for a discussion of the so-called synthetic synchronization, see also 
Section 8.5). 

8.1 Defining "Synchronization" 
From the definition of the term multimedia system (see Volume 1 Chapter 2) we can 
derive that there is a reference-a synchronization-between the information encoded 
in various media. This reference has to be derived, because it is a prerequisite for inte
grated processing, storage, representation, communication, generation, and manipula
tion of multimedia information. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines the term 
synchronization as follows: 

319 
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Synchronization = the act or result of synchronizing; the state of being 
synchronous. 

Synchronize = to happen at the same time; to represent or arrange (events) 
to indicate coincidence or coexistence; to make synchronous in operation; to 
make (motion picture sound) exactly simultaneous with the action. 

Synchronization creates a relationship between independent objects (pieces of informa
tion, media, processes, data streams, LDUs). Synchronization between media objects 
includes relationships between time-dependent and time-independent objects. An 
example for synchronization of continuous media from everyday life is the synchroni
zation of visual and acoustic information in television broadcasting. A multimedia sys
tem has to produce a similar synchronization for audio and motion picture information. 
An example for temporal relationships of time-dependent and time-independent media 
is a slide show. The representation of the slides is synchronized to the commented audio 
stream. To implement a slide show in a multimedia system, we have to synchronize the 
playback of pictures to the relevant sections of the audio stream. 

In multimedia systems, there are the three relationships between two or more 
objects that occur most frequently; we will explain them below. Figure 8-1 represents a 
schematic view of these relationships. 

Content 

Application 4 

Figure 8·1 Relationships between data units. 
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Content Relationships These relationships define a connection between various 
media objects or data. For example, a content relationship in a document could exist 
between the data in a table and a relevant picture. The data is represented in various 
ways (table or picture), or various aspects of an interrelated fact are presented. In such a 
desirable form of integrated documents, the input data, the links, and the type of pre
sentation are defined or edited. All actual output data resulting from the representation 
of linked input data (in this example the table and a picture) cannot be directly changed 
or edited. If input data is changed, then this can have various effects on the output data 
in different places of the document. Techniques to maintain consistency are known 
from database systems and could be transferred to the range of different media in multi
media systems. In general, an implementation of content relationships origins from 
common data structures. The presentation can be in various media, but it always 
expresses a consistent fact. 

Spatial Relationships These relationships are normally called layout relationships; 
they define the space for the representation of a media object from an output device of a 
multimedia presentation at a specific point in time. In two-dimensional output devices 
(e.g., monitor or paper), the layout defines the two-dimensional area to be used. 

These relationships are important for the presentation on paper and monitor. They 
determine the layout in the user interface: The objects are arranged in a two-dimen
sional space to each other. Here, purely spatial information is significant. In desktop 
publishing documents, this is usually expressed in frames. Aframe is inserted and con
tents are assigned to the frame. Such frames can also be used to insert motion pictures. 
Windows systems use several windows for this purpose. A window can offer the reader 
additional degrees of freedom by use of operations like "zoom in", "zoom out", or 
"move". Holographic experiments and three-dimensional projections onto surfaces 
allow also an arrangement on a third dimension (the depth), which Windows systems 
show only in a rudimentary overlapping. Descriptive attributes include cascade and tile. 
Note that spatial references can exist even in the presentation of audio, when using the 
stereo effect [LCP90]. In a workstation conference, several participants can be acousti
cally arranged. To produce a direct reference to single images or motion pictures of the 
other persons, the video windows are represented in the same spatial arrangement on 
the monitor. This technique has a positive effect on the acceptance of an application, 
i.e., the users can follow a discussion in a more natural way. Without acoustic place
ment, the speaker can be identified only by recognizing his or her voice, by the 
contents, or by his or her lip movements. 

Temporal Relationships These relationships define time relationships between 
media objects. They are important whenever there are time-dependent media objects. 

A temporal relationship like "play back at the same time" is significant, particu
larly when viewing time-specific media. For example, the playback of motion pictures 
and sound should be correlated in terms of time. The temporal reference between 
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objects represents synchronization in the true sense of the word. Descriptive attributes 
include concurrent, independent, or consecutive. 

The synchronization relationships across several spaces have been considered in 
standard specifications, e.g., in MHEG und HyTime [Org92] [ MHE93]. All three rela
tionship types are normally important for an integrative multimedia system. As shown 
in Figure 8-1, various applications can use one or several of these relationship types. 
We will focus on the temporal reference (synchronization) and describe it in detail in 
this chapter, because this aspect is particularly significant for the integration of time
dependent media. 

Note Content and spatial relationships are well known from desktop publishing and 
application systems integrating databases, spreadsheets with graphical tools, and word 
processors. The key aspects in multimedia systems are the temporal relationships 
resulting from the integration of time-dependent media objects. For this reason, the 
remainder of this chapter will deal exclusively with temporal relationships. 

8.1.1 Intra- and Inter-object Synchronization 

We distinguish between temporal relationships between single components of a time
dependent media object and temporal relationships between various media objects. 
This classification will help us understand the mechanisms required to support the two 
very different relationship types. 

• Intra-object synchronization: Intra-object synchronization refers to the temporal 
relationships between various presentation units within one time-dependent media 
object. One good example is the time ratio of single frames of a video sequence. 
In a video with a refresh rate of 25 frames per second, each frame has to be shown 
for at least 40 ms. Figure 8-2 shows this situation by using a video sequence as an 
example. The sequence shows a bouncing ball. 

Figure 8-2 Video sequence showing a bouncing ball. 

• Inter-object synchronization: Inter-object synchronization refers to the time rela
tionships between different media objects. Figure 8-3 shows an example for a time 
relationship in a multimedia synchronization of an audiovisual sequence, follow
ing a series of pictures and an animation, which is commented by an audiovisual 
sequence. 
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Audio! 

Video Animation I 

Figure 8-3 Inter-object synchronization of images, one animation, and audiovisual 
sequences. 

8.1.2 Time-dependent Presentation Units 

8.1.2.1 Logical Data Units (LDUs) 

Time-dependent media nonnally consists of a sequence of infonnation units called 
logical data units (LDUs). The LDUs of a media object often consist of several granu
larities. For example, a symphony (see Figure 8-4) can be composed of several move
ments. Each of these movements is an independent part of the composition. It exists, in 
tum, of a sequence of notes for various instruments. In a digital system, each note rep
resents a sequence of audio samples. In the case of PCM -encoded uncompressed CD 
quality, a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz on two channels and a 16-bit resolution per 
channel are used. These values are grouped into blocks with a length of 1175 s each. 

I I I sampling values I I I 
I notes I 

I note sequence I 
symphony 

Figure 8-4 LOU hierarchy. 

The granularity depends on the application. You can consider the entire symphony, i.e., 
the movements, the notes, the samples, or the samples grouped into blocks, as LDUs. 
Which LDUs are selected depends on the operations applied on the media object. For 
simple operations like "playback", the entire symphony or the movements are meaning
ful LDUs. When applying instrument-based playback events, the notes represent the 
smallest description units of a suitable granUlarity. In digital signal processing, the 
operations are based on samples or blocks. 

Another example is an uncompressed video object, divided into scenes and 
frames. The frames can be divided into areas with a size of 16 x 16 pixels. Each pixel, 
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in tum, consists of luminance and chrominance values. All these units are examples of 
LDUs. 

In a video sequence encoded in MPEG fonnat [IS093], redundancies within con
secutive frames can be used to reduce the volume of the digital data required to repre
sent the image contents (inter-frame compression). In this case, a sequence of inter
frame compressed images can be thought of as an LDU. 

The granularity implies a hierarchical division of media objects. Often, there are 
two types of hierarchies: The first hierarchy is a content hierarchy, based on the con
tents of the media objects. In our symphony example, this would be the hierarchy of the 
symphony, the movements, and the notes. The second hierarchy can be thought of as an 
encoding hierarchy, based on the data encoding of the media object. In our symphony 
example, this could be a media object representing a movement and divided into blocks 
and samples. The samples represent the lowest level of the encoding hierarchy. 

In addition, we can classify LDUs in closed and open LDUs. Closed LDUs have a 
foreseeable duration. Examples for closed LDUs are LDUs representing parts of stored 
media, e.g., audio or video, or stored media objects with a fixed duration. In contrast, 
the duration of open LDUs is not known until its presentation is executed. Open LDUs 
nonnally represent inputs from a live source, e.g., a camera or a microphone, or media 
objects including some user interaction. 

8.1.2.2 Classification of Logical Data Units 

For digital video, we would nonnally select the single frames as LDUs. For example, in 
a video with 30 images per second, each LDU is a closed LDU with a duration of 1/30 s 
(see Figure 8-5). 

.. t 
Figure 8-5 Video LDUs. 

When the elementary physical units are too small to be meaningful for processing, then 
LDUs that group the blocks purposefully into units of fixed duration are often selected. 
A typical example would be an audio stream. For an audio stream, the duration of the 
elementary physical units would be very small, so LDUs with blocks of 512 samples 
each are fonned. The example shown in Figure 8-6 encodes each sample with one byte, 
so that each block consists of 512 bytes. 
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physical frame time = l/sampLing frequence (e.g., 118000 ) 

1_H+l!lIINfl~iIOOllil _ 
... .. . 1 

duration of one 512-byte LDU (e.g., 0,064 s) 

Figure 8-6 Audio LOUs, 

Recorded media have normally a natural LDU basic length. In computer-generated 
media objects, the duration of LDUs can be selected by the user. An example for such a 
user-defined LDU duration would be the frames of an animation sequence. For an 
animation sequence with a length of 2 s, we can generate 30 to 60 images, depending 
on the required representation quality. Consequently, the LDU duration depends on the 
selected frame rate (see Figure 8-7). 

I Frame I I Frame 21 Frame 31 Frame 41 

~ I 

duration of LDUs in selected iz.e (e.g., 1115 s) 

Figure 8-7 User defined LOU duration. 

When the duration of the LDUs varies, then the resulting data streams are more com
plex. One example would be the recording of events in a graphical user interface, 
involving some user interaction. In this example, an LDU would be an event that lasts 
until the the next event begins. The duration of the LDUs depends on the user 
interaction and varies accordingly (see Figure 8-8). 

Action 2 IA.31 Action 4 

• 1 

Figure 8-8 LOUs with variable duration. 

Open LDUs with indefinite duration exist when an LDU does not have an inherent 
duration. An example for an open LDU (i.e., an LDU without inherent duration) would 
be a user interaction, where the time when the user will interact is not known in advance 
(see Figure 8-9). 
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I .. 
user selection 

.. I 
• I 

LOU time unknown before actual processing 

Figure 8-9 Open LOU representing a user interaction. 

Timers can be thought of as streams consisting of empty LDUs with a fixed duration 
(see Figure 8-10). 

11111111111111111111111 ~ 
LOUs with a duration of 10 ms 

Figure 8-10 The LOUs of a timer. 

Table 8-1 gives an overview on the LDU types discussed above. 

LOU duration defined LOU duration defined by 
while recording user 

Fixed LDU duration audio, video animation, timer 

Variable, unknown recorded interaction user interaction 
LDU duration 

Table 8-1 LOU types. 

8.1.2.3 Other Examples 

The following three examples show LDU-based synchronization types. 

1. Lip synchronization requires a close interleaving of audio and video streams. The 
synchronization can be defined by a maximum skew between two media streams 
(see Figure 8-11). 

Audjo i max. 80 m earlier 
Video is max. 80 ms earlier 

Figure 8-11 The LOU type for lip synchronization. 
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2. In a slide show including some audio comment, a temporal relationship of the 
slide changes to the audio comments is required (see Figure 8-12). 

Dia I Dia2 Dia3 Dia4 

r ~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

audio sequence 

Figure 8-12 The LOU type for a slide show. 

The next example shown in Figure 8-13 will be used frequently in this text to explain 
synchronization-specific methods. 

RI Interaction 

Video Anim.ation 

Figure 8-13 Synchronization example. 

3. A lip-synchronized audiovisual sequence (Audio 1 and Video) precedes the play
back of a user interaction (RI), followed by a slide sequence (PI to P 3) and an ani
mation (Animation) , which is partly commented by an audio sequence (Audio2). 
At the beginning of the presentation of the animation, the user is asked a multiple
choice question. Once the user has chosen his or her answers, the last picture (P 4) 
is shown. 

8.2 Particularities of Synchronization in Multimedia Systems 

8.2.1 Overview 

This section deals with the particularities of temporal relationships between time-inde
pendent and time-dependent information units in the context of multimedia systems, 
which do not occur in conventional data processing systems. 

Such temporal references have formerly (i.e., in non-multimedia systems) been 
known mostly from the field of dedicated audio and video combination. Sound and 
motion pictures in television broadcasting are represented synchronously by television 
receivers. To achieve this synchronous presentation, appropriate signals are transmitted 
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concurrently by use of a multiplexing method. A delay in the transmission always 
affects both channels (video and audio) at the same time, but the synchronization is 
maintained. No particular measures are required to maintain this synchronization. This 
chapter does not discuss synchronization in the context of image or line synchroniza
tion, i.e., not in connection with the detection of the beginning or end of an LDU (tele
vision technology uses very sophisticated methods for this type of synchronization). 
When attempting to expand synchronization to time-independent media, and when the 
LDUs, which should be put in relationship, represent independent units, then we cannot 
store all combinations required for the presentation in an interleaved way in advance. 

Another aspect relates to the communication of these data streams over computer 
networks, where various media can use different connections with different quality-of 
service (QoS) characteristics. 

Currently, there have been only few or dedicated concepts and prototypes for inte
grated workstation computers capable of processing several independent, continuous 
and discrete media concurrently, and then transmitting these different media types over 
computer networks. These efforts are motivated by the objective to integrate multime
dia systems. 

This means that the definition of synchronization relationships and their imple
mentation in the context of audio, video, and different discrete media in a networked 
workstation environment is important and the main issues of this book. 

8.2.1.1 Hard Synchronization Requirements 

The primary receiver of continuous media (audio and video) are humans. This state
ment means that we can derive several of the required characteristics alone from the 
actual source and the sink, namely humans: The required time horizons that have to be 
observed in a synchronization are not as rigid as they are stated in the actual synchroni
zation specification, where processes and the related information flows are synchro
nized exactly. 

When studying the mechanisms of synchronization between multimedia LDUs, 
then this means that an exact time reference is established between two information 
units. The eventual processing speed (e.g., during a process change) and the actual 
concurrency (e.g., required by multiprogramming) will always produce minor time 
differences. These time differences do not exist on the conceptional level. 

8.2.1.2 Soft Synchronization Requirements 

The hard synchronization requirements described above do not occur in continuous 
information: 

• As our first example, we wi1llook at the synchronization of audio and video data. 
The requirement of interest during the presentation is described by the term lip 
synchronization. It means that the time limits when a human perceives audio and 
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video as being synchronous have to be determined. Empirical studies have shown 
that there are interesting differences between the output of audio before or after 
the video data [SE93]. Many people do not find it disturbing when audio data are 
output up to 80 ms after the video data, which means that this delay between 
audio and video is still perceived as being lip synchronous. If the same audio 
information is played back before the video data, then a delay of 80 ms is still 
considered tolerable. However, a closer look at this acceptance shows that "audio 
behind video" is tolerated better than the opposite. This phenomenon of time 
asymmetry could be explained as follows, where the explanation was derived 
from different propagation speeds of sound and light waves: Humans are used to 
optically perceive events occurring at a far distance and perceiving the pertaining 
sound event with some delay. These phenomena will be described in more detail 
in Section 8.2.2. 

Experience has shown that the optical stimulus and the acoustic phenomenon are 
closely related. Experiences from everyday life involving high speeds (e.g., driv
ing a car) confront us often with this phenomenon. In contrast to visual impres
sions, which are perceived before the corresponding sound, sound is almost never 
perceived by the human before the pertaining optical information. 

• An example for the synchronization of video and text is a movie with subtitles. 
The descriptive text is normally shown in a separate window displayed alongside 
the bottom border of the video window. In this case, too, there is no hard time 
requirement. We could even work with more flexible limits. Often, all that is 
required is to display the subtitles for a sufficiently long period. A fluctuation of, 
say, 50 ms would not have the least significance in this example. The tolerable 
delays depend primarily on the duration of the motion picture scene, which is 
dubbed by a text synchronization. Moreover, the amount of text to be represented 
is relevant, with an indicative value being in the range of approx. 250 ms. 

• One application for the synchronization of voice, or music and a picture or text 
could be a multimedia music dictionary. Such a dictionary would show pictures of 
composers or verbose descriptions of their work, set in relation with the corre
sponding music. Here too, there are no hard time limits, so that an indicative value 
of 250 ms appears to be a good assumption for a maximum delay. 

However, if we attempt to synchronize notes with the corresponding sound, we 
will have to meet more exact requirements [BBNS02]. In fact, it is important to 
see the corresponding note when hearing the piece of sound (e.g., by highlighting 
the note). This delay should not exceed 5 ms in critical cases. Note that this type 
of application currently runs locally on one computer. 

• Another data stream to be synchronized, particularly in conference applications, is 
generated by the mouse pointer. When pointing to an element, the corresponding 
verbose description should ideally appear at the same time. Otherwise, a time 
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delay between the pointer and the comments could lead to misunderstandings. 
Maximum delay values for this type of application are considered to be 750 ms 
for the audio output before the pointer and 500 ms for the pointer output before 
the audio [SE93]. These phenomena will be discussed in more detail in 
Section 8.2.3. 

These are examples for soft time requirements, which were first proposed [Ste90] for 
the specification of tolerable time intervals as an addition to the actual synchronization 
issue. 

Processes were thought to be either synchronized or unsynchronized. This abso
lute YeslNo classification totally neglects the existence of soft time requirements. Now, 
a synchronization can be "excellent", "good", "bad", or "unacceptable". In this respect, 
we can work with a synchronization quality. Whatever is supposed to be synchronized 
depends on media and content. Conditions have to be formulated for tolerable time 
intervals in the desired optimum. Depending on these conditions, we can then execute a 
set of application-defined operations. 

The following considerations are based on a comparison between the properties of 
known synchronization mechanisms in the field of inter-process communication and 
inter-process synchronization and the properties of synchronization required for multi
media [AS83, HH89]. The approach to this analysis and the results with regard to the 
underlying properties of the mechanisms used in inter-process communication and 
inter-process synchronization will be discussed in the further course of this chapter. 

In this study, it was found that the two areas have many similarities. However, 
there are some properties of synchronization specific to multimedia systems, which 
have are not known in the field of inter-process communication and inter-process syn
chronization, and they are not even necessary. In addition to the above introduction of 
tolerance intervals, another difference relating to the blocking of processes or data 
streams was identified. 

Blocking can be used to make processes wait for each other. In addition, a data 
stream composed of discrete LDU s can also be stopped. The situation is totally differ
ent with audio and motion picture sequences, where the following issues arise: 

• What does the blocking of a motion picture stream mean for the connected output 
device? 

• Should or can the last picture be displayed? 

• Should part of a voice or music clip be allowed to repeat? 

• How long maya gap like the one shown in Figure 8-14 persist? 
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alternative 

Figure 8-14 The gap problem: conditional blocking. 

This situation has become known as the gap problem [R.S89, Ste90]. Current systems 
solve the gap problem in motion pictures simply by having the output device switch 
between dark and white, or by displaying the last motion picture as a single picture. A 
better and application-oriented solution should take the time factor into account. This 
means that it is very important whether or not such a gap is in the range of milliseconds 
or even seconds or minutes. Only the application concerned (and not the system) can 
define the optimal solution. For this reason, a synchronization method should offer 
alternatives, depending on the expected blocking time. 

This concept of alternative operations is shown in Figure 8-14. This example 
shows how, in the case of a gap between audio and delayed video, the process switches 
to an alternative presentation after a predefined threshold. When the gap is shorter, then 
the audio presentation can be stopped till the gap is closed. When the preset threshold 
value is exceeded, the blocking mechanism triggers, which means that other single 
pictures, picture sequences, or audio signals can be output, or existing media are simply 
repeated to close the gap. This blocking method, or the blocking of audio and video 
streams, is called restricted blocking. 

8.2.1.3 Resampling 

The restricted blocking mechanism uses the repeated presentation of the last few sam
ples or an alternative presentation to achieve resynchronization. Another alternative is 
based on the resampling of streams. The basic idea behind resampling is to accelerate 
or slow down some streams for the purpose of synchronization. We distinguish between 
online and offline resampling. 

Offline resampling is used after the recording of media streams, e.g., a concert 
recorded by means of a multi-channel recording device and a video camera. These 
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devices are not connected. When the recording device and the camera, just like many 
real-world devices, do not dispose of very precise quartz clocks, then the playback 
duration of the audio and video sequences stored according to the chosen sampling rate 
can differ. However, it is possible to adapt the presentation to the same theoretical play
back duration before it is executed. 

Online resampling is applied when, during the runtime of the presentation, a gap 
occurs between some media streams. In this case, the following resampling methods 
can be used: 

• Redefine the output rate; 
• duplicate samples; 
• interpolate samples; 
• skip samples; and 
• recalculate the entire sequence. 

How humans perceive a resampled presentation depends strongly on the medium. Res
ampling of video sequences can be achieved by inserting or deleting individual frames 
in or from the stream, respectively. 

In contrast, audio streams are more complex. A hearer would certainly perceive 
duplicated or missing audio blocks as very disturbing. And changing the refresh rate is 
not an appropriate solution either, because this could be easily be perceived in the play
back, particularly in music playback, due to a change in the audio frequency. The same 
applies to a simple interpolation of samples. Although there are algorithms that can be 
used to achieve a time stretch in the audio sequence, without causing a change in fre
quency, they do not support real-time requirements, so that they can be applied 
exclusively to offline resampling. 

The following section introduces some more detailed research results with regard 
to lip and pointer synchronization in the field of inter-object synchronization to better 
explain the importance of perception aspects from the user's perspective with regard to 
the presentation accuracy. Subsequently, we will give a summary of other 
synchronization methods. 

8.2.2 Requirements to Lip Synchronization 

Lip synchronization refers to the time relationship between an audio stream and a video 
stream in the particular case of the human voice. The time difference or offset between 
interrelated audio and video LDUs is called skew. Perfectly synchronized (in-sync) 
streams have no skew (i.e., a skew of 0 ms). Experiments conducted at the IBM 
European Networking Center [SE93] measured whether or not a skew is perceived as 
un synchronized (out-oj-sync). The test persons who participated in these experiments 
stated frequently that "something was wrong with the synchronization", but that they 
did not feel it impaired the quality of the presentation. For this reason, additional work 
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involved the evaluation of the tolerance shown by the test persons, by interviewing 
them whether or not unsynchronized data meant a deterioration of the presentation's 
quality. 

Expert discussion forums on the audio and video subject observed in various stud
ies that a large skew (up to 240 ms) could be tolerated. The comparability and the gen
eral use of these values were in doubt, because the conditions under which they were 
produced cannot be compared. In some studies, a "head view" in front of a one-color 
background on a high-resolution professional monitor was used, while other 
experiments used a "body view" in a video window with a resolution of 240 x 256 
pixels. 

To achieve a good skew tolerance level in the experiment described below, a 
speaker was selected in an environment similar to television news, i.e., in a head-and
shoulder setting (see Figure 8-15). In this orientation, the viewer is not distracted by 
background information and can concentrate on the gestures and eye and lip 
movements of the speaker. 

Figure 8-15 Left: head view; center: shoulder view; right: body view. 

The study was conducted in an environment similar to those of television news broad
casting. For this purpose, the presentation was recorded and subsequently played back. 
Professional editing equipment was used to insert artificial skews at intervals of 40 ms, 
e.g., at -120 ms, -80 ms, -40 ms, 0 ms, +40 ms, +80 ms, + 120 ms. A 40-ms incrementa
tion was chosen for the following reasons: 

1. Due to the difficulty of human perception to distinguish lip synchronization skew 
in a higher resolution. 

2. Due to the capability of the multimedia software and hardware used to refresh 
motion picture every 33 or 40 ms. 

Figure 8-16 shows an overview of the results. The vertical axis designates the relative 
number of test candidates who discovered a synchronization error, regardless of 
whether or not they were able to detect that audio came before or after the video. Origi
nally, it was assumed that the three curves, representing the different views, would be 
very different. We can see in Figure 8-16 that this was not the case. 
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Figure 8-16 Perception of synchronization errors with regard to the three different 
views; left area: negative skew, video before audio; right area: positive skew, video after 
audio. 

A careful analysis should supply explanations about the asymmetry, a few periodic 
waves, and minor differences between the results gained from the different body views, 

8.2.2.1 Alternative Explanations of the Curves 

The area on the left side of the central axis designates negative skew values; video runs 
ahead of audio. The right-hand side shows the area where audio runs ahead of video. 

We all experience the situation in our daily lives when we perceive lip movements 
a little earlier before we hear the sound. This is due to the higher speed of light, com
pared to the speed of sound, and explains the steeper rise of the curves on the right side 
in the graph. 

The curve of the "body view" is wider than that of the "head view", because the 
former has a slight skew. The curve of the "head view" is also more asymmetric than 
that of the "body view". This can be ascribed to the fact that it is more difficult to detect 
an error the further a listener is away from the speaker. When the skew is higher, the 
curves show periodic small waves, particularly where audio runs ahead of video. Some 
test persons had obvious difficulties to detect the synchronization errors, even when the 
skew values were very high. A careful analysis of this phenomenon is difficult due to 
the small sampling (approx. 100 persons). One plausible explanation could be the 
following: In the relative minimum values, the voice signal was closely correlated to the 
lip movement, which is quasi periodic. Errors could be easily detected at the beginning 
and end of pauses, or when the speaker changed tone (e.g., to make a point), while it 
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was more difficult to detect errors in the middle of a sentence. Also, humans tend to 
concentrate more on the beginning of a talk until the contents of a sentence have come 
across. A follow-up experiment to study these minimum values using video clips with
out pauses and without intonation changes caused problems in identifying synchroniza
tion errors. 

Figure 8-17 shows areas that will be described below, which were found to be on a 
disturbing level (see Figure 8-18). 
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Figure 8·17 Perception of synchronization errors. 
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Figure 8·18 Skew level found to be annoying. 
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The "in-sync" region extends from -80 ms (audio behind video) to +80 ms (audio 
before video). In this zone, most test candidates did not notice the synchronization 
error. Very few stated that they felt disturbed by an error. In addition, some test persons 
mentioned even that the perfectly synchronized clip was "out of sync". Obviously, lip 
synchronization errors within these limits can be tolerated. 

The "out-of-sync" areas were observed at a skew with values larger than +/-160 
ms. Almost every test candidate discovered this error and was accordingly annoyed. 
Data transmitted with such a skew are generally unacceptable. In addition, it distracted 
the viewersllisteners from the actual contents as they became more busy with the "out
of-sync" effect itself. 

In the "transient" area, the error was detected by many test persons, but not experi
enced as a nuisance. One interesting effect was observed in this connection: video 
before audio is better tolerated than the opposite. This effect became more significant as 
the speaker close-up was incremented. 

There seems to be a plausible explanation for this asymmetry. In a conversation 
between two people at a distance of 20 m from each other, the visual impression will 
always be 60 ms ahead of the acoustic impression due to the higher speed of light, com
pared to the speed of sound. The test persons are merely better used to this situation 
versus the opposite case. 

8.2.3 Requirements to Pointer Synchronization 

In a computer-supported cooperative work environment (CSCW), both cameras and 
microphones are normally connected to the users' workstations. The experiment 
described below observed the test persons while viewing a business report that included 
accompanying pictures. All participants had a desktop computer with a window 
displaying these pictures at their disposal. A common pointer was used to conduct the 
discussion. This pointer was used by the speakers to describe individual graphical 
elements relevant in the ongoing discussion. This means that the experiment made 
obvious use of a synchronization of audio to the remotely controlled telepointer. More 
specifically, two experiments were conducted: 

• The first experiment dealt with a few technical details to explain a sailboat, while 
the pointer pointed to the current area of discussion (see Figure 8-19). The shorter 
the explanation, the more important became the synchronization. For this purpose, 
a person who spoke very quickly and used short words was chosen as the speaker. 
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Figure 8-19 Experiment for pointer synchronization based on a technical drawing. 

• A second experiment was conducted to explain a traveling route on a map (see 
Figure 8-20). In this experiment, the pointer movement was continuous. 

Figure 8-20 Experiment for pointer synchronization based on a map. 

With regard to the human perception, the pointer synchronization differs strongly from 
the lip synchronization, because it is very difficult to detect "out-of-sync" errors when 
there are no errors. While the skews should be in a range between 40 ms and 160 ms for 
lip synchronization errors, they are in the range from 250 ms and 1500 ms for pointer 
synchronization errors. Figure 8-21 shows a few results from the pointer experiment. 
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Figure 8-21 Perception of pointer synchronization errors. 

8.2.3.1 Evaluation of the Pointer Synchronization Experiment 

Although both the lip synchronization and the pointer synchronization experiment used 
the same evaluation criteria, the "in-sync" area in the pointer synchronization varies by 
750 ms (audio before pointer) to 500 ms (pointer before audio). This range allows a 
clear definition of the "out-of-sync" behavior, regardless of the contents actually 
viewed. 

The "out-of-sync" area includes a skew outside an interval from -1000 ms to 
+1250 ms. Beyond these limits, the candidates started mentioning that the skew made 
the attempted synchronization worthless, and that they had been distracted. This obser
vation was less significant when the speaker talked more slowly, or moved the pointer 
more slowly. From the user's view, this is not acceptable. Obviously, it is meaningless to 
point to an area on a technical drawing while a speaker talks about something else. 

In the "transient" area, many candidates observed the "out-of-sync" effect, but 
they did not find it annoying. This differs obviously from the lip synchronization exper
iment, where the viewers responded more sensitively with regard to perceiving syn
chronization errors, which they doubtlessly found very annoying. 

Figure 8-22 shows the number of test persons who perceived an annoying pointer 
synchronization error, and those who responded indifferently. Note that, although the 
candidates noticed an error when there were many skew values, they did not finding it 
annoying in view of the wide "in-sync" areas and the "transient" areas. 
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Figure 8-22 Level of skew perceived as annoying pointer synchronization errors, 

8.2.4 Elementary Media Synchronization 

Both the lip synchronization and the pointer synchronization were studied in detail due 
to inconsistent results from other available sources. The following section gives an 
overview on the findings gained from other synchronization experiments. 

Since the advent of digital audio, the so-called jitter has been studied as a parame
ter tolerable by hardware. Dannenberg offers a few references and results in [Ble78]. 
Based on this work, the maximum tolerable jitter for high-quality 16-bit audio is 200 ns 
in one sampling period, which corresponds to an error in the least significant bit (LSB) 
of a full 20-kHz signal at maximum frequency. [St072] describes a few perception 
experiments with a recommended maximum tolerable jitter of 5 ns to 10 ns. Other per
ception experiments were studied in [Lic51] and [Wo051]. The maximum distance 
between short clicks, which were perceived as an interrelated sound, is 2 ms [RM80]. 

The requirements to the combination of audio and video are normally less rigid 
and similar to those for lip synchronization. For example, the multimedia presentation 
of a dance course could show the dancing steps as an animated sequence in connection 
with the accompanying music. By utilizing the interactive options, individual sequences 
could be shown over and over again. Note that the synchronization of music and anima
tion is particularly important in this example. Experience has shown that a skew of +/-
80 ms meets the viewers' expectations. One issue subject to dispute is the correlation of 
a loud event and its visual representation, e.g., simulation of a frontal crash of two cars. 
In such a situation, we would have to deal with the same requirements as for lip 
synchronization, i.e., a skew of +/-80 ms. 
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Any two audio tracks could be closely or loosely coupled. The effect of the cou
pled audio streams will normally depend on their contents. 

• A stereo signal includes information about the location of the sound source and is 
closely interleaved with it. The correct processing in the human brain is possible 
only provided that the phases of the acoustic signal are transmitted correctly. This 
requires a skew smaller than the distance between two consecutive samples, i.e., 
approx. 20 ms. [DS93b] reports that the perceivable phase shift of an audio chan
nel is around 17 ms. This value origins from a headphone experiment. Consider
ing that a delay in one channel will move the apparent location of the sound 
source, Dannenberg suggests a maximum skew of +/-11 ms between stereo chan
nels. This value was also derived from the knowledge that a skew of exactly one 
sample with a sampling rate of 44 kHz can be heard. 

• Loosely coupled audio channels represent a speaker and background music or 
similar background. In such scenarios, we normally find a maximum admissible 
skew of 500 ms. In the test playback of a dialogue, where the audio data of the 
participants originated from different sources, an acceptable skew of 120 ms was 
observed. 

A detailed analysis leads to time constraints similar to those in pointer synchronization. 
In addition to the requirement to maintain a maximum skew of 5 ms in the synchroniza
tion of notes to the corresponding sound (see Section 8.2.1), we also have to deal with a 
maximum of 2 ms when playing back two nominally concurrent notes 
[Cly85] [RM80] [Ste87]. 

The synchronized presentation of audio and a piece of text, which is normally 
called audio comment, is used as part of an acoustic encyclopedia, to mentioned one 
application. For a case study the reader is referred to [CC02a]. At times, the audio 
sequence outputs additional information about a highlighted piece of text. A music dic
tionary could describe antique instruments and play them at the same time. An example 
of a closer union would be the playback of a historical speech, e.g., a speech held by 1. 
F. Kennedy, with a simultaneous translation into German or French. The relevant text 
could be displayed in a separate window, and it is closely coupled to the acoustic signal. 
The same would apply to a foreign language course, where an acoustically played word 
could be visually highlighted at the same time. And Karaoke systems are a good exam
ple for a required audio and text synchronization. 

The skew required for this type of media synchronization can be derived from the 
time it takes to speak a short word. This duration is approx. 500 ms, so that a skew of 
240 ms would appear tolerable. 

Video and text, or video and pictures can be synchronized in either of the 
following two ways: 
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• In the overlay mode, text often represents an additional description to a displayed 
motion picture sequence. For example, a video showing a pool game could use an 
additional picture to follow the exact path of the ball after the last stroke. The 
simultaneous presentation of the video with the overlaid picture is important for 
correct human perception of these synchronized data. The same applies to a piece 
of text shown together with video pictures. Instead of always showing subtitles in 
the bottom display area, it is also conceivable to place the text near the corre
sponding item of discussion. This would mean additional production cost for sub
title editing, so that it may not be of general significance for commercial movies, 
but it could be useful for educational applications. In an overlay project, the text 
has to be synchronized with the video to ensure that it will be used in the correct 
place. The exact skew value can be derived from the minimum time required. One 
single word should appear on the screen for a specific time to ensure that the 
viewer can perceive it correctly. It is assumed that 1 s is an appropriate value. If 
the media producer wants to utilize the flash effect, then such a word should 
appear on the screen for at least 500 ms. For this reason, 240 ms are considered 
absolutely sufficient, regardless of the video contents. 

• The second mode is the so-called non-overlay mode, where the skew is less criti
cal. Consider architectural drawings of medieval buildings shown together with a 
video about these buildings, then the pictures could show the floor plan, while the 
video could represent the architecture of the same buildings in a separate window. 
The human perception of even simple images would take at least 1 s. This value 
can be verified in an experiment with a slide show. During the successive projec
tion of uncorrelated images, it takes the viewer an interval of about 1 s between 
the image change to recognize at least a few essential visual pieces of information 
in the slides. A synchronization with a skew of 500 ms (half of the 1-s value just 
mentioned) would be sufficient for this type of application. 

To better explain this mode, we will use the pool game example again. Consider a video 
that shows two pool balls bouncing, while the image showing the "route" of one of the 
balls is represented by an animated sequence. Instead of a sequence of static images, 
the ball is visualized by animation, drawing the route of the balls as they bounce across 
the table. In this example, each "out-of-sync" effect can be perceived immediately. In 
order for humans to perceive the ball as a motion picture, the ball has to be visible in 
several consecutive images at slightly shifted positions. A satisfactory result can be 
achieved if the ball moves to a different position by a distance corresponding to its 
diameter in each of the three consecutive frames. A lower rate could cause a continuity 
problem, which can often be observed when watching a tennis match on television. As 
each frame takes approx. 40 ms and three consecutive images are required, a skew of 
120 ms appears to be acceptable. This very close synchronization is appropriate in the 
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example used here. Other examples for a combination of video and animation are 
movies with computer-generated characters, e.g., "Jurassic Park". 

Multimedia systems also include real-time processing of control data. Tele-sur
gery is a good example for the representation of graphical information based on mea
surements from syringes or similar medical instruments. However, note that no general 
time requirements can be stated for this type of applications, because the skew depends 
mainly on the application itself. Table 8-2 shows a summary of the requirements to the 
synchronization quality of two linked media objects. 

Media Objects Mode, Application QoS 

Video Anima- Correlated +/-
tion 120ms 

Audio Lip synchronization +/-80 ms 

Image Overlay +/-
240ms 

Non-overlay +/-
500ms 

Text Overlay +/-
240ms 

Non-overlay +/-
500ms 

Audio Anima- Events-correlated +/-80ms 
tion 

Audio Closely coupled (stereo) +/-11 f.1S 

Loosely coupled (e.g., dialog mode among several +/-
participants) l20ms 

Loosely coupled (e.g ., background music) +/-
500ms 

Image Closely coupled (e.g., music with notes) +/-5 ms 

Loosely coupled (e.g., slide show) +/-
500ms 

Text Audio comment +/-
240ms 

Pointer Audio in relation to the displayed object -500 IDS 

+750ms 

Table 8-2 Service quality requirements for the synchronization of two media objects. 
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8.2.5 Analysis of Existing Synchronization Mechanisms 

This section includes a short presentation of the results from a comparison of the syn
chronization of multimedia LDUs with the well-known mechanisms for inter-process 
communication and inter-process synchronization. We will concentrate on the methods 
used in this analysis. 

One of the first steps involves the identification of concrete applications and 
system configurations. Currently, multimedia aspects by the definition used in this 
book, in combination with the communication between several computers have been 
used seldom. This initial step also collects the requirements. For example, it was deter
mined to what extent interrelated voice and motion pictures can be apart in terms of 
time before it is found annoying. [Syn88] describes an upper limit of 150 ms, but more 
recent values verified on the basis of this work suggest 80 ms (see also Section 8.2.2). 

The next step attempts to use existing synchronization mechanisms. One of the 
first questions to be solved is whether or not existing mechanisms would meet all 
requirements of this new environment. If the answer is positive, then we need to verify 
whether or not the interesting applications and system configurations will live up to 
these requirements. 

Considering that the analysis of existing concepts did not supply a satisfactory 
solution, the next step involved an extraction of the properties of existing mechanisms, 
and then comparing them with the multimedia requirements. For example, one property 
was the blocking or non-blocking of processes. The properties known from the litera
ture were complete within the scope of this analysis (see Table 8-3). A detailed descrip
tion of all characteristics with regard to multimedia systems is found in [Ste90]. We will 
discuss the behavior of processes when waiting for a synchronization event as a repre
sentative example. 

In some mechanisms for inter-process communication and inter-process synchro
nization, processes can be blocked while waiting for a synchronization event. In this 
case, the executing process will be stopped until the corresponding synchronization 
event occurs. In a communication relationship, both the sending and the receiving pro
cess can be blocked, while other mechanisms do not block processes. In one method, all 
processes continue computing until the amount of available resources left is insuffi
cient. In this context, resources could be storage space used for message exchange. 
Subsequently, any reset operation as may be necessary will be executed; there is no 
blocking at the time of synchronization. Yet another method blocks the simulation pro
cesses at the synchronization time, if the synchronization condition is not met. 

The approach described in this section to determine required synchronization 
properties led to the discovery of the gap problem (see Section 8.2.1) and to the specifi
cation of tolerable time intervals. 
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Property Characteristics 

Number of participating, always two one with many, many with 
interacting processes many with one many 

Behavior of a process while blocking non-blocking conditional blocking 
waiting for a synchronization (multimedia-specific) 
event 

Addressing of the process direct indirect 

Influence of external processes possible impossible 
on an existing synchronization 

Combination of elementary impossible at receiver at sender end at both, 
synchronization relationships end receiver and 

sender ends 

Sequence of combined pre-defined can be can be can be 
synchronization events defined with defined with defined with 

priorities conditions priorities and 
conditions 

Symmetry relationship with symmetric, multi-sided asymmetric, one-sided 
regard to the behavior of a synchronization, if all block synchronization 
process while waiting for a 
synchronization event 

Symmetry relationship when symmetric asymmetric 
adressing processes 

Symmetry relationship with symmetric asymmetric 
regard to the combination of 
elementary synchronization 
relationships 

Specification of time conditions impossible as a real- with time constraints 
time condi- (multimedia-specific) 
tion 

Type of contents of communicating data types including including including 
information (without pointers procedures procedures 

pointers) 

Time when type of communicating during specification at runtime 
information becomes known (translation) 

Table 8-3 Basic synchronization and communication properties. 
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8.3 Requirements to the Presentation 
The correct transmission of multimedia data at the user interface requires ynchroniza
tion. It is impossible to state an objective measure for the synchronization from the 
view of the subjective human perception. As the human perception differs from one 
person to another, only heuristic criteria can be defined as to whether or not a 
presentation stream is correct. 

Requirements to the presentation include the accuracy with regard to the presenta
tion of LDUs for intra-object synchronization, and the accuracy with regard to the par
allelism of the presentation of media objects for inter-object synchronization. In intra
object synchronization, we should attempt to avoid jitter or variance in an two 
consecutive LDUs. 

8.4 Reference Elements for Synchronization 

The previous sections studied temporal relationships between reference elements, with
out discussing these elements themselves. The reference elements discussed so far were 
LDUs, media, processes, and data streams; they were collectively called objects. 

8.5 Synchronization Types 

The following applications will be discussed: 

1. Two persons talk about a novel work piece or instrument and its instructions for 
use (text and pictures), each of the two sitting at their computers, which are con
nected. One of the two people has an option to use a camera to transmit a picture 
of the person itself or an initial production pattern via video. When the person is 
displayed, then there should be lip synchronism between the audio and the video 
data streams. When a person uses a pointer pointing to a picture or piece of text on 
the screen, then this should be time-coupled with the audio data stream. This 
means that the exact temporal reference between the pointer and the audio is very 
important (e.g., when the person says "At this point, you will see ... ", then the 
pointer should point to the correct place). 

2. A student sits at his or her computer studying an educational system that shows a 
fictitious trip into the world of the Mayas (Surrogate Travel) [Pre90]. This exam
ple is a particularly sophisticated form of a system designed by Intel in coopera
tion with the Bank Street College of Education, New York. Using a joystick, the 
student moves across a jungle, exploring old ruins of the Mayas. He or she can 
study details of interest more closely. The video is accompanied by jungle sounds. 
The user can observe the flora and fauna and activate a video museum any time to 
obtain further information about details. Such a system could form the basis of a 
comprehensive educational system with a structure of the lessions, pick up at spe
cific points after interruptions and use controls for the learning success. The goal 
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of this application is primarily to compose information from individual elements, 
where certain rules have to be observed. 

When analyzing the two examples more closely, we can see two types of 
synchronization, as described in [LG90], which will be explained in the following sub
sections. 

8.5.1 Live Synchronization-Overview 

The most important requirement in the first example is to present information to the 
respective partner in the temporal relationship in which is was created. For example, 
when one person points to a part of the instrument or the text, accompanied by a spoken 
explanation, then the pointing action should be presented simultaneously with the audio 
information. Relationships between media should be played back in the form in which 
they were created. For this reason, this type is also called live synchronization. Another 
example would be a video conference, where voice and motion pictures should be dis
played in the sequence of their creation (i.e., in an exact temporal reference). In a live 
synchronization, the information is normally created quasi at the time when they are 
presented. 

8.5.2 Synthetic Synchronization-Overview 

In the second example, independent information units are put in a suitable relationship 
during the presentation. This means that emphasis is placed on the synchronization of 
stored infonnation. This is often the case in retrieval systems. Individual information 
units are composed synthetically, so that this type is called synthetic synchronization 
[LG90]. Note that such individual information units can be components of more than 
one application. In addition, they may be stored on several computers. This type 
requires a suitable model to describe and manipulate synchronization conditions, using 
operators like parallel, sequential, or independent [LG90, PGKK88]. Appropriate 
specification methods can be developed within the scope of information architectures or 
system interfaces [Nic90]. For example, CD-ROMs and suitable compression methods 
are such systems, and they are readily available. 

From the synchronization perspective, some applications like video conferencing, 
which involves the editing of a multimedia document, are very demanding. This docu
ment could also contain various audio and video parts. In this case, both synthetic syn
chronization and live synchronization could occur individually or jointly. 

8.5.3 Variants of Live Synchronization 

The previous examples demonstrated that live synchronization normally occurs in con
versation services. When considering an interaction model between sources and sinks, 
then the functionality of a volatile input occurs always at the sources, while the repre-
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sentation occurs at the corresponding data sinks. A common temporal context between 
two or more information flows at the sources and sinks will help to better explain how 
temporal references among LDUs is achieved. 

Consider the use of a model. A source in this model represents an acoustic sensor 
for audio and an optical sensor for video. The sink is also a converter of the respective 
medium. A connection is the data path between one or several sources and one or sev
eral sinks, and can represent an exclusive local communication. For this reason, it does 
not necessarily have to connect source(s) and sink(s) residing on different computer 
systems (see Figure 8-23). 

source sink source / sink 

Figure 8-23 Live synchronization over direct connection. 

8.5.3.1 Live Synchronization with Spatial Skew 

This first type of live synchronization characterizes the transmission of information 
with a spatial skew between the source and the sink (see Figure 8-24). The signals cre
ated at the source should be played back at the sink as true to nature as possible. The 
only way for the sink to influence this data flow is to initiate an adaptation between 
source and sink. Such an adaptation can refer to several aspect, e.g., the resolution of 
images or the refresh rate. If, for a video conference, the source requires a video image 
to have a resolution of only 128 x 128 pixels and 15 pictures per second, then the 
sender could set the encoding accordingly. This helps save bandwidth in the data trans
mission. Note that there is no actual control of the data flow. The data are represented in 
the rate used to record the information in the system. 

source sink 

Figure 8-24 Live synchronization with spatial skew. 

8.5.3.2 Live Synchronization with Temporal Decoupling 

A second type of live synchronization is achieved by temporal decoupling between 
source(s) and sink(s) (see Figure 8-25). More specifically, the system stores the data 
input at the sources and outputs them at a later point in time. One application example 
for this live synchronization type would be if we record a transmission and reproduce it 
later at a remote location. When recording, the temporal references between the set of 
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data streams have to be included. In this first phase, the data input represents the source 
and the storage represents the sink. A subsequent reproduction interprets this informa
tion and ensures live synchronization between the data streams. In the second phase, the 
playback of the stored information represents the source, while the actual presentation 
represents the sink. 

1st phase 2nd phase 

source sink 

storage 

Figure 8-25 Live synchronization with temporal decoupling. 

In contrast to the first example, this approach includes some minor interaction between 
the sink and the source (i.e., the stored information). In fact, the speed can vary between 
the display of a single image, the slow-motion, and the quick-motion in both directions 
(forward and backward). This interaction is controlled by the application at the sink. 
Also, this approach allows optional access. The goal of live synchronization is always 
concentrated on the correct temporal playback of the interrelated information flows. 
The temporal references are fixed in advance, i.e., determined by how they were 
recorded. 

source 

sinks 

storage 

Figure 8-26 Three sinks connected over a multicast connection. 

If we generalize the communication structure of live synchronization from a point-to
point relationship to a relationship between one source and multiple sinks, then an 
interaction would always affect all sinks. Consider a highly compressed scene of a 
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soccer game stored on hard disk and a multicast connection connecting 3 sinks (see 
Figure 8-26). If one of these sinks activates a slow-motion event, then the other sinks 
would see the same. 

When information from multiple sources is played back at one sink, then we 
would first have to explicitly request a live synchronization, because the data streams 
are combined only at the sink, i.e., at the location and time of presentation. Another 
requirement would be to play back the information in the way it was created at these 
sources in terms of temporal relationship. This means that a temporal reference has to 
be made through local distribution. An interaction between the sink and the set of 
sources will then be similar to a spatial skew. 

In Summary, we can see that the primary requirement, i.e., live synchronization, 
in any variant is as good a true playback of LOU relationships, which were created with 
temporal and/or spatial skews. The degree of a possible interaction between sink and 
source is a secondary characteristic. This means that, in the simplest case, the sink 
could just represent all data streams and LOU relationships created at the source. If 
there is an option for additional interaction, such as starting and stopping, slow motion 
and quick motion, etc., then this has to be taken into account during the 
synchronization. 

8.5.4 Synthetic Synchronization 

In contrast to live synchronization, the main goal in synthetic synchronization is not the 
true playback of LOU relationships, but instead its flexible handling. 

1. Temporal relationships between LOUs are specified during the definition phase. 
The following example shows this process for the creation of a multimedia mes
sage. In this example, four voice-encoded messages were recorded; the messages 
describe each a single element of an engine. This engine turns once by 360 
degrees in an existing motion picture sequence. A software tool is used to produce 
the relationships between the video sequence images and the audio information. 
Finally, a short letter is added to the message, before it is sent. 

2. Previously defined synchronization relationships are evaluated and implemented 
during the presentation phase. In our example, the multimedia message was 
received and is ready to be represented. For this purpose, the user could read the 
cover letter and then start the motion picture information. When the user displays 
one of the described views, the video stream is stopped and the audio segment 
starts playing. This happens implicitly by evaluating a previously defined LOU 
relationship. 

When taking a closer look at the definition phase, we notice the difference between 
explicit and implicit definition. The explicit synchronization is defined by the creator of 
the relationship (see the above example, or the definition with the independent, 
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sequential, and parallel operators in Figure 8-27). An implicit definition is done 
directly by the multimedia system. This process was described in connection with live 
synchronization, so that it will not be repeated here. 

Video 

Figure 8-27 Synthetic synchronization; example of a definition. 

One important characteristic refers to the time when the live synchronization is defined. 
Normally, this is done when the information is created, but it could also be done during 
the presentation. 

We will now consider an example where a travel agency maintains timetable 
information on a computer. When a request is made, the system outputs a piece of text 
and some voice information. In this example, the system does not use all options for 
complete collection of information; instead, the process is defined when the multimedia 
information is created. The final synchronization relationships are created 
automatically during the presentation phase. 

8.5.4.1 Defining a Synthetic Synchronization 

A synthetic synchronization can be defined in many different ways. All the methods 
available to define a synthetic synchronization relate directly to existing information 
technologies (e.g., database or office automation systems): 

• Databases can be used to express relationships through relations. A relation can 
be thought of as a temporal link, which is interpreted accordingly by a multimedia 
database system. A query language can then be used to embed such a synthetic 
synchronization. This specification could also be written by use of time-specific 
Petri networks (see Section 8.9.3), which are translated into a relational schema 
[Lit91]. 

• Hypertext documents use links to create relationships between the information 
units they manage. Such a link could also include the required temporal 
relationships in hypermedia documents. 
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• Dedicated multimedia editors normally allow the definition of this type of rela
tionships. [BHL91] introduces such a tool with regard to synchronization. Exist
ing products include languages and other methods to define synthetic 
synchronization [Moo90]. 

In the simplest case, a previously defined sequence, based on synthetic synchronization, 
with the given relationships can be played back during the presentation phase. These 
relationships are fixed and can not be changed, or should not be changed. Note that this 
does not violate the user's option to navigate through multimedia information. 
However, existing temporal references should not be changed. 

In a more complex environment, it is possible to define an independent synthetic 
synchronization during the presentation time. In this case, the information and its 
temporal reference to other information units can be changed by the reader 
interactively. 

Neither of these two options offer the desired solution. We want to be able to both 
predefine a fixed synthetic synchronization and to change it during the presentation. 

The two previous sections emphasized the set of characteristics of the two syn
chronization types. Live synchronization is merely the natural playback of various 
information relationships that existed in advance and/or remotely. The important point 
is here that the implementation should be hidden from the user. This aspect could be 
considered as part of the synthetic synchronization. More specifically, the multimedia 
system creates the relationships during the definition phase itself and presents them 
later without any interaction options worth mentioning. In synthetic synchronization, 
the requirement for a flexible definition method is important, in addition to the 
representation. 

8.6 System Components Involved in Synchronization 

In this section, we will first deal with live synchronization. We can assume that multi
media applications will always use multiple media. Therefore, these applications nor
mally use one or both synchronization types. However, the use of temporal 
relationships occurs on very different levels. The actual requirements arise at the user 
interface, where all references between the media have to be represented correctly. For 
this reason, we may assume that these references do not have to be evaluated at any 
other point of the system. The same applies to the presentation of synthetic synchroni
zation. The definition of synchronization relationships has to be embedded in the 
information architectures and the corresponding tools. 

One of the prerequisites for successful live synchronization is that ideal system 
components, such as storage media with capacities in the gigabyte range, guaranteed 
real-time behavior, high data transfer rates for motion pictures, and fast optional access, 
are available, particularly for the presentation. Real system components limit their stor-
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age capacity for continuous media and have a very limited data transfer rate with regard 
to video. For this reason, various parts of computer systems are involved in the 
synchronization process: 

• For example, if we were to create an audiovisual tutorial in acceptable quality we 
would have to expect very high storage cost, even when using a high compression 
rate, i.e., at least approx. 650 Mbps per hour. Optical storage devices offer the 
benefit for playback at much less cost, compared to other random-access storage 
media. However, random positioning of the laser takes about 120 ms (due to the 
change in the speed of revolution and positioning of the laser over the correspond
ing block). For this reason, previously random-stored data streams cannot be com
bined on CDs for playback. To achieve temporal synchronization, the information 
has to be stored in an interleaved way. This requirement may have to be taken into 
account when a live synchronization is created. 

• Other hardware components are only indirectly relevant for synchronization. Each 
component should offer a guaranteed data transfer rate, ideally with constant end
to-end delay. The requirements in this respect are similar to real-time require
ments [SH91], having an effect on bus systems and storage components. 

• Multimedia database systems can be used to maintain and manage these data vol
umes [Mey91]. Live synchronization can be defined by use of relations and as an 
integral part of query languages. These relationships have to be interpreted 
correctly when synchronized data are reproduced. 

• The operating system is responsible for the management of audio and video 
devices used for input and output, and ensures that the required resources are 
available for processing. This type of resource management includes the reserva
tion and actual management (scheduling) with an efficient internal data flow, 
adapted to the multimedia requirements. Synchronization requirements have to be 
communicated to the operating system, so that appropriate actions can be taken. 
For example, if a piece of text is to appear concurrently with the display of a 
specific single image in a specific window, then the operating system can call the 
function selected by the user while it processs the image. Naturally, an appropriate 
interface has to be available to define such requirements. 

For data transmission between multiple computers, the connecting networks and proto
cols have to be appropriately designed. If we transfer data streams from multiple media 
over different transport connections, then the following aspects should be taken into 
account: Individual protocol data units (PDUs) should ideally be transmitted over the 
same path between a source and one or several sinks; otherwise excessive jitter with 
increased storage requirement and increased end-to-end delay would result. All proto
col data units of the connections relating to the live synchronization would have to meet 
this requirement. If the live synchronization flows over different connections, then it is 
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very difficult to ensure suitable QoS parameters. Current protocols do not well support 
a live synchronization between several connections. 

This brief excursion into the functions required in different components of a 
computer system lets assume that neither of the two synchronization types can be fully 
implemented today. However, if we are ready to make compromises with regard to the 
maximum requirements of live synchronization and synthetic synchronization (e.g., 
only selected applications should use this functionality), then current implementations 
are indeed possible. 

The following section describes various possibilities to define relationships 
between LDUs, which have been implemented in the prototypes mentioned earlier. 

8.7 A Reference Model for Multimedia Synchronization 
A reference model helps to understand the large number of requirements to multimedia 
synchronization. Such a model is useful to identify the structure of runtime mechanisms 
and the interfaces between runtime mechanisms, and to compare system solutions for 
multimedia synchronization systems. 

We will first discuss existing classification methods, and then present a four-layer 
model, which can be used to classify multimedia synchronization systems. Considering 
that many multimedia synchronization mechanisms work in a network environment, we 
will also discuss special synchronization tasks in a distributed environment, and how 
they relate to the reference model. 

8.7.1 Existing Classification Methods 

An extensive classification method was introduced by Little and Ghafoor [LG90]. This 
method distinguishes between a physical level, a system level, and a human level, but 
does not include a detailed description of classification criteria. Other classification 
methods distinguish between intra-stream (fine-grained) synchronization and inter
stream (coarse-grained) synchronization, or between live and synthetic synchronization 
[LG90, SM92b]. 

The model proposed by Gibbs, Breiteneder and Tschichritzis [GBT93] maps a 
synchronized media object to a non-interpreted byte stream. In this model, the multime
dia objects consist of derived media objects, composed of rearranged media sequences, 
e.g., scenes from a complete video. The components of these media sequences are 
themselves components of a non-interpreted byte stream. 

Ehley, Furth and Ilyas [EFI94] classify inter-media synchronization technologies 
that can be used to control jitter (delay variation) between media streams, depending on 
the type and location of the synchronization control. They distinguish between distrib
uted control based on protocols and distributed control based either on servers or on 
nodes without server structure. For local synchronization control, the authors classify 
the control on various levels, using local servers. 
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These classification methods seem to be orthogonal. Each method deals only with 
a few specific aspects. These methods do not meet the requirements we identified above 
for a synchronization reference model. A better method called three-layer classification 
method was proposed by Meyer, Effelsberg and Steinmetz [MES93]. The three layers 
are: 

• The media layer for intra-stream synchronization of continuous media. 
• The stream layer for inter-stream synchronization of media streams. 
• The object layer for presentation, including the presentation of continuous media 

objects and the specification layer to process complex multi-stream multimedia 
applications. 

Typical objects and operations are identified on each layer. In addition, the application 
has access on each of these layers, either directly or indirectly over a higher layer. This 
method meets the requirements identified for a reference model, so that we will discuss 
this model in more detail below. 

Figure 8-28 shows a four-layer synchronization reference model. Each layer 
implements synchronization mechanisms supplied by a suitable interface. These inter
faces can be used to specify and/or implement temporal relationships. Each interface 
defines services, i.e., it offers the user options to define his or her requirements. An 
interface can also be used either directly by the application or by the next higher layer 
to implement an interface. Higher layers implement a programming capability to a 
higher abstraction level and QoS abstractions. 

I multimedia application I 
t 

I specification layer 

j object layer 

I tream layer 

I media layer 

Figure 8-28 A four-layer reference model. 
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This section describes the typical objects and operations for each layer in the four-layer 
synchronization model shown in Figure 8-28. The semantics for objects and operations 
are the main criteria to ensure that they can be assigned to one of the layers. 
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Detailed programming examples that can be derived from a real interface are sup
plied by an interface, a prototype, or a standard. They demonstrate how these methods 
support a subsequent synchronization process. The scenario of the programming exam
ples given here is to display subtitles during the playback of a digital movie, where 
these subtitles have to appear at predefined times. 

8.7.2.1 Media Layer 

On the media layer, an application handles one single continuous media stream as an 
LDU sequence. The abstraction offered by this layer is a device-independent interface 
with operations like read (device-handle, LOU) and write (device-handle, LOU). 

Systems like the Audio Device System of Sun [TP91] offering such types of interfaces 
have been available since the beginning of the nineties. 

To build a continuous media stream that uses the abstractions supplied by the 
media layer, an application runs one process for each stream in the form shown in the 
following example: 

window = open("Videodevice")i \\ Create a video output window 
movie = open("File")i \\ Open the video file 
while (not eof(movie)) { \\ Loop 

read (movie, &ldu)i \\ Read LOU 
if (ldu.time == 20) \\ Start the presentation 

print("Subtitle l")i \\ of the synchronized subtitles 
else if (ldu.time == 26) 

print ( "Subti tle 2") i 

write (window, ldu)i}\\ Present LOU 
close(window)i\\ 
Close window close (movie) i \\ Close file 

The process continues reading and writing LDUs as long as there are data available. 
The synchronous retrieval of a subtitle is controlled by the timestamps contained in the 
LDUs. An LDU will be retrieved if its timestamp has a specific value. 

The application that uses this layer is responsible for resynchronization. For this 
purpose, it can use mechanisms for flow control between one generating and one con
suming device. When several streams run in parallel, then the common use of resources 
may impair their real-time requirements. Normally, a resource reservation and manage
ment system is used to maintain the intra-stream synchronization [VHN92]. The oper
ating system ensures the correct temporal handling of the relevant processes in real
time [MSS92]. In older systems, we also have to take the network components into 
account [AHS90, Fer9l]. In the special case of lip synchronization, inter-stream syn
chronization could be implemented in a relatively easy way, i.e., by interleaving the 
simultaneous audio and video frames in the same LDU, e.g., in the form of an MPEG 
data stream. Note that the application continues displaying discrete media objects and 
user interventions. 
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Implementations of the media layer can be either in a simple form, or allow access 
to interleaved media streams. 

8.7.2.2 Stream Layer 

The stream layer deals with continuous media streams and media stream groups. A 
group presents all streams in parallel by using mechanisms for inter-stream synchroni
zation. The abstraction supplied by the stream layer is called streams with time parame
ters. The quality of service relates to parameters for inter-stream synchronization 
within a stream and inter-stream synchronization between the streams of the group. 

Continuous media in the stream layer are referred to as a data flow, which is 
subject to implicit temporal constraints: individual LDUs are not visible. Streams are 
processed in a real-time environment (RTE) , where each process is limited by well
defined time specifications [Her92]. On the other side, the applications using the stream 
layer service run in a non real-time environment (NRTE), where the processes of events 
are controlled by the time management of the operating system. 

Typical operations an application could call to control streams and groups within 
the NRTE include start (stream), stop (stream), create_group (list_of_streams), 

start (group), and stop (group). The interaction with discrete media objects and user 
interventions is implemented by appending events to the continuous media streams, 
e.g., setcuepoint (stream/group, at, event). Such an event is sent to the applica
tion whenever the stream reaches a previously specified point during the playback 
phase. In this layer, the application is also responsible for each discrete media object 
and the processing of user interventions. This leads to various application interfaces for 
continuous and discrete media, and user interventions. 

The following example shows the use of the stream layer over a string command 
interface supplied by the MMPM: 

open digitalvideo alias ex \\ Create video descriptor 
load ex video.avs \\ Assign file to video descriptor 
setcuepoint ex at 20 return 1 \\ Define event 1 for subtitle 1 
setcuepoint ex at 26 return 2 \\ Define event 2 for subtitle 2 
setcuepoint ex on \\ Activate 
cuepoint events play ex\\ Start playing 

switch read event() { \\ Event handling 
case 1: display("Subtitle 1") \\ If event 1 show subtitle 1 
case 2: display("Subtitle 2") \\ If event 2 show subtitle 2 

The skip/pause algorithm introduced in [AH91] provides a detailed discussion how 
such a behavior can be implemented. The so-called Orchestration Service (see 
Section 8.10.5) [CGCH92] and the synchronization mechanism in ACME [AH91] (see 
Section 8.10.7) support stream-layer abstractions for distributed multimedia systems. 
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The stream-layer abstraction was derived from an abstraction normally supplied 
by the integration of analogous media in a computer system. The Muse and Pygmalion 
systems, which are part of the Athena project developed by MIT [HSA89], or the DiME 
system [SM92b] transport continuous media over separate channels through the com
puter. The connected devices can be controlled by sending commands over the RS-
232C interface to start and stop media streams. In such systems, the live synchroniza
tion between multiple continuous media streams is implemented directly by dedicated 
process units. Stream-layer implementations can be distinguished by their support of 
distribution with regard to the guarantees they offer, and with regard to the type of 
streams they support (analogous and/or digital). 

An application that uses the stream layer is responsible for starting, stopping, and 
grouping streams and for the definition of the quality of service required for temporal 
parameters supported by the stream layer. In addition, it has to organize the 
synchronization with other discrete media objects. 

8.7.2.3 Object Layer 

The object layer deals with all kinds of media and hides the differences between 
discrete and continuous media from the user. 

The abstraction given by an application is that of a complete and synchronized 
presentation. This layer accepts a synchronization specification as its input and is 
responsible for the correct scheduling (time plan) of the entire presentation. In this 
respect, the abstractions are similar to those of the object model, which is discussed in 
[Ste90]. 

The object layer assumes the task of closing the gap between the runtime require
ments of a synchronized presentation and the requirements of stream-oriented services. 
The object layer offers functions to calculate and execute complete presentation 
sequence schedules, including the presentation of non-continuous media objects. In 
addition, the object layer initiates preparatory actions required to achieve a correctly 
synchronized presentation. The object layer does not deal with inter-stream and intra
stream synchronization; it uses the services of the stream layer for this purpose. 

One example for the integration of this layer is the MHEG specification. The 
objective of the MHEG standards is to encode multimedia and hypermedia information 
objects for presentation. We will give a simplified example how the scenario described 
above can be encoded in MHEG. Our example below uses a simple notation to 
demonstrate the basics of this reference model. 

Composite { \\ Composite object 
start-up link \\ How to start the 
\\ presentation 
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viewer start-up viewer-list \\ Virtual views on 
Viewerl: reference to Componentl\\ component objects 
Viewer2: reference to Component2 
Viewer3: reference to Component3 
Componentl \\ Component objects 
reference to content "movie. avs " \\ of the composite 
Component2 
reference to content "subtitlel" 
Component3 
reference to content "Subtitle2" 
Linkl \\ Temporal relations 
"when timestone status of Viewerl 
becomes 20 then start Viewer2" 
Link2 "when timestone status of Viewerl 
becomes 26 then start Viewer3" 

One possible implementation of the object layer is the MHEG runtime system called 
MHEG Engine. This engine evaluates the status of the objects and executes operations 
(actions), e.g., to prepare, start, stop, or destroy objects. For continuous media objects, 
the start operation can be mapped to the initiation of a media stream in the stream layer. 
For a discrete media object, this requires that the object is available. Preparatory times 
are required, e.g., to allow the stream layer to build a stream connection, or to prepare 
for the presentation in case of discrete media objects, e.g., to adapt the colors of an 
object to the colors supported by the output device. Such a preparation is started by the 
prepare action. 

Implementations of the object layer can be divided with regard to the distribution 
options and the presentation of the calculated schedules. More specifically, we distin
guish whether the implementation calculates a schedule and, if it does, whether the 
schedule is calculated before the presentation or at runtime. With regard to the distribu
tion, implementations can be local, or distributed within a server structure, or fully 
distributed without any constraints. The application that uses the object layer is respon
sible for delivering a synchronization specification. 

8.7.2.4 Specification Layer 

The specification layer is an "open" layer, which means that it does not provide for an 
explicit interface. This layer includes applications and tools that can be used to generate 
synchronization specifications. Such tools include editors for synchronization and mul
timedia document and authoring systems, and tools used to convert specifications into 
an object-layer format. For example, such a conversion tool could be a formatting pro
gram for multimedia documents, creating a specification, similar to those proposed by 
[Mar91]. 

An example for synchronization editors is the synchronization editor included in 
the MODE system (see Section 8.10.4) [BHLM92], which can be used to specify the 
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synchronization example given in Figure 8-13. A graphical interface lets the user select 
video and text objects, which should be used to display a video preview, to select the 
matching times when the subtitles should be displayed, to specify the temporal relation
ships, and to store the synchronization specification. 

In addition, the specification layer is responsible for the mapping of the QoS 
requirements of the user interface to the QoS offered to interface the object layer. 

The methods used to specify synchronization can be grouped into the following 
main categories: 

• Interval-based specifications, which allow the specification of temporal relation
ships between the time intervals of the presentation of media objects. 

• Axis-based specifications, which set the presentation results in relation to the axes, 
which are used jointly by the presentation objects. 

• Control-flow-based specifications, where the presentation flow is synchronized at 
specific synchronization points. 

• Events-based specifications, where the events of the presentation of media are 
stated to trigger presentation actions. 

8.7.3 Synchronization in a Distributed Environment 

The synchronization in a distributed environment is generally more complex than in a 
local environment. This is mainly due to the distributed storage of the synchronization 
information and different storage locations of the media objects embedded in the pre
sentation. The communication between a storage medium and the presentation unit 
introduces additional delays and jitter. Often, there is also a problem with the 
communication patterns of different participants. 

8.7.3.1 Transporting the Synchronization Specification 

The presentation component at the sink needs a synchronization specification at the 
time when an object is to be represented, which means that the synchronization specifi
cation has to be transferred to the sink. We distinguish between three main approaches 
for the transmission of synchronization requirements to the sink: 

• Transmission of the entire synchronization information before a presentation is 
started. This approach is used frequently for synthetic synchronization. Normally, 
the application at the sink accesses the specification or a reference to the specifica
tion at the object-layer interface. The implementation of this approach is simple. 
With multiple sources, it allows easy handling of the media objects. The drawback 
of this approach is the delay caused by the transport of the synchronization speci
fication before the presentation, particularly if the specification is stored in 
another location. The synchronization specification is transmitted by a component 
that resides in the object layer or in a higher layer. 
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• Use of an additional synchronization channel. This approach is shown in Figure 
8-29; it is meaningful only if there is one single source. The approach is preferred 
for live synchronization, where synchronization information are not known in 
advance. This method does not introduce any additional delays. The drawback of 
this approach is that an additional communication channel is required, and this 
channel could introduce errors due to delays or a loss of synchronization specifi
cation units. This approach often neglects that the information for a given object 
has to be decoded in the synchronization channel, before that object can be pre
sented, so that data communication over this channel has to maintain a certain 
temporal behavior. In addition, there may be problems when synchronized media 
objects originating from multiple sources have to be handled. The synchronization 
channel has to be managed by the object layer and eventually be supported by the 
stream layer, if streams are defined. 

VIdeo 

source audIO sink 

synchromzatlOn 

Figure 8-29 Use of a separate synchronization channel. 

• Multiplexing data streams. The main benefit of multiplexing data streams over a 
communication channel (see Figure 8-30) is that the synchronization information 
can be transmitted together with the media units, so that no additional synchroni
zation channel is needed. In addition, this approach does not introduce any addi
tional delay. A major problem with this approach is that it can be difficult to select 
an optimum quality of service meeting the needs of all media involved. The syn
chronization information can also cause problems when the multiplexed media 
streams originate from several sources, which means that the stream layer is also 
involved. The use of multiplexed data streams can be implied by encoding stan
dards, e.g., MPEG. MPEG defines an image stream, combining video, audio, and 
the related synchronization information. For this reason, this type of image stream 
can be thought of as one single medium in the stream layer. This type of stream 
can also be used for the synchronization to other media. 

video 

source multiplexed audio sink 

synchronization 

Figure 8-30 Multiplexed data streams, including both payload and synchronization 
information. 
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Sometimes it is possible to synchronize media objects by combining objects into one 
new object. This approach can be used to reduce communication resources, as shown in 
Figure 8-31. In this example, one animation and two bitmaps, which should overlay a 
video sequence, are mixed at the source to form a new video object, reducing the 
bandwidth requirements. 
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Figure 8-31 Arrangement of synchronization operations. 

The combination of objects, including discrete media objects, has to be supported by 
the object layer, while the stream layer has to support the connection of media streams 
and the mixing of audio channels. 

8.7.3.2 Clock Synchronization 

The synchronization accuracy between the clocks of the source and the sinks is impor
tant, particularly in distributed systems. The temporal relationships have to be known in 
many synchronization schemes. This knowledge forms the basis for a global synchroni
zation scheme using timers and schemes, so that operations on distributed units can be 
coordinated in terms of time. This ensures timely transmission and the coordination of 
operations so that they will not be executed too early, which would cause a buffer over
flow. 

This problem is particularly critical when different sources have to be synchro
nized (see Figure 8-32). When a synchronized audio/video presentation should start at 
time Tav at the sink, then the audio transmission at source A has to begin at time Ta = 
Tva - NJa - 0a' where NJa is the known network delay, Oa is the clock offset at the 
source, and A is the clock offset at the sink. At a source, B, the transmission begins at 
time Tv = Tav - N/v - Oll' 
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Figure 8-32 Synchronizing clocks in a distributed environment. 

The offsets 0 a and Ov are unknown. The resulting problem of timely transmission to 
the sink can be solved, if the maximum possible values of Oa and Ov are known. It is 
possible to allocate buffer capacities at the sink and to start the audio and video trans
mission in advance to ensure that the required media units will be available in time. The 
required buffer capacities at the sink depend on the possible matching (under the 
assumption that the buffer capacities are limited), so that it is important to limit the 
maximum offset. This can be achieved by using a clock synchronization protocol, e.g., 
the Network Time Protocol [MiI91]. This type of protocol allows to synchronize clocks 
with an accuracy in the range of 10 ms. When using radio time signals, which are also 
used by radio clocks, then the accuracies are below a range of milliseconds [MiI93]. 
This accuracy is considered appropriate for global timer synchronization of for distrib
uted operation schedules. 

The correct temporal transmission of the LDUs of a stream is a task assumed by 
the stream layer, which has to process the clock offset, while the object layer is 
responsible for timely transmission of discrete media objects. 

8.7.3.3 Multiple Communication Relationships 

Figure 8-33 shows a few communication patterns. Patterns with multiple sinks require 
the use of multicast and broadcast mechanisms at runtime to reduce the demand of 
resources (particularly network resources). In addition, inefficient multiple executions 
of the same operations in different sinks should be avoided. The stream layer is respon
sible for stream multicasting, while the object layer is responsible for efficient schedul
ing of the execution of the operations in each of the alternative communication patterns. 
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Figure 8-33 Multiple communication relationships. 

8.7.3.4 Multi-step Synchronization 

Synchronization in a distributed environment is normally a process that involves sev
eral steps. During all these process steps, the synchronization has to be maintained such 
that the sink can perform the final synchronization. The process steps are as follows: 

• Synchronization during the acquisition of an object, e.g., during the digitization of 
video frames. 

• Synchronization of the information call, e.g., synchronized access to frames of a 
stored video. 

• Synchronization during the transmission of the LDUs to the network, e.g., trans-
mission of the frames of a video to the transport service of the interface. 

• Synchronization during the transport, e.g., when using isochronous protocols. 
• Synchronization of a sink, e.g., synchronized transmission to output devices. 
• Synchronization within the output devices. 

8.7.3.5 Manipulating a Presentation 

The support of functions to manipulate objects, e.g., pause, fast forward, and fast 
reverse, at different presentation speeds, with direct access, and stop and replay options 
is difficult in a distributed environment. The information required for this support has to 
be distributed over the entire environment. Objects that have been prepared for the pre
sentation in advance have to be deleted. Network connections may have changed, so 
that they have to be reestablished. For these reasons, it is difficult to avoid delays in the 
execution of these manipulation functions. 
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8.7.3.6 Consequences for Synchronization in a Distributed Environment 

To achieve synchronization in a distributed environment, many decisions have to be 
made, including the selection of the transport type for the synchronization specification. 
At runtime, decisions have to be made about the location of the synchronization opera
tions, which manage the clock offsets and handle the multicast and broadcast 
mechanisms. In particular, a coherent scheduling of the steps involved in the synchroni
zation process and for the required object operations, e.g., compression, have to be 
worked out. In addition, some operations for the manipulation of a presentation require 
additional new scheduling at runtime. 

In general, the execution of synchronized distributed presentations is a complex 
planning problem. The plan resulting from such a calculation is normally called 
schedule (time plan). 

8.7.4 Characteristics of the Synchronization Reference Model 

Layer Interface Abstraction Tasks 

Specification The tools supporting the tasks in Iditing 
this layer have no higher Formating 
interface. Mapping user-oriented QoS to the WaS 

abstraction in the object layer 

Object Synchronization specification Plan and coordinate presentation schedules 
Objects hiding the types of Initiate the presentation of continuous 
integrated media media objects in the stream layer 

Media-oriented QoS (with regard Initiate the presentation of discrete media 
to the acceptable skew and jitter) objects 

Initiate the preparatory presentation actions 

Stream Arrange streams and stream Reserve resources and schedule LDU 
groups processing 

Supply guarantees for intra-
stream synchronization 

Supply guarantees for inter-
stream synchronization 

Media Provide device-independent File and device access 
access to LDUs 

Supply guarantees for single 
LDU processing 

Table 8-4 Overview on the layers of the synchronization reference model. 
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The reference model used for synchronization allows to structure and classify syn
chronization systems. The identification of the interfaces and layers allows a combina
tion of existing solutions to form complete systems. Table 8-4 gives an overview of the 
interface abstractions and the tasks in all layers of this reference model. The classifica
tion of mechanisms and methods by each layer is summarized in Table 8-5. 

Layer Classification Mechanism or Method 

Specification Method for synchronization specification: 

Interval-based specification 

Axis-based specification 

Control-flow-based specification 

Events-based specification 

Tool type: 

Text tool box 

Graphical tool box 

Converter 

Object Distribution type: 

Local 

Distributed, with servers 

Distributed, without servers 

Schedule calculation type: 

No calculation 

Calculation at compile time 

Calculation at runtime 

Stream Distribution type: 

Local 

Distributed 

Type of QoS guarantees: 

No QoS guarantees 

QoS guarantees by resource reservation 

Media Accessible data type: 

Single-medium data 

Interleaved, complex data 

Table 8-5 Classification of mechanisms and methods in the layers. 
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8.8 Sychronization Specification 
The synchronization specification of a multimedia object describes all temporal depen
dencies of the embedded objects. It is generated by means of tools offered in the speci
fication layer and used at the interface to the object layer. The synchronization defines 
the entire presentation, so that it represents a central task in multimedia systems. The 
following list describes and evaluates the requirements to the synchronization specifica
tion and specification methods. 
A synchronization specification should consist of the following components: 

• Intra-object specification for the media objects embedded in the presentation. 
• Description of the QoS parameters for intra-object synchronization. 
• Specification of the inter-object synchronization for media objects embedded in 

the presentation. 
• Description of the QoS parameters for inter-object synchronization. 

The synchronization specification is part of the description of a multimedia object. In 
addition, it can describe the form to be used to represent a media object. For example, a 
piece of text could be written in the form of characters on the screen or generated as 
audio sequence. A specification can allow either of these two options or a choice of pre
sentation forms at runtime. 

For live synchronization, the temporal relationships are defined implicitly during 
the recording phase. The QoS requirements of each of the media involved are deter
mined at the beginning of the recording phase. 

If synthetic synchronization is applied, then the specification has to be explicitly 
created. The literature describes various methods that can be used to describe a syn
thetic synchronization process. Some of these methods will be introduced in the next 
section. 

8.8.1 Quality of Service in the Context of Synchronization 
The required quality of Service (QoS) depends on the media and application used. 

8.8.1.1 QoS for a Media Object 

The QoS specification for a media object includes the quality with regard to individual 
LDUs of a continuous media object and the accuracy required to meet the temporal 
relationships between the LDUs of that continuous media object. 

Table 8-6 shows a few QoS parameters for a media object. The white fields con
tain qualities that are independent of temporal relationships. The light gray boxes 
include time-dependent qualities under a limited influence by the presentation system, 
because the quality depends on a set of choices during the recording process. Normally, 
the presentation system indicates merely quality losses. The dark gray boxes show the 
time qualities potentially under the full control of the presentation environment. 
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Image 
Media (e.g., bitmap) Video Audio 

Q Color (chr minance, Color (chrominance, Linear or logarithmic 
luminance) luminance) ampling 

Re olution Re olution Sample ize 

Frame rate Sampling rate 

Jitter Jiner 

Error rate Error rate 

Table 8-6 Some QoS parameters for the presentation of a media object. 

8.8.1.2 QoS for Two Linked Media Objects 

Synchronization requirements can be expressed by a quality-of-service specification. A 
QoS parameter can define the acceptable skew within the media data involved, in par
ticular, it can define all possible synchronization limits. When audio and video compo
nents of a movie are stored as separate entries in a database, then lip synchronization 
may be an option to be considered, depending on the results mentioned in Section 8.2.2. 
In this connection, we will introduce the terms presentation-level synchronization and 
production-level synchronization: 

• Production-level synchronization refers to the quality of service to be guaranteed 
prior to presenting the data at the user interface. It typically includes the recording 
of synchronized data for later playback. The stored data should be recorded "in 
sync", i.e., without skew. This applies particularly to situations where a file was 
stored in interleaved format. On the receiver side, the audiovisual information 
received is "in sync" with regard to the defined lip synchronization constraints. If 
we assume that the data are transmitted with a skew of +80 ms,and that audio and 
video LDUs are transmitted as one single multiplexed stream over the same trans
port connection, then this stream is represented "in sync". When the data are 
stored on hard disk and presented simultaneously at a local workstation and at a 
remote viewer site, then the QoS has to be specified for the correct transmission, 
i.e., between -160 ms and 0 ms. When the current skew is unknown, then this con
straint could be applied twice at the remote viewer's workstation, so that the data 
would not be "in sync". In general, data intended for later processing or editing 
should correspond to the quality of the production level, i.e., they should not have 
skews. 

• The presentation requirements discussed in Section 8.3 determine the presenta
tion-level synchronization. This synchronization defines requirements for the user 
interface. It considers no further processing of the synchronized data. Presenta-
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tion-Ievel synchronization concentrates on the human perception of the synchroni
zation. As shown in the previous section, recording of the current skew as part of 
control information facilitates the calculation of the required QoS requirement for 
the synchronization. This means that the QoS requirement of the synchronization 
is expressed by the admissible skew. The QoS values shown in Table 8-2 refer to 
the synchronization on the presentation level. Most values are results from com
prehensive experiments and practical experience, while others originate from the 
referenced literature source. They serve as a general guideline for any QoS speci
fication. In experiments for lip and pointer synchronization, it was found that 
many factors can influence these results. Nevertheless, these values can be 
generously used, depending on the actual contents. 

8.8.1.3 QoS for Multiple Linked Media Objects 

So far, we have studied media synchronization as a relationship between two different 
media or different data streams. This is the canonic basis for all types of media synchro
nization. In practice, however, we often have more than two linked data streams. A 
highly developed multimedia application scenario includes simultaneous handling of 
several sessions. As an example, consider a video conference where one window shows 
a speaker, accompanied by an audio broadcast from a pair of connected loudspeakers. 

Video and audio data are put in relation to each other on the basis of the lip syn
chronization requirements, while Audio and telepointers are put in relation by pointer 
synchronization. We can then simply combine media synchronization by linking video 
data with a telepointer. In this example, we define the following skew values: 

max skew (video ahead_of audio) = 80 ms 
max skew (audio ahead_of video) = 80 ms 
max skew (audio ahead_of pointer) = 740 ms 
max skew (pointer ahead_of audio) = 500 ms 

The above definition of skew values produces the following derived skew: 

skew (video ahead_of pointer) =< 820 ms 
skew (pointer ahead_of video) =< 580 ms 

In general, this requirement can be derived easily from an accumulation of the canonic 
skew, like in the above example. The information collected by grouping the media 
involved is important both for the user and for the multimedia system, which has 
provide the service according to these values. 

Sometimes, there are too many specifications for a synchronization skew, e.g., a 
language course including audio data in English and Spanish, and a patching video 
sequence. The language course could be structured so that video and audio should be 
lip-synchronized (+/-80 ms), regardless of the language. In addition, the phrases or sen
tences should be synchronized to ensure that the user can switch between the two lan
guages (in this case, we would select a value of 400 ms). Of course, lip synchronization 
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demands higher requirements than the synchronization between the languages, so that 
we would write the following skew specification (see Figure 8-34): 

l. max skew (video ahead_of audio_english) 80 ms 
2. max skew (audio_english ahead_of video) 80 ms 
3. max skew (video ahead_of audio_spanish) :: 80 ms 
4. max skew (audio_spanish ahead_of video) 80 ms 
5. max skew (audio_english ahead_of audio _spanish) 400 ms 
6. max skew (audio_spanish ahead_of audio _english) 400 ms 

740ms 500ms 
80m~/80ms 

Ft 1 
Pointer Video Audio Video Pointer 

Figure 8-34 Example specifying skew values. 

This specification consists of one set of linked requirements, which have to be fully 
met, so that we have to find the largest common denominator. For an arbitrary canonic 
form, we could calculate the derived skew values as follows: 

1+2+3+4: 
max skew (audio_english ahead_of audio_spanish) 
max skew (audio_spanish ahead_of audio_english) 

1+2+5+6: 
max skew (video ahead_of audio_spanish) 
max skew (audio_spanish ahead_of video) 

3+4+5+6: 

480 ms 
480 ms 

max skew (video ahead_of audio_english) :: 480 ms 
max skew (audio_english ahead_of video) = 480 ms 

In the second step, we select the most rigid requirements: 

l. max skew (video ahead_of aUdio_english) 80 
2. max skew (audio_english ahead_of video) 80 
3. max skew (video ahead_of audio_spanish) 80 
4. max skew (audio_spanish ahead_of video) :: 80 

ms 
ms 
ms 
ms 

5. max skew (audio_english ahead_of audio_spanish) 
6. max skew (audio_spanish ahead_of audio_english) 

160 ms 
160 ms 

160 
160 

ms 
ms 

In the next step, we can select an arbitrary set of synchronization requirements from the 
above derived calculations: 

max skew (video ahead_of audio _english) :: 80 ms 
max skew (audio_english ahead_of video) :: 80 ms 
max skew (audio_english ahead_of audio _spanish) 160 ms 
max skew (audio_spanish ahead_of audio _english) 160 ms 
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In summary, the procedures described above allow us to solve two related problems: 

• When the application demands a set of linked synchronization requirements to be 
met by a multimedia system, then we can find the requirements that are subject to 
the largest constraints. 

• When a set of individual synchronization requirements from different data 
streams is to be met, then we can calculate the required relationships between 
each pair of streams. 

Both tasks appear in complex systems, when the QoS requirements have to be 
estimated, calculated, or negotiated. The next section will deal with these issues. 

8.9 Specification Methods for Multimedia Synchronization 

Complex specifications for multiple object synchronizations, including user interaction, 
require highly developed specification methods. The following requirements should be 
met by such a specification method: 

• The method should support object consistency and maintenance of synchroniza
tion specifications. Media objects should be managed as logical units in the speci
fication. 

• The method should supply an abstraction of the contents of each media object. 
This abstraction should facilitate the specification of temporal relationships, refer
ring to a part of the media object, but continue handling the media object as a log
ical unit. 

• The method should allow easy description of all types of synchronization relation
ships. 

• The method should support the integration of continuous and discrete media 
objects. 

• The method should support the definition of QoS requirements, preferably 
expressed directly in the method. In addition, the method should support hierar
chical synchronization levels to facilitate the processing of large and complex syn
chronization scenarios. 

The following section evaluates specification methods based on the above criteria. 

8.9.1 Interval-based Specification 

An interval-based synchronization specification considers the duration of the presenta
tion of an object as an interval. Two time intervals can be synchronized in 13 different 
types, [A1l83, Ham72], where some of these types can be inverted. Figure 8-35 shows a 
section of seven non-inverted rates, according to [LG90]. A simple method for synchro
nization specification of two media objects is able to use these seven types. 
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before ~A'2l &"A~ 
starting 

ending 

switched 

~ 
~~~~ 
~~ 

Figure 8-35 Types of temporal relationships between two objects. 
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An improved interval-based model [WR94] is based on interval relations. More specifi
cally, it identifies 29 interval relations, which are defined as disjoint relations of the 
base interval relations. To facilitate the synchronization specification, ten operators are 
defined, which can then be used to edit these interval relations. These operations are 
shown in Figure 8-36. The duration of a presentation, A or B, a delay, dj, and a subgroup 
of +0, are not known in advance, because the duration of a presentation or a delay that 
may occur, are not predictable either. In addition, the operations before end-of, 

delayed, start in, end in, cross, and overlaps d i must not be O. 

operations with one delay parameter 

before (d1) before end of (d 1) 

operations with two delay parameters 

·fA 
starts in (d1,d2) 

operations with three delay parameters 

Figure 8-36 Operations used in the improved interval-based method. 
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This model can be used to specify a slide show with the slides slidei (1 ~ i ~ 1) and 
an audio object audio as follows: 

Slide1 co begin(O) Audio 
Slidei before(O) Slidei+1 . one piece missing here. 

The lip synchronization between an audio object audio and a video object video can be 
specified as follows: 

Audio while(O,O) Video. 

The application example shown in Figure 8-13 can be specified as follows: 

Audio1 while(O,O) Video 
Audio1 before(O) Recorded Interaction 
Recorded Interaction before(O) B1 
P1 before(O) P2 
P2 before(O) P3 
P3 before(O) Interaction 
P3 before(O) Animation 
Animation while(2,5) Audio2 
Interaction before(O) P4. 

This model allows us to define the duration of continuous and discrete media objects. 
This duration is used in the example to specify the presentation duration for the objects 
Slide! through Slide3. The duration of the user intervention is unknown, so that we 
can specify a duration of +0. 

One major advantage of this model is that it deals with LDUs of unknown dura
tion in an easy way, supporting user interaction. For example, we could specify addi
tional indeterminate temporal relationships simply by defining intervals for periods and 
delays. The disjoint relation of operators can be used to specify non-parallel presenta
tions. In summary, this is a very flexible model, allowing the specification of presenta
tions with many runtime presentation variants. 

Note that the model does not include skew specifications. Although temporal rela
tionships between media objects can be specified directly, it does not allow the specifi
cation of temporal relationships between subunits of objects. Such relationships have to 
be defined indirectly in the skew specification, like in the example with the while oper
ations for audio and animation, or by decomposing the objects. The flexibility of speci
fied presentations can lead to inconsistencies at runtime. For example, a non-parallel 
relation is defined for two video objects, A and B. At runtime, A could execute, while B 
could be linked to the end of a user intervention by a before (0) relation. Video B 
should start as soon as this user intervention ends. The problem is that it cannot start 
due to the non-parallel relation. To solve such problems, we have to define how to deal 
with such inconsistencies in the model; alternatively, we let them be detected and their 
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specifications rejected before runtime. It is easy to define hierarchies. The evaluation of 
the improved interval-based method is summarized in Table 8-7. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

Logical objects can be maintained. The specification is complex. 

Good abstraction of media contents. The skew QoS has to be specified 
separately. 

Easy integration of discrete objects. Allows direct specification of temporal 
relationships between media objects, 
but not for subunits of media objects. 

Easy integration of interactive objects. Resolution of unknown relations at 
runtime can cause inconsistencies. 

Supports the specification of unknown 
temporal relations. 

Table 8-7 Evaluation of the improved interval-based method. 

8.9.2 Axis-based Synchronization 

Axis-based synchronization means that presentation events, such as start and end of a 
presentation, are mapped to axes, which are common to all objects of a presentation. 

8.9.2.1 Synchronization Based on a Global Timer 

To implement a synchronization based on a global timer, all individual media objects 
are bound to an axis, representing an abstraction of the real world. This specification 
method is used in [HSA89], to name one example. This method describes the synchro
nization by linking all objects. They are mapped independently on a time axis. This 
means that the removal of one object does not influence the synchronization of the other 
objects. 

With some modifications, this type of specification can also be used in the model 
of [TGD91]. For this purpose, we could use a world time accessible to all objects. Each 
object can then map this world time to its local time, moving along its local time axis. If 
the difference between the world time and the local time exceeds a specified threshold 
value, then the local time has to be resynchronized to the world time. Such a time axis 
mechanism is also used in [DM92]. 

Synchronizing objects along a time axis facilitates also a very good abstraction of 
the internal structure of a single media object and integrates multimedia objects. The 
definition of the beginning of a subtitle presentation in relation to a scene in a video 
stream does not require any knowledge about the pertaining video frames. However, the 
synchronization can be defined only for fixed times, so that problems will arise when 
objects include LDUs with unknown duration. 
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In addition, a synchronization based on a global timer may not be sufficient to 
synchronize relationships between multiple presentation streams. Depending on the 
coherence of these presentation streams, the synchronization based on a common time 
axis could be either too strong or too weak. One solution to this problem is to define an 
additional QoS requirement for each pair of media streams. The use of global timers 
requires the media streams to be able to synchronize themselves to the global timer. 
This could be difficult for audio streams due to resampling problems. For this reason, 
many designs use the audio stream itself as a global timer. Note that this could still 
cause problems when several audio streams have to be synchronized. 

Figure 8-37 shows the specification for our application example from Figure 8-13. 
We can see that there is no intuitive way to deal with the unknown duration of a user 
interaction. Table 8-8 summarizes the evaluation of the time axis method. 

Recording UI Interaction 

-
Audio j PI P2 P3 Animation P4 

-

Video Audi02 

? 

Figure 8-37 Example for a time axis specification. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

Easy to understand. Objects with unknown duration cannot 
be integrated; expansions to this model 
are required. 

Supports easy implementation of hier- The QoS skew has to be defined 
archies. indirectly by a common time axis or 

additional QoS specification. 

Easy integration of discrete objects. 

Easy handling of objects thanks to 
mutual independence. 

Good abstraction of media contents. 

Table 8-8 Evaluating the synchronization based on timers. 
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8.9.2.2 Synchronization Based on Virtual Axes 

Virtual time axes like those used in the Athena project [HSA89] or in the HyTime stan
dard [Org92] are a generalization of the time axis approach. We can use this specifica
tion method to specify coordinated systems with user-defined measurement units. A 
synchronization specification is executed along these axes. In addition, it is possible to 
use several virtual axes to create a virtual coordination space. As an example, consider a 
music description with notes, as shown in Figure 8-38. The sound frequency is defined 
by the position on the notes line. Both the sequence and the duration are defined by the 
axis labeled with the time measurement unit. 

t Vutual .00, with pitch", m .. _. omit 

l") 0101 ~ 01 ~ 01 ~ 01 

Virtual axis with time as measuring unit 

Figure 8·38 Musical notes as an example for a virtual axis synchronization. 

These virtual axes are mapped to real axes at runtime. In the example shown in Figure 
8-38, the pitch axis is mapped to the audio frequency, and the time axis is mapped to a 
timer. If we want to implement the application example from Figure 8-13 by using this 
approach, we would specify a time axis and an interaction axis (see Figure 8-39), where 
the latter should use interaction events as its measurement unit. Table 8-9 summarizes 
the evaluation of the virtual axis method. 

Time axis ~ 
Interaction 

Interaction axis 

Audio I PI P 2 P 3 Animation 

Recording UI 

Video Audio2 

Time axis 

Figure 8·39 Example for a virtual time axis specification. 
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Benefits Drawbacks 

Easy to understand. Specification can become complicated 
when several axes are involved. 

Supports easy implementation of hierar- The skew QoS has to be defmed indi-
chies. rectly by additional QoS specifications. 

The specification can often be created The mapping of axes at runtime can 
with the possible problem dimension in become complex and time-consuming. 
mind. 

Easy handling of objects thanks to 
mutual independence. 

Good abstraction of media contents. 

Table 8-9 Evaluation of the synchronization specification using virtual axes. 

8.9.3 Control-flow-based Specification 
Specifications based on the control flow synchronize the flow of coinciding presenta
tion processes at predefined points within the presentation. 

8.9.3.1 Basic Hierarchical Specification 

Hierarchical synchronization descriptions [Gro89, SS90] are based on two main 
synchronization operations: the serial synchronization and the parallel synchronization 
of actions (see Figure 8-40). In a hierarchical synchronization specification, multimedia 
objects are viewed as a tree with nodes representing the serial or parallel presentation of 
branching subtrees. 

lmagel Image2 lmage3 

slide sequence 

A 
Audio Video 

lip-synchronous audio/video 
presentation 

Figure 8-40 Serial and parallel presentations. 

An action can be either atomic or bound. An atomic action treats the presentation of one 
single media object, user input, or delay. A bound action is a combination of 
synchronization operators and atomic actions. 
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The introduction of a delay as a possible action [LG90] enables us to model 
additional synchronization behavior, e.g., delays in serial presentations, or delayed 
presentations of objects in a parallel synchronization. 

Hierarchical structures are easy to handle and commonly used. Restrictions of the 
hierarchical structure result from the fact that each action can be synchronized either at 
its beginning or at its end. This means, for example, that the presentation of subtitles in 
parts of a video stream requires that the video stream needs to be decomposed into sev
eral consecutive components. Figure 8-41 shows this situation with the synchronization 
specification for the animation and audio blocks from our example introduced in 
Section 8.1.2. The animation has to be decomposed into several parts, i.e., Animationl' 

Animation2' and Animation3' to ensure that it will be synchronized correctly to the 
audio block. 

Ani. I Ani'2 Audio2 Ani'3 VI Image4 

Figure 8-41 Example for a hierarchical specification (RI = recorded interaction, Aud = 
Audio, Ani = Animation, UI = user interaction). 

Accordingly, a synchronized multimedia object used as a component in another syn
chronization can no longer be handled as an abstract unit, when we have to synchronize 
between the beginning and the end of a presentation. This means that hierarchical struc
tures do not support an adequate abstraction for the internal structure of a multimedia 
object. In addition, some synchronization conditions cannot be represented in 
hierarchical structures. 

The three objects shown in Figure 8-42 are presented in parallel, where each pair 
of objects is synchronized to each other, but independently of a third object. To specify 
this synchronization, we have to add more synchronization points. Table 8-10 
summarizes the evaluation of the basic hierarchical method. 
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Figure 8-42 Example for a synchronization that cannot be described. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

Easy to understand. Presentation points have to be added for dis-
crete media objects. 

Intuitive support of hierarchies. The skew QoS has to be described separately. 

Esy integration of interactive Media objects have to be decomposed into 
objects. several components for synchronization. 

No appropriate abstraction for contents of the 
media objects. 

Some synchronization scenarios cannot be 
described. 

Table 8-10 Evaluation of the basic hierarchical specification. 

8.9.3.2 Reference Points 

In synchronization over reference points [Ste90, BHLM92], continuous single media 
objects are handled as sequences of closed LDUs. The start and stop times for the pre
sentation of a media object, introduced in addition to the start times for the subunits of 
continuous media objects, are called reference points. The synchronization between 
media objects is specified by connecting the reference points defined for these media 
objects. A set of connected reference points is called synchronization point. The presen
tation of the subunits that belong to the same synchronization point has to be started or 
stopped when the synchronization point is reached. This approach specifies temporal 
relationships between objects without making explicit reference to time. 

Similar to the synchronization based on a time axis, this description allows us to 
synchronize objects at an arbitrary time. In addition, this method lets us easily integrate 
presentations of objects with unknown duration. Another benefit is that the use of this 
type of specification is very intuitive. 

One drawback of the synchronization with reference points is that it requires 
mechanisms to discover inconsistencies. In addition, this synchronization does not 
allow the specification of delays in a multimedia presentation. To solve this problem, 
Steinmetz [Ste90] proposes a time specification that can be used to specify explicit 
time-based delays. Another solution to this problem is to use timers. The specification 
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based on a global timer can be thought of as a subgroup of the synchronization with ref
erence points. More specifically, a timer like the one shown in Figure 8-10 can be used 
globally, where all objects will then synchronize exclusively to this timer. 

In a synchronization specification with reference points, the coherence between 
data streams can be described by an appropriate set of synchronization points between 
two given data streams. A tight lip synchronization with a maximum skew of +/-80 ms 
can be implemented by setting a specific synchronization point, e.g., for the second 
frame of a video (see Figure 8-43). If no lip synchronization is required, then it may be 
sufficient to define a set of synchronization points every ten frames in the video. This 
means that this specification method integrates the specification of the skew QoS. 

Slide! Slide2 Slide3 Slide4 

I I I I I Audio I I I I I I 

Figure 8-43 Example of a slide show with an audio sequence, using the reference 
point model. 

Figure 8-44 shows an example of the synchronized integration of continuous and dis
crete media objects. The start and stop of a slide show are initiated when the matching 
LDUs in the audio presentation are reached. 

~ecording ill Interaction 

Audio! P! P2 P3 Audio2 @ 
; ; j 

I Video I Animation I 

Figure 8-44 Example of a specification with reference points, integrating both contin
uous and discrete media and open and closed LDUs. 

The application example shown in Figure 8-41 can be fully specified by the synchroni
zation model with reference points. In the synchronization method with reference 
points, hierarchies can be created by treating a set of synchronized objects as one single 
object, where the beginning of the first object and the end of the last object serve as ref
erence points. Virtual reference points can be specified for this presentation and 
mapped to the reference points within the hierarchy. However, the semantics of this 
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mapping can become complex when objects with unknown duration have to be inte
grated into the hierarchy. Table 8-11 summarizes the evaluation of this reference point 
method. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

Easy integration of interactive objects. Difficult to handle. 

Expands easily to new events. Complex specification. 

Flexible, because each event can be Difficult to maintain. 
specified. 

Integration of continuous objects 
requires additional timers. 

Skew QoS has to be described 
separately. 

Use of hierarchies is difficult. 

Table 8-11 Evaluation of the specification by reference pOints. 

8.9.3.3 Time-specific Petri Networks 

Another type of specification is based on Petri networks [Gun92, LG91], which 
expands the time specifications at various points. A time-specific Petri network is based 
on the following rules: 

• A transition fires when there is a non-blocking token in all input places. 

• When a transition fires, the token is removed from all input points and placed to 
the output lines. 

• Once a token was placed to a new place, it is blocked for as long as it remains in 
this place. 

For example, a slide show could be specified by allocating the corresponding duration 
to points (see Figure 8-45). 

--~~*I--~~~~~~*I--~·~~~~~I-'~ 
3s 3s 

Figure 8-45 Example of a slide show in Petri network specification. 

For continuous media objects, each point in the Petri network represents one LDU. Lip 
synchronization can be modeled by using transitions to connect the appropriate LDUs 
(see Figure 8-46). 
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33ms 33ms 

Figure 8-46 Lip synchronization in Petri network specification. 

It is also possible to combine a set of related LDUs at one point, as long as there is no 
inter-object synchronization between these LDUs and other LDUs. A hierarchy can be 
built by subnetworks allocated to one point. The duration of the longest path in this 
subnetwork is then allocated to that point (Figure 8-47). 

33 ms 

Figure 8-47 A Petri network hierarchy, including the synchronization of A1 and F1 
through F3. 

audio/video recording image 
subnetwork UI subnetwork 

animation subnetwork2 
and audio subnetwork 

Figure 8-48 Application example from Figure 8-13 in Petri network specification. 
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Our application example from Figure 8-13 could be modeled as shown in Figure 8-48. 
Note that this figure does not show the subnetworks, because they can be created by 
simply using the techniques described above. 

Time-specific Petri networks support any type of synchronization specification. 
However, its main drawbacks are that the specification is rather complex and the 
abstraction of the contents of media objects is insufficient, because the media objects 
have to be decomposed into subobjects, similar to the hierarchical specification. 
Table 8-12 summarizes the evaluation of time-specific Petri networks. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

Allows the creation of hierarchies. Difficult to handle. 

Easy integration of discrete objects. Complex specification. 

Easy integration of interactive objects. Media objects have to be decomposed. 

Integrated skew QoS. No appropriate abstraction for the 
contents of media objects. 

Table 8-12 Evaluation of the synchronization specification by use of Petri networks. 

8.9.4 Events-based Synchronization 
In an events-based synchronization, presentation actions are initiated by synchroniza
tion events, similar to HyTime (see Section 8.10.2) and HyperODA [App89]. Typical 
presentation actions are: 

• Start a presentation. 
• Stop a presentation. 
• Prepare a presentation. 

The events initiated by presentation actions can be external (e.g., generated by a timer) 
or internal with regard to the presentation, in which case events are triggered when a 
continuous media object reaches the specific LDU. Table 8-13 shows an events-based 
synchronization for parts of our application example. 
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Event 
I Timer1·read 

Action Start Audio1·stop y ... 
AudioJ start 

Video start 

ImageJ start 

TimerJ start(3) stop 

Image2 start 

... 

Table 8·13 Example for an events-based specification. 

This type of specification expands easily to new synchronization types. Its main draw
back is that it is difficult to handle in realistic scenarios. The user may easily get con
fused by the type of state transitions defined in the synchronization specification, so that 
both the creation and the maintenance are difficult. Table 8-14 summarizes the 
evaluation of the events-based method. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

Expands easily to new events. Difficult to handle. 

Flexible, because each event can be Complex specification. 
specified. 

Easy integration of interactive objects. Difficult to maintain. 

Integration of continuous objects 
requires additional timers. 

Use of hierarchies is difficult. 

Skew QoS has to be described 
separately. 

Table 8-14 Evaluation of the events-based specification. 

8.9.5 Scripts 

A script in this context is a textual description of a synchronization scenario [IBM90, 
TGD91]. The elements of a script are activities and subscripts. Scripts often grow into 
complete programming languages implementing time operations. Scripts can relate to 
or make use of various specification methods. A typical example is a script based on a 
fundamental hierarchical method, supporting three main operations: the serial 
presentation, the parallel presentation, and the repeated presentation of media objects. 
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The following example shows a script for our application example from Figure 8-
13, where» designates a serial presentation, \& designates a parallel presentation, and 
n designates a presentation that is repeated n times [TGD91]. 

acti vi ty DigAudio Audio ( nvideo. au n ) ; 
acti vi ty SMP Video ( nvideo. smp n ) ; 
activity XRecorder Recorder(nwindow.rec n); 
activity Picture Picturel(npicturel.jpeg n); 
activity Picture Picture2(n p icture2.jpeg n); 
activity Picture Picture3(n p icture3.jpeg n); 
activity Picture Picture4(n p icture4.jpeg n); 
activity Start1nteraction Selection; 
activity DigAudio AniAudio(nanimation.au n); 
activity RTAnima Animation(nanimation.ani n); 
script Picture_sequence 3Pictures= Picturel.Duration(5) » 

Picture2.Duration(5) » 

Picture3.Duration(5) ; 
script Lipsynch AV = Audio & Video; 
script AniComment AA = Animation & AniAudio.Translate(2); 
script Multimedia Application_example { 
AV» 
Record. U1 » 
3Pictures » 
( (Selection » Picture4) & AA ) 

Scripts offer many options, because they represent a complete programming environ
ment. One drawback is that these methods are procedural rather than declarative, while 
the declarative approach appears to be easier to understand for non-expert users. 
Table 8-15 summarizes the evaluation of the script method. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

Good support of hierarchies. Difficult to handle. 

Logical objects can be maintained. Complex specification. 

Easy integration of interactive objects. Implicit use of common timers. 

Easy integration of discrete objects. Skew QoS has to be described 
separately. 

Expands easily to new synchronization 
constructs. 

Programmable, offering high flexibility. 

Table 8-15 Evaluation of the synchronization specification by use of scripts. 
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8.9.6 Summary of Synchronization Specification Methods 

The specification methods for multimedia synchronization described in this section 
offer various specification options and differ mainly with regard to their easiness of use. 
Many of these methods merely present different "views" of the same problem. The set 
of different specification options limits the portability between specifications in 
different methods of a common subgroup. 

The choice of an appropriate specification method depends on the application and 
the existing environment. The temporal behavior of multimedia objects is only one part 
of a presentation, its contents being the major aspect to be kept in mind. The chosen 
method has to integrate well into the selected environment. There is no "best" or 
"worst" solution for all cases. For simple presentations without user interaction, the 
methods based on a global timer appear to be suitable. For complex structures with 
interaction options, the reference point model seems to be a suitable method. 

In many cases, the user will not specify the synchronization directly by using a 
specification method. Instead, many users will use a graphical authoring system that 
produces the specifications based on various methods automatically. Experience has 
shown that the user interface is typically built on one of these specification methods, so 
that the benefits and drawbacks of a method reflect on the user interface. In addition, 
many authoring systems allow the author to leave the environment of the highly devel
oped graphical representation to specify a complex synchronization directly on the low
est level of the synchronization specification. This could be the textual level, supplied 
by the underlying method. 

8.10 Case Studies 

This section described some interesting approaches to multimedia synchronization and 
classifies each case based on the reference model introduced above. In particular, we 
will study the synchronization aspects within standardized multimedia synchronization 
exchange and the pertaining runtime environments as well as multimedia systems that 
include the layers of the synchronization model discussed in the previous section. 

8.10.1 Synchronization in MHEG 

The most abstract layer in MHEG offers a virtual coordination system that can be used 
to specify the layout and the relationships of contents objects in space and time, accord
ing to the specification method based on virtual axes. The highest layer uses a time axis 
with infinite length, measured in generic time units (GTUs). The MHEG runtime envi
ronment has to map these GTUs to physical time units (PTUs). If no mapping is speci
fied, then a GTU is used as a default value and mapped to 1 ms. The spatial axes (X for 
length, Y for width, and Z for height) are used in the highest layer. Each axis has a lim
ited length at an interval of [-32768, +32767]. The units used here are called generic 
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space units (GSUs). In addition, the MHEG engine has to map the virtual to the real 
coordinate space. 

Contents objects are represented based on the exchange of action objects, which 
are sent to an object. Examples of actions are preparations to put the object into a pre
sentable state, the start of a presentation, or the end of a presentation. Action objects 
can be combined into an action list. Parallel action lists are executed in parallel. Each 
list consists of a delay, followed by a delayed sequential action, which is processed seri
ally by the MHEG engine (see Figure 8-49). 

parallel action lists ... .. 
delay delay 

""" 

action action 

Figure 8-49 Example of an action list in MHEG. 

References can be used to synchronize presentations based on events. Reference condi
tions can be linked to an event. If the conditions linked to a reference are met, then the 
reference is triggered, and actions assigned to this reference are executed. This can be 
thought of as a form of event-based synchronization. 

8.10.1.1 The MHEG Engine 

The MHEG engine was developed at the European Networking Center of IBM in 
Heidelberg, Germany [Gra94]. The architecture of the MHEG engine, which is an 
implementation of the object layer, is shown in Figure 8-50. 

application 

MHEGengine 
'" II) AVsub-

object manager "~ system 

u '" 
"\:: I:: 

link processor interpreter ~"g 
~~ user 

II) interface '" ~ services 

operating system 

Figure 8-50 Architecture of the MHEG engine. 
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The so-called generic presentation services offered by the engine supply abstractions of 
the presentation modules, used to present contents objects. 

The audio/video subsystem is an implementation of the stream layer. This compo
nent is responsible for the presentation of continuous media streams, e.g., audio and 
video streams. 

The user interface services support the presentation of discrete media, e.g., text 
and images, and process user interventions, e.g., buttons and forms. 

The MHEG engine accepts MHEG objects from the application. The object man
ager handles these objects in a runtime environment. The interpreter processes action 
objects and events. It is responsible for the initiation of the preparation and presentation 
of objects. The link processor monitors the status of objects and triggers references, if 
the condition of a reference is met. 

A runtime system uses events to communicate with the presentation services. The 
user inter interface services process the events belonging to user actions. The audio/ 
video subsystem represents status events of the presentation streams, e.g., the end of the 
presentation of a stream, or reference point within a stream is reached. 

8.10.1.2 MHEG in the Context of the Reference Model 

MHEG is a standardized exchange format used in the object layer. The synchronization 
is based on the virtual axes and the events-based methods. The MHEG engine repre
sents the runtime environment of the object layer. The object layer implementation of 
the engine is based on media servers (see Chapter 4). The audio/video subsystem repre
sents the stream layer. Figure 8-51 shows the relationship between MHEG and the syn
chronization reference model. 

specification layer 

object layer interface 

object layer 

stream layer interface 

stream layer 

media layer interface 

media layer 

r- MHEG-encoded multimedia object -
MHEGengine 

interpreter 
object manager user interface 
link processor services 

AV subsystem 

Figure 8-51 Classification of MHEG within the reference model. 

When considering distributed environments, we can identify a drawback of the MHEG 
processing model: the time between the preparation and the representation of actions is 
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encoded as an MHEG object, while the duration depends on the runtime environment, 
so that it has to be calculated completely by the MHEG engine. 

8.10.2 HyTime 

HyTime (Hypermedia/I'ime-based Structuring Language) is an international standard 
specified in ISOIIEC 10744 [Org92] for the structured representation of hypermedia 
information. HyTime is an application that uses the Standardized General Markup 
Language (SGML) [Smi89] (see Volume 3). 

SGML was designed for the exchange of documents, where the document struc
ture plays an important role. In contrast, the layout has only local significance. The log
ical structure is defined by markup commands embedded in the text. These markup 
commands organize the text in SGML elements. For each SGML document, there is a 
data type definition (DTD), which declares the element types of a document and the 
attributes of each element. It also specifies how the instances relate hierarchically. A 
typical application of SGML is desktop publishing, where an author is responsible for 
the contents and structure of a document, while the publisher is responsible for the lay
out. SGML does not limit the contents of a document, so that elements can be of text or 
image types, or other multimedia data types. 

HyTime specifies how markups and DTDs can be used to describe the structure of 
hyperlink and time-based multimedia documents. However, it does not specify the for
mat or encoding of elements. Instead, it uses frames that can be used to define the 
relationships between these elements. 

HyTime supports addresses required to identify specific pieces of information 
within an element, to create references between components of these elements, and for 
temporal and spatial specifications to describe the relationships between media objects. 

The HiTime standard defines the semantics of architectural forms, representing 
the declaration templates of SGML elements, including their attributes. A designer of 
HyTime applications creates a HyTime DTD that uses the architectural forms the 
designers needs for the HyTime document. A HyTime DTD uses a special HyTime 
attribute to associate each element type with an architectural form. The following 
attributes are available for architectural forms: 

• The base module specifies the architectural forms included in a document. A mea
surement module is used to add dimensions and to measure and count documents. 
Media objects within a document can be arranged on these dimensions. 

• The location address module provides the tools to address specific points within a 
document. This module supports three addressing modes: 

• A name space addressing scheme to address a name that identifies an infor
mation component. 

• A coordinate location scheme to address an interval of a coordinated space 
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by reference, if measurement within the coordinated space is possible, e.g., 
the address of a component within an audio sequence. 

• A semantic location scheme to address components by use of application
specific constructs. 

• The scheduling module puts media objects into so-called finite coordinate spaces 
(FCSs). These spaces are collections of application-defined axes. A measurement 
module is required to address measurements along these axes. HyTime does not 
know the dimensions of its media objects. Events are used for the presentation of 
media objects. An event is an encapsulated media object, including the layout 
specification, which is bound to an FCS. Events can be set within the FCS either 
absolute or relative to other events. 

• The hyperlink module is used to build reference links between media objects. 
Endpoints can be defined by use of local addresses, by measurements, or by the 
scheduling method. 

• The rendition module specifies how the events of a source FCS, which typically 
supplies a higher-level presentation description, can be transformed into a target 
FCS to be used for a specific presentation. Presentation-specific modifications, 
e.g., a change to the color reproduction, projecting the dimensions from the source 
to the target FCSs, or scaling of the presentation, are executed during the mapping 
process. 

8.10.2.1 The HyTime Engine 

The HyTime engine is used to read the output from an SGML parser, to recognize the 
architectural forms, and to execute HyTime-specific and application-independent pro
cesses. Typical tasks of the HyTime engine include the resolution of hyperlinks, 
addressing of objects, analysis of measurements and schedules, and the transformation 
of schedules and dimensions. The resulting information is then passed on to the 
HyTime application. 

HyOctane is a HyTime engine developed at the university of Massachusetts at 
Lowell [BRRK94]; it has the following architecture: An SGML parser reads the data 
type definition used for a document and for HyTime document instances. The parser 
stores the markups and contents of document objects and the application DTD in the 
SGML layer of a database. Then the HyTime engine fetches information stored in the 
SGML layer of the database. It identifies the architectural forms, resolves the addresses 
maintained by the location addressing module, assumes the function of the scheduling 
module, and executes the mapping specified in a service module. The engine stores the 
information about the elements of a document, which represent the instances of archi
tectural forms in the HyTime layer of the database. The application layer of the data
base stores the objects and their attributes as they were defined in the DTD. An 
application presenter fetches the information required for the presentation of database 
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contents from the database, including references between objects and presentation 
coordinates used for the presentation. 

8.10.2.2 HyTime in the Context of the Reference Model 

HyTime can be used in many applications. Instead of standardizing the contents for
mats, the encoding, the document types, or specific SGML-DTDs, it provides a frame
work for the addressing of contents in hypermedia documents and the definition of 
references, the adaptation and the synchronization. In the context of the reference 
model for synchronization, a HyTime document together with its DTDs can be used as 
input for the object layer. For synchronization, it uses the method based on virtual axes. 
Pre-processing related to SGML and HyTime is executed by the HyTime engine in the 
object layer. The application presenter supplies the other object layers and the function
ality of the stream layer. Figure 8-52 shows how HyTime relates to the synchronization 
reference model. 

specification layer 

object layer interface 

object layer 

stream layer interface 

stream layer 

media layer interface 

media layer 

I-- HyTime document and DID -
SGMLparser 

HyTime engine 
application initialization 

application presenter 

Figure 8-52 HyTime in the context of the reference model. 

Other classification options include the use of a database as an interface to the object 
layer, or the use of databases to generate an MHEG specification. In the latter case, the 
HyTime engine can be thought of as part of a format conversion tool. 

8.10.3 The Firefly System 

The Firefly system approach proposed by Buchanan and Zellweger [BZ93a, BZ93b] 
was designed to generate consistent presentation schedules for interactive multimedia 
documents that include the media objects with either a behavior known in advance 
(e.g., audio and video), or with unknown behavior (e.g., user interactions). The genera
tion algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase (prior to running the presenta
tion), highly developed temporal specifications are used for a document to calculate a 
presentation schedule, where objects with unknown duration are widely ignored. In the 
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second phase (during the presentation), the scheduling is completed by identifying and 
including objects with unknown duration. 

The specification of these temporal side conditions distinguishes between a speci
fication of media levels, which describe the temporal behavior of individual media 
objects, and a specification of document levels, which describe the temporal behavior 
of a complete multimedia document, in particular the temporal relationships between 
individual media objects. To specify the media level, media items supplying a reference 
to a media object and to describe the temporal behavior of that media object are used. A 
media item includes the following: 

• Events representing time points during the presentation of a media object. They 
are similar to a reference point. 

• Durations specifying the amount of time between two consecutive events in a 
media object. A duration is represented by three values: minDuration, optDura

tion, and maxDuration. The duration is fixed if these three values are identical. If 
they specify an interval, then the presentation can be adapted. No values are 
assigned if a duration is unknown. 

• Costs, which can be used as a measurement unit for the declining degree of qual
ity when a presentation is stretched towards the maximum duration, or shrunk 
towards the minimum duration. 

A specification of document levels includes the following: 

• Media items, which are embedded in the presentation. 
• Temporal side conditions used to describe explicit temporal relationships between 

events in one or several schedulers. Temporal side conditions are grouped into 
those with temporal equality, which describe a fixed temporal relationship 
between two events (e.g., same time, one event 10 s before the other), and those 
with temporal inequality, which describe a temporal relationship without a spe
cific time (e.g., one event before the other, or one event at least 10 s and at most 20 
s before the other). 

• Operations, which are related to an event and do not include any alternating pre
sentation-specific operations (e.g., increasing the volume of an audio presenta
tion), and operations that change over time (e.g., increasing the playback speed of 
a video). 

• Duration and cost, which can be described according to the media layer. These 
values are used on the document level to describe the behavior of different 
instances of one single media item within a document. 

• Unpredictable event control used to activate and deactivate unpredictable events. 

In addition, the system offers options to specify graphical representations and to sup
port the development of temporal specifications. The method used for synchronization 
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specification combines the reference point synchronization (see Section 8.9.3) with the 
interval-based synchronization (see Section 8.9.1). 

The representation scheduler resides in the object layer and is composed of two 
parts: a compile-time scheduler and a run-time scheduler. The compile-time scheduler 
creates a main schedule that controls the predictable parts of a document, and auxiliary 
schedules which control the parts of a document that depend on unpredictable events. 
This scheduling is an example for the calculation of an offline schedule in the object 
layer. The algorithm involves the following steps: 

• The first step determines duration values and costs for each media item. For this 
purpose, the specifications of the media and document levels for a media item are 
linked and time-altering operations are included in the calculation of duration val
ues. 

• The second step determines aggregate components. More specifically, a union
find algorithm is used to identify the linked components of a document. Two 
events reside in the same aggregate component if they are linked by either a pre
dictable duration or a temporal side condition. An aggregate component is pre
dictable if no unpredictable events exist that would trigger the events of that 
component; otherwise is is unpredictable. 

• The third step assigns instance times to events, i.e., the time with regard to the 
start time of a component is calculated for each event of an aggregate component. 
For this purpose, a simplex algorithm is applied, which uses the duration values 
and the temporal side conditions, with the main objective to minimize cost. 

• The fourth step generates commands, i.e., previous results are used to generate 
execution commands. A command includes the time when it should be executed, 
the media item to be executed, and an aggregate event that lists unpredictable 
events which have to be activated or deactivated. All commands for predictable 
components are integrated in the main schedule, while a separate auxiliary sched
ule is built for each unpredictable component. To improve the performance of a 
continuous medium, objects are handled on the basis of fixed duration units, and 
not with each single event within the media item. This means that it only concerns 
the start objects of the complete set of media and events referring to other media 
objects. It is assumed that such a stream will be executed separately as specified 
by the presentation schedule. 

The run-time scheduler is an example for the calculation of an online schedule within 
the object layer. It controls the document clock and the execution schedule, and pro
cesses unpredictable events. Once the compile-time scheduler has calculated the sched
ules, the run-time schedules copies the main schedules to the runtime scheduler and 
starts the document clock. When the time set for a specific command expires, that com
mand is executed. When an activated unpredictable event that triggers an unpredictable 
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component is found, then the run-time scheduler links the relevant schedules in the run
time schedule by taking the current document time as the start time for the first com
mand within the schedule. The run-time scheduler marks the instances in the run-time 
schedule to be able to distinguish the commands for various instances of an unpredict
able schedule, because unpredictable components could be called more than once. 

S.10.3.1 Firefly in the Context of the Reference Model 

The Firefly system offers a complete synchronization support, with an editor in the 
specification layer. The temporal relationships based on the reference point and the 
interval-based specification methods are used on the object-layer interface. The sched
uler supports offiine- and online calculations of presentation schedules in the object 
layer. Schedules for streams are initiated in the object layer and executed in the stream 
layer. Figure 8-53 shows the Firefly system in the context of the synchronization 
reference model. 

specification layer graphical editor for 
temporal relations 

object layer interface r--- temporal relations -

object layer compile-time scheduler 
run-time scheduler 

stream layer interface 

stream layer stream schedule 

media layer interface 

media layer 

Figure 8-53 The Firefly system in the context of the reference model. 

The system offers well-organized scheduling and the integration of values for unpre
dictable events. It does not currently support media preparation times, or presentation 
restrictions for situations where the local resources are insufficient, or the network 
introduces delays. 

8.10.4 The MODE System 

The MODE (Multimedia Objects in a Distributed Environment) system [Bla93] was 
developed at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany. It is based on an intuitive approach 
for network-transparent synchronization specification and for scheduling in heteroge
neous, distributed systems. The core of MODE is a distributed multimedia presentation 
service that shares a tailored multimedia object model, synchronization specifications, 
and QoS requirements with a given application. In addition, MODE uses the knowledge 
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about networks and workstations jointly with a given runtime environment. This dis
tributed service uses all information available for synchronization scheduling, when an 
application requests the presentation of a composite multimedia object. MODE refers 
to the cost model and the QoS requirements of the application, which means that it 
adapts the quality of service to the available resources. The MODE system includes the 
following synchronization-specific components: 

• The synchronization editor in the specification layer creates synchronization and 
layout specifications for multimedia presentations. 

• The server manager in the object layer coordinates the execution of the presenta
tion service calls. This includes the coordination of presentation units (presenta
tion objects) from basic information units (information objects), and the transport 
of objects within a distributed environment. 

• The local synchronizer accepts presentation objects locally and initiates their local 
presentation according to the synchronization specification. 

• The optimizer, which is part of the MODE server manager, schedules distributed 
synchronization, selects presentation qualities and presentation forms, which 
depend on the requirements of the user, the network, and the system capabilities 
of the workstation. 

8.10.4.1 The Synchronization Model 

The MODE system uses a synchronization model based on the synchronization by ref
erence points [BHLM92]. This model can be expanded to handle time intervals, objects 
with unpredictable duration, and conditions that may arise from the underlying 
heterogeneous, distributed environment. 

A synchronization specification, which was created in the synchronization editor 
and uses the synchronizer, is stored in textual form. The syntax of this specification is 
defined by the context-free grammar of the language used to describe the synchroniza
tion. This ensures that a synchronization specification can be used independently of 
MODE components in its implementation language and environment. 

MODE distinguishes between dynamic and static base objects. A presentation of 
dynamic basic objects is composed of a sequence of presentation objects, correspond
ing to an LDU stream. The index of each presentation object is called a reference point. 
The presentation of a static basis object, which can also be an interactive or discrete 
media object, has only two reference points: the beginning and the end of a presenta
tion. The description of a reference point together with the pertaining basic object is 
called ynchronization element or BasicObjectReferencePoint. Two or more synchroni
zation elements can be combined at one synchronization point. A complete inter-object 
synchronization is defined by creating a list of all synchronization points. 
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The presentation quality can be specified for each basic object. It is described by a 
set of attributes, including attribute names, preferred values, and the value range for all 
possible values of an attribute. 

8.10.4.2 The Local Synchronizer 

The local synchronizer runs synchronized presentations according to the synchroniza
tion model introduced above. This includes intra-object and inter-object synchroniza
tion. For intra-object synchronization, a presentation thread is created, which processes 
the presentation of a dynamic basic objects. Threads with different priorities can be 
used to implement priorities for basic objects. All presentations of static basic objects 
are handled by one single thread. 

For synchronization, MODE uses a signaling mechanism. Each presentation 
thread that reaches a synchronization point sends a signal to all other presentation 
threads linked to that synchronization point. When these threads receive such a signal, 
other presentation threads can run acceleration activities, if necessary. Once all signals 
have been sent, the presentation thread waits for signals to arrive from the other 
participating threads of the synchronization point; in the meantime, it waits in a loop. 

8.10.4.3 Scheduling and Running a Distributed Presentation 

The optimizer is activated before a presentation can begin. The optimizer uses a heuris
tic search algorithm that considers the special conditions of a distributed environment, 
such as multiple steps of a synchronization within a distributed environment, several 
communication patterns, or buffer requirements and connections. For this purpose, it 
uses information about the network, e.g., available bandwidth, service quality, available 
resources in the workstation, and information about processing requirements for media 
objects. This information is maintained in the environment and in application media 
descriptions for use by the optimizer [BIa92]. 

The scheduling result defines the achievable quality for each presentation 
attribute, corresponding to the requirements for the user, the network, and the worksta
tion resources. The result of this scheduling process is a MODE flow graph [Bla9I], 
describing the nodes and times when specific operations have to be executed. The flow 
graph is distributed to the embedded nodes and processed by the distributed MODE 
server manager at runtime. 

8.10.4.4 Exceptions in a Distributed Environment 

The correct and timely execution of a schedule depends on the underlying environment, 
when workstations and the network make temporal guarantees for the execution of 
operations. MODE supports several guarantee levels. When the underlying distributed 
environment is unable to provide full guarantees, then MODE considers potential error 
conditions. To throw an exception during the presentation time, MODE defines three 
types of actions: 
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1. A wait action can be used when the presentation of a dynamic basic object has 
reached a synchronization point and is waiting longer than the time defined for 
this synchronization point. Possible wait actions include the continuation of a pre
sentation from the object presented last (freezing the video), stopping, or pausing 
a synchronization point. 

2. When the presentation of a dynamic basic object has reached a synchronization 
point and waits for other objects to reach this point, then acceleration actions can 
be used as an alternative to the wait action. They move the delayed dynamic basic 
objects to this synchronization point. Possible actions include a temporary 
increase of the presentation speed, or skipping all objects of the presentation to the 
synchronization point. 

3. An object can be skipped and the next object presented when a presentation object 
does not arrive in time. 

Priorities for basic objects can be used to reflect their sensitivity to delays in the presen
tation. For example, audio objects normally have a higher priority than video objects, 
because a user will perceive the jitter in the audio stream rather than in a video stream. 
Higher-priority presentation objects are preferred versus lower-priority objects, both in 
the presentation and in the synchronization. 

8.10.4.5 MODE in the Context of the Reference Model 

MODE is a comprehensive synchronization system, especially designed to support syn
chronization in a distributed environment. MODE offers a synchronization tool in the 
specification layer. The output of this tool is used as an interface format, similar to the 
reference point synchronization, between the specification and the object layer. The 
optimizer is part of the object layer and handles an offline calculation of the presenta
tion schedule before the presentation can begin. The MODE server manager and the 
synchronizer are also part of the object layer. The threads they generate to handle 
dynamic media objects are part of the stream layer. Figure 8-54 shows how the MODE 
system relates to the synchronization reference model. 
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Figure 8-54 The MODE system in the context of the reference model. 

8.10.5 Multimedia Tele-Orchestra 

The Multimedia Communication Research Laboratory (MCRLab), headed by Professor 
Nicolas D. Georganas, at the University of Ottawa, Canada, developed a multimedia 
system called Multimedia-Tele-Orchestra. This system consists of a highly developed 
specification scheme, the time flow graph (TFG) [LKG94], and a synchronization 
implementation in a distributed environment [KG89]. In contrast to many other specifi
cation methods, a TFG assumes that special temporal knowledge can often be relative, 
i.e., it cannot be described by exact time parameters. The authors call this afuzzy sce
nario. In addition, the duration of presentations can be imprecise and unknown in 
advance. For this reason, neither the exact times nor the duration is required to specify a 
synchronization in this system. 

The term interval serves as a basis for the TFG. [LKG94] shows that all temporal 
relationships between intervals can be represented by TFGs. This leads to a partly 
sequential sequence used by the actual synchronization processing at the presentation 
time. With regard to the synchronization reference model, a TFG is an interval-based 
method in the specification layer; it also includes the interface between this layer and 
the object layer. 

The synchronization controller for multimedia communication (SCMC) [KG89] 
was developed on the basis of the TFG concept for distributed multimedia synchroniza
tion schemes. One of the important properties of this scheme is that data may origin 
from various sources at various locations. SCMC is designed to run over ATM net
works. Nevertheless, the same algorithms can be used for other multimedia-enabling 
networks, e.g., Ethernet lOBase-T, lOOBase-T, and IsoEthernet, or Gigabit Ethernet 
(see Chapter 5). 
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The Tele-Orchestra approach uses a second component, the Temporal Presenta
tion Controller (TPC), that handles the calculation of schedules with earliest possible 
times for the presentation of objects on a remote computer. The result of the TPC, i.e., 
the corresponding schedule, is passed on to the SCMC, which actually processes the 
control data to meet the synchronization specification. With regard to the synchroniza
tion reference model, SCMC uses individual LDUs, which means that it does not rely 
on a stream. SCMC offers users the option to produce a synchronization between indi
vidual data streams, which means that SCMC belongs both to the media and the stream 
layer. Temporal side conditions defined by TFG are mapped by TPC to SCMC primi
tives. TPC continues calculating local schedules, while SCMC groups all local sched
ules into an implementation of the required synchronization, which means that TPC 
belongs to the object layer. 

8.10.5.1 Tele-Orchestra in the Context of the Reference Model 

Tele-Orchestra covers the aspects of all layers of the reference model. The distribution 
is known and handled in the specification and stream layers. [LLKG93] discusses per
formance analysis results of this synchronization scheme. Figure 8-55 shows how the 
Tele-Orchestra system relates to the synchronization reference model. 

specification layer 

object layer interface 

object layer 

stream layer interface 

stream layer 

media layer interface 

media layer 

1----- time flow graph ----I 

temporal presentation controller 

synchronization controller for 
multimedia communication 

Figure 8-55 The Tele-Orchestra system in the context of the synchronization refer
ence model. 

8.10.6 Little's Framework 

The main motivation for the development of a multimedia information system devel
oped at the University of Boston [Lit93] was to integrate the support of the retrieval and 
transmission of multimedia data. This system consists of methods for synchronization 
specification, data representation, temporal access controls, and runtime inter-media 
synchronization. In particular, it offers mechanisms to prevent delays caused by media 
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object storage, communication, and calculation. The system offers other mechanisms 
for scalability and controlled quality constraints of multimedia services. 

The synchronization specification is based on the method using Petri networks 
(see Section 8.9.3) and the method using global timers (see Section 8.9.2). The specifi
cation itself is mapped to a so-called Temporal Interval Base (TIB) modeling approach. 
The temporal relationships of this model include a start time, the duration of its presen
tation, and the end time for each data element. The relative position is defined by the 
differences between the start times of presentations. 

Static and dynamic presentation scheduling is calculated on the basis of this spec
ification. An example for a simple scheduling algorithm in an environment with limited 
resources is the Static Playout Schedule Computation Algorithm [Lit92, LG92]. This 
algorithm assumes that the data elements of a presentation are stored in a remote data
base. The data have to be transmitted over a packet-switched network with limited 
capacity to the output workstation. In a first step, the synchronization specification is 
used to calculate the time for the beginning of a presentation (Pi) for each data unit. 
This can be done easily by using the presentation duration (mJ When the start points of 
a presentation are used, then it is necessary to calculate the times when the data units 
are accessed (qi)' because a time (Ti) is required to transport them (see Figure 8-56). 

... llij 
~ ... Ti ~I I 

I ~ 
0 qj Pi 

Figure 8-56 Static scheduling. 

Let us assume that Dp is the constant propagation speed of the data, Db the delay in 
proportion to the package size (mean packet size / channel capacity), and Dv is the 
variable delay depending on the network load, then Ti is defined as Ti = Dp + Di + D j . 

For this calculation, the following conditions have to be met: 

Pi ~ qi + Ti (The data units have to be available at the correct time.) 
qi-l 2': qi - Ti-l + Dp (The data should be accessed after completion of 
the previous data transmission.) 

The following algorithm is used to calculate qi: 

q[m) = p[m) - T[m) II Start with the last data unit. 
for i = 0 to m-2 

end. 

if q[m-i) < p[m-i-l) - Dp II Collision 
q[m-i-l) = q[m-l) - T[m-i-l) + Dp II Resolve collision 

else q[m-i-l) = p[m-i-l) - T[m-i-l) II No collision 
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Note that static scheduling does not consider any dynamic changes in the environment, 
nor changing user commands (e.g., presentation speed), so that the dynamic scheduling 
concept introduced in this system is also called Limited A Priori (LAP) scheduling. 
Based on this concept, scheduling and resource reservation are valid only for a brief 
time. If a multimedia presentation is decomposed into components with similar use of 
resources, then a schedule and a static resource reservation are calculated. Subse
quently, the session scheduler presents the components. 

Skew control mechanisms are used to support inter-stream synchronization. They 
reject and duplicate data units when the queue representing the stream processes 
exceeds or falls short of specific threshold values. 

The definitions of the specification layer are time-oriented and based on Petri net
works, but they are mapped to a TIB specification in the interface format of the object 
layer, which is similar to an interval-based synchronization. Offline and online schedul
ing belong to the object layer. An additional skew control is available in the stream 
layer. 

8.10.6.1 Little's Framework in the Context of the Reference Model 

Little's Framework is a well-defined approach, combining all layers involved. The con
cept concentrates on the retrieval of multimedia objects from one single server, taking 
only a limited set of parameters into account, namely those relevant for a distribution. 
Figure 8-57 shows how Little's Framework relates to the synchronization reference 
model. 

Petri net 
time-line specification specification layer 

object layer interface r---- temporal interval basis -

static presentation scheduler 
LAP scheduling 

object layer 

stream layer interface 

stream layer inter-stream skew control 

media layer interface 

media layer 

Figure 8-57 Little's Framework in the context of the synchronization reference model. 

8.10.7 ACME 

ACME (Abstractions for Continuous MEdia) [AH91] is an input/output server for con
tinuous data streams within the stream layer. It controls several physical devices. Users 
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can define logical devices as abstractions of physical devices. A transmission path is 
established to transmit streams from input to output devices. This connection can be a 
real network link. A stream consists of LOUs, carrying a timestamp. 

A so-called logical time system (LTS) synchronize the input and output to and 
from logical devices. The LTS has a clock assigned to a specific device, which is nor
mally one that reacts most sensitively to delays, or which is operated over a designated 
connection. 

When a connection blocks, then the input device of the connection is also blocked 
and has to continue buffering data units. The output device is "starved", because it does 
not receive the expected number of LOU s. When the maximum skew between the LOU 
timestamps and the LTS clock is reached, then the blockage is resolved by skipping 
some LOUs or stopping the LTS. The LTS will be started again, if the timestamp of the 
logical data approximates the LTS clock, and if an additional data volume was received 
for the start phase of the resynchronization (see Figure 8-58 and Figure 8-59). 

time marker 
, 

, /' catches up 

,,).-- skip 

---LTS ",", _____ 0' 

// blocking ----------- logical device 

real time 

Figure 8·58 Resynchronization in ACME. 
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skewmax /~SkiP 
_ _ _____ , , , 't ---t --"' start counter for ~ata received 

_---~ blocking skewmax of data receIved 

LTS 
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Figure 8·59 Resynchronization in ACME (cont'd). 

real time 

ACME offers a programming interface and supports media streams exclusively in the 
stream layer. 
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8.10.8 Other Synchronization-specific Systems 

Many of the multimedia expansions currently available for operating systems, e.g., 
QuickTime of Apple [DM92], the multimedia extensions of Microsoft [Mic91], and the 
Multimedia Presentation Manager/2 of IBM [IBM92] include synchronization mecha
nisms referring to the stream layer of the local environment. Networked systems, such 
as the IBM Ultimedia Server, include additional synchronization mechanisms for a 
distributed environment. 

The Orchestration Service [CGCH92] is a stream-oriented interface for synchro
nized playback of continuous media in a distributed environment. Nicolai [Nic90], Lit
tle [LG91], Escobar [EDP92], Shepherd [SS90], Ramanathan [RR93], and Anderson 
proposed technologies for jitter control of media streams in the stream layer. [EFI94] 
includes an evaluation and classification of these approaches. Stefani, Harzad and Hom 
[SHH92] proposed the use of the synchronous ESTEREL programming language to 
write code for multimedia synchronization in the object layer. 

The University of Geneva, Switzerland, [TGD91] developed an object-oriented 
system featuring a global timer-based synchronization specification. A global timer is 
available to all objects at runtime. Each object maps this time to its own local time, 
which it uses for its intra-object synchronization. When the skew between the local 
time and the world time of the global timer exceeds a maximum value, then a resyn
chronization to the world time is done. 

Bulterman's Framework [Bu193] deals with the problems of sharing network 
resources, synchronizing data from different sources, and representing data on different 
hosts in a distributed environment. The components of Framework can manage the 
resources for all active application within a distributed environment. The required infor
mation is supplied by a specification of the application resource and by synchronization 
requirements. 

The Tactus System [DNN+93] includes a server for media synchronization at the 
sink, and an interface tool that also supports the calculation and control of streams and 
their transmission to the presentation server. The scheduling is calculated in advance to 
avoid delays at runtime. 

The use of traditional events-based user interface servers can cause synchroniza
tion errors caused by a delay between a request of a presentation sent to the server and 
the current presentation performance of that server. Temporal relationships of a presen
tation are often lost. One proposal to prevent this problem is to expand the Windows 
server to the delays of a presentation pending the arrival of an event, which is defined 
by the client. This allows to reintroduce temporal relationships between presentations 
on the server. 

HyperODA [App89] is a standardization effort to define a document exchange for
mat for multimedia. HyperODA actually expands the Open Document Architecture 
(aDA) [BB91]. The expansion of aDA to a multimedia and hypermedia document 
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architecture requires new content architectures, e.g., for audio and video, and the defini
tion of a model for the temporal and spatial layout. Intra-object synchronization is 
implemented by the events-based synchronization method. 

8.11 Summary and Discussion 

Modem integrated multimedia systems should include several aspects with regard to 
synchronization. Unfortunately, the same term is used by many authors to describe dif
ferent issues. This chapter defined synchronization-specific conditions and classified 
the layers in multimedia systems based on a synchronization reference model. 

Intra-object synchronization was defined as the synchronization of LDU s of 
media objects. Inter-object synchronization involves the synchronization between 
media objects. 

In live synchronization, the synchronization results directly from the temporal 
relationships created during the recording of objects. In synthetic synchronization, the 
temporal relationship between media objects are explicitly represented. 

We discussed various methods for synchronization specifications developed in 
recent years. The improved interval-based specification defines relationships between 
presentation intervals. The axis-based method specifies the synchronization by map
ping media objects to one or several axes. The basic hierarchical method uses parallel 
or serial operations to define relations between media objects. The approach based on 
reference points allows a specification by defining the relationships between media 
objects. Petri networks can be used to model the presentation flow by using points with 
values for the duration and by allocating the beginning of presentation operations to fire 
transitions. The events-based method links presentation operations to events. Scripts are 
a programming-oriented approach using synchronization operations. All these methods 
offer different specification options. Conversions or mappings of specifications between 
these methods are possible, but generally limited to a common subgroup of specifica
tion options. Normally, the user uses a graphical editor to specify the synchronization. 
The basic specification methods reflect normally in the abstraction of the user interface. 
Editors allow also direct access to these specification methods. 

The quality of service (QoS) required for the temporal relationships of the presen
tation at the output device is derived from the user's perception of a presentation. 
Experiments have shown that a skew of more than +/- 80 ms between an audio stream 
and a video stream are found annoying when the presentation involves lip synchroniza
tion. We also introduced other QoS requirements and a method to combine QoS 
requirements. 

Subsequently, we defined a synchronization reference model that can be used to 
classify the synchronization devices and interfaces in layers, and to identify and classify 
media synchronization approaches. In this model, the specification layer consists of 
tools that can be used to create and convert synchronization specifications. The object 
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layer accepts the synchronization specification as input on its service interface. It plans 
and organizes the presentation. In addition, it initiates the presentation of discrete media 
objects and user interactions. For the presentation of continuous media, it uses the 
services of the stream layer. The stream layer supports abstractions of streams at its 
interface. It deals with intra-object synchronization and the synchronization of 
continuous media streams. The media layer hides the access to multimedia devices at 
its interface. 

For a distributed environment, additional challenges have to be dealt with, 
especially with regard to the distribution of the media objects and their synchronization 
specification, the required communication and delays in the distributed environment, 
and multi-user communication. In a distributed environment, synchronization is a 
multi-step process and a challenging planning task. 

Finally, we discussed some of the well-known systems and classified them in the 
context of the synchronization reference model. The case studies described in this con
text allowed us to compare the options offered by the different approaches, and to eval
uate the usability of the model. 

The expansive development and fast proliferation of multimedia applications 
require the execution of presentations on heterogeneous platforms. The success of 
exchange standards for multimedia depends on the availability of runtime environments 
for these formats. Which standard will prevail in the future remains to be seen. 
Naturally, the availability of a standard format will also help support authoring systems. 

The growing availability of multimedia teleservices requires an open distributed 
environment that requires, in turn, an open stream mechanism and open object layer 
services. Initial efforts in the field of open streams in a heterogeneous environment have 
been made by the Interactive Multimedia Association, an effort driven by the industry 
for open multimedia services. Further work is needed for the development of open 
object layer services. 
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